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FOREWORD

The Technical Committee Meeting on Behaviour of Core Materials and Fission Product
Release in Accident Conditions in LWRs was proposed by the International Working Group
on Water Reactor Fuel Performance and Technology (IWGFPT) and convened by the
International Atomic Energy Agency. At the invitation of the Government of France the meeting
was held in Aix-en-Provence from 16 to 19 March 1992.

Forty participants representing 14 countries attended the meeting. Twenty-four papers
were presented and discussed during four technical sessions. Working Groups composed of
the session chairmen and authors of papers prepared summaries of each session including
conclusions and recommendations for future work.

A key long term goal of the IAEA is the improvement of the safety and reliability of water
reactors. This goal is pursued by activities in the area of water reactor fuel that were initiated
to improve our understanding of the behaviour of fuel during both normal operations and
accident conditions. In practice, specialists meetings identify areas of concern, promote
studies in these areas and review the progress made.

Under the auspices of the IWGFPT many different aspects of fuel behaviour in normal,
off-normal and accident conditions have been considered at specialists meetings convened
by the IAEA. Details of the work are recorded in the proceedings of the meetings in the
following publications :

- IAEA/OECD-NEA Joint Specialists Meeting on Safety Aspects of Fuel Behaviour in Off-
Normal and Accident Conditions, Helsinki, September 1980 (OECD/NEA publication);

Specialists Meeting on Water Reactor Fuel Safety and Fission Product Release in Off-
Normal and Accident Conditions, Ris0, Denmark, May 1983 (IWGFPT/16);

- Technical Committee Meeting on Water Reactor Fuel Behaviour and Fission Products
Release in Off-Normal and Accident Conditions, Vienna, November 1986 (IWGFPT/27);

Technical Committee Meeting on Water Reactor Fuel Element Computer Modelling in
Steady State, Transient and Accident Conditions, Preston, United Kingdom, September
1988 (IWGFPT/32).

Since the last meeting in this series, significant progress has been made in the
understanding of fuel behaviour during loss of coolant accident (LOCA) conditions and in the
identification of the sequence of events that occurs during the disintegration of fuel elements
and assemblies during severe fuel damage.

This Technical Committee Meeting was convened to review the progress and to identify
areas of concern, particularly the consequences of taking fuel to higher burnup, where further
work would be valuable.
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SUMMARY OF THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE MEETING

This meeting was organized within the IAEA programme on reactor fuel technology and
performance. Different aspects of fuel behaviour in off-normal and accident conditions have
been considered in a series of Technical Committee Meetings held in 1980, 1983, 1986 and
in 1988. The present meeting focussed on the behaviour of core materials and fission
products in accident conditions.

The papers were presented in four sessions:

- Fuel Behaviour in LOCA Conditions
Reactivity Insertion Accident (RIA)

- Fuel Behaviour in Severe Fuel Damage (SFD) Condition
- Fission Product and Aerosol Release.

Session I. Fuel Behaviour in LOCA Conditions

Summary

Seven papers were presented in this session. Five papers dealt with LOCA problems
and two were related to normal operation in the non-continuous mode and to ATWS
(Anticipated Transient without Scram), respectively.

Following the recommendations of the Technical Committee Meeting on Water Reactor
Fuel Behaviour and Fission Product Release in Off-Normal and Accident Conditions held in
Vienna, 1986, in-pile tests on high burnup fuel were carried out in LOCA conditions and
showed increased fission product release and increased fuel degradation, due mainly to
oxidation in steam in the post-accident cooling phase.

A new cladding development was presented, combining the mechanical properties of the
Zircaloy-4 base material (possibly fortified in strength) with the corrosion resistance of an outer
layer. It provides improved behaviour during normal operations.

Calculations have been made with the FRAP-T6 code on in-pile PBF and FR2 tests
which showed once more the great sensitivity of cladding behaviour to temperature evolution.

A PHWR accident has been analysed in LOCA conditions without emergency core
cooling system (ECCS) and has shown the specific behaviour of this type of reactor (heat
transfer to moderator tank through pressure and cladding tubes).

Recommendations

(1 ) Several of the recommendations made at the IAEA Technical Committee Meeting held
in Vienna in 1986 still apply and are worth repeating :

- Despite improvements in thermohydraulic codes, the required accuracy of 10°C for
cladding temperature is far from being reached. More realistic models must include
more detailed descriptions of heat flow and heat transfer in the core. Identification of
key parameters is needed to establish the conservatism of licensing codes.



- Integral experiments should cover the whole domain of LOCA. If a considerable
amount of irradiated fuel has been tested, the range must be extended to high
burnup, i.e. 45-50 MW-d/kg U for PWRs. In these experiments, in order to have a
good description of fission products release, it is necessary to have a good
description of the reflooding and post-accident cooling phases in water. Other types
of transients, including off-normal operations, also have to be performed for these
high burnup fuels.

(2) In order to establish valuable comparisons between the behaviour of different materials,
it would be desirable to establish standard procedures for burst strain and time to rupture
determination at high temperature for LOCA conditions.

(3) The data available for standard Zircaloy should be extended to other alloys and tube
variants which appeared in the last years, including Zr-Nb alloys for high temperature
transient behaviour (creep, oxidation, burst, etc.).

(4) To establish the conservatism of the analysis of severe accidents (LOCA without ECCS),
the formation of eutectics and the fusion of materials must be investigated more
thoroughly to improve our understanding of the mechanisms involved.

(5) In countries where there are research reactors but no nuclear power programme, they
need access to advanced safety analysis procedures and experimental data specifically
produced for research reactors. The IAEA can help to facilitate the accessibility of such
information to Member States.

Session II. Reactivity Insertion Accident (RIA)

Summary

The steadily increasing goal burnup at fuel discharge and the design studies for the next
generation of reactors justifies the need for clearly stated and internationally agreed upon
acceptance criteria for design basis (DB) and beyond design basis (BOB) reactivity initiated
accidents (RIAs).

Experimental and theoretical studies are being carried out in Japan, France and Russia
with the aim of identifying and understanding the key mechanisms and phenomena which
determine the fuel rod and core behaviour during a reactivity transient.

Study of fission gas release behaviour, clad loading, failure modes and post-failure
phenomena resulting from fuel fragmentation and dispersal were reported.

Work on the validation of theoretical models by experimental results and the
development of qualification of FRAP-T6 and SCAN AI R codes, which describe complex
thermomechanical and thermohydraulic phenomena, was reported. At the present time,
however, the state of maturity of these codes does not allow their use in establishing safety
criteria neither in the DB nor in the BOB region. In particular, the description of PCMI as a
major failure mechanism for highly irradiated fuel has to be improved.

The presently available data base is insufficient for the burnup region beyond
25 MW-d/kg U in the relevant areas of:

- materials properties; fuel and cladding (including advanced materials) - static and
dynamic;



- fuel rod failure modes as a function of burnup (irradiation history) enthalpy and energy
injection rate;
post-failure events including fuel fragmentation and dispersal and the risk of fuel coolant
interaction energetics and hydrogen production, rod to rod damage propagation.

Recommendations

- The need for clearly stated safety criteria for design basis and beyond design basis
accidents has to be emphasized.

- Accident initiators are to be identified and detailed core dynamic analysis has to be
performed for the different reactor types and at varying burnup stages.

- Present criteria used in different countries should be reviewed and harmonized.
International co-operation in-pile safety experiments and code harmonization including
benchmark activities is needed.

Session III. Fuel Behaviour in Severe Fuel Damage (SFD) Conditions

Seven presentations were given in this session. Two papers covered experimental work
and three papers dealt with modelling and analytical work on fuel element (core) behaviour
in early phase SFD transients. One paper was devoted to late phase core melt progression
phenomena (core meltdown, corium-water interaction, corium molten pools, concrete-molten
corium-water interactions, core catcher cooling).

One paper described, in a more general way, the essential results of an OECD/CSNI
state of the art report on in-vessel core degradation phenomena and the corresponding
modelling of the material behaviour at high temperatures.

Summary

A large database already exists on the material behaviour in integral and separate
effects tests which is only partially used for model improvements and code development. The
analytical description of the core-wide material behaviour at high temperatures is not yet
complete. However, additional basic material properties data (interaction and dissolution
kinetics, phase relations, quench behaviour) for high temperatures are necessary to describe
the course of fuel element and core degradation with the required accuracy.

The most important results of the session are summarized as follows:

(1) Core melt progression is a non-coherent stage-by-stage process that results in
liquefaction and melting of materials (Inconel grid spacers, absorber materials, stainless
steel, Zircaloy cladding) mainly due to eutectic interactions at different temperatures,
often far below the melting points of the components. The composition of the melts
varies for different formation temperatures and times.

(2) Control rod materials can separate from fuel rod materials by liquid relocation processes
at temperatures as low as 1250°C (early melt relocation). Therefore, reflood water, also
in BWRs, must be sufficiently borated to avoid recriticality.

(3) Significant molten UO2 relocation can begin at the Zircaloy melting temperature of about
1760°C, i.e. about 1000°C below the melting point of UO2. The low temperature early
liquefied fuel relocations important for the release of fission products and the
redistribution of decay heat sources in a damaged core.



(4) Degraded core quench is not well understood or modelled. Reflood of a damaged hot
core can fragment oxidation-embrittled Zircaloy cladding, fracture solidified once-molten
materials, induce locally a renewed temperature rise and strong additional hydrogen
generation. Therefore, accident management strategies and risk assessments must
consider the consequence of reflood phenomena.

(5) Early phase core degradation is relatively well understood. However, codes need further
development to bring them up to date with the experimental data base, particularly to
include low temperature liquefaction processes. These processes significantly affect
early phase core degradation and their neglect will substantially affect assessments of
accident management actions (including recriticality in BWR severe accidents).

(6) The experimental database on late phase core melt progression is much poorer than for
the early phase, leading to far greater uncertainties in calculations of later phase core
melt progression.

(7) Only a limited quantity of material properties data are available for WWER power plants
and, therefore, are not sufficient for severe accident modelling and code developments.

Recommendations

At the two last IAEA meetings many recommendations were made concerning specific
experiments and modelling needs. Some of the problems have been solved; however, new
additional questions came up.

In the following, research areas are listed in which additional experimental and/or
analytical work should be performed (not listed in order of priority):

(1) Codes used for severe accident analysis, even for the early phase core melt
progression, are still in the development stage and need further effort to be able to
describe a SFD accident with confidence. Codes for the late phase core melt
progression are not yet available.

(2) Low temperature liquefaction processes in the core should be included in computer
codes. For example, the chemical interactions between Inconel spacer grids and Zircaloy
cladding (Ag, In, Cd) absorber alloy and Zircaloy, B4C and stainless steel, and stainless
steel and Zircaloy as well as the solubility limits for the various components in the
resulting molten mixtures.

(3) For the mechanical behaviour (ballooning and collapse) of unquenched fuel rods, the
database is adequate. However, the mechanical behaviour of degraded fuel rods under
fast cooldown and quench conditions is not well understood. Therefore, the data base
is not adequate for severe accidents involving reflooding of the core.

(4) Some additional experiments on Zircaloy oxidation by steam and UCyZircaloy
interactions at high temperatures and improved modelling, would enhance code
predictions for cladding oxidation under solid state conditions.

(5) Further work is required on simultaneous chemical dissolution of solid UO2 and Zr02 by
molten Zircaloy under realistic boundary conditions (rod-like geometry, cracked fuel
pellets, different initial oxygen contents of the Zircaloy melts) above 2500K.

(6) Conditions under which the breach of a Zr02 crust (chemical dissolution, mechanical
failure) on the cladding surface has to be anticipated. The failure criteria for the Zr02
shells need to be defined.
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(7) Oxidation kinetics of (U, Zr, O) melts of various chemical compositions by steam; no
data are available up to now.

(8) The ternary (U, Zr, O) phase relations are not yet completely known at temperatures
above 2300K to define sufficiently the liquidus and solidus boundaries. These
boundaries are needed to calculate the maximum solubility of UO2 and Zr02 in molten
Zircaloy. The influence of stainless steel and silver in the molten (U, Zr, O) mixture on
the phase boundaries has also to be taken into account.

(9) Phase diagrams and kinetics data exist for the principal quasi-binary and ternary
systems, but the data base for multicomponent systems is sparse and not sufficient.

(10) Degraded core quench experiments, with cladding materials oxidized to different extent,
and model developments are strongly recommended.

(11) The conditions for the formation of solid debris beds has to be identified for slow
cooldown and quench (reflood) conditions of the core.

(12) The viscosity of melts are needed for determining melt relocation (candling) and
blockage formation.

(13) Well designed late phase core melt progression experiments are urgently needed to
examine, for example:

- Failure mechanisms for bursts of molten reactor pools (TMI-2). Melt relocation
processes to the lower plenum of the reactor pressure vessel (stage-by-stage or
massive slumping).

- Core melt-water interaction phenomena and failure of the lower head of the reactor
pressure vessel.

(14) WWER materials properties data (ZrNb1.5) should be examined and included in the
current databases.

(15) International standard problems and other activities that bring code users together are
strongly recommended in order to reduce the 'user effect1 in calculations.

(16) An internationally available, comprehensive, updated database of qualified and assessed
material properties should be maintained.

(17) A severe core damage code validation matrix should be set up.

Session IV. Fission Product and Aerosol Release

Summary

The papers presented during this session indicate that an important effort is being
presently made, both in the experimental and analytical areas, to improve the understanding
of FPs and aerosol release during off-normal and severe accident conditions. In this general
sense, the recommendations expressed in the previous meeting held in Vienna in 1986, have
received a positive answer.
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(1 ) Engineered systems to cope with containment integrity threats generated during beyond
design basis accidents are being proposed for implementation in existing nuclear power
plants. The proposed Belgian approach relies on the combined use of H2 catalytic
recombine and a venting system in order to maintain the FP release to the environment
within the value specified for normal operation.To be effective, the systems require
knowledge of FP physico-chemical characteristics and long term behaviour of FPs in the
containment system.

(2) Experiments performed at CEN Grenoble in the completed HEVA programme provide
a valuable database of FP release from fuel irradiated up to 30 MW-d/kg U and in the
temperature range 1600-2100 K, subjected to the conditions expected to occur in severe
accidents. Results indicate an influence of the chemical nature of the environments and
a different deposition profile of Cs and I, which confirms previous indications that Csl
might not be the only species released from the fuel. The new experimental programme
VERCORS has been undertaken with the aim to provide further data on nonvolatile FP
release and FP chemistry. Further data on control rod components, fuel temperature
and boric acid are thought necessary. However, provisional data on the conditions to
be encountered in NPPs are required, in particular on the amount of boric acid in the
fuel region. Comparison with CURSOR indicates an overprediction of the codes for the
release of volatile compounds.

(3) The physical models describing the fuel structure changes during severe thermal
transients and the corresponding migration and release of FPs have evolved significantly
and have reached a high degree of sophistication. Areas of further improvement are
recommended, such as fuel and internal clad oxidation following ballooning and rupture,
FP migration in liquid phases, intergranular bubble linkage and crack growth and
propagation during quenching and rewetting. The description of FP release from fuel
subjected to a large number of thermal cycles appears also unsatisfactory, with large
underpredicted FP release given by the present calculations.

(4) Pre-test analyses of the first Phebus FP tests, in which fresh and preirradiated fuel will
be utilized, predict significant differences in timing and percentage of gaseous FP
releases for the two tests and different results between advanced codes and CORSOR.
An improved analytical description and data base of FP release from low burnup fuel
appears desirable. Comparison of calculated releases with experimental results is also
suggested.

(5) Calculations of source term are plant specific dealing with a small size research reactor.
This may require simplification of the overall physical description of the FP transport in
the various reactor systems as well as the need to specific data, not easily available in
literature.

(6) The mechanistic description of FP release from fuel, which is utilized in the most
advanced codes, requires a rather good description of the thermohydraulic and chemical
environment, and fuel structure response. Therefore, FP release codes must be
integrated in a code system of comparable level of sophistication, in which the basic
parameters, affecting FP release, are computed.

(7) Pre-calculations of the first two tests of the Phebus FP programme shows the benefits
of comparing codes and code applications on a specific subject. Continual improvements
of models and discussions between modelers may considerably narrow the divergences
between codes. Modelling of spacer grids and control rod material behaviour requires
further development.

12



Recommendations

(1) Despite extensive research done in the past, an improvement of the database
concerning basic parameters connected to FP release is recommended. The need for
data on the kinetics of interactions between FPs and structural materials and diffusion
coefficients in the fuel are examples.

(2) Further experimental data and improvement of modelling for the phenomena taking place
in the late phases of core degradation are recommended as a prerequisite for a good
knowledge of FP release.

(3) It is felt that an effort should be made to extend the capability of the analytical tools to
deal with the different geometries and components of the main nuclear power plants
developed in eastern European countries.

(4) In meetings of this type, the participation of safety analysts should be encouraged, in
order, on the one hand, to provide an input to the core developers and experimentalists
on safety analysis requirements and, on the other hand, to favour the application of the
progress made in code development and database acquisition.

(5) It is recommend to provide, in future experiments, further data on the effect of fuel
cladding interaction in different conditions on FP release.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There is a noticeable trend away from the thermohydraulic LOCA type studies to interest
in severe accident conditions where there are two main trends :

- increasing interests in reactivity accidents;

- increasing interests in the consequences of taking fuel to high burnup in accident
analyses.

- User's manuals issued with complex codes are often inadequate in the sense that they
do not discuss the tuning of the main parameters that can have an important influence
on the results.

There is a danger in assessing severe accidents that complex codes are treated as
'black boxes' with little regard to the working of the code and its limitations. Some way has to
be found to aid users in the interpretation of the results of complex codes.

At present there is a serious gap in the application of complex codes. Much important
work has been carried out in the validation of codes by experiments, but the next step in the
process, i.e. to apply the codes as operational tools has yet to be addressed.

A final point is that there is a concentration on the early stages of fuel degradation at the
expense of improved understanding of the later stages. The connection between these stages
of an accident scenario often does not appear clearly. This probably reflects the split between
research teams who need to understand the phenomena involved and the safety teams who
are only interested in solving the main issues.

13



The following main recommendations were made:

There is a definite increase of interest in reactivity accidents and the effect of high
burnup fuel (material properties, consequences of RIA);

Special attention is necessary to fill the gap between highly mechanistic models and
reactor codes;

In-vessel and ex-vessel reactor cooling should also be included in topics for future
meetings;.

The issues related to thermohydraulic aspects should not be mixed with those of severe
accidents at future meetings.

14
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THE DUPLEX CONCEPTION: MAKING
CORROSION RESISTANT CLADDING
BEHAVE IN A LOCA LIKE CLASSIC TUBING

R EBERLE, G CHELIOTIS, H -P FUCHS, F GARZAROLLI
Siemens AG,
Power Generation Group KWU,
Erlangen, Germany

Abstract

Within the last 15 years broad data bases and descriptive models have been established re-
garding the behaviour of Zry cladding material under the postulated conditions of a loss-of-
coolant-accident (LOCA) and specific LOCA analysis methodologies have been developed
and routinely applied within national licensing procedures. Under the worldwide incentives to
improve the thermal efficiency of nuclear power plants and to increase linear power and/or dis-
charge bumup. PWR cladding development was mainly aiming at higher resistance against wa-
terside corrosion For "hot" PWR plants it soon became evident that cladding development
steps are inevitable which leave the Zry—4 boundaries Efforts have mainly been concentrated
on Zr-based alloys with an extra low amount of Sn (ELS) or containing a certain amount of Nb
Common to both of these are changes in mechanical LOCA properties which result in more or
less increased isothermal strain rates This happens to a degree which cannot be fully compen-
sated by counter-measures during tube fabrication (coldwork, annealing, etc ) The standard-
ized creep-rupture-test elucidates this very rapidly Corrosion resistant material of this type
ruptures generally earlier than Zry—4 This is a phenomenon which leads to principally undesir-
able consequences in LOCA analyses However, since reduction of waterside corrosion is the
goal, an outer layer with improved corrosion resistance is sufficient1 Therefore the base matenal
can remain Zry-4, and its properties can be adjusted independent of corrosion restrictions The
Siemens ELSO 8DX tubing (pat pend ) is the result of such an optimization process Its base
matenal is Zry-4 and it has an outer ELS-layer containing 0 8 wt-% of tin The results of the
standardized creep-rupture-test demonstrate that the goal of LOCA equivalence with Zry-4 is
fully met, both in terms of times-to-rupture and maximum circumferential burst strains Thus,
the Siemens duplex conception for corrosion resistant PWR cladding restores the flexibility
needed in cladding evolution processes to develop an improved product for normal operation
and to simultaneously keep its LOCA properties under control

1. HISTORY: Quantification of LOCA Behaviour of Zry Cladding Material
for the Elaboration of Licensing Procedures

Underthe postulated conditions of a loss-of coolant-accident (LOCA) scenano the bal-
looning and rupture behaviour of the fuel rod cladding is one of the most crucial aspects
for the assessment of potential core degradation This applies to the assessment of flow
blockage as well as to "Appendix K limits" for the exothermal Zrfwater reaction and after
all to the determination of the number of ruptured rods and associated radiological con-
sequences

Within the last 15 years broad and well-defined sets of data and phénoménologie as
well as analytic knowledge have worldwide been accumulated regarding the LOCA be
haviour of Zry cladding material (cf [1 23]) This constituted the basis for the develop
ment of descriptive models for the quantitative treatment of Zry cladding tubes under
postulated LOCA conditions, and from this firm background specific analysis methodol-
ogies have been derived and validated which are still routinely applied within licensing
procedures

The licensing procedures may differ from authonty to authonty reflecting different na
tional assessment 'philosophies and associated criteria, but common to all of them is
thegenenc need tor suitable models or at least correlations to describe the straining and
rupture phenomena of the cladding tubes Besides the correct consideration of the dnv-
mg stress the models have to be sufficiently accurate regarding the dominant influence
of temperature and its possible variations around the cladding circumference

It has been proven a successful approach to descnbe the straining and rupture pro
cesses by means of a Norton type strain rate law in combination with an adequate burst
cntenon Due to the already mentioned high temperature sensitivity of Zr-based clad-
ding alloys in the LOCA parameter range the observed phenomena are strongly depen-
dent on temperature variations and may develop very localized Descnptive models can
best account forthis effect when applying appropriate matenal laws locally within a suffi-_
ciently fine geometnc mesh, whereas the basic laws themselves should descnbe the
"pure" matenal behaviour under uniform conditions This pnnciple is implemented in the
Siemens/KWU CARATE model [4,5])

The specific quantitative parameters for the basic strain rate law and the burst cntenon
are to be derived from tests under as "clean" as possible conditions in regard of temper-
ature and pressure, i e in order to denve the basic material behaviour the test condi-
tions are to be maintained fixed as far as possible, thoroughly controlled and accurately
recorded synchronously with a high time resolution recording of the straining process
itself A schematic representation of a test set-up of such kind is given in fig 1

The temperature of the tube specimen (which is directly heated by acting as an ohmic
resistor for the passing current) is recorded by a system of thermocouples welded to the
tube Some of the thermocouple signals are fed to the computer controlled heating pow-
er supply The specimen is connected to a gas plenum which buffers the constant gas
inventory of the system The straining process is recorded through an automatic camera
pictunng the ballooning process m a strain rate dependent exposure frequency (up to 3
pictures/s)



Fig.1 : Schematic Diagram of Experimental Setup for Siemens LOCA
Cladding Material Tests

The principle courses of the controlled temperature and the gas pressure as they are
conducted in the Siemens/KWU creep-rupture-tests (CRT) are to be seen in fig. 2. By
means of several series of those CRTs the LOCA strain and burst parameters of the
standard Siemens/KWU Zry—4 tube material were deduced. Fig. 3 depicts the burst
strains of this material; the upper envelope marks the maximum strains attributed to
quasi-ideal uniform circumferential temperature conditions. The strong temperature
dependence of the time-to-rupture is to be seen in fig. 4 where the results from uniform
tests are plotted against the initial hoop stress forthree representative temperatures in
the Zry-4 o-regime. (As a consequence of the high temperature sensitivity the data had
to be normalized for nominal reference temperatures to correct for small test tempera-
ture shifts from test to test in the order of ± 10 K.)

Fig. 5 shows a typical strain-vs.-time curve as the result of a CRT. From this example it
is worth mentioning that due to the virtually "vertical" slope of the strain curve immediate-
ly prior to rupture the burst strain and the time-to-rupture are effectively decoupled
quantities! In practice this means that both these quantities are more or less indepen-
dently influenced by specific changes in material conditions: Burst strain can increase or
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Time

Fig.2: Schematic Course of Temperature and Pressure
for "Uniform" LOCA Single Rod Creep-Rupture-Tests
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Fig.3: Burst Strain vs. Burst Temperature of Zry-4 Cladding Tube Material
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Fig.5: Prototypic Creep Curve in "Uniform" Creep-Rupture-Tests

decrease while maintaining time-to-rupture and vice versa. This is why besides a strain
rate correlation for the descnption of the ballooning process an independent burst crite-
rion is needed to predict the burst event The CARATE code contains such an approach
[5], figs 6 and 7 demonstrate the adequacy of the models involved by means of compar-
ing calculated with measured times for reaching 30 % in hoop strain (validation of the
Norton law based strain rate model) and the respective comparison for time-to-rupture
(validation of the applied burst criterion)

2. IMPROVING PWR CLADDING MATERIAL FOR AUTHORIZED PLANT
OPERATION: Stepping out of Zry-4, Narrowing LOCA Margins

Starting from its initial purpose as a means for the quantification of LOCA model param-
eters the CRTs over the years developed into a standardized procedure within cladding
development for the assessment of potential LOCA relevant material properties
changes. It was extremely helpful to have such a standardized and easily to perform test
at hand, because cladding development has not been stagnant but rather dynamic
since the mid eighties; and by means of the standardized CRT it was always possible to
get a short-term reply to the question whether a specific cladding vanant is principally
licensable.
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Fig. 6 CARATE-1 m : Validation of LOCA Strain Rate Law for Siemens/KWU
Standard Zry-4
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Fig. 7 CARATE-1m . Validation of Burst Criterion for Siemens/KWU
Standard Zry-4

It was the worldwide incentive for improving the thermal efficiency of nuclear power
plants and increasing linear power and/or discharge burnup of fuel elements which
drove PWR cladding development in the last years to first of all aim for higher resistance
against waterside corrosion, as this mechanism was recognized the nearest design and
technical impediment on this way It was obvious that the first steps into this direction
consisted of an optimization of the well-proven Zry—4 within its specification and fabn-
cation limits These efforts were effective and yielded Zry-4 variants owing a degree of
corrosion stability which is sufficient for giving interesting burnup margins m medium
rated plants The advantage of this "soft" development steps (the Siemens/KWU PCA
cladding is an example) is that there are only small (if any) deviations of the basic maten-
als properties (both for normal operation and under LOCA postulates) from those of the
hitherto used Zry-4 standards, the standardized CRTs confirmed this for the LOCA pa-
rameter range

But soon it also became evident that for gaming interesting burnup and/or power mar-
gins in "hot" PWR plants cladding development steps are inevitable which leave the
Zry-4 boundaries [6]

In the meantime these efforts have more or less concentrated on Zr-based alloys with
an extra low amount of Sn (ELS) or containing a certain amount of Nb These vanants
are - as far as tube processing is concerned - still close to classic Zry-4 while simulta
neously offenng a much higher potential for considerably improved in-pile corrosion re
sistance

On the other hand, regarding the mechanical properties these two groups of candidates
are beyond the boundaries of Zry-4 As long as the aspects of authonzed operation are
concerned the changes in mechanical properties of such tubing (e g enhanced creep-
down for alloys with a reduced tin content) can easily be handled in design Their basic
mechanical LOCA properties, however, change into an unfavourable direction especial-
ly towards increased isothermal strain rates And it is not possible to counteract this dis-
advantage by rod design adaptations without considerably impairing the behaviour un-
der normal operation conditions, nor can it quantitatively be compensated by specific
counter-measures dunng tube fabncation (coldwork, annealing etc )

The aforementioned standardized CRT elucidates this very rapidly when directly com-
panng measured times-to-rupture vs initial hoop stresses against Zry-4 data under
otherwise identical conditions An - in terms of corrosion resistance - promising tubing
matenal is ELS05, a Zry-4 denvative with only 0 5 wt-% of tin Whereas the burst
strains of tube specimens out ofthat matenal could be maintained within the boundanes
of the standard Zry-4 (see fig 8) the specimens ruptured remarkably earlier than the-
Zry-4 reference material as can be seen from fig 91

Problematic results were found also for other corrosion resistant alloys E g , binary Zr/
Nb alloys were found to behave very closely to Zry-4 as long as the stayed within the
a-regimes of the respective candidates But the o/(a+ß) temperature boundary of these
alloys drops significantly with increasing A/b-content thus leading again to considerably
reduced times-tc—rupture in the LOCA relevant temperature ranges Another example
is the alloy Zr1 Nb1 SnO 1 Fe The considerable degradation, i e reduction, in times-to-
rupture at higher temperatures cannot to be ignored when looking at fig 10

To summarize the dilemma Much of the known corrosion resistant material generally
ruptures remarkably earlier than Zry-4 reference material under the same LOCA tem-
perature and stress conditions, a result which - when applied to LOCA licensing analy-
ses - leads to an increased number of ruptured rods, to an earlier start of both-sided
oxidation, etc

These consequences are principally undesirable even if one can demonstrate m partie
ular cases that indeed narrower but still enough margins may exist to the established
licensing limits
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3. MEETING TWO OBJECTIVES BY COMBINING TWO MATERIALS:
The Duplex Conception

At this point one recalls that reduction of waterside, i.e. outside corrosion is the aiming
point of the discussed cladding development efforts. This is a property which is not nec-
essary to have for the tube wall as a whole - an outer layer of proper thickness is suffi-
cient!

This is the idea behind the Duplex Conception for PWR cladding. Fig. 11 presents such
a duplex tube structure: The outer layer consists of one of the above mentioned corro-
sion resistant Zr-based alloys and is bounded to the base material which provides the
main contribution to the overall tube wall thickness. The base material can remain
Zry-4, and more than that: It can be given properties which can be adjusted relatively
free of corrosion restrictions.

This latter aspect is helpful, because such a duplex structure with the same total wall
thickness as solid Zry—4 tubing must still be expected to be a little disadvantageous in a
LOCA scenario due to the reduced straining resistance of a thin but not negligible part of
the wall. Therefore it is a favourable factor that there is enough margin in the much thick-
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er base material to be fortified in its LOCA behaviourto compensate for the small loss of
"geometric strength" induced by the corrosion resistant layer. The aim is to reach overall
mechanical LOCA qualities which come very close to Zry-4 standards.

The Siemens/KWU ELSO.SDXtubing [6,7] is the result of such an optimization process:
The base material is Zry-4, and it bears an outer ELS-layer containing 0.8 wt-% of tin.
This selection is based on broad experience from laboratory investigations and irradi-
ation experiments [&].

The standardized CRT provides the means to verify the envisaged results: The maxi-
mum burst strains as afunction of burst temperature are still covered by the Zry—4 enve-
lope (fig. 12), and the times-to-rupture plotted vs. the initial hoop stress (fig. 13) lie at
least as good as (if not better than) the respective Zry-4 curves when normalized ac-
cording to the remarks already given for fig. 4.

Another advantage of the duplex conception using Zry as the base material is that the
existing very broad experience forZry cladding tubes can be utilized furtheron (e.g. PCI
behaviour, irradiation growth, UO2/cladding chemical system).

The detailed experimental results were used for a fine-tuning of the CARATE model to
validate its applicability also for the adequate description of the straining and rupture
behaviour of the E/_SO.ßOXcladding. It turned out that only minor numerical corrections
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Fig.12: Burst Strain vs. Burst Temperature of ELS 0.8 DX Cladding Tube Material
in Comparison with Zry-4
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were necessary to account for second order differences between the behaviour of the
standard Zry-4 and the ELS0.8DX, otherwise the CARATE model approach is unre-
strictedly qualified to handle duplex cladding likewise. Fig. 14 is the ELS0.8DXequiva-
lent to fig. 7 demonstrating that the predictability of the duplex rupture behaviour is of the
same quality as of the original Zry model approach.
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Fig. 14 CARATE-1m : Validation of Applicability of CARATE-Approach for
ELS 0.8 DX Cladding

4. CONCLUSION

Efforts to develop PWR cladding of high waterside corrosion resistance yield Zr-based
tubing alloys which often show a tendency of degradation with regard of LOCA licens-
ability. Fig. 15 visualizes this finding for the LOCA-relevant parameter pair of 800 °C
(cladding temperature) and 45 bar (internal overpressure).

As the feature of improved corrosion stability is only claimed for the outer surface of the
tube the conflicting objectives can simultaneously be satisfied by means of a compound
tube wall structure which combines the high corrosion resistance of an outer layer with

Average time-to-rupture (relative)

0.2-

Fig. 15 : Principal Ranking of Times-to-Rupture for Different Cladding
Variants at 800°C / 45 bar

the overall mechanical properties controlled by properly specified Zry—4 base material.
This is referred to as the Siemens/KWU Duplex Conception, which thus restores the
sometimes virtually lost flexibility in cladding evolution processes. Maintaining this flexi-
bility is the prerequisite for the development of improved products for normal operation
while simultaneously keeping its LOCA properties under control.

In the meantime the ELS0.8DXcladding has become the standard tubing in Siemens
FOCUS fuel assemblies for advanced ("hot") PWR plants [8].
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Abstract

3r tiis ti/y" a mettKxi is orooosea to take into account tne effect of
tre not-contmjQiJS operation »ode in tne calculation of fission
orcduct inventory in reactor fuel tfie proposed metlmt «/as srxj
tö De a Getter approximation than tftat wmch is generally adopted

I In t roduct ion

The composition of nuclear fuel changes as a result of Durn up

THO categaries of variations can De distinguished -
- Variation in tne concentration of uranium and transuranium

isotopes, vtMtih are usually defined as heavy chain evolution
- Production of fission product

In a partially depleted fuel , (4iera several hundreds of fission
product isotopes are present as a result of direct yield by the
fission process, rodioactive transmutation by decay of a fission
product or by the neutron capture of a fission product Or a

comtuTiäüan of tne tnese previous Tecnamsms
The ir*>enHTry of fission product in a fuel element is -'jreuo'ï of

uie ooaraUon time and tne variation of t^e neutron i-itcc le*/ei as

well as the variation 3t t.he neutron energy spectrum during <r-e



ooeration period Periodical shutdown as well as long shutdown

oeriods must, tie considered in the evaluation of the fission product
inventory, since the relation between inventory and turn uo rate

will be strongly modified by the type ot operation mode
in the usual practice two types of fission product inventory

should be calculated -

- An inr-enw-vj tcy f-e pimed *-'je_ st-or age and transportation

«XT-poses which cor^esoonaa to burr up ot rejection
- An inventory) tor accident analysis which corresponds to the

equilibrium cycle turn us level
A main proolenrir evaluating the inventory in ET-RR-i is the fact

that the reactor operates for 6 hors Der day only with 2 days

shutdown cer «eek and a shift, of *8 hrs per «with It is out of

quest,!:?-, tc recresem exactly this mode o+ opération IP any purn LSJ

calculation code Approximate tsnaulsi.i.an should be develoDped

I! rtetnematical Formulation

The rate 3* isotooic accumulation of any fission product can be
described by a balance equation If Aft) is the nuneer density of

isotope A at tune t , V^en the general rate equation characterizing

it's production laKes the form

A(t)

Here

rale of production by fission process

gain due to decay of isotope B to A

*itl A (t)

via nsutron capture
losses due to raaioacti-/2 decay et

losses due to neutron capture by A

«here

tftt) = The macroscopic fission cross section

#U = The arrérage flux
!TC

X = TVre TO.CTGSCGCIC capture cross section o* isotope X

XT = The decay constant of isotope X
"y =• The fission yield of the isotope A

equation \D describes the production rate of isotope A

reactor operation when the reactor is shutdown The gain via
fission process and neutron capure will be vanished ana the losses
via neutron capture will be eliminated. The radioactive decay
process will continue Hence equation (i> can be written as-

(2)

Irr practical application equation <i) cr <2) are solved nunerically
using a am us oalcuiatKin code The burn UP period is divided into
several time steps which corresponds generally to several weefcs of

reactor operation
If we consider the case of a reactor which operates in a

noncontinous operational mode characterized by a periodical
operation during a period of tune to followed by a shutdown period
Is, where tn and tg are small compared to the burn ip calculation

tune steps The ET-RR-1 reactor is a good example for such
operation mode wnere it has a daily operation period of 6 hoirs

followed by a shutdown period of 18 hours



If F is the periodic ooeration period including î  and tg and AQ

and As r-en^esent the average numt)er densi"es of the isotope *

during oeeratior ard shutdown pernos r-espectî eiy

'Consider tH=t A= ca^ De given t>y "he exoressioi -

Ag= Ar • e (3)

Sucstituting in equations fl_' and (2), a rale equation

characterizing the production rate o^ the isotope A over the whole

operation period is derived which can De written in the form -

+ XgBtt,) +

where

Î5)

16)

Ecjjauor c4) has the same structure as equationd) Only tne values

ot tne *lux *<t> and the decay constants *s are Töditied osing

equatiians (5) and (6) respectively

In Burn-Up calculation codes eouauorKi? is solved numerically

using the flux values î uch car, De introduced either as input 3ata ,

or it can De calculated in flux calculation nxitines In both cases

the flux values can De modified using equation©) the spatial

distribution o* flux will not De modified *iien ä space dependent

Durn uc case is treated

The modification of the values of decay constant via equation (6> can

oe maoe py the creation of a temporary data f ne TOT fission product

physical

ffi TEST

The case of ET-RR-i research reactor at Inshas Research

Center is treated in this section the ET-RR-i is c* 2 "W cower

using EX-iG tuei type ot Russian *"abricatiori tU

Fission product nuncer density in i-uei is calculât«! as

functior o+ irradiation time in days or full power operation me

results are presented in table li)

In that table a comparison is snot*i oetween three methods of burn

up calculation denoted by E,C and M respectively ,

Where -

E Burn Up calculation is performed by solving equationd)

numerically in following exactly the succession of operation

and shut dbwi periods This can be considered as a reference

calculation

C This represents the proposed method where calculation is

performed Dy solving equation C4) over the whole opération

oeriod , using modified values of tne flux and decay constants

as defined by equations (5) andffi) respectively

M Calculation is performed as in the previous case out using oruy

modified values of flux as defined Dy equations) this

represents the approximation union is generally adopted in

nomial p-actice

IV DISSOUSION OF RESULTS

The comparison between values presented in the taole , and

the detailed analysis of results indicated that the proposed method

(O can De considered as a better approximation than the generally

adopted method denoted by <M) , since the values of numter densities

are maoe near to the reference values ootained by the ipetnod <E>
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Variation Of Some Fission Products Numüer Density
With Irradiation Time
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This conclusion is valid tor tr* majority ot isotopes However for

the SQS» isotoces like l>« 35=5 ;~ «£'.-" "-- i!I)cr'GVS!"ert is

obtained , and the rssults ^er« ever Slightly wor'-h irus indicate

that the improvement is function of ere decay const-ants arid the

capture cress section values of the isotope considered .

V CONCLUSION

In this wort a method is or-opused ta take into accc»j-'t the

effect ot the rxxvcontinuous ooeration mode in the calculation of

fission product inventory in reactor fuel the proposed method was

shown to be a better approximation than that which is generally

adopted

Jt Mas found that the improvement in the results depends on the type

of isotope considered However , the basic idea of the method which

is based on using modified values of flux and decay constants is

still valid , and further improvement in results can be obtained

?be oroposed laetnod was applied for evaluating the fission

product inventory in ET-RR-1 reactor It can De applied for the

case of Light Water Reactor in "Load following operation " mode

However, this will need some modifications in the theoritical

analysis , which is the subject for future work
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS AT STUDSVIK
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Studsvik Nuclear AB,
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Abstract

Some of the internationally sponsored experimental
investigations performed by STUDSVIK NUCLEAR in
connection with LWR fault transients are reviewed.
Such transients might cause PCI (pellet-clad in-
teraction) fuel clad damage or failure. In parti-
cular the TRANS-RAMP I, TRANS-RAMP II and TRANS-
RAMP IV Projects are described. Some results from
in-house RSD efforts to effectively improve the PCI
failure resistance under power transient conditions
by the introduction of rifled cladding are also
reviewed.

INTRODUCTION

Some of the LWR fault transients of the types that
might be expected to occur once in a reactor year
or once in a reactor lifetime carry a potential
for causing PCI fuel clad damage or failure (i.e.
through-wall crack penetration) on surpassing the
power level of the pellet-clad interaction/stress
corrosion cracking (PCI/SCC) failure threshold.
These events could be limiting operational tran-
sients. The question of prime concern is under
what conditions a fast single transient of the
type mentioned will result in fuel failure due
to PCI, eventually followed by a release of radio-
activity to the coolant.



The fault transients under consideration are
power-increasing events ("anticipated transients" )
such as those described in Chapter 15 of NRC's
Standard Review plan ( 1). They were reviewed some
years ago by a USNRC PCI Review Group and were then
described in two detailed publications (2,3), see
Figures 1 and 2.

The present paper reviews the results of a number
of experimental investigations performed over the
years at STUDSVIK NUCLEAR on this safety matter,
in particular those performed in international
cooperation. There are three such programs of prime
interest i.e. the TRANS-RAMP I program, which dealt
which simulated BWR type transients ( 4 ), the
TRANS-RAMP II program, simulating PWR type tran-
sients (5), and the ongoing TRANS-RAMP IV program,
which deals with the effect of non-penetrating
(incipient) PCI/SCC clad defects on the power
transient behavior of PWR type fuel (to be discus-
sed further below).

In this connection the location of the PCI/SCC
failure threshold is needed to be known. Several
international programs have served to provide this
information.

Finally, the paper presents some encouraging re-
sults obtained on the prospects to effectively
improve the PCI/SCC failure resistance of LWR fuel
under power transient conditions according to
in-house R&D efforts at Studsvik.

2 THE PCI/SCC FAILURE THRESHOLD

The failure-safe operational power level of LWR
fuel is bound by the PCI/SCC failure threshold.

One of the prime objectives of several of STUDSVIK
NUCLEAR's international fuel R&D programs has been
to establish this threshold.

Initially the INTER-RAMP (IR) Project (6,7) defined
the failure threshold for BWR type fuel at appro-
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Figure 1
Total core power versus time during a BWR/4 turbine trip
without bypass. After van Houten, Tokar, MacDonald (3).
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Core-average power during a PWR steamline break (from
St. Lucie 2 FSAR). After van Houten, Tokar, MacDonald

ximately 42 kW/m. One important experimental
observation, relevant to the subsequent transient
type experiments to be performed, was the fact that
on over-shooting the failure threshold there was a
systematic delay in the release of fission products
from the failed fuel to the coolant which was ap-

500

13).

proximately inversely proportional to the incremen-
tal power over-shoot.

Important to note is that subsequent experimental
observations, e.g. within the DEMO-RAMP II (DRII)
Project (8), revealed that the through-wall propa-
gation of the PCI/SCC cracks was delayed similari-
ly, thus indicating an "upswing" of the failure
threshold at short hold times.

In the DRII Project BWR fuel rods of intermediate
burnup levels were subjected to intentionally in-
terrupted short-time power transients at linear
heat ratings a few kW/m above the PCI failure
threshold of 42 kW/m. The ramp rates were moderate,
in the range of 40 to 200 W/cm,min. No cladding
failures were detected after the transients but
unexpectedly a large number of non-penetrating
(incipient) cracks were observed and had been
formed very rapidly, within a minute. These cracks
could be observed by destructive post-irradiation
examinations. The crack depths ranged from 10 to 50
per cent of the cladding wall thickness. These
observations again confirm that the through-wall
crack propagation is time consuming. But more
importantly there is also some delay in the crack
initiation event.

In the OVER-RAMP (OR) Project (9) various pre-
irradiated PWR type fuel rods were tested using
power ramp rates of approximately 100 W/cm,min.
Dependent on fuel type and design parameters the
PCI/SCC failure threshold was again seen to be
located in the vicinity of 40 kW/m with a minimum
in the burnup range around 20 MWd/kgU.



In the schematic of Figure 3 the approximate loca-
tion of the PCI/SCC failure threshold is indicated.
Note that this threshold is only relevant in
connection with operational transients.

3 POWER TRANSIENT TESTING

In the TRANS-RAMP I (TRI) Project (4) BWR fuel rods
were subjected to short time high power transients
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over a wide range of large "over-powers" up to
nearly 60 kw/m at very fast ramp rates, i.e. in the
range of 2000 W/cm,min calorimetric power (10000
W/cm,rain generated power). The test results were
consistent and permitted an interpretation of the
PCI failure progression in terms of well-separated
power/time boundaries defining 1) crack initiation
at the inside surface of the cladding, 2) through-
wall crack penetration and 3) out-leakage of fis-
sion products to the coolant water (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3
TRANS-RAMP I ( B W R ) and TRANS-RAMP II ( P W R ) failure
progression



In the TRANS-RAMP II (TRII) Project (5) PWR fuel
rods were subjected to short power transients
corresponding to a steam line break event in PWRs.
It should be noted, however, that steam line breaks
are classified as "limiting faults", which are
accidents and not moderate frequency transients.
The PCI failure progression diagram obtained turned
out to be very similar to the one obtained from the
TRI Project for BWR fuel rods, indicating compara-
ble short times to through-wall crack penetration
for the BWR and PWR fuel designs (see Figure 3).

The time to initiation of SCC cracks was found to
be very much the same in the TRI and TRII projects,
i.e. for both BWR and PWR designs, namely a few
seconds after the transient passage of the PCI
failure threshold. The time to through-wall crack
penetration was also comparable for the two de-
signs, i.e. about 60-80 seconds.

The time to release of fission products to the
coolant, however, was seen to be quite different in
the two programs. In the TRI Project about 10-15
minutes elapsed between crack penetration and
fission product release, while in the TRII Project
these events were coincident at the highest power
level and separated by only a couple of minutes in
the lower power range (see Figure 3).

As one important conclusion of the transient
testing it can be stated that the fuel still may
remain hermetically tight after a short-time high
power transient but it might be affected by non-
penetrating (incipient) PCI/SCC defects.

A further international fuel R&D project, TRANS-
RAMP IV, is in progress. In this project the in-
fluence is studied of such non-penetrating (in-
cipient ) PCI cladding cracks on the failure re-
sistance during an anticipated subsequent tran-
sient, occurring later in life.

Experience from the earlier STUDSVIK NUCLEAR
projects mentioned, as well as from power reactor
operations, shows that non-penetrating cladding
cracks form readily during certain short-time power
transients and initiate already within 5-10 se-
conds. However, it is conceivable that these
non-penetrating (incipient) cracks may not propa-
gate further during continued operation, owing to
some passivation effect.

The main purpose of the TRANS-RAMP IV Project is
to investigate experimentally the propensity for
through-wall crack penetration of such initially
non-penetrating (incipient) PCI cracks following a
second power transient. Irradiation tests have been
performed on 7 short fuel rodlets, refabricated
from full-size PWR power reactor fuel rods. The
rods have been irradiated to 20-25 MWd/kgU. Of
these rods 3 were further irradiated in the R2
reactor after having been subjected to a first
power transient selected to give non-penetrating
PCI cracks. After a continued base irradiation (of
about 4 MWd/kgU) the rods have been subjected to a
second power transient in order to determine the
residual time to PCI failure. The rods will then
undergo a series of extensive non-destructive and
destructive examinations.



DEVELOPMENT OF A POWER TRANSIENT-RESISTANT
FUEL DESIGN

Obviously there is a need for an improved LWR fuel
design that is resistant not only to operational
power maneuvers but also to off-normal type high
power transients. STUDSVIK NUCLEAR has been working
on such a potential remedy design for many years
and the results seem very promising.

A combination of rifled cladding and graphite
coated fuel pellets under otherwise normal design
conditions has so far demonstrated 100% failure
resistance under very severe power transient test
conditions (10, 11).

Two fuel rods were irradiated up to 10 MWd/kgU in
the R2 reactor and each was then subjected to
power increases as follows: One rod by 35 kW/m up
to 60 kW/m with a rate of power increase of 100
W/cm,min. The other rod was subjected to a power
increase of 30 kW/m up to 58 kW/m with a rate of
3000 W/cm,min calorimetric power (10000 W/cm,min
generated power). Adopting a hold time of 12 hrs no
failures were experienced, see Figure 4. The first
rod was examined destructively with no signs of
defects. A low fission gas release of only 9% was
measured. The second rod, which had already been
transient tested, was reinserted for a continued
base irradiation up to 21 MWd/kgU. Then it was
again subjected to a transient under the same fast
rate of power increase up to 58 kw/m. Again no
failure occured after a 12 hrs hold time. On both
occasions the recorded diametral expansion was
about 15 micrometers. After these double transient
events the measured fission gas release still re-
mained quite low, about 16%.

Although the test results are few so far, the
remedy approach adopted seems very promising. Fuel
modeling has also indicated superior behavior in
this and other respects (12, 13).
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Figure 4
Transient Performance of Improved Fuel Design
Using Rifle Clad/Graphite Coated Fuel Pellets
(BWR)
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Abstract

FRAP-T6 Code was used to analyze the Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOC-3 test) that was carried out at the test
facility of the ÎNEL (USA). Thermohydraulic behavior was
studied using the RELAP-5 Code. That determined the boundary
conditions of the fuel behavior code (FRAP-T6). The
calculations were carried out using the Best Estimate (B.E)
and the Evaluation Models of the Code. The temperature of the
clad and the fuel, the internal pressure, stress and strain
distribution and the rupture time were calculated. Comparison
between the measured and calculated values was used to
assess the code and its models.

1.INTRODUCTION

During a large break loss of coolant accident (LOCA) in
a pressurized water reactor (PWR), the normally subcooled
within the reactor core rapidly depressurizes and flashes to
steam as system coolant is lost to the reactor containment
through the break. The fuel within core will initally cool,
since primary power generation is terminated; however, the
fuel rod heat transfer also rapidly degrades and the rod
cladding may overheat. Depending on the degree of heating and
the differenetial pressure between the fuel rod and the
coolant, the cladding may balloon into the coolant
subchannels and rupture. Cladding ballooning may block the
coolant subchannels and restrict cooling within regions of
the core.
To obtain an operating license for a light water reactor, a

vendor must satisfy LOCA licensing requirements specified in
Appendix K of the Code of Federal Regulations[ 1 ] . The
required analysis must include an estimate of the fuel rod
cladding ballooning and rupture. A number of tests were
carried out to study the fuel performance during LOCA to
characterize the failure mechanics and to provide data and
information for performance analysis. Some of these tests are

out-of-pile using single or small bundles of electrically
heated fuel rod simulators! 2-5] , and others are in-pile
tests carried out in different laboratories [ 6, 7 ]. One of
the in-pile tests was carried out in EG&G Idaho. Inc. for the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the PBF-LOC tests.

This paper analyzes one of the PBF LOCA tests (LOC-3) using
FRAP-T6[8] . The code comprises two models for calculation;
the Licensing Audit Code (LAC) and the Best-Estimate (B.E.)
The LAC is approved by the American NRC as a licensing code
and is based on the 10 CFR, Appendix K. The Best Estimate
models are models selected and assesssed using the best
state-of-the art knowledge available when FRAP-T6 was
released.

2. OBJECTIVES AND EXPERIMENT DESIGN

The objectives of the LOC-3 test were (a) to determine the
effects of internal fuel rod pressure and prior irradiation
on the deformation behavior of fuel rods that reach cladding
peak temperature in the alpha-beta phase of zircaloy; (b) to
evaluate the possibility of coplanar blockage and subsequent
loss-of-coolant geometry that may result from cladding
ballooning during a LOCA; and (c) to provide data to
benchmark the out-of-pile ballooning and rupture data that
have been used to establish cladding strain to failure
criteria.
2-1 EXPERIMENT DESIGN

The test was carried out using four rods . Each rod was
surrounded by an individual flow shroud and symmetrically
placed within a test train in an environment typical of PWR
coolant pressures, temperatures and flow. A cross section of
the fuel rods, flow shrouds, and test train is shown in
Figure 1.

The PBF loop and blowdown system is illustrated in
Figure 2. The test consists of a power calibration and
decay heat buildup phase, the blowdown (coolantdepressurization) transient, and then, test termination with
a quench. The system conditions at the initiation of blowdown
were an inlet temperature of 590 K, a system pressure of 0.1
MPa, and a rod average power of 44.7 kW/m. The test began
with the isolation of the in-pile tube from the PBF loop and
then opening of quick-actuating cold leg blowdown valves to
initiate a blowdown similar to a hypothetical PWR double-
ended cold leg break. The break planes were performing in
converging-diverging nozzels with the throat sized to control
the blowdown flow and the depressurization rates. The ejected
coolant and fission products carried from the fuel were
collected in a blowdown tank. The in-pile tube was
instrumented to measure rod temperatures, neutron flux, rod
internal pressure, and axial elongation.
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FIG. 2. PBF LOCA loop blowdown system.

Each rod was contained in a stainless steel shroud. The
flow shrouds were fluted (Figure 1) and the shroud
characteristics are shown in Table 2.

FIG. 1. PBF LOCA fuel train orientation.

2-2 TEST ROD DESIGN

The design characteristics and the nominal dimensions of
the test fuel rods are shown in Table. 1. They were of PWR
design but of smaller length and higher enrichement. The rod
plenum volumes were scaled in proportion to the active
length.

2-3 TEST ROD POWER

The axial power profile along the fuel rods was shaped
with the power flattened in the center third to the active
fuel length (Figure 3). The uniform power in this region
provided conditions that are typical of a PWR blowdown by the
PBF transient rods and was programmed to follow a function
determined in pretest calculations. The power was required
for additional heating of the test rod to reach and maintain
target temperatures. The power history is shown in Table 3.



TABLE 1. FUEL ROD DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AND NOMINAL DIMENSIONS

Characteristic Value
Cladding material Zircaloy-4
Cladding outside diameter (nun) 9.43
Cladding inside diameter (mm) 8.75
Cladding wall thickness (mm) 0.59
Diametral gap (mm) 0.216
Pellet diameter (mm) 8.534
Pellet length (mm) 15.24
Pellet dish depth (mm) 0.34,spherical radius 16.08 mm
Pellet centerhole (mm) 1.88 (fresh fuel)
Fuel length (mm) 878.8
Top insulating pellet length (mm) 15.24
Bottom insulating pellet length (mm) 6.35
Plenum volume (cm-3)
Enrichment U-235 (%)
Density (% theoretical)
Filling gas
Rod internal pressure (MPa)

2.917
19.5
94.5
Helium
5.066 (at room temp.)

TABLE 2. SHROUD CHARACTERISTICS

Shroud material
Wall thickness (mm)
Initial outside diameter (mm)
Flow area per shroud (mm )

Stainless steel
1.33

25.4
225.0

i
0.5.

0.0 0.1 0-2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

ELEVATION ( M )

FIG. 3. Axial power profile.

0.9

TABLE 3. POWER HISTORY OF TEST ROD

Time (s) 0 0.5 0.8 2.0 4.8 10 15 20 50

Power(kW/m) 48 34.214 11.797 6.865 4 .969 3.12 2.06 1.97 1.66



3.MODELING OF TEST ROD WITH FRAP-T6

The rod was divided into 10 axial nodes at the elevations
of 0.05, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 , 0.569, 0.675, 0.75, and 0.85 m,
respectively. Each axial node was divided radially into six
evenly-spaced nodes in the fuel and three evenly spaced nodes
in the cladding. The power history was input as shown in
Table 3.

The radiation from the cladding to the surrounding flow
shroud was taken into consideration and the temperature
history of the shroud was specified. The coolant conditions
(pressure, quality, temperature and mass flux) were
calculated by a thermohydraulic code and input on a tape. The
W-3 critical heat flux correlationf9J was used and the
Annulus Groeneved [10] correlation was used for film boiling
calculations. The plenum temperature was calculated and the
gas flow from the plenum to the ballooning zone was
considered. FRACAS-1 [11] was used for deformation modeling
and the metal-water reaction model of Cathcart was specified.
4. CALCULATION RESULTS

The calculated cladding temperature at Node 7 (0.625 m
elevation) is shown in Figure 4. This node was chosen due to
the location of a thermocouple at this elevation. The
experimental results are shown also on the figure. The
results indicate that the departure from the nucleate boiling
was estimated by the code to occur earlier than the actual
case. As a result, the influence of a later DNB on code
calculations was investigated. The results of this
investigation are discussed later.

4-1 INTERNAL PRESSURE

The variation of the internal pressure with time is shown
in Figure 5. The comparison with the experimental results
shows that the -rupture time is underestimated by FRAP-T6
(7.63 seconds) compared to the measured time of rupture
(10.13 seconds).

4-2 PERMANENT HOOP STRAIN

The claculated axial distribution of the cladding hoop
strain is shown in Figure 6. The comparison with the
experimental data indicates that the calculated values are
underestimated in the lower part of the fuel rod. The
location of the rupture was predicated by the code to occur
at higher elevati'on (0.5 m) than the actual position
(0.255 m).
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FIG. 4. Cladding temperature at elevation 0.625 m.
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FIG. 5. Variation of the rod internal pressure with time.



4-3 INFLUENCE OF DNB TIMING
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FIG. 6. Axial distribution of the hoop strain.

The cladding temperature comparison of node 7 indicated
that the DNB was calculated by the code to occur earlier than
the actual case . In this section an analysis . is performed
for the case of prescribed time of DNB of 3 seconds. The code
has the capability to prescribe by input different DNB times
at different elevations. It was assumed that the DNB takes
place at all the nodes at the same time.
4-4 CLADDING TEMPERATURE

The calculated cladding temperature with and without DNB
time correction are compared to the experimental data in
Figure 7. It is obvious that the DNB corrections resulted in
calculated temperatures which are in good agreement with the
experimental results. This effect is attributed to keeping
the surface heat transfer coefficient at a higher level for a
longer time by delaying the DNB (Figure 8). The condition of
a larger surface heat transfer coefficient results in more
release of the stored energy and,consequently,lower fuel
centerline temperature (Figure 9).
4-5 INTERNAL PRESSURE

The variation of internal pressure with time for both
cases is compared with the experimental data in Figure 10. In
the beginning the estimated curve is in good agreement with-
the experimental results but after about 4 seconds the
calculated values with DNB correction tend to be
overestimated. The calculated rupture time is 2 seconds later
than the measured rupture time.
4-6 CLADDING PERMANENT HOOP STRAIN

The calculated axial distribution of the cladding
hoop strain is compared to the experimental data in Figure
11. The results show reasonable agreement in the lower part
of the rod except that the rupture strain is less than the
measured value(14.7% calculated compared to 23.3% measured).
The calculated rupture location is 0.25m higher than the
measured location.
4-7 ANALYSIS USING THE LICENSING AUDIT CODE (LAC)

LAC [12] has been approved by the NRC as a conservative
model used for licensing issues. This model was also used to
evaluate the LOC-3 results.
4-8 CLADDING TEMPERATURE

The calculated cladding temperature at the seventh
node (elevation 0.625m) is compared with the experimental
data in Figure 12. DNB was prescribed to occur at 3 seconds.
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The results show that before 3 seconds the values are
overestimated, between 3 and 17 seconds they are
underpredicted and then overpredicated after 17 seconds.
This behavior is illustrated by the surface heat trensfer
coefficient in Figure 13. In this figure, the heat trnsfer
coefficient is shown to beless than the case without LAC in
the range between 0.5 and 3 seconds. The centerline
temperature is also compared to the experimental data in
Figure 14. It is evident that the values are underestimated
between 3 and 18 seconds.
4-9 ROD INTERNAL PRESSURE

The calculated variation of the rod internal pressure as
a function of time is shown in Figure 15. There is a
significant disagreement with the experimental data. The
rupture time is overpredicted (18.52 seconds).
4-10 CLADDING PERMANENT HOOP STRAIN

The axial distribution of the calculated cladding
permanent hoop strain is shown in Figure 16.The comparison
with the experimental results shows that the values are
highly overpredicted by the code. The calculated rupture
elevation was near the actual location (.3 and .255 m).
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5. SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS

The FRAP-T6 best-estimate and Audit Code (LAC) models were
compared using the results of the PBF LOC-3 experiment. The
best-estimate models with a correction for time of DNB were
in good agreement with the experimental results except for
the underprediction of rupture strain in the lower half
of the rod.The LAC models predicted a cladding temperature
history similar to that of the best-estimate models. The
ballooning history predicted by the LAC models was
significantly different than that predicted using best-
estimate models. The LAC models predicted a much greater
magnitude of ballooning than measured and a much later time
of rupture than measured.
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Abstract

The analysis of the FR 2 in pile Loss Of Coolant Accident was
carried out using FRAP-T6 code. The clad temperature was
introduced as that of the coolant with a very high heat
transfer coefficient. The clad temperature,the fuel
temperature at the center of the rod,the internal pressure
variation, stress and strain distribution and the rupture
time were calculated and compared to the measured
values.Sensitivity studies were carried out and were found to
improve the agreement between the calculated and the
experimental results.
1. INTRODUCTION

Fuel rod behaviour during a Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA)
in a light water reactor (LWR) after a break of a main
coolant line has been the subject of extensive analytical and
experimental research. Some of these experiments were
performed out-of-pile with electrically heated fuel rod
simulators [1,2,3,4] and others were performed in-pile
[5,6,7] to obtain realistic operating conditions. One of the
objectives of this research has been to determine the
effectiveness of the emergency core cooling after fuel rod
deformation occurs.
One of the in-pile test projects was carried out in KFK,
Federal Republic of Germany( 7,8,9]. In these experiments a
test loop of the FR2 research reactor was employed to expose
the tested fuel to transients simulating the second heatup
phase of a LOCA in a pressurized-water reactor (PWR) after a
double-ended break of a main coolant inlet line. In the
course of this reference accident, the second heatup phase
has the highest probability of fuel failure because of the
relatively long time the cladding is at high temperature
while the internal overpressure caused elevated cladding
stresses
This paper analyzes the results of one of the KFK experiments
(Gl-rod 3) using FRAP-T6. [10]

2. OBJECTIVES AND EXPERIMENT DESIGN

2-1 OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the FR-2 in-pile tests [9,11-14] were
twofold. The first objective was to provide qualitative and
quantitative information about the possible effects of a
nuclear environment on the mechanisms of fuel rod failure
under LOCA conditions already known from out-of-pile tests
with electrically heated fuel rod simulators. The second
objective was to identify possible additional failure
mechanisms
2-2 EXPERMENTAL DESIGN

The tests were performed in the DK loop of the FR2 research
reactor (Figure 1). This loop provided the desired thermal
hydraulic conditions[9].The loop was particularly suitable
for experiments on fuel rod failure (cladding rupture)
because it was equipped with condensation and filter systems
for retaining fission products and retarding noble gases.
The test specimens were contained in the in-pile test section
which included several shrouds and a thick pressure tube
(Figure 2).
During the steady state phase of the test, the loop was
operated at a pressure of 60 bars, a steam temperature of"
about 300 C and coolant mass flow of 120 kg/h. The LOCA
conditions were achieved by a simultaneous closing of the
shutoff valve and the opening of the relief valve (Figure 1).

Shutoff
Volvt

Relief Valves

b Exhaust
GiS Systems

Condenser
Degas str

Feed Pumps hjecuon Pumps Fillers Ccnderaae Pumps

FIG 1 Simplified flow scheme of the DK loop operated with superheated steam, in the
FR2 reactor
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2-3 TEST ROD DESIGN

The nuclear test rod is illustrated in Figure 3. Its radial
dimensions (Table 1) were identical to those of a fuel rod in
a German 1300 MWe PWR. The active fuel length was 50 cm,
approximately equal to the axial distance between spacer
grids of fuel elements in a reactor.
The rods has been instrumented by thermocouples to measure
the cladding temperature and with pressure transducers to
measure the internal pressure. Post-irradiation examinations
were carried out to measure the circumferential strains and
the failed zone characteristics.
2-4 TEST ROD POWER

According to the test conduct, a constant rod power was
needed until the target rod temperature was achieved. In
order to meet the cladding temperature history for a high
rated PWR rod during the reference accident, a local maximum
rod power rate of 40 W/cm was needed in the axial center
region of the nuclear rod. When the target cladding
temperature of approximately 1200 K was reached, the rod
power was rapidly reduced by reactor scram from 40 KW/m to a
low level caused by decay heating.
2-5 TEST ROD BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

At the start of the transient, the coolant flow was 120 kg/h
and the coolant pressure was 61 bars. The coolant flow rate
past the test rod decreased to zero, and the system pressure
decreased to approximately 0.1 bar within 8 to 10 seconds.
Figure 4 is a schematic presentation of the cladding
temperature, the power, and the coolant mass flow as a
function of time.

jnsuioting Ffellets

Upper Endplug

Renum

End Fallet U02 0.3% U235 Lower Encplug

U02 4.7% U235 Cladding Zry-4

FIG. 2. In-pile test section. FIG. 3. Test fuel rod design.



TABLE 1. NOMINAL TEST FUEL ROD DATA

Cladding

Zircaloy-4
10.75
9 . 3
0 .725

Material
Outside diameter, mm
Inside diameter, mm
Wall thickness, mm

Fuel Pellets
Material
Diameter (nominal gap), mm
Diameter (small gap), mm
Length, mm
Enrichment (active zone), %
Enrichment (end pellets), %
Height of pellet stack

(active zone), mm
Density, g/cm
Theoretical density, %

Insulating Pellets
Material
Diameter, mm
Length, mm

Void Volumes
Dishing per pellet, mm3 16.0
Gap volume(nominal gap).cm 1.57
Total plenum volume (incl.

pressure transducer),cm 28.12
Fillgas Composition 100% Helium

U029.11
9.15
11.00
4.7
0.3

500.0
10.35

94.4

9715
8.00

2-6 INITIAL CONDITIONS

The rod was irradiated to a burnup of 35.99 MW. d/KgU. The
irradiation conditions are shown in Table 2.
At the end of the irradiation period the rod was pressurized
by helium to a pressure of 50 bars.
A FRAPCON-2 (code for normal operation) [15] analysis was
performed to determine the effect of this irradiation period
on the initial conditions for the FRAP-T6.A maximum creepdown
hoop strain of 0.02% was calculated.

Cladding Timptrituri

| l l Flow on
I Powvf off
iFlov off

FIG. 4. Schematic presentation of cladding temperature, rod power and coolant flow as a
function of time.

3. MODELING OF TEST RODS

This section describes the input to FRAP-T6 that controls how
a fuel rod is modeled. Through input the code user can
control the cost,accuracy,and detail of the code calculations
that specified nodalization, time step, and model selection.
The user can specify the fuel rod boundary conditions in
several different ways. If the cladding temperature has been
measured, the measured cladding temperature history can be
input as a boundary condition. If the thermal-hydraulic
conditions in a fuel bundle have been calculated by a system
thermal-hydraulic code,those calculation conditions can be
input to FRAP-T6 and the code will calculate the cladding
temperatures.
FRAP-T6 has input data that specifies the fuel rod design
power history, boundary conditions, model selections, and
solution control. The power history is introduced in the
power block. In KFK the average linear heat generation was



TABLE 2a IRRADIATION CONDITIONS

Coolant inlet temperature ( C ) 60 0
Coolant pressure (bar) 2 4
linear rod power (w/cm) 200-450
Initial rod pressure (cold)(bar) 3 0

TABLE 2b IRRADIATION HISTORIES

Accumulated
Exposure Time(d)

45.0
89.3
134.1
179.3
216.8
259.1
3ol.7
343.8
374.0
417.0
454.2
495.0
538.4
572.4
595.7

Average Rod Power Accumulated Burnup
per Cycle(W/cm) (MWd/tu)

474.2
474.2
377.0
373.0
489.5
501.5
164.8
347.3
318.7
307.7
293.1
277.4
320.5
271.0
247.7

3255.0
6458.0
9337.0
12212.0
15342.0
18237.0
20888.0
23380.0
25022.0
27278.0
29137.0
31066.0
33439.0
35010.0
35993.0

kept constant at 3.75 KW/m during 81.1 seconds and then
reduced to 0.0375 KW/m. The radial power was considered to be
flat and independent of the radial location.
The fuel rod de"sign block comprises the pellet cladding
dimensions, the fuel enrichment, the filling gas type and
pressure, the plenum volume and the plenum spring dimensions.
In the boundary conditions block measured cladding outside
temperature as a function of time at different axial
elevations were prescribed by the mechanism of inputting a
high heat transfer coefficient (10 W/m . k). The input
coolant temperature was equal to the measured cladding
temperature. The coolant pressure as a function of time was
input.
In the model selection block, FRACAS I was chosen for
deformation calculation and BALON2 was used to calculate the
deformation at the beginning of ballooning (5%circumferential
strain).

In the solution control block a time step of 0.5 second was
specified and an implicit solution was chosen with maximum
internal pressure change between two successive iterations
equal to 0.001 and the same value for maximum temperature
change between two successive iterations as convergence
criteria. The rod was divided axially into 9 nodes (Table 3)
The locations of the nodes 2-6 coincide with the thermocouple
positions. Radially, the pellet was divided into 8 evenly
spaced nodes and the cladding into 3 evenly spaced nodes.

TABLE 3 AXIAL NODALIZATION

Node Î 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Elevation (m) 0.0875 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.40.45 0.50.53

4. RESULTS OF CALCÜIATIOHS
4-1 CLADDING TEMPERATURE HISTORY

A comparison of measured and calculated cladding temperature
at the different axial nodes is shown in Figure 5. The nodes
correspond to the thermocouples locations. It should be noted
that the calculated temperatures are in good agreement with
the measured values.
4-2 CLADDING BALLOONING
Transient cladding ballooning cannot be measured directly.
Instead, the transient deformation is inferred from
measurements of the fuel rod's internal pressure. The
reciprocal relationship of gas volume to internal pressure is
used to estimate transient cladding ballooning.
A comparison of calculated and measured rod internal pressure
is illustrated in Figure 6. The calculated pressure values
are in fair agreement with the measured values. Cladding
ballooning is calculated to occur too fast and the rupture
time is underestimated. The code predicted the occurrence of
ballooning between 45 and 50 seconds and predicted failure to
occur at about 62 seconds while the experimental results show
failure at 70 seconds. The code predicted cladding rupture at
an elevation of 0.35 m from the bottom. This elevation is in
agreement with the experimental results. The calculated
values of the permanent hoop strain are compared with the
posttest measurement in Figure 7. The results show that the
calculated values are underestimated around the rupture
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4-3 SENSITIVITY OF BALLOONING TO CLADDING PHASE CHANGE

According to the code calculations it was found that the
cladding rupture was predicted at a time less than that found
experimentally and also at a permanent hoop strain less than
that measured in posttest examination. A probable reason was
that the input cladding temperature was higher than the alpha
to beta phase transition temperature, but the experiment
temperature was less than this transition temperature
designated by FRAP-T6. To investigate this effect, the input
cladding temperature at all the nodes was lowered slightly
(15 K) so that the prescribed cladding temperature are less
than the calculated transformation temperature. Also, the
node of elevation 0.35 m, which was calculated to be the
rupture node in the previous calculations, was kept the
hottest node (about l K higher).The results shown in Figure 8
show that the measured cladding temperatures are slightly
higher than those calculated by FRAP-T6. The measured and
calculated internal pressure as well as the rupture time
(Figure 9) are in good agreement. The results of the
permanent hoop strain calculations shown in Figure 10 show
that- the measured and calculated values around the rupture
region are now in agreement.
The variation of the failure probabilities for the cases of
reduced and original temperatures are shown in Figure 11. The
failure probability had a value of 0.5 (best estimate of
failure) at times of 60 and 65.4 seconds for the two cases.-
If the calculated probability is higher than the specified,
the rod is considered to be failed and no more ballooning
occurs.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The ballooning model in the FRAP-T6 code was assessed using
the results of the KFK experiment Gl on high burning fuel.
This experiment simulated the second heatup phase of a LOCA
in a PWR.Cladding ballooning was calculated for two cases and
compared with experimental results. For the first case,all of
the boundary conditions were the best-estimate values of the
measured experimental conditions. For the second case, the
cladding temperatures were assumed to be 15 K less than the
measured values. This case was analyzed to study the effect
of keeping the cladding temperature less than the alpha to
beta phase transition temperature.For the best-estimate case,
cladding ballooning was Calculated to occur too fast and
rupture was calculated to occur 8 seconds earlier than
measured. The calculated and measured hoop strains at the
location of cladding rupture were 30% and 60% respectively.
For the case of slightly lower cladding temperatures than
measured, the calculated and measured times of cladding
rupture are also in close agreement. The calculated hoop
strain at the location of rupture (35%) was still
significantly less than the measured value (60%).
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Two conclusions can be drawn from the comparison of
calculations and experimental results. First, the timing of
cladding ballooning at temperatures near the alpha to beta
phase transition is sensitive to the cladding temperature. It
is important to correctly calculate the effect of cladding
ballooning on cladding temperature. Second, the cladding
ballooning model in FRAP-T6 may underpredict the extent of
ballooning at the rupture location for high burnup fuel.
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THERMAL SIMULATION OF A PHWR FUEL
CHANNEL UNDER VOIDED CONDITIONS
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Abstract

Thermal analysis of the fuel channel of a 235 MWe Indian
PHWH has been carried out for a postulated severe accident
leading to total voiding of the core. The accident considered is
a loss of coolant accident coincident with loss of emergency core
cooling. The analysis considers that moderator is present in the
core during the transient and its cooling is Maintained and the
reactor is shut down following the accident.

The voiding of the reactor channel causes the fuel
temperatures to rise. In the absence of effective convective
cooling, radiation heat transfer to pressure tube becomes
significant At higher temperatures pressure tube deforms and
touches the calandria tube. Only one mode of pressure tube
deformation is considered. In this mode pressure tube balloons
under high internal pressure. Significant heat transfer to the
moderator through the contact between the pressure tube and the
calandria tube takes place. It is seen that even under the
conservative assumptions made, the fuel does not melt and major
part of activity w i l l be retained in fuel. This paper describes
the analytical models and the results of the analysis.

INTRODUCTION
The core of a Indian Pressurised Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR)

235 MWe consists of 306 fuel channels. Each of these channels
contains twelve fuel bundles These fuel bundles are housed in a
pressure tube. Each fuel bundle consists of nineteen fuel
elements held together by end plates. These elements are
identical in geometry and arranged in two concentric circles with
one element placed in the centre. The central element produces
minimum power while the elements in the outer circle produce the
maximum power The relative generation of power is shown in
Table-1 The pressure tube is made of zircaloy and heavy water
flows in the tube through the spaces between the elements The
pressure tube is surrounded by a calandria tube made of zircaloy
The annular gap between the two tubes is filled with an inert
gas The calandria tubes are submerged in the large amount of
relatively cold moderator contained in the calandria. Figure 1
shows the fuel channel In the event of postulated loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) the Primary Heat Transport (PHT) system



Table 1 RELATIVE POWER OF ELEMENTS IN A BUNDLE

Fuel Type Central
eleœents

1st Pitch
circle
e1ements

Outer Pitch
circle
elements

Relative Power 1 1 1 4

CMANORIA TUBE
HEAVY WATER

MODERATOR
ZHKALOY SHEATH

COOLANT
WEAVY WATER) PRESSURE TUBE UOiPatET FUEL BUNDLE

FIG 1 Reactor channel of an Indian PHWR

dépressurises and the reactor trips. Depending on the size and
location of the break, several fuel channels get voided to more
than ninety percent in the first few seconds. This voiding is
sustained if Loss of Emergency Core Cooling CLOECC) coincident
with LOCA is postulated Under these conditions heat removal fro«

the fuel deteriorates and the fuel temperatures start rising due
to continued decay heat generation. At higher fuel temperatures,
the clad of fuel elements which is made of zircaloy reacts with
the steam present This reaction is exothermic and the rate
increases exponentially with temperatures The heat thus
generated further raises the fuel temperatures At higher
temperatures fuel surfaces radiate significant heat to pressure
tube raising its temperature As the temperature increases the
mechanical properties of zircaloy deteriorate and pressure tube
deforms in one of the following modes
1 If the internal pressure of the tube is high then it balloons

and touches the calandria tube
2 If the internal pressure of the tube is low then it sags under

the weight of the fuel and touches the calandria tube.
In both these modes of contact, the heat transfer to the

calandria tube from pressure tube is enhanced. The calandria
tube transfers the heat to the cold moderator through convective
heat transfer. In this paper only first node of deformation is
analysed.

Inspite of the enhancement in heat transfer due to pressure
tube/calandria tube contact, the fuel temperatures keep rising.
Ât a certain temperature the fuel fails and slumps on to the
pressure tube. This contact between fuel elements and pressure
tube further enhances the heat transfer. Also the heat
production due to metal water reaction decreases because of.
increased oxide layer thickness and limited supply of steam
These factors result in a turn around of the temperature rise in
fuel

This paper describes the models developed and the analysis
carried out to estimate the thermal conditions of the fuel for
the scenario described above.
Analytical model
Assumptions•

Following assumptions have been made in the analysis:
1 Thermophysical properties of all fuel channel components

except thermal conductivity of fuel is assumed constant.
2 conduction through steam and annular gap between pressure

tube and calandria tube is neglected
3 The contact conductance between pressure tube and calandria

tube on pressure tube deformation is assumed constant and
values are chosen based on literature [1,2].

4 Steam in the pressure tube and the inert gas between the
pressure tube and the calandria tube annulus are transparent
to thermal radiation

5 Volumetric decay heat generation is uniform in all fuel
elements



6 The geometry of the reactor channel remains unchanged
throughout the transient The heat transfer consequent to
deformation of the pressure tube and fuel failure is
accounted for through appropriate values of contact
conductance

7 The heat generated due to metal water reaction is modeled as
an equivalnet volumetric heat generation

Mathematical Modelling
The conduction heat transfer in different reactor components

is modelled using the transient conduction equation for
cylindrical polar co-ordinate system.

TABLE-2 CORRELATIONS FOR HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

1 Single phase convective heat transfer Lamnar flow heat
to steam transfer correlation

as used by Gillespic
II ]

2 Single phase convective heat transfer Dittus-Boel ter
to water

3 Heat transfer in Nucleate boiling
regime

4 Film boiling regime
5 Critical heat flux

6. Minimum heat flux in film boiling

equation
Rohsenow (3)

Dhir and Purohit (4J
Zuber with Thibault
modification [5]
Bradfield 16}

The initial
state value.

condition at any node is the initial steady

The boundary condition for the above equation is any one of
the following depending on the wall where heat transfer is
occur ing.

T \
7" \Y="57"

For the case where thermal conductivity is
temperature equation (1) reduces to

function of

The correlations used for calculating heat
coefficients in different regimes are given in Table-2

transfer

For calculating radiation heat transfer the reactor channel is
divided into four types of enclosures as shown in Figure 2. Each
enclosure consists of several surface segments. Radiosity method
as described by Hoi man [7] is used to calculate radiation heat
transfer.

For metal water reaction Baker-Just Model is used. IL
calculates the rate of metal water reaction and the rate of heat
generation due to this reaction as

The governing partial differential equations described earlier
are solved by finite difference methods in space and explicit
Euter's method in time with automatic time step selection based
on the temperature change in each time step.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 3 shows the reactor fuel channel with each of the fuel
elements numbered Each fuel element is divided into twelve
circumferential nodes and ten radial nodes. The direction of
arrow indicates the increasing number of circumferential nodes.

Figure 4 shows the initial temperature distribution in the
fuel elements. The element '!' generates minimum power and hence
has the lowest temperatures while the elements '8' - '19' have
the highest power peaking factor and hence the highest
temperatures.



Figures 5 to 9 show the temperature t ransients in the
d i f f e r e n t e lements for the case where the internal pressure in
the pressure tube is h igh . Consequent ly, the présure tube
ba l loons at higher temperatures .
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FIG. 2. Types of enclosure for radiation heat transfer. FIG. 4. Initial radial temperature distribution in fuel rods.
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The temperature transient curves for all the elements have
common characteristics. There is an intial sharp temperature rise
because of redistribution of stored heat. Then there is a gradual
rise in temperature because of decay heat. Then again there is a
fast rise in temperature due to intense metal water reaction
releasing heat. The temperature gradient gradually falls of due
to two reasons. Firstly, the pressure tube ballooning and
touching the calandria tube enhances heat removal. Secondly, fuel
rod slumping further enhances heat removal. Subsequently the
temperatures fall. This is because the heat generation due to
metal water reaction reduces as the oxide layer thickness
increases and for some of the elements the entire clad has been
oxidized. The oxidized thickness of fuel clad for different
elements is shown in Figures 10 to 12.
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FIG 11. Oxide layer thickness transient for rod 2.
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CONCLUSION
It is observed from the results that the fuel temperatures

do not exceed the melting point during the entire transient.
These temperatures reach a peak and start falling. The tine at
which this fal1 in temperature occurs ranges from about 250 to
500 seconds for different elements.

NOMENCLATURE
k thermal conductivity
r radial coordinate
0 circumferential coordinate
T Temperature
Tsink sink temperature
Qr radiation heat flux
Cp specific heat

density
g'' heat generation rate
g heat flux
A,B constants
R gas constant
W weight of zirconium reacted
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Abstract

In order to obtain informations on the behavior of a fuel rod during a
LOCA sequence, after a high BU irradiation, a specific experiment was performed at
CEN Grenoble, the Flash 5 irradiation

A small fuel rod, 30 cm in length, was «fabricated out of a PWR
assembly after a bum up of 50 3 GWd t:1 This rod was reirradiated in the Siloe pool
reactor for 3 weeks in order to build some short-lived fission products and track them
dunng the accident sequence This irradiation was performed in a Griffon type ng,
under a pressure of 1 3"MPa, for a LHGR of 18 kWm '

The accidental sequence was obtained by reduction of the power to 7
kWm ' and deflooding to 0 5 MPa leading to an increase of cladding temperature in
steam at an average rate of 28 K s ' The cladding failure occurred at 995°C, and the
sequence was stopped by refloodmg at 1350°C -1 e 42 sec after the beginning of the
accident-

The Post Irradiation Examination included the analysis of fission products
release dunng the accident in the gaseous form and those dissolved in the refloodmg
water Damage to the cladding and to the fuel was observed by metallography

Present address S M Stoller Co , 485 Wash Ave , Pleasantville, NY10570, USA

The irradiation procedure and the main results of this experiment are
described and a comparison with the results obtained earlier on fresh fuel rods will
allow to focus on the effect of BU on the behavior dunng the accidental sequence

1 INTRODUCTION :

Due to the important design and safety aspects of the Loss Of Coolant
Accident (LOCA), a good knowledge of the activity release dunng this type of
transient is mandatory With respect to fuel behavior, several LOCA experiments
have been performed m France with fresh fuel rodlets Then it was shown that the
release of fission products dunng the accident was small, equivalent to the gap
inventory before the accident [1] Since the Bum Up (BU) is known to induce major
changes m the fuel microstructure, and thus on the behavior to be expected during
such transients, a specific expenment was designed and performed with a high BU
fuel rodlet This expenment, referred as Flash 5, was the last one of the FLASH
program [2] It was jointly sponsored by CEGB, IPSN/CEA and EDF

The aim of the expenment was to measure the release of fission products,
and fissile material dunng a simulated LOCA accident and to determine the behavior
of the fuel after the sequence by detailed Post Irradiation Examinations (PIE) The
loss of coolant accident was performed on a segment of a high BU fuel rod irradiated
in a power reactor, refabncated in hot cells, pre-irradiated and exposed to the thermal
transient in the Siloé pool reactor at Grenoble, while the PIE were performed in the
LAMA hot cell laboratory

2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES :

A section of 300 mm length was selected out of a fuel rod irradiated in the
Fessenheim 2 power plant for 4 standard cycles to a BU of 50 3 GWdt-' Dunng the
base irradiation, the average power was in the range of 17 kWm ', except dunng the
second cycle (22 kWm ') This section was refabncated in the LECI hot laboratory at
Saclay with end plugs and a large plenum (6 7 cm3) to simulate the behavior of a long
fuel rod, having enough gas available for cladding strain and burst dunng the
accidental sequence The fuel rodlet was filled with helium at 3 2 MPa

The Gnffon irradiation loop used for that expenment was modified in
order to control the coolant removal, to follow the cladding temperature evolution
dunng the sequence and to reflood the fuel rod in hot conditions Figure 1 gives a
schematic description of the fuel rod in the loop and of the pipes, valves and storage
or pressure volumes used to control the sequence

After all the standard Non Destructive Examination (NDE) the fuel
segment was irradiated 21 days at 16 6 kWm ' and 7-scanned to benchmark the
neutron physics computations This phase was necessary due to the high contnbution
Caboul 75 %) of the Pu to the power generation in the Siloé reactor, for such a high
BU fuel having a low initial ennchment
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The LOCA sequence was conducted at the end of second pile cycle
(performed at 17.2 IcWnr1) in order to have access to the behavior of short-lived
fission products. The irradiation device was then slightly retreated from the core to
reduce the power to 7.2 kWnr1 while a valve was open to depressurize the loop from
12.4 to 0.5 MPa. The deflood period and expel of the coolant lasted 4 sec. The rod
being uncooled and heated the temperature of the fuel rod started to increase : the
average rate measured by the 4 thermocouples surrounding the fuel rod at the
maximum power level was 28 K sec1.

As seen in the figure 2, where a temperature history is plotted, at an
average temperature of 995°C, the cladding burst occurred. It can be noticed by the
slight change in adiabatic heating rate. The reflooding sequence was triggered for a
given thermocouple reaching 1150°C, it lasted 4.5 sec. The maximum cladding
recorded temperature during the sequence was 1345°C. Then the circumferential
thermal gradient was 155°C, due to a lack of axial thermal symmetry induced by rod
bowing. The fuel and the irradiation device were maintained under irradiation at 7.2
kWnr1 for 12 minutes under 1.2 MPa before reactor scram. The reflooding water
was then recovered, the empty irradiation device and the water reclaimed was -y-
scanned as well as the fuel rod that was then sent to the hot cell for PIE.
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FIG. 1. Scheme of the Flash irradiation device. FIG. 2. Temperature history of the Flash 5 test.



3 FISSION PRODUCTS RELEASE :

Just after the accidental sequence the gases released in the loop were
transferred to the fission product laboratory using under water lines for storage in
stainless steel vessels and analysis Those gases contained mostly the initial helium
that was used as a earner for the fission gases 53 liters STP were collected, i e 95
% of the total inventory Various analysis have been performed on those samples by
•y—spectrometry and gas chromatography at different times (between 1 and 10 hours
after the sequence) The results of those measurements are expressed as the ratio of
the released amount to the quantity present in the fuel rod at the end of the sequence
The fission gases release ratios are given in table 1 for the release in gaseous phase

Table 1 Fractional release of fission gases m the gaseous phase

Nucleide

138 Xe
87 JO-
SS Kr

85m Kr
135 Xe

133m Xe
133 Xe

stables gases (Kr + Xe)
85 Kr

Half live

14 1 mm
1 3h
2 8 h
4 5 h
9 2 h

52 6 h
524d

by chromatography
10 7 y

Released fraction

26E-3
37E-3
47E-3
56E-3
88E-4
1 4E-2
1 4E-2

6E-2
46E-2

The release ratio is in the range of 1 % for the short-lived fission products
and increases with the half-life to reach about 5 % for the stable gases For them a
good agreement between the stable gases measured by gas chromatography and the 85
Kr is to be noticed and give credits to this value The 5% have to be compared to the
Imited fission gas release found during rod analysis in the hot cell for refabncation
Indeed, rod puncturing after power reactor irradiation gave a value of 0 41 % for the
stable gases

The y spectrometry of the reflooding water was performed in several steps
m order to reach the physi-chemical state of the released species The first operation
was performed as the fuel rod was still in the rig, before and after removal of the
reflood water, and occurred 7 days after the sequence The fuel rod was then removed
and the ng 7-scanned again Finally, the reflood water transferred into two dedicated

vessels, was analyzed independently This procedure allow us to obtain the fission
product release ratios in the water and to precise the amount deposited on the walls of
the irradiation ng The results ot those measurements are given in table 2

Table 2 Release ratios of the soluble fission product found in the reflooding water

Nucleide

1351
1331
1311

134 Cs
137 Cs

133 Xe

Half live

6 7h
20 8 h

8d
2 y
30 y

5 2 4 d

Released fraction in water
Total Trapped on the walls

1 5E-3
25E-3
3 IE-3
83E-3
62E-3

1 15 E-3

< 1E3
< IE-3
13 E-3

< 2 5 E-3
< 2 E-3

0

Some xenon in solution was measurable in the reflooding water and it was"
concluded that about 90% of the xenon released was in the gaseous form Figure 3
plots the release ratios of the different radio-isotopes versus the decay constant It
clearly shows that the gases release ratio is about 6 to 10 times larger than for the
iodines and cesiums

The amount of solid fission products was obtained by -y-spectrometry on
the ng after decanting of the water and removal of the fuel rod Based on the 103Ru
and 140Ba a total mass of 50-80 mg was inferred out of which, 75 % being trapped on
the structures or, preferably, decanted at the bottom of the ng A small part of the
fissile matenal was dragged by the reflooding water and about 10 mg was detected in
the water storage vessels, most of them being deposited at their bottom after a 2
months rest

4 FUEL ROD BFJHAVIOR

The neutron radiographies taken after removal of the reflood water and the
measurements performed m hot cells, have shown that the rod failure occurred
slightly (93mm) above the plane of maximum power, in the direction of the core and
with a limited cladding strain The oxide pellets were found to be fractured with water
filling the cracks and the dishmgs The deformation of the fuel rod was small and no
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FIG. 3. Release fractions of fission products during the Flash 5 sequence.

significant clad ballooning was observed in opposition to the case of the sequences
performed with fresh fuel cladding [1]. In the lower part of the fuel rod, where the
power was maximum, the cladding strain was in the range of 7%. The failure
occurred in region where the neutron power was .93 P^, with a local mean strain of
16%. The fuel rod cladding deformation and a blow up of a portion near the failure
zone is shown in figure 4. The rupture appeared as a thin slit (3mm by 0.3mm wide).
On the two sides of the slit, the local strain was high enough to induce cracking in the
primary oxide layer, leading to a corrugated aspect. Fuel and cladding metallography
was performed at three levels : at the rupture place, at the plane of maximum flux and
at 85 mm above the rupture plane in a cold place.

At the plane of maximum flux (Fig.5), the fuel is highly fragmented, with
the central region broken in small pieces of about 100 /im, most of which having an

average grain size of 14 /im, showing significant grain growth during the transient
(the initial grain size was 7.5 ^m). The outer part of the fuel was broken in large
pieces of 1 - 2 mm. The boundary between the regions is marked by a grain growth
front driven by oxidation expanding from the center and behind this there is evidence
of grain boundaries decohesion (Fig 5.b).

The cladding oxidation during the sequence was found to be limited
compared to the oxidation obtained during power irradiation : on the external side, the
zirconia layer grown in the PWR environment was 28 - 30 /im thick, it is followed by
a thin layer (8 - 10 ^m) formed during the accident, an oxygen stabilized a-
zirconium layer (8 - 10 fim) and the bulk of the cladding in a 0-quenched structure.
On the internal side, the initial oxide layer was only present in case of hard contact
between the UO2 pellet and the cladding, it was then 3-6 ftm thick. Almost no oxide
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(a)

FIG, 5. Fuel aspect at the plane of maximum power; (a) general aspect; (b) oxide oxidation
and grain decohesion.
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growth during the sequence was, detectable and the oxygen stabilized a —zirconium
layer was about 12 ̂ m thick

At the plane of rupture (Fig 6), the fuel degradation is much less
advanced the fuel fragments are large (1 to 4 mm), with no fine particles and the
oxidation of the fuel is not observed except at very localized areas Those fragments
are all displaced and fuel pellet reconstruction can hardly be performed, in contrast to
the previous case This is due to the local increase m cladding diameter allowing
fragments relocation The oxidation of the cladding is limited compared to the plane
of maximum power, indeed it was only 5-6 /im thick on the exterior and limited
internal oxidation occurred only at less than 200 urn on both sides of the hps of the
rupture The cladding rupture was ductile in nature, with a 100% reduction in cross-
section over a localized deformation zone of about 3mm and a total circumferential
strain of 16% in that section Fracturing of the primary oxide in the area close to the
cladding failure zone is presented in the blow-up (Fig 6 b). It should be noticed that
the oxide layer grown dunng the accidental sequence is the same under the primary
oxide and in the area of fresh zircaloy

The section at low power was typical of a high BU fuel microstructure,
with no grain growth in the oxide and no change in the initial oxide film thickness of
28-30 Mm

5 DISCUSSION :

Compared to the other FLASH experiments [2], performed with fresh
cladding and fresh UO2, several differences have to be noticed •

- The clad rupture occurred away from the plane of maximum power, with
limited cladding stain,

- The fission product release rate were much higher and
- The fuel was found to be highly degradated and partially oxidized

About the first point, the cladding strain could be explained by the
circumferential temperature gradient four thermocouples, each 90° apart, allowed us
to follow the cladding temperature dunng the accident. At the time to failure, the
maximum difference was 110°C, the hottest part being in the direction of the reactor
core As reviewed by Erbacher [3], such a large azimuthal thermal gradient could be
sufficient to reduce the fracture strain to the level observed

In all the tests performed with fresh cladding, the rupture occurred at the
plane of maximum power In the case of the Flash 5 experiment, the location of the
slit was away from that point, in a location where the power, and thus the heating rate
of the cladding, was smaller Although no definitive answer can be given on that
behavior, we have indications that the annealing of the irradiation point defects is a
complex function of the temperature history Therefore the constitutive equation for
creep strain rate is dependent upon the recovery time and temperature history Thus
it is not obvious that the rod failure should occur at the plane of maximum power In
support to that assertion, the tests performed at KfK on irradiated fuel rods, showed a
lower failure strain compared to the fresh cladding It was also reported that the
cladding deformation was not symmetncal with respect to the plane of maximum flux
[4]

For the fuel behavior aspect, the most critical point is the fuel pellet
degradation. In the case of other LOCA testings of irradiated rods [4], pellet
disintegration was observed with all the ballooned regions filled with small fragments
of fuel. The observation of some oxidation of the fuel fragments leads us to suppose
that the fuel degradation occurred in the latter phase of the accident . Indeed, dunng
the heating up phase, the bme between rod failure and refloodmg, dunng which some
fuel oxidation could have occurred, was very limited (12 sec.). Grain growth and
oxidation of the UO2 could not be obtained at the level observed We were lead to
conclude that the degradation of the fuel occurred in the latter phase of the accident,
when the fuel stack was maintained under moderate power for 12 mm. Then, under a
large gap filled of steam at 1.5 MPa, and a power of 7.2 kWnr1, the internal"
temperature of the fuel rod would have raised above 800°C, a temperature at which
the observed kinetics can be achieved. It has been shown that under water vapor,
oxidation of UO2 is indeed obtained with considerable grain growth [5].

We consider that the large fission gas release rate found in this expenment
is mostly related to the oxidation of the fuel in this second phase of the accident and
not to an intrinsic behavior of the fuel dunng this short thermal transient Indeed, a
mechanism of fission gas release has been described for high BU fuel dunng
transients but it results in a stronger dependency of the release rate with the
radioactive constant [6]. The X-"2 dependency stresses a diffusion controlled process
that supports this oxidation scheme. However, the fuel degradation observed remain a
specific behavior of fuel at high BU In the Flash 4 test the post-accident sequence
was the same and no fuel degradation was observed with that fresh fuel

The requirement for aqueous transport combined with their interaction
with the fuel rod surfaces probably explains the reduced fractional release of the
iodine and cesium isotopes compared with the gases
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FIG 6 Fuel aspect at the rupture plane, (a) general aspect, (b) fracture lips
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6 CONCLUSIONS

An experiment has been performed in which the behavior of a high BU
fuel rod has been analyzed in a simulated LOCA type transient After the defloodmg
of the rodlet, the temperature raised up to 1350°C in 34 sec before refloodmg.
Cladding burst occurred away from the plane of maximum flux, with limited cladding
strain. The total fission product release was high compared to the previous
experiments performed with fresh fuel. In addition a significant damage of the oxide
was observed with major fracturing in the central part of the fuel rod. This last point
can be explained by an oxidation of the oxide in the final step of the experiment,
where the fuel rod was maintained at moderate power for 12 mm with a large gap, in
steam at low pressure.
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Abstract

Since 1975, extensive studies on fuel behavior under reactivity initiated
accident conditions have been continued in the Nuclear Safety Research
Reactor of Japan Atonic Energy Research Institute. New experimental program
with preirradiated LWR fuel rod as a test sample has recently been started.
In this program, the effects of fuel burnup on the transient behavior, the
failure threshold, the failure mechanism and the consequences of the failure
will be studied. Eight tests with commercial PWR and BWR rods and five tests
with the rods preirradiated in the Japan Materials Testing Reactor (JMTR
rods) were conducted so far. The fuel failure was observed in the JMTR rods
whose peak fuel enthalpy exceeded 164cal/g.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the Nuclear Safety Research Reactor (NSRR) operated by Japan Atomic
Energy Research Institute (JAERI), extensive experimental studies on the
fuel behavior under reactivity initiated accident (RIA) conditions have been
continued since the start of the test program in 1975(1]. Accumulated
experimental data were used as the fundamental data base of the safety
evaluation guideline for reactivity initiated events in light water cooled
nuclear power plants established by the nuclear safety commission on
January 19th, 1984.

All of the data used to establish the guideline were, however, limited to
those derived from the tests with fresh fuel rods as test samples because of
the lack of experimental facility to handle highly radioactive materials. In
time past, the tests with preirradiated fuel rods were conducted in the
SPERT-CDC and the PBF projects at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory in
the United States[2]. The number of the tests performed in these projects
was, however, limited to thirteen runs in all and, seems to be insufficient
for clearly understanding the influences of fuel burnup on fuel behavior
under RIA conditions. The present Japanese safety evaluation guideline,
therefore, introduces the peak fuel enthalpy of 85cal/g which was adopted

from the SPERT-CDC data as a provisional failure threshold of preirradiated
fuel rod and, says that this value should be revised based on the NSRR
experiments in the future .

According to the above requirement, new NSRR experimental program with
preirradiated fuel rod as a test sample was started in 1989. Test fuel rods
are prepared by refabrication of fuel rods preirradiated in commercial PWRs
and BWRs into short segments and. preirradiation of short-sized test fuel
rods in the Japan Materials Testing Reactor (JMTR). Fuel rods already
procured from commercial power reactors include the BWR fuel rod from the
Tsuruga-1 reactor, the PWR fuel rod from the Mihama-2 reactor and the PWR
fuel rod from the Genkai-1 reactor.

Preirradiation of 29 capsules (containing 87 test fuel rods) in the JMTR
has completed or been progressing. These test fuel rods will accumulate fuel
burnups ranging from 10 to 40GWd/t. Among them, some rods have higher
initial enrichment (20%) or different rod design (e.g. gap width).

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

2.1. Outline of the NSRR facilities

Since the NSRR program is directed towards the study of RIA fuel
behavior, test fuel rods should be irradiated by a rapid power burst which"
should be similar to an RIA power burst in an LWR. TRIGA-ACPR, which
generates pulsing power slightly more rapidly than an LWR, was selected as
the NSRR reactor. As shown in Fig. 1, the reactor core is mounted on the
bottom of 3.6m wide, 4.5m long and 9m deep open pool. At the center of the
NSRR core, there is a large experimental cavity, where test fuel rods
contained in a capsule or a loop are subjected to power bursts.

The pulse operation which generates a power burst from zero power can
simulate an RIA from cold startup or hot stand-by. The reactivity insertion
of up to $4.7 is licensed to produce the maximum reactor power of 23.000MW
with the minimum reactor period of approximately 1.2ms and to bring the
maximum burst energy of 130MJ.

2.2. Test fuel rod

The test fuel rods used in the current test program are 14 x 14 type
PWR rods and 7x7 type BWR rods. The as-fabricated characteristics of the
test rods are listed in Table I . The commercial PWR rods were preirradiated
in the Mihama-2 reactor to a burnup of 39GMWd/t at the average linear heat
rate of about 18kW/m (MH rod) and in the Genkai-1 reactor to a burnup of
42GWd/t at the average linear heat rate of about 20kW/m(GK rod). The
commercial BWR rods were preirradiated in the Tsuruga-1 reactor to a burnup
of 26GWd/t at the average linear heat rate of about 27kW/m(TS rod).
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Table I Summary of as-fabricated characteristics
of the test fuel rods

Item -
Fuel

Density (g/cc)
Pellet O.D. (mm)
Pellet length (mm)
Enrichment (w/o)
End shope

Clodding

Clodding O.D. (mm)
Wall thickness (mm)

PWR rod

Sintered UOj
10.41 (95XTD)
9.29
15.2
2.6« or 3.4«
Dished end
Stress relieved
Zircoloy-4
10.72
0.62

BWR rod
Sintered IX>2
10.41 (955UD)
12.37
21.0
2.79
Dished end

Stress relieved
Zircaloy-2
14.3
0.81

JMTR rod
Sintered UOz
10.41 (95XTD)
9.29
10.0
10.oW.5.0.NoL
Chamfered end
Stress relieved
Zircoloy-4
10.72
0.62

(Note) :(1)MH rod (2)GKrod (3) Main port of fuel stock

The fuel rods are refabricated from the preirradiated commercial
reactor fuel rods. As an example. Fig. 2 shows the design of BWR type test
fuel rod. A short segment is cut off from the axial position with relatively
flat burnup distribution and. a new top end fitting containing a magnetic
iron core to measure the elongation of fuel stack and a new bottom end
fitting with a pressure sensor for the measurement of rod internal pressure
are welded to it. The active lengths and the fill gases of the test fuel rods
are given in Table n. The pressures and the compositions of the fill gases
for the PWR and the BWR rods are determined based on the results of rod
puncture tests. Table in lists the measured fission gas release dur ing
preirradiatlon for each type of the test fuel rod.

JMTR rods which are shortened PWR type rods containing highly enriched
fuel pellets (10%) were preirradiated to a burnup of about 20GWd/t in the
JMTR. The fuel stack contains a 5%-enriched and a natural UOs pellets in
each end. The rod was filled with pure helium gas of 0.IMPa. These rods were
Installed in a capsule filled with pure helium gas of atmospheric pressure
and subjected to the preirradiation. The linear heat rate during the
preirradiation ranged from 20 to 40kW/m. The fission gas release of 0.2% was
measured for the reference rod after the completion of the preirradiation.

2.3. Experimental capsule and instrumentation

Figure 3 shows the schematic of the experimental capsule and the_
instrumentation. Each test fuel rod was instrumented with thermocouples (Pt/
Pt-133>Rh : 0.2ram # ) to measure cladding surface temperature. The shortened
commercial reactor fuel rod was equipped with a pressure sensor in the
bottom end fitting to measure rod internal pressure. In some tests, linear
variable differential transformers (LVDT) were used to measure transient
elongation of the cladding tube and the fuel pellet stack. The instrumented
test fuel rod was contained in a doubly sealed (double container type)
capsule which is newly developed for the test with preirradiated fuel rod.
The capsule was filled with water of ambient temperature and atmospheric
pressure, and subjected to a pulse irradiation in the NSRR.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Test condition

As listed in Table IV, thirteen tests with preirradiated test fuel rods
were performed from F.Y. 1989 to 1991 under RIA conditions[3-7]. The
long-term burnup (base burnup) due to the preirradiation and the short-term
burnup (energy deposition) due to the pulse irradiation in the NSRR were
evaluated by the chemical FP analyses of the samples taken from the test
fuel rods after the completion of the pulse irradiation.

Base burnup measurement was performed by determinig the fractional
amounts of isotopes of neodymium. uranium and plutonium using the isotopic



unit • mm

Fig. 2 Schematic of the test fuel rod
(BWR type rod)

No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Ports

Top end lilting
Spring
Spring odoptor
Core
Clodding
Insulollcn pellet
Joint
Insulollon pellet
Neutron obicrtcr
Cladding
Fuel pellet
Joint
Insulation pellet
Spacer
Clodding
Prewur* jemor
Movement Marker

Material

ZrT-2
Type 304 Stain leu Steel
ditto
Uognellc Iron
Zry-2
AI2Oj
Zrj-2 .
AIzOj
KJ
Zry-2(pre -Irradiated)
UOj Ipre- Irradiated)
Zry-2
AI2Oj
Type 304 Slolnle« Sleel
Zr,-2
Zrj-2
Zry-4

Table I Test fuel rod design
Item

Active length (mm)
Overoll length (mm)

Fillgos (MPo)

PWR rod

122
308

He (4.2-4.6)

BWRrod

126
3)2

Mix(1.1)or
He (1.1)<2>

JMTR rod

ioo(»
220

He (0.1)

(Note) : (1) 10X-enriched fuel region
(2) TS-3 rod

Table HI FGR during preirradiation

PWR rod

O.l?^0

0.42%<2)

BWR rod

17%

JMTR rod

0.20%

(Note) :(1)MH rod
(2) GK rod

Instrumentation
»200mm

Capsule

Fig. 3 Experimental capsule
and instrumentation



Table IV Summary of the test results

Test No

PW
R 

ro
d

BW
R 

ro
d

| 
JM

TR
 ro

d

UH-1
UH-2
UH-3
CK-1

TS-1
TS-2
TS-3
TS-4

JU-1
JU-2
AI-3
M-4
JM-5

Energy
deposition

(cd/9)
60
68
63

112

61
67~77

94
97

126

181
219
212

Peak luel
enlholpy
(col/g)

55
62
77

104

55

88
89
96
85

138
178
164

Fission oas

r* (*)
37
4.2
43

122

(2)
104
95

134

(2)
(2)
21
(3)

Uox-doddirxj
lemperoture

(X)
95
80

ISO
310

110
110
120
150

130
135
150
790
540

Mox clodding
elongation

0 4
05
1 0
1 1

(2)
02
01
06

(2)
(2)

025
(2)
(*)

Mox residual
hoop strain

(X)
0
0

-3

0
0
0
0

0
0

06
7.5
32

Fuel failure

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
Y«
Yes

(Not*) : (1) Fission go* r*l*o$« airing pub« irradiation
(2)Notm»asurtd
(3) Fud rod foiled
(4) hsbunentation foi)«d

dilution method Evaluated base burnups for PWR and BWR rods are described
in section 2 2 Estimated values for JMTR rods ranged from 16,000 to 27,000
MWd/t depending on the positions of the rods in the capsule during the
preirradiation

Evaluation of the energy deposition due to the pulse irradiation
includes severe difficulty because of the presence of large amount of
r ray emmiting FPs due to the preirradiation Therefore, barium was
chemically separated from the sample with the cation exchange method in
nitric acid system Chemical yield of barium through the separation process
was estimated to be 70 ~ 90 % by the measurement of 13jBa (tracer) activity
Evaluated energy deposition based on the measurement of '"10Ba activity for
each test is given in Table IV together with estimated peak fuel enthalpy

3 2 Cladding surface temperature

The measured maximum cladding surface temperatures are listed in Table
IV The DNB (Departure from Nucleate Boiling) phenomenon on the cladding
surface was observed in Tests GK 1, JM 4 and JM 5 Durations of the film
boiling were, however, very short and less than Is Figure 4 gives the
histories of the cladding surface temperatures measured in Test JM-4 as an
typical example which shows the occurrence of DNB on the cladding surface

JM-4 Pulse Noiso

1000

"> §
500

02 04 06 08
Time sec

Flg. 4 Cladding surface temperature
and capsule internal pressure
measured in Test JM-4

3 3 Fuel rod deformation

Residual deformation of the cladding tube was observed in MH-3, GK-1 and
JM-3 ~ 5 rods as listed in Table IV Figure 5 gives the measured axial
profiles of JM-3 ~ 5 rods The maximum hoop strain of the cladding tube
reached approximately 7 5% in JM 4 rod As shown m the figure, the profiles
of JM 4 and -5 rods have 10 peaks and the position of each peak nearly
corresponds to the axial center of each 10%-enriched fuel pellet This kind
of deformation behavior was not so clear in the PWR rods

Transient elongations of the fuel pellet stack and the cladding tube
were successfully measured In many tests and the maximum cladding elong-
ations are listed in Table IV The cladding elongations of the PWR rods are
most significant among them Figure 6 shows the histories of the elong
ations of the fuel pellet stack and the cladding tube measured in Test JM-3

3 4 Fission gas release during pulse irradiation

Table IV gives the fission gas releases (FGRs) during the pulse irradi-
ation measured by puncturing test FGRs of the PWR rods and the JMTR rod
were 2 ~ 4% except GK-1 rod ( ~ 12%) FGRs of the BWR rods were 10 ~ 13% and
fairly higher than those of PWR rods except GK 1 rod In the tests with the
PWR and the BWR rods, very sharp increases of the rod internal pressure
were observed indicating that additional FGR occurred at the very early
stage of the transient
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Fig. 5 Axial profiles of the JMTR rods

3.5. Fuel failure

Fuel failure occurred only in Tests JM-4 and 5. By the visual inspection,
generation of small defects of the cladding tube including penetrated ones
were observed. Figure 7 shows typical defects of the cladding tube observed
in JM-4 rod. Type of the defect is a small axial crack of a few milimeters.

Defect
No.7

Defect
No.8

3mm

Fig. 7 Defects of the cladding tube
observed in JM-4 rod

o

0.2 0.3 0.4
Time (s)

Fig. 6 Transient deformation of
the fuel rod in Test JM-3

4. DISCUSSIONS

4.1. Cladding surface temperature

Figure 8 shows the maxi»um cladding surface temperature as a function of
peak fuel enthalpy. The difference in the thresholds of DNB between the PWR
and the JMTR rods can be explained by the significant creep down of the
cladding tube in the PWR rods. The JMTR rod preirradlated in the helium
environment of atmospheric pressure showed no creep down. Creep down In
the PWR rod means the decrease of .gap width and, therefore, the initiation of
pellet-cladding mechanical interaction (PCMI) at lower enthalpy. The clad-
ding tube of the BWR rod shows milder creep down than that of the PWR rods
and it can easily be supposed that the threshold of DNB generation for the
BWR rod may be somewhere between those for the PWR and the JMTR rods.

As shown In Table IV, the maximum cladding surface temperature of the
JMTR "rod was 500 ~ 800 °C and duration of the film boiling was less than Is
when the peak fuel enthalpy was 160 ~ 180cal/g. In this enthalpy range, the
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Fig. 9 Macroscopic photographs of the JMTR rods after pulse irradiation

maximum cladding surface temperature of a fresh rod is much higher than 1000
°C and the film boiling continues for more than 10s. Once we have performed
repeated irradiations for a fresh rod and observed similar difference
between the 1st and the 2nd irradiations. That is, in the 2nd irradiation, the
maximum temperature was much lower and the duration of the film boiling was
much shorter than those in the 1st irradiation. This may be due to the
oxidation of the _cladding surface by the 1st irradiation. For the
preirradiated rod, however, the additional effects of burnup such as change
of thermal conductivity of fuel pellet should be considered

4.2. Fuel rod deformation

Figure 9 gives the longitudinal section of JM-4 rod showing the signifi-
cant deformation of the cladding tube. As shown in the figure, the deform-
ation was brought by the swelling of 10% enriched UÛ2 pellet. The axial
profiles of the JMTR rods given in Fig 5 indicate that main part of the
deformation was formed during the very early stage of the transient and
PCMI played an important role on it. Fig 10 gives the measured maximum
residual hoop strain of the cladding tube as a function of peak fuel
enthalpy. The figure shows that the PWR rod had the most severe PCMI due to
the significant creep down of the cladding tube. This well corresponds to
the behavior of the cladding surface temperature shown in Fig. 8
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Figure 11 gives the results of the fuel pellet density measurements The
samples were taken from the various axial positions of JM 4 and -5 rods which
showed significant deformation of the cladding tube Horizontal axis is the
increase of the fuel rod diameter at the position where the sample was taken
The figure shows that the density of the fuel pellet decreases almost
lineally with the increase of the fuel rod deformation This change in the
density .however, is not sufficient to explain the amount of the deformation

Figure 12 shows the microstructures of the fuels in JM-3 and -4 rods The
microstructure of the fuel in JM-3 rod which showed slight deformation has
no significant change comparing with that observed in the reference rod On
the other hand, the microstructure of fuel in JM-4 rod which showed
significant deformation has significant separation of the grain boundaries
The increase of pores in fuel pellet was not evident. The decrease of the
pellet density, therefore, is due to the separation of the grain boundaries
This separation may be caused by the transient FGR and the increase of the
pressure at the separated boundaries might contribute to the deformation of
the fuel pellet and, therefore, of the cladding tube.

: before pulse (reference rod)
I: JM-4
• JM-5 1QOXTD;10969/CC

96

«5 93o
35
2 92

91

90 1 2 3 + 5 6 7
Increose of Fuel Rod Diometer (X)

(0'-180*)

3UM170
(JM-3. Pelltt Center)

3 U M 5 6 4 M.«CM

(JM-4. Ftllet Center)

X400

Fig. 11 Density measurements
for the JMTR rods

Fig. 12 Microstructures of the
fuels in JM-3 and -4 rods



4.3. Fission gas release during pulse irradiation

Figure 13 shows the FGR during pulse irradiation as a function of peak
fuel enthalpy. Among PWR rods, GK-1 rod showed the highest value. This is
because the rod had the highest fuel burnup, the highest linear heat rate
during preirradiation and the highest peak fuel enthalpy. FGR in JM-3 rod is
much lower than that GK-1 rod in spite of higher peak fuel enthalpy and
higher linear heat rate during the preirradiation. This indicates that the
fuel burnup is the most effective parameter on FGR during pulse irradiation
within the present peak fuel enthalpy range.

Figure 9 gives the cross-sectional view of JM-3 rod. Many radial cracks
can be observed at the peripheral region of the fuel pellet. This kind of
crack generation is also observed in the PWR and the BWR rods. The cause of
the generation of these cracks may be due to the large temperature gradient
at the periphery of the pellet immediately after the initiation of the pulse
irradiation. It is easily expected that generation of these cracks has large
contribution to the transient FGR because the large fraction of the fissions
occurs in the periphery region of the fuel pellet. In the higher peak fuel
enthalpy case, however, separation of the grain boundaries will have
additional contribution to It as discussed In Sec. 4.2.
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Fig. 13 FGR as a function of
peak fuel enthalpy

4.4. Fuel failure

Figure 9 includes the cross-sectional view of JM-4 rod which shows the
failure of the cladding tube. Figure 4 gives the behavior of the capsule
internal pressure measured in Test JM-4. It can be seen that the pressure
pulses were generated at the time when the cladding surface temperature was
still low. Therefore, we can conclude that the cause of the cladding defect
is overstress due to PCMI taking the shape of the defect into account .

Figure 14 summarizes the results of preirradiated fuel rod tests
performed so far in the NSRR. The figure also includes the results from the
SPERT-CDC and the PBF Projects in the United States. It can be seen that
there is no failure when the peak fuel enthalpy Is lower than 140 cal/g which
is the failure threshold derived by the PBF experiments. The figure also
suggests that the failure enthalpy of 85 cal/g for higher burnup rods
observed in the SPERT-CDC test should be reexamined and the present
Japanese safety guideline on the reactivity Initiated events which
recommends 85 cal/g as the failure enthalpy of the preirradiated fuel rod
has large safety margin.

5. FUTURE PLAN

Figure 15 gives the tentative long-term plan of the major NSRR experi-
ments. Study of the effects of fuel burnup on the mechanical energy gene-
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Fig. 15 Tentative long-term plan of the NSRR experiments

ration and the tests for the rods with extended burnup are the major tasks
in near future in the frame of preirradiated U02 fuel rod test. Mixed oxide
fuel rod test another Important research item to contribute to the project
on the plutonium utilization in LWRs which is supported by the government.

The needs of study of research reactor fuel behavior under RIA con-
ditions are increasing in Japan. The tests for plate type suicide fuel and
HTGR fuel are presently progressing and, the test for TRIGA fuel is under
preparation. The test for FBR fuel under sodium cooling environment is also
under preparation and the design of experimental capsules were started.

6. SUMMARY

New experimental program with preirradiated fuel rod as a test sample
was started in the NSRR. The major results obtained so far can be summarized
as follows;

(1) The cladding surface temperature was strongly influenced by the PCMI,
therefore, by the degree of creep down of the cladding tube during the

preirradiation. JMTR rod showed significantly lower cladding surface
temperature than that of fresh rod under the same peak fuel enthalpy
condition probably due to preoxidation of the cladding surface during
the preirradiation.

(2) Measured residual cladding strains clearly reflected the effect of the
creep down of the cladding tube on the PCMI. Very large deformation of
the fuel rods observed in the tests with JMTR rods suggested that the
transient FGR during pulse irradiation might have significant effect on
the deformation.

(3) The transient FGRs of 2 ~ 13% were observed. The causes of the
significant releases might be the formation of micro-cracks at the
periphery region of the fuel pellet and the separation of the grain
boundaries especially in the higher peak fuel enthalpy cases.

(4) Fuel failures were observed in the tests with JMTR rods. The PCMI played
an important role on the generation of the through-wall cracks. The fuel
rod Integrity was confirmed at the peak fuel enthalpy below 100cal/g for
the burnup of up to 42,OOOMWd/t. However, further study Is needed to
identify the threshold as a function of fuel burnup.
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Abstract

The future increase of the mean fuel burn-up to 52 GWd/t in the french PWR and
the new analysis of accidental sequences led to initiate research and development studies
in the RIA field Their particular aim is to check the validity of the safety criteria presently
used, in this range of burn-up values
The review of the phenomena involved in such accidents and the first analysis of the
Japanese NSRR experiments showed the need of a complementary experimental basis,
mainly in the range of high burn-up levels in order to provide sufficient knowledge for the
modelling under development and allow a reliable extrapolation to reactor conditions

1. INTRODUCTION

A new emphasis has been given in France to the study of reactivity initiated
accidents of Light Water Reactors after the Chernobyl accident and in the frame of the
future increase of mean fuel bum-up to 52 GWd/t linked to the implementation of a new
fuel management system

In effect, a review of the accidental sequences and their probabilistic assessment
have underlined possible scenaru with significant probability in case of pure water slug
injection [1], leading to fast power transients with high energy déposition
Moreover, the future increase of fuel burn-up coupled with the new operating modes (load
following) strengthen the need to analyze the behaviour of highly irradiated and cycled
fuel rods submitted to a reactivity insertion in design basis or even beyond design basis
situations

Research and Development studies have been initiated inside the IPSN in the
frame of a collaboration agreement with EDF with the particular aim to check the validity
of the criteria presently used and based on the following values for irradiated fuel

- maximum fuel enthalpy of 200 cal/g,
molten fuel volume lower than 10 % and maximum clad temperature of 1482°C

The first criterion has been determined on the basis of the SPERT tests with fresh
fuel and irradiated fuel up to 20 GWd/t and should, in principle, guarantee no significant
fuel dispersion and mechanical energy release

The chosen approach has been the elaboration of a computer code together with
the analysis and interpretation of experiments (at the present time, mainly the Japanese
NSRR experiments [2] to which we have access through a collaboration agreement with
JAERI) in order to provide a basis for development and validation of the modelling and
then allow reliable extrapolation to reactor case for various scenani and fuel types

In this paper we will consider the influence of the irradiation level on the
phenomenology of such accidents and will present the studies undertaken and their first
issues
Reflexions about the interest of an additional experimental program in complement of
the NSRR program are also given

2 . MAIN ASPECTS OF THE PHENOMENOLOGY INVOLVED IN A RIA WITH
IRRADIATED FUEL

In our study, a first priority is given to such accidents as control rods ejection or
insertion of pure water slug which lead to fast power transients (some ms up to 1 s) starting
from zero or nominal power.
In case of control rods ejection, according to the safety studies, the energy deposition in
the vicinity of the ejected rods is decreasing with bum-up level but still important values
may be expected with the use of mixed oxide fuel characterized by a high enrichment.
On the other hand, in case of dilution accident, high energy deposition has been identified
(more than 200 cal/g).
Thus, clad failure may occur depending on the injected energy level and on the burn-up
reached in the rods and fuel dispersion has to be considered

As a general point, the irradiation level modifies the fuel and clad characteristics"
by the following aspects

- formation of fission gases inside the fuel,
- reduction of the fuel thermal conductivity and fuel melting temperature (- 30°C

by at % according to MATPRO law),
- reduction of clad mechanical resistance with fluence and increased corrosion

thickness

The first consequence of such power transients is the occurrence of the pellet-clad
mechanical interaction (PCMI) caused by the fuel thermal expansion and the fuel swelling
induced by fission gases

Indeed, in case of PWR fuel characterized by high gas retention (minimum around
95 % of the created gases, about 1 6 cm'/g at 60 GWd/t), global fuel swelling and transient
overpressure with fuel fragmentation at the gram boundaries may occur and these effects
increase with the bum-up level

Besides, the PCMI effect is enhanced by the clad creep-down which leads to
fuel-clad gap closure beyond 30 GWd/t

On the other hand, when starting at zero power, and due to the power depression
inside the fuel (more pronounced with high burn-up), the fast power injection (almost
adiabatic) leads transiently to higher temperature in the periphery of the fuel than in the
centre, and thus may increase the PCMI effect

From the first analysis of the NSRR irradiated tests, the PCMI effect occurs in the
early phase of the transient (see [2], [3] and section 3)

A specific aspect of the high bum-up PWR fuel (beyond 40 GWd/t) is the existence
of the rim effect" which, in the case of fast power transients, may play a role in the accidental



scenario. Indeed, this effect is linked to the existence of a limited zone in the periphery of
the fuel pellet (200 n thick at 55 GWd/t) with the following characteristics :

- a local increase of Pu concentration with high burn-up (around twice the mean
radial value) and high gas retention,

- a high porosity and thus low conductivity,
- very small grain size.

Due to these points, in case of fast power transients, and in particular, starting from
zero power, this zone has thus a higher potential for melting than in the fuel centre because
of locally higher temperature together with the decrease of melting temperature with
burn-up.
In case of clad failure, the fuel ejection (molten or solid but highly fragmented) is more
likely.

Clad ballooning may also occur when the internal pin pressure becomes higher
than the channel one : this results from clad temperature increase (beyond 800°C) and
initial and transient fission gas release increasing with burn-up level.

Clad oxidation is enhanced when the clad is heated up (beyond 1000°C) leading
to cracks formation at quenching : this effect concerns the late phase of the scenario and
could affect the post-failure coolability. However from the NSRR results of irradiated fuel
tests [2], it seems that transient oxidation during such rapid power transients is not
significant, the initial value due to operating time in the reactor being the most important
contribution.

Lastly, considering these previous points and the reduction of clad mechanical
resistance with irradiation, we can note that such RIA transients may cause clad failure at
lower fuel enthalpy level than in case of fresh fuel with possible fuel dispersion due to solid
fragmentation or even melting. The consequences on the cooling capabilities and
mechanical energy release have to be investigated.

3. STUDIES UNDERWAY

At the present time, studies have been initiated in theoretical and experimental
fields.

3.1. Modelling

The objective is to describe the transient rod behaviour during such power
transients starting from initial conditions which take into account the evolution of the fuel
rods due to irradiation history (fuel, clad geometry, gases spatial distribution, clad damage).
The transient description concerns mainly :

- the thermo-mechanical fuel and clad behaviour,
- the fission gases evolution coupled with the fuel mechanics (swelling, migration

towards grain boundaries, gas release, fragmentation at grain boundaries).

The first version of the SCANAJR code is now in use and is based on the
PHYSURAC code [4] developed for FBR reactivity accidents and in which post-failure
events may be described. A simplified water thermal-hydraulics has been implemented in
this code.

3-2 . Mechanical properties of irradiated Zircaloy

The mechanical loading of the clad in case of RIA transients is in a special range
for which mechanical properties are not known : heating rate higher than 500°C/s, strain
rate up to 5/s, temperature level between 300 and llOfft.
Spécifie tensile experiments have been defined in CEA and will provide the ultimate tensile
strength and mechanical resistance as a function of the temperature, the temperature
increase rate and the deformation velocity for fresh and irradiated clads (up to
59 GWd/tU). Results are foreseen during 1992.

3.3 . First analysis of the NSRR experiments

The NSSR experiments realized by JAERI (Japan) provide important information
on fresh and irradiated fuel submitted to RIA conditions.

Our main concern is the analysis of irradiated fuel tests extensively described in
[2] which have been performed in single channel geometry using industrial segmented rods
with burn-up around 40 GWd/t or specially fabricated fuel enriched at 10 % and irradiated
up to 20-27 GWd/t in capsule filled with Helium and located inside the JMTR reactor
(JM tests).

All the experiments are realized with short fissile length (12-14 cm), ambient
cooling conditions (stagnant water at 20°C and atmospheric pressure) and zero initial
power.

Due to the energy limitation of the NSRR core, the maximum deposited energy
did not exceed 130 cal/g with industrial fuel at 44 GWd/t, so that failure did not occur.

With the JMTR fuel, clad failure without fuel dispersion has been obtained in the _
tests JM4 and JM5 with respective total energy of 220 cal/g and 212 cal/g.
In both tests, the measurements tend to indicate that failure occurred in the early phase
of the transient with low clad temperature (120 - 150°C) and thus no effect of transient
oxidation.
These conditions differ from the cases with fresh fuel in which clad failure occurs due to
embrittlement at quenching and thus later in the transient with higher clad temperature.

Preliminary recalculations of the JM5 experiment with the SCANAIR code have
been performed and show mainly the following points :

- taking into account fuel swelling induced by fission gases and fuel thermal
expansion, leads to sustained high contact pressure between fuel and clad and
permanent clad straining of 3 % (Figure 1). This last value is underestimated
compared to the measured deformation of 4 % to 8 % along the rod but it has
to be noted that in these first calculations fresh zircaloy mechanical properties
valid only in the range of nominal operating conditions have been used.

- considering fuel thermal expansion alone, leads to high contact pressure only
transiently with lower clad strain (13 %).

- due to the rapid fuel heating, the inter-granular bubbles are submitted to transient
overpressure which causes very early fragmentation of the grain boundaries.
Then, migration of the intra-granular gases towards the porosities and plenum
leads to global gas release of about 4 % (Figure 2).

- at the experimental failure time (40 ms), the calculated fuel enthalpy is 160 cal/g
(Figure 3).
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These results confirm the role of fission gases during such power transients on the
clad mechanical loading and underline the importance of irradiation parameters on the
rod thermo-mechanical behaviour with possible early failure at low fuel enthalpy level.
This also strengthens the need to study highly irradiated fuel including post-failure
phenomena.

Nevertheless, calculation failed in describing the clad temperature evolution which
is overestimated in the calculation. This low level of clad temperature in the test may be
consistent with the obtained low oxidation.

3.4. Interest of an in-pile experimental programme "CABRI-RIA"

At the present time, reflexions and feasibility studies are underway in order to try
to complete the experimental basis given by the NSRR tests with experiments in the CABRI
facility (Cadarache) which has been extensively used to characterize the behaviour of
irradiated FBR fuel under reactivity accident conditions.

This facility has been specially built to realize fast power transients by Helium rod
depressurization. The test section is located inside a sodium cell, in the centre of the CABRI
pool type Light Water Reactor core.

Experiments in CABRI loop could bring additional knowledge on the RIA problem
due to the following points :

- the realization of transient overpower starting from nominal conditions is possible,

- the core height allows the use of rods of 80 cm long which is an important point
for the study of post-failure phenomena (rip propagation),

- the transient injected power is known with a high precision (± 1 %).

- the presence of the hodoscope device allows to follow the fuel behaviour
(elongation, swelling, failure time and location, ejection after pin failure and
motion),

- the implementation of a pressurized water cell may reproduce thermal-hydraulics
conditions close to reactor case.

The main objectives of such a program will be the study of representative fuel rods
behaviour with regards to high burn-up and cycle fuel rods (50GWd/t), including
post-failure phenomena (fuel-coolant interaction and threshold for mechanical energy
release).
At the present time, evaluation of the energy deposition in those conditions, with different
available fuel rods is underway.

On the other hand, as a first phase of the study, the realization of first "scooping
tests" inside the existing sodium loop is considered.
The objectives of such tests would be :

- the study of PCMI (found important from NSRR analysis) with irradiated fuel
rods of 30 and 50 GWd/t,

- the determination of fuel enthalpy level at failure and the influence of initial
power (zero or nominal),

- the validation of the SCAN AIR code up to failure conditions.



Indeed, in this first part, the main concern is the fuel and clad response while clad-coolant
heat transfer and transient oxidation intervene later
The advantage of such analysis, whose feasibility is known, is to give a first rapid answer
to this part ofthe problem with high burn-up fuel rods and to allow a separate investigation
of the physical phenomena

4. CONCLUSION

The future increase of the mean fuel burn-up in the french PWR and the new
analysis of accidental sequences led to initiate research and development studies on RIA
with the particular aim to check, in the range of 50 GWd/t, the validity of the criteria
presently used (maximum fuel enthalpy of 200 cal/g avoiding significant fuel dispersion
and mechanical energy release)
The review of the phenomena involved in such accidents and the first analysis of the
Japanese NSRR experiments, although with limited burn-up, showed the role of irradiation
parameters on fuel-clad thermo-mechanical behaviour with possible early rod failure at
low fuel enthalpy level.
They also strengthened the need to study highly irradiated fuel (50 - 60 GWd/t) whose
behaviour is not yet sufficiently known, including post-failure aspects.

The interest of an experimental program in the CABRI reactor has been
underlined, taking into account the capability and characteristics of this facility.
This would provide an appropriate complementary experimental basis for validation of
the modelling under development and would allow a more reliable extrapolation to reactor
case conditions.
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RESULTS OF CORE EXPERIMENTS IN
INVESTIGATION OF FUEL FAILURE MECHANISMS
FOR THE VVER-1000 IN RIA CONDITIONS
(INCLUDING FUEL MELTING)
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Abstract

The analysis results obtained in the course of testing of
110 fuel elements of VVER-1000 type reactor under the conditions
simulating the Reactivity Initiated Accident (RIA) are
presented. The tests were carried out on the Experimental
Graphite Reactor (IGR) in the wide range of test parameters
changing, including energy deposition, half-width of power
pulse, pressure ratio inside and outside the fuel element
cladding, coolant type, burnup, etc. The main subject of the
discussion are the types of the mechanisms of fuel elements

1 . INTRODUCTION

The program of experimental studies of the behavior of fuel
elements of VVER-1000 type reactor under the conditions
simulating the RIA was initiated in 1983 at I.V.Kurchatov Atomic
Energy Institute. All tests on fuel elements were carried out on
the IGR reactor. The features taken into account in the tests
are the following:

- uncertainties in the list of dimension types of RIA from
the point of view of initial and boundary conditions;

- physical impossibility or economical unefficiency of
full-scale simulating in the research reactor loop of RIA.
Taking into account the given features the main aim of the test

program was determined as the data base for calculation models
development and verification, which are used to justify the
VVER-1000 safety under the RIA.

Following the above mentioned aim one of the main problems
of the tests turned out to be the correct reveal of the
consistency of the physical processes which determines the
scenarios of fuel element failure under the dynamic
perturbations of various intensity set by power pulse changing
in the fuel element. The account of variety of types and scales
of the accidents was accomplished by means of the changing of
the test parameters.

The implementation of such an approach allowed to reveal
the main mechanisms of fuel element failure as well as of the
quantitative parameters depending on the conditions following
the emergency reactivity insertion and thus to obtain the



initial data to evaluate the calculation models The total
number of the fuel elements having been tested since 1983 up to
1991 in the framework of this program was about 110 By the
present the research program has been completed in general, the
experimental data being summarized and analyzed The preliminary
analysis results of the mechanisms of VVER-1000 type reactor
fuel elements failure in the tested regimes are presented
herein
2 THE SELECTION OF THE TEST PARAMETERS

The initial point to select the test parameters is making a
list of criterion events taking place in the fuel elements, the
origin of which determines the radiation heaviness of accident
consequences These events include the following

- loss of seal of fuel element cladding,
- changing of the cladding form of ballooning type,
- cladding oxidation;
- cladding melt,
- fuel melt including eutectoid interaction with the

cladding;
- fuel element fragmentation.
On this account the range selection of test parameters

changing may be carried out on the basis of calculation analysis
of possible scenarios of RIA with the certain expansion of
experimental range to account of "ignorance" factor.

Practical implementation of the given principles allowed to
formulate the following list of parameters, which determine the
features of fuel element failure mechanisms in the course of
RIA

- fuel energy deposition in the pulse duration,
- typical duration of the process,
- pressure ratio inside and outside the cladding,
- width of the "fuel-cladding" gap,
- burnup.
The correct implementation of the experiment including all

the factors in the wide range of possible changing of each
parameter would require a great number of experiments as well as
significant financial and time expenses. From the point of view
of the aim set the analysis demonstrates the experimental plan
to include the following stages the selection of the fuel
element with zero burnup level as the basic one; determination
of its failure mechanism depending on the rest of the parameters
followed by the verification of applicability of the obtained
data to the fuel elements with utmost burnup level (three years
cycle); the selection for the basic fuel element with zero
burnup level of the following parameters as the main parameters
for failure mechanisms study

- the value of energy deposition in the fuel element,
- pressure ratio inside and outside the cladding,

verification of the influence of the gap width and typical
duration of the process in the course of certain test regimes
for the basic fuel element. Besides, the third influence
parameter as the type of the coolant (i e. water and air) was

also used in the program for the basic fuel element The number
of experiments in which the air was used as the coolant was
carried out to make sure the calculation modules describing the
heat transfer and form changing processes in the fuel element
itself under the most simple fuel element - coolant" boundary
conditions are efficient ones The incorrect description of fuel
element behavior under its cooling with water may be caused by
incorrect representation of boundary conditions on the fuel
element cladding due to the fact that the character of
non-stationary heat exchange between the fuel element and
cooling fluid in the course of convectional heat exchange phase,
nucleate boiling, transient boiling and film boiling are very
complex and insufficiently studied.

The study of the influence of the pressure ratio inside and
outside the cladding on the failure mechanism features of the
basic fuel element was carried out for the following three
criteria states

- gas pressure inside the cladding exceeds the outside
coolant pressure,

- coolant pressure outside the cladding exceeds the gas
pressure inside the cladding,

- the cladding is unloaded, the inside and outside
pressures are equal.

The experimental logic described above was implemented in
the course of capsule and no-flow tests of the model fuel
elements of VVER-1000 type reactor under the reactor power pulse
changing regimes /!/, /I/, /3/.

The main test parameters are given in Table I.

3 FAILURE MECHANISMS
3.1. Cladding plastic deformation and burst under high

temperature and pressure
The threshold mechanism causing the loss of seal of the

fuel element cladding under pulse energy deposition for any
combination of test parameters is the plastic deformation of the
cladding under the pressure followed by its burst.

Irrespective of the nature of the clad loading (by outside
or inside excess pressure) the loss of seal takes place at
800-900°C (the point of a-ß transformation for Zr-lX Nb alloy).
The appearance of the deformed fuel element when the cladding is
loaded by the inside excess pressure of 0,5-5 MPa is given in
Fig la. The loss of seal process is the following the plastic
deformation of the cladding takes place under the temperature of
a-p transformation then comes the ballooning and burst of the
cladding with longitudinal cracking in the range of maximum
deformation For the fuel elements tested when the typical
duration of the process (i i half width of power pulse) was
less than 3 sec the ballooning is of local nature resulting in
the formation of one or several local balloons in the points of
random fit with the cladding of fuel pellets. For the fuel
elements cooled by the air when the typical duration of the



TABLE 1. Main parameters of capsule testing of model
fuel elements of VEER-1000 type carried out
on IGR reactor in 1983-1991

Parameter Value of parameter

Total number of tested fuel elements 110
Energy deposition if fuel element, cal/g U02 40 - 800
Duration (half-width) of power pulse, sec 0,13 - 3
Parameters of model fuel elements:

overall length, mm 300
length of fuel column, mm 150
material of fuel element clad Zr - 1% Mb
material of fuel pellets UO

cladding outer diameter, mm 9,15
cladding wall thickness, mm 0,63
fuel pellets outer diameter, mm 7,48 - 7,56
initial helium pressure beneath, MPa 0,1 - 5,0
enrichment, % 4,4
burnup, % MVt day/t 0; 45000

Initial parameters of experimental capsules:
temperature in the capsule,K 293
pressure in the capsule, MPa 0,1- 16
coolant flow rate, kg/s 0
coolant volume, 1 3
coolant type water, air

cladding fuel pelets ballonlng crack/ . / — ̂  -**** ̂ ^
\ Ï 11 J-HK-\ A t-•1 1 [ I +-<v A A A A A /

f 4*-
a)

cladding parts of the fuel element
deformed along the pellets faces

b)

Fig.l Schematic of the fuel element general view with
the cladding plastic deformation:

a) the cladding deformation due to the gas Internal redundant pressur
b) the cladding deformation due to the coolant outer redundant pressur



process was longer than 4 sec the clad ballooning is of axially
symmetric nature with the localization of the range of maximum
deformation in the central point of the fuel element (along the
length of the fuel column). The described feature allows to take
account of the influence of axial and azimuth heat transfer on
the clad deformation process

The plastic deformation of the cladding loaded by the
excess pressure about 14 MPa (Fig. Ib) results in uniform
settling of the cladding on the fuel column, the cladding having
a form of the fuel column along its length with clear
horizontal dividing along the limits of the fuel pellets. The
cladding burst for the give type of loading takes place on the
'fuel column - fuel element compensation volume' limit

3.2. Low Temperature cladding burst in the phase of fuel
element quenching
The mechanism of the given type of failure described in

detail in /4/ includes the formation of axial brittle crack in
the cladding during the quenching phase (under changing of film
boiling regime to nucleate boiling one) due to axial tensile
stress in the cladding, exceeding the strength limit for the
oxidized and embrittled cladding. None of the event of such type
of failure has been registered for the fuel element with zero
burnup level of VVER-type reactor. The cladding failure for the
fuel elements with burnup of 45000 MVt day/t usually takes place
in accordance with the scenarios described in 3.1. However, two
events when the nature of the cladding failure might be marked
as brittle crack should be pointed out. The final decision on
this problem could be clear after the material research studies
would have been completed.

3.3. Failure mechanisms under melting (coolant - water)
The sequence of the main processes accompanying the fuel

element melting and failure is shown schematically in Fig.2.
The given sequence is of universal nature and describes

quite well the absolute majority of the obtained experimental
results.

The 1st melting mechanism (Fig.2b).
The given mechanism is the characteristic of the initial

melting stage and characterized by the fuel column melting along
its central axial hole. The melted fuel relocates downwards
under the influence of gravity and fills the axial hole's gap of
2-3 bottom pellets, the fuel element cladding retaining its
initial geometry of the outer side (sometimes bending emerges).

The 2nd melting mechanism (Fig.2c).
With the shortening of the typical duration of the process

or with the increase of the energy deposition the more
considerable fuel volume is involved in the melting process, the
temperature in the cladding is increased up to the ß-Zr melting
temperature, a layer of (UO )-(Zr-IXNb) interaction is formed on

U-2r

a) b) c) d)

Fig.2. Schematic of the fuel element failure during melting
(coolant water):

a) the fuel element Initial state;
b) the fuel melting and relocating downwards in the fuel element

central part;
c) the cladding melting with, relocating downwards through the

fuel element central part;
emergence of the liquid eutectlc alloy U,Zr;
formation of the fuel and cladding local trougth melting;
liquid U.Zr alloy relocating downward the cladding outer
surface and Its fragmentation in water;

d) the fuel element brittle break into several pieces at the
time of quench



the cladding internal side'. The liquid ß-Zr or liquefied
eutectic (U,^r) alloy relocates downwards through the cracks in
the rest ring-type layer of the fuel pellets into the central
hole of the fuel column and by the gravity goes down into the
bottom part of the fuel element (the further process of DO
ß-Zr interaction takes place and the metallic U,Zr alloy is
formed). At the definite moment the local melting through the
rest of the ring-type fuel layer and the cladding occurs in the
bottom part of the fuel element filled with the melt, later on,
the melt relocates downwards from the central part of the fuel
element through the appeared hole into water A part of the melt
relocates downwards along the cladding outer surface and another
part of the melt disperses in water in the form of separate
drops.

Depending on the maximum temperature values in the fuel and
cladding and the duration of the film boiling period, the
further process of destruction may proceeds according to the
following three scenarios:

- the structural integrity of the fuel element remains
intact in the phase of quenching,

- the fuel element destruction into two or several large
pieces in the cooling phase,

- the fuel element destruction into small pieces in the
cooling phase.

The performance of the each of possible scenarios is
determined by the strength characteristics of the cladding
embrittled due to the steam-zirconium reaction.

Sharp temperature reducing at the surface of the fuel
element cladding from «a 1200 K to K 400 K during the transfer
from the mode of the film boiling to the nucleate one while
keeping high temperature in the fuel leads to the emergence of
stress in the cladding. Depending on the relation between the
stress value and the engineering burst stress of the cladding
material one of the scenarios is implemented.

The 3rd mechanism of melting.
The further reducing of the typical duration of the process

and energy deposition increase up to the definite threshold
values lead to the quite peculiar failure mechanism the scenario
of which may be given in the following way practically
adiabatic heating of UO up to the melting temperature, a sharp
pressure increase in the fuel element due to UO vaporization,
the loss of seal of the fuel element cladding with 2-3
crater-type holes formation and the ejection of the whole fuel
mass into the water through them, the appearance of the
momentary pressure pulse in the water with the maximum
registered pressure value of about 3 0 MPa due fuel - water
interaction. The fuel fragments dispersed in water are of
powder-type nature, the fuel cladding keeps the structural
integrity despite of the significant deformation.

The separate effect the influence of which was studied in
the series of the experiments given in this section is the study

of the interaction nature of the spacer grids with the fuel
element cladding. The main attention was paid to the conditions
of the liquefied low-melting eutectic emergence between the
cladding materials and the spacer grid (stainless steel) The
analysis of the results obtained shows that the mentioned above
process in the studied area of the test modes was not registered
as well as the correspondent mechanism of the cladding failure
as its consequence (which may be explained by the good
conditions of the grid cooling)

3.4. The mechanisms of the fuel element failure during
melting (coolant - air)

For this event, two main variants for the failure
mechanisms were found out on the basis of experimental results
obtained.

1. The temperature of the fuel element cladding is
lower than the temperature of ß-Zr melting. The fuel temperature
is lower than the temperature of UO melting.

Having achieved the temperature of ß-Zr melting, the
cladding, in general, relocates downwards along the outer
surface of the fuel column. The relocation downwards of the
melted cladding is accompanied by the UO dissolution in the
liquefied zirconium. The development of the melting process is
accompanied by the stripping of the fuel pellets in the top part
of the fuel element. The bottom part of the fuel column is
covered by the relocating melt which is then crystallized. This
bottom part of the fuel element keeps the structural integrity
after the tests, the top one is distracted into the fragments
divisible by the fuel pellets (the destruction possibly occurs
during the extraction of the capsule with the fuel element from
the reactor).

2. The temperature of the fuel element cladding is higher
than the temperature of ß-Zr melting. The temperature of the
fuel pellets central part (along the fuel element axis) is
higher than the temperature of UO melting.

In this case, the process of the cladding and fuel
relocation downwards occurs practically simultaneously and leads
to the simultaneous mixing of the whole melt mass with its
subsequent crystallization in the form of quite large "ingots"
in the bottom cold part of the fuel element near by the
technological plug. The periphery ring-type part of the fuel
column (the temperature of which does not exceed the temperature
of UO melting) has no time to dissolve in the liquefied ß-Zr
and that is why the ring-type column of the fuel pellets keeps
the vertical orientation which fails either in the cooling phase
or during the extraction of the capsule with the fuel element
from the reactor. As a result, the UO pellets are destructed
into the quite large fragments
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Abstract

A State of the Art Report on In-Vessel Core Degradation in LWR Severe
Accidents has recently been issued by CSNI (NEA/CSNI/R(91)12). The report
was produced by a Writing Group of 10 people fron 8 countries and covers
material up to January 1991. Degraded core processes from the onset of core
degradation through to. debris attack on the lower head are covered for
Western LWRs. Separate chapters review the main core degradation processes,
experiments, materials properties, computer codes and comparison of
calculations with experiments. Fission product release and transport,
molten fuel coolant interactions and thermal-hydraulics are not included.
Detailed conclusions are drawn in each chapter. In drawing out implications
for plant calculations, it is noted that judgement, based on experimental
data, code assessment calculations and other plant calculations, must be
exercised at all stages. Uncertainties and sensitivities may be large and
must be taken into account in making decisions based on plant calculations.
The experience of the code user is an important factor in ensuring that
results are applied correctly. Recommendations for future work include:

(a) International Standard Problems ;
(b) Production of a code validation matrix;
(c) Maintaining an international, comprehensive, material properties

database;
(d) Development of late phase degraded core and degraded core quench

models, with associated experiments.

This paper summarised the most important points from the CSNI report and
notes where significant progress has been made over the last year.

1. nrntoDDCTioti

In 1989, OECD/NEA/CSNI through its Principal Working Group 2 on Coolant
System Behaviour commissioned a State of the Art Report on In-Vessel Core
Degradation in LWR Severe Accidents. The report was written and produced by
a Writing Group of 10 people from 8 countries (UK, France, Japan, Germany,
Sweden, USA, Canada, Spain). Table (I) gives the list of authors. There
were technical contributions from many more specialists in CSNI member
states. Material available up to January 1991 was included. Following
review by Principle Working Group 2 and by CSNI, the report was approved for
general distribution in November 1991 (NEA/CSNI/R(91)12).

TABLE I AUTHORS
S R Kinnersly - AEA Technology, Winfrith, UK (Chairman, Writing Group)
J N Lillington - AEA Technology, Winfnth, UK
A Porracchia - CEA Cadarache, France
K Soda - JAERI, Tokaimura, Japan
K Trambauer - GRS, Garchxng, Federal Republic of Germany
P Hofmann - KfK, Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Germany
Ï Waaranpera - ABB, Atom, Vasteras, Sweden
R A Ban - Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA
C E L Hunt - AECL, Chalk River, Canada
J A Martinez - CSN, Madrid, Spain

The report covers in-vessel degraded core processes from the onset of core
degradation through to debris attack on the lower head. Excluded are
fission product release and transport, molten fuel - coolant interactions
and thermal-hydraulics (except where this is part of a core degradation
process). Separate chapters cover:-

(a) Description of accident phenomena
(b) Experimental programmes
(c) Material properties
(d) Computer codes
(e) Comparison between experiments and computer codes
(f) Implications for LWR calculations
(g) Overall conclusions and recommendations.

This paper summarises the main points and conclusions from each chapter.
Note that continuing work in some areas is addressing weaknesses and gaps
identified in the report. Significant recent progress is included here.

2. DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT PHENOMENA

The ma^or phenomena are now known qualitatively although quantification is
difficult in many areas. Key processes are:

(a) Exothermic oxidation of Zircalov in steam.

This leads to a runaway hydrogen generation.

(b) Core Melt

This is a complex process with eutectics leading to liquefaction
well below the melting points of the individual components. In a
PWR, the most important low temperature eutectics are between
Zircaloy and Ag-In-Cd (control rod alloy), stainless steel
(control rod guide tubes) and Inconel (spacer grids). The
B^C/stainless steel eutectic is important in BWRs. At higher
temperatures, Zircaloy melts and dissolves UO2 with UO2 melting
at much higher temperatures.
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(c) Debris relocation and blockage formation

Metallic melts flow downwards and form blockages before ceramic
material melts Blockages therefore tend to be non-homogeneous
and structured. Solid ceramic debris (formed e.g. by rapid quench
of hot fuel) relocates onto previously molten blockages. Large
blockages may consist of a melt pool contained in solid crusts.
Crust failure (due to internal heating, thermal/mechanical stress
or eutectic formation) leads to further melt relocation. Internal
convective heating favour lateral crust failure.

(d) Core debris/water interactions

These would take place if molten core pours into water in the
lower head. For a »low pour, melt would be quenched and steam
generated which pressurises the RCS. Oxidation of zirconium would
generate more hydrogen. Jet breakup is a dominant process. For
faster pours, coherent mixing of large amounts of melt and water
may occur. Under certain conditions, a steam explosion could be
triggered.

(e) Debris attack on the lower head:

Several modes of attack and lower head failure are possible. A
melt jet may ablate the vessel or lower head penetrations.
Alternatively melt may enter and plug a penetration leading to
melting or creep failure of the penetration outside the vessel.
If the RCS is at high pressure, a penetration tube may be ejected
following penetration weld failure due to heatup by debris in the
lower head. Finally, the lower head may fail by global creep
rupture due to heatup by debris. The mode of vessel failure
depends on both reactor design and accident sequence.

(f) Natural circulation heat transport

Steam phase natural circulation transfers heat from the core
region to RCS pipework and structures. It is most efficient at
high pressure. However, at sufficiently high pressure overheating
of pipework (hot leg, surge line, steam generator tubes) can lead
to circuit failure by creep rupture with subsequent RCS
dépressurisâtion.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMMES

TABLE II MAJOR EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMMES
(up to January 1992)

(a) PBP-SFD Tests

TEST

SI

1.1

1.3

1.4

ABSORBER
MATERIAL

-

-

-

Ag, In, Cd

OTHER TEST
CONDITIONS
High flow,fresh fuel
Low flow,
fresh fuel
Low flow,
irradiated fuel
Low flow,
irradiated fuel

DATE OF TEST

Oct 29, 1982

Sept 8, 1983

Aug 3, 1984

Feb 7, 1985

(b) ACRR-DF C HP Tests

TEST

DF1

DF2

DF3

DF4

MPI

Future
Tests
Planned

ABSORBER
MATERIAL

-

-

Ag-In-Cd

B4C

OTHER TEST
CONDITIONS
High heatingrate
Low heatingrate

BWR geometry

Debris bed
geometry

DATE OF TEST

Mar, 1984

Oct, 1984

Nov, 1989

Degraded core experiments are difficult and expensive. Each experiment can
only cover a limited range of processes and conditions. Furthermore,
measurements at high temperature are difficult and sometimes impossible.
Typically, fuel behaviour at high temperature must be inferred from
thermocouple measurements, hydrogen generation rates and post test
examination of the test train. Visual observation (video) of melt
relocation is possible in the out of pile CORA tests.



TABLE II. (cont.)

(c) HRU-FLHT Tests

TEST

1
2
4

5

«

OPERATING TIME
FOLLOWING CLAD MELT

< 1 nin
4 nin
30 min

60 min

FUEL

Fresh
Fresh
Fresh
1 irradiated rod
actual gammathermometer
Fresh
2 irradiated rodssimulated gamma
thermometer
Fresh
2 irradiated rods
B^C control blade

DATE OF TEST

March 1985
December 1985

August 1986

May 1987

(d) LOPT-FP Severe Accident Tests

TEST

1P-FP-1

LP-FP-2

ABSORBER
HATEHIAL

-

Ag-In-Cd

OTHER TEST
CONDITIONS

Low temperature1200K. No damage
High temperature,bundle damage

DATE OF TEST

Dec 19, 198*

Jul 09, 1985

TABLE II. (cont.)

(e) Phebus-CSD Tests

TESTS

39

B9R

B9t-(a)

C3

C3-

A:C

DOMINANT PHENOMENA

CLAD OXIDATION +
SLOW COOLING DOWN

CLAD OXIDATION +
FAST COOLING DOWN

CLAD OXIDATION +
MELTING OF THE
REMAINING Zr.002 molten
Zr and ZrO2 -molten 1x
Interaction

PRESSBBï

L

L

L

OXIDATION
RATE

H

E

B

MAX FUEL
TEMP

2123K

21231

2723IC

DATE OF
TEST

Dec 3, 1986

Apr V
Apr 14, 1988

Jar. 26. 1989

COLLAPSE OF THE
CLADDING 0-ZH ALLOY BY
SOLID-SOLID CONTACT
Zr Spacers Material
Interaction

UOj DISSOLUTION BY
MOLTEN Zr

EF7ÏCT OF Ag.In.Cd ON
CORï DEGRADATION

K

H

L

L

L

L

202 3K

2473X

202 3K

Oct 30, 1987

Nov 24, 1988

Jur. 1, 1989

H = K:CH
L = LOÏ

(a) This test is used for CSNI ISP-28



TABLE II (cont )

Test
No

2

3

5
12

Max.
Cladding
Tempera-

tures

- 2000-C

- 2400'C

- 2QOQ-C

- 2000*C

16 | -200CTC

15

17

- 20CCTC

- 2000'C

9 | - 2ccrrc
7

18

13

29-
3 1

3C

2S

TO

27

< 20CO-C

< 2000*0

- 220C-C

- 20CC"C

- zccrrc
- 2COC-C

« 2CCC"C

- 240C-C

- 2iCC°C

Absorber
Matenal

-

-

AS In. Cd

Ag. In, Cd

B4C

Ac. In, Co

EiC

Ac.ln.Cs

Ac, In ,Ca

B..C

Ac. In C=

Ac Ir C=

B^C

Ac Ir.Cc

S<C

Ac Ir C=

HjC

Other Test
Conditions

UOj reff , mcone! spêcer

UO: rete' . high te-npe'ature

PWR abscroer

quenching

BWR-acsorE«'

Date of Test

Aug 6, 1987

Dec 3, 1987

Febr 26. 1988

June 9, 1988

Nov. 24, 1988
rccs with inte-nal pressure | Marcn 2, 1989

queichmc June 29, 1989

10 oar system pressura | Nov 9, 1989

S7--;c bcncle. slew cccnnc | Fs=r 22. 1990

Sr-'cc buncle sicwccciinc | June21.1S90

OcC/lS?, cuencr. initialen i~
lien«' te-ioe'ït'jre

pre-ci cirsc

5.CW ^r.z -a=t-J3(-C2 <.«,

î'cw 'l̂ .a T6B--JC r*C ~ <.S,

p re-ex c zee

is-/ -ic" te-noe'ïture,
cv;e' c«^ o" ou"*cie ir ~2C

i?1'. TIC- 'aTce'et-re
cwe'^'-sr iijrcle r, --C

Ncv IS, 1990

A:r.i 11, '59'

j'-'v2S, '99'
C=- 30, lî?-

pia-rec -cr 199;

pii--ec -cr ;S9I

cia-r-ec -cr 'SSI

TABLE II (cont )

(g) NSRR-RIA Tests

TEST SERIES

(a) Tests under Atmospheric Pressure
1. standard Fuel Tests
2, Fuel Design Variation Tests
3 Cooling Environment Variation

Tests
4 Special Fuel Tests
5. Defective Fuel Rod Tests
6 . Severe Fuel Damage Tests
7. Fuel Rod Behaviour Observation

Tests
8 Irradiated Cladding Tests
9. Miscellaneous

(bj High Temperature/High Pressure
Capsule Tests

(c) High Temperature/High Pressure Loop
Tests

NO. OF
TESTS
123
195
116
83
X44
42
30
30
6

102
25
21

T O T A L 887

DATE

Oct 1975

Dec 1988

(h) NIELS Tests

TEST SERIES

ESS I
ESBU
ABS

NO. OF TESTS

11
2
6

SINGLE ROD/BUNDLE

Single Rod
Bundle
Bundle including
(Ag,In,Cd)
material



TABLE III PHENOMENA EXHIBITED IN EXPERIMENTS

Phenomenon

Exper i ment s

PBF

ACRR: OF Series

»RU/FLHT

LOFT

PHEBUS

ACRR: HP Series

CORA

NSRR

C 1 add t ng Ox i da t i on
and Hydrogen Production

1 2

Pre- Post •
quench quench

Y Y

Y H

Y N

Y Y

Y N

N H

Y Y

E a r l y Phase Melt Progression

3 4 5 6

PUR BUR G r i d s E u t e c t i c
Control Control Formation

Rods Rods

Y H Y Y

N Y N Y

Y Y Y Y

Y N Y Y

Y N Y Y

U N K N

Y Y Y Y

Blockage
F orma 1 1 on

7

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

H

Y

Late Phase
Hei t

Progress i ons

8

N

H

M

N

N

Y

H

B a i l ooni ng

9

N

H

Y

Y

H

M

Y

R I A

10

Y

Kejr.

Y = Yes :- at l e a s t one test in the s e r i e s e x h i b i t s the p a r t i c u l a r phenomenon
N = No :- no test in the series e x h i b i t s the p a r t i c u l a r phenomenon

The major experimental programmes up to January 1992 are shown in Table
(II). Table (III) shows the phenomena exhibited in the experiments. With
the exception of the ACRR-MP series the experiments only address early phase
phenomena i.e. up to blockage formation. Due to limitations of scale, the
bundle tests cannot address radially varying phenomena e.g. blockage growth
or the effect of in-core natural circulation on cladding oxidation and melt
progression. Almost all tests are restricted to low steam flow rates. In
addition, the experiments are largely restricted to heatup rates of the
order IK/sec. Lower hëatup rates representative of a severe accident from
shutdown or low power reduce the amount of melt relocation during the early
phase. However, within those limitations the effects of the interactions
between all relevant core materials are included in the experiments.

In terms of the adequacy of data from the tests for modelling and plant
assessments:

(a) The experiments are adequate for demonstrating the major phenomena of
early phase melt progression.

(b) There are inadequate data for late phase melt progression.

(c) The presence of a shroud in these bundle tests has an important
influence on the results but is a non-prototypic feature from the point
of view of plant scaling.



(d) Although their scale is small, the experiments are integral in nature
and more appropriate for model assessment than model development.

(e) The experiments take no account of the multi-dimensional flow effects
(e g natural circulation) on cladding oxidation and melt progression

(f) With the exception of OECD LOFT LP-FP-2, the experiments do not address
the effects of decay heat on melt progression.

(g) The uncertainties in the results increase with increasing temperature
and damage.

(h) Bundle thermocouples do not survive the high temperature transients,
and thus peak temperatures can only be deduced from end-state
analysis.

(i) The uncertainties in the thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions (e.g
bundle heat generation, shroud heat losses, steam availability) are not
small, and must be considered in the use of these experiments for model
assessment.

O) Data are available for full length bundles (NRU/FLHT series) but the
radial dimensions of all the fuel damage tests are small in comparison
with PWR and BWR reactors.

During the last year, additional CORA tests have addressed BWR materials and
low heatup rates. Tests are planned to continue until the end of 1992.

4. MATERIALS PROPERTIES DATABASE

As well as the properties of individual materials, core degradation depends
on materials interactions and the properties of multi-component mixtures.
The full range of properties represented in a degrading core is very large.
Measurement of all properties is impossible (extreme conditions of
temperature and irradiation add to the problem). Fortunately, core
degradation is dominated by a limited number of processes and material
interactions. Data-can and have been obtained for most of them. Table (IV)
summaries the situation under four headings :-

(a) Oxidation kinetics
(b) Chemical interaction of fuel element components
(c) Mechanical properties
(d) Thermo-physical properties.

It is concluded that:

(a) For analysis of core conditions various data involving multi-component
systems at high temperatures and pressures are required. Much data is
now available; some outstanding items are highlighted below

(b) Basic thermal-hydraulic and thermo-physical properties for
hydrogen/steam mixtures are available for code modelling

TABLE IV MATERIALS PROPERTIES - STATE OF KNOWLEDGE
(a) Oxi.dati.on Kinetics

Zircaloy

Stainless
Steel

U/Zr/0
eutectic

Reliable models for oxidation of solid phase in
known geometry Oxidation under reflood conditions
poorly understood
Reliable models for oxidation of solid phase

Models exist for oxidation in steam, rate limiting
process is uncertain

Limited data available.

(b) Chemical Interaction of Fuel Element Components

Note: Only interactions significant for core degradation are tabulated.
U(>2 Zr(>2 Inconel Stainless Zrly
(Solid) (Solid) (solid) Steel

(solid)
(Solid)

Zrly-4 G - G G
(solid)

Zrly-4 G G
(liquid)

A1203 P - G
(solid)

B4C - G G
(solid)

Ag/In/Cd - G
(liquid)

G=Good database M=Moderate database, significant gaps P=Poor database
(c) Mechanical Properties

Zircaloy - cladding deformation and rupture well understood.
Embnttlement, and failure of oxidised material
reasonably well understood.

Stainless - Recent improvement in knowledge of creep rupture
Steel properties, standard now adequate. Effects of oxidation

and irradiation on material strength not well Quantified
at high temperature.

U02 - State of knowledge exceeds requirements for severe
accident analysis.

Material behaviour in quench situations not well understood.



TABLE IV (cent )

(d) Thermoohvsical Properties

Thermal
Conduct ivity

U02
(solid)
(molten)

Zircaloy
(solid)
(molten)

Zr02
(solid)
(molten)

Stainless
steels
(solid)
(molten)
Steel oxide
(solid)
(molten)

Inconel
(solid)
(molten)

Ag-In-Cd
(solid)
(molten)
B4C
(solid)
(molten)

Eutectics
(solid)
(molten)

G
M

G
M

H
tM

G
t

G
t

G
t

G
tM

H
tP

M
M

Specific
Heat/
Enthalpy

G
M

G
H

M
tM

G
t

G
t

G
t

G
tM

G
tM

G
M

Density

G
M

G
M

M
tM

G
t

G
t

G
t

G
tM

G
tM

G
M

Emissivity

G
P

G
t

*
t

G
t

M
t

tM

t

P
P

Viscosity

M

t

t

t

t

t

t

P
P

* See oxide: Material will oxidise under severe accident conditions

t See eutectic: Material forms eutectic/mixture with other molten materials
under severe accident conditions.

Note: There are few data available for properties of molten materials. Code
estimates are often based on theoretical models.

(c) Thermophysical properties (density, thermal conductivity, heat
capacity) have been determined for the basic core materials. The
corresponding properties for composites, eutectics etc are less certain
and are needed for determining the growth and failure of blockages.
The viscosity of melts are needed for determining blockage formation
etc.

(d) Adequate oxidation kinetics data exist for Zircaloy and Stainless
Steel. The rate limiting process of UC>2 oxidation in steam has yet to
be resolved conclusively This impacts the fission product release,
and also the hydrogen production (although to a lesser extent).

(e) A wide range of separate effects tests have been performed to
investigate the chemical interactions between the various core
materials under high temperature steam oxidising conditions. Phase
diagrams and kinetics data exist for the principal quasi-binary and
ternary interactions. The database for multi-component systems is
sparse, which impacts on prediction of the later stages of the
accident.

(f) The mechanical behaviour of unquenched fuel rods under various accident
conditions has been studied in a range of experiments. The database is
adequate for unrecovered severe accidents. However, the mechanical
behaviour of fuel rode and blockages is not well understood under
quench conditions, and therefore the database is not adequate for
severe accidents involving reflooding of the core.

(g) The effects of temperature, oxidation and irradiation on the mechanical,
properties of other primary circuit and vessel structural material e.g.
stainless steels (in particular carbon steel) and Inconel should be
investigated further. Further data would aid the prediction of the
primary circuit behaviour at temperature, particularly in assessing the
likelihood of lower head failure.

(h) Limited data are available on material fragmentation and particle size
distribution resulting from the quench of degraded fuel rods. However,
mechanistic models do not yet exist. Further data are needed for
improved production of hydrogen and fission product release.

(i) Limited data on the interaction of melt and coolant in the vessel lower
head are available from studies of TMI-2.

(j) A complete, openly available database including all the available
materials property data should be created, maintained and kept up to
date.

5. COMPUTER CODES

Computer codes for modelling in-vessel core-degradation fall into two
categories:

(a) Integrated codes covering all aspects of a severe accident and
orientated towards plant analysis and source term evaluation. Models
are generally simple and parametric so that run times are kept to



reasonable levels. Core degradation is one module among many others in
these codes. The main codes in this category are STCP (USNRC, first
generation code), MELCOR (USNRC, second generation code), ESCADRE
(France), MAAP (EPRI, USA) and THALES (Japan)

(b) Detailed Mechanistic codes which aim to include the best understanding
of core degradation processes and are limited in scope to degraded core
and associated RCS thermal-hydraulics. They are well suited to
experiment support and analysis. However, long run times due to the
complex modelling makes them less suited for extensive plant
calculations. The main codes in this category are SCDAP/RELAP5 (USNRC)
ATHLET-SA (Germany), and CATHARE/ICARE (France)

The capabilities of the main codes are summarised in Table (V).

These two categories lead to a two-tier code strategy. Detailed mechanistic
codes are used to design and analyse experiments and are assessed against
experiments. Integrated codes are assessed for plant applications against
mechanistic codes. This approach is not always fully apparent in practice
( for instance, integrated codes are sometimes used for submissions to CSNI
International Standard Problems). However, it underlies the development
and application of the codes.

TABLE V CAPABILITIES OF MAIN CODES

CODLS

I'UOCtSSI S
PROGRESSION OF THE SEVERE ACCIDENT

1 hcrmal ( )
hydraulic

c <>«.(')
Damage

1 ISSIOIlv )
prtxlucls .nid
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jiroilucls diul

atrosolb
Iran&iMul
in IK S

VcsscK*)
Rupture

Core C out rile
Inlirailions

\ ransiK)rt
in Containmcnl

1 liLnnal
hydraulic
Aerosols

(1) (2)
»2 / '2

in Containment

OCII(3)

I il guiu.iiiuii

SKI'
(1)

od
D

et
a

ch
an

i

2ml gLi iLial i tm

LSCADKk,

MAAI*
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(1)
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There are major differences between different codes even within the same
category (or tier). They are summarised in Tables (VI) and (VII). In
general, modelling is most similar and most detailed in the early phase
where the experimental database is most extensive During the late phase,
models are usually more variable and simpler due to the relative lack of
experimental data

It must be emphasised that all the main codes except the STCP are under
development. This summary represents the position in early 1991. Later
developments are expected to extend further the codes, particularly in the
areas of late phase melt progression and debris quenching (which is
important for accident management).

6. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTS AND COMPUTER CODES

Comparison between experiments and computer codes is an important step in
justifying the application of codes to plant assessments. The limitations
on the scope of experiments and measured data mean that detailed comparisons
cannot be made. In general, comparisons seek to establish whether the code
gives qualitatively reasonable results overall plus quantitative agreement
for key parameters (e.g. onset of temperature escalation, total hydrogen
generation etc). Confidence is increased by reasonable agreement over a
range of experiments rather than by good agreement for only a single
experiment.

TABLE VI COMPARISON OF MAIN FEATURES OF INTEGRATED CODES

~ ——— ~ —— —— _______ JNIEC.RAJEDCODhS -->
MAIN FEATURES ———— —————— __________

Ratine, ufapnlii. allons f- PWR / UWR analysis
1 (1) (2)

Qnlii architecture;

Physical mudeh,

- Tliennal hydraulics

X'orc and structures

Heal transfer

Mellinu and relocation of materials

(see cont'd)

(1) (2)
semi / fully integrated

(1) (2)
solution quasi steady state / transient

(0 (2) O)
pro(!ramimny F'l 77 / Workstation / Restart

1'SA

(I) (2)
* control volume (w or w/o inclusion loops) * How path

' two phase Water (w non condensililc gas) with water level

(1) (2)
* global mass / energy How path momentum

* tote nodali/atiun radiât / axial

(I) (2) (3)
* eore reuie&entalioii (net / touliol rods / spacers

(0 (2)
* internal structures (reactor) / others

' conduction / convection

0) (2) (3)
* raihal ion reactor coic radially (lods / c toils) (sli net tiles)

axially (upper slrilcluics)
ahsoipliou l>y the coolant

* simplified (Mop and go) model

* semi mechanistic model based on thermal hydiaiilies principles

STCP

1
2

1

1

1

I(w)
1

1

1

1 2

1

1

12
3

1

1

ESCADRE

I

1

2

13

l(w/o)

1

1

,

1 2

1

1

12
3

1

'

,

MA AI'

2

2

2

1 23

l(w/o)

'

1

1

1 2

1 2

1

1 2
3

1

1

ME1.COR

1
2

2

2

1 2 3

l(w/o)
2

1

1 2

1

123

1 2

1

12
3

1
1

1

(•MALES

t
2

1

1

1

l(w)

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
3

I

1



j=| TABLE VI (com)

—— ——— ——— —— _______ INI PCRAII »CODES >
MAIN PFATUIU-S "" ——— —— ———— - ___ . ___

Physical nwlpU (cuniM)
Chemical icacliuns

Meat gciicralwn

Mechanics

Dd>m bed bcliavioi

1 ucl coolant inlcraLlion

VLSSC! niiiturc and election of materials

Documentation

Development status

Availability of the code

(0 (2)
* 7 r oxidation by steam (simple / double face)

* S Slcü oxidation by stt am

* IÎ4< oxid ilton b> steam

* melting and relocation of S S clad \\^C control rods

* U(>2 - sol«l /ircaloy

* chemical (metal/steam)

(0 (2)
* nuclear Fission |m>dmts decay heal, direct nuclear

* electrical

0) (2)
* user criteria for itipiure / sire's calculai ion for ballooning rupture

' user criteria for emhnlllimcnl then debris formation

(0 (2)
* user specified / model

* simple model spc-dHid by users

(1) (2)
* user spccifii il / del ailed model

(') (2)
* code dcsciiption / user guidelines

(') (2)
* further developments foreseen (yes, no)

l,y IAIÎA data bank

STCP

1

I

I

12

1

2

2

12

2

1

nsc ADRP

1 2

1

1

12

2

1

2

1

1

MAAP

1 2

1

1

1 2

12 (a)

K»)

2

1

2

1 2

1

MPI < OR

1

1

1

1

1 2

1

1

1

1

2

1 2

1

niAirs

i

i

1 2

1

1

2

(a) I'WIt VLiiitin iinly

The status of comparisons at January 1991 is shown in Table (VIII). Overall
conclusions are as follows:

(a) Thermal-Hydraulics :

Most codes predict the thermal-hydraulics of boiloff and heatup well.
The quenching of degraded rods at very high temperatures and the
cooling of debris is not yet understood.

(b) Bundle and Core Heatup;

In general the temperature increase is well predicted. Acceptable
uncertainties exist in the determination of onset of temperature
escalation due to metal-water reaction. The simplification of phase
diagrams yields unrealistic temperature plateaus.



(c) Bundle and Core Degradation;

Modelling mechanical cladding deformation requires correct models for
material properties. Grid spacer effects are neglected in most
simulations. Larger uncertainties exist in the modelling of
interactions between control rod and cladding materials as well as
between cladding and fuel. The understanding of embnttlement and the
mechanical behaviour during quenching meeds improvement. Relocation

and re free 7. ing processes are modelled simplistically. It also seems to
be necessary to take grid spacer effects into account.

(d) Hydrogen Generation:

During heatup the metal-water reaction and hydrogen generation are well
predicted but larger uncertainties exist if ballooning, fast cool-down,
or quenching take place or if reheating occurs after a time period with
lower temperatures (generation of new unoxidised surfaces).
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(e) In-Vessel Natural Circulation;

The coupling between core degradation and in-vessel natural circulation
cannot be assessed since suitable large scale experiments are not
available.

In general terms, the codes predict well the early stage of core degradation
including metal-water reactions, for heatup rates of about IK/s and higher.
The uncertainties increase with the complexity of metallurgical

interactions. The codes are not able to simulate core degradation and
hydrogen generation adequately in the later stages. There are very few
calculations for the reflood phase and except for THI-2 no simulation of
molten pool formation and crust failure. Adequate models to describe these
processes as well as melt-coolant interactions and lower vessel head failure
are not yet implemented in the codes. Work since January 1991 is addressing
some of these areas, notably reflood and lower head failure, but adequate
models have still not been developed.
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Furthermore, it has to be stressed that almost all reviewed comparisons are
related to bundles containing fuel rods only or to bundle configurations
typical for PWRs. More experiments with bundle configurations typical to
BWHs should be simulated to assess the code capability in modelling BHR
scenarios. A planned CSNI ISP based on NRÖ-PLHT 6 will help address this
point.

A systematic assessment of the codes including documentation of code
deficiencies and error corrections or model improvements is strongly
recommended For this purpose a broad experimental database should be
established. Production and use of a comprehensive, up-to-date standard
database of material properties and interaction rates is recommended in
order to reduce variation in code calculations due to user selection.

7. IHPLICaTIOHS FOR LNR CALCUIATIOMS

Sensitivity studies and expert judgement must be used to assess
uncertainties in LWR applications and whether code deficiencies are
important. This will vary with the code, the plant and the accident
scenario The assessment must recognise the ultimate purpose of the
calculations (e.g boundary conditions for late phase melt progression
or for reflood of the degraded core).
The extensive database, including TMI-2, means that assessment against
a wide range of experiments is possible for each code. This should be
carried out in order to give as sound a basis as possible for
assessments of uncertainties in plant calculations. For integrated
codes, there should be additional benchmarking against mechanistic
codes for representative plant accident sequences. Implications for
plant calculations drawn from direct assessments against experiments
must be carefully argued in view of the great flexibility and
simplicity of parametric models.

This section describes in broad terms the applicabilities and limitations of
the codes for LWR calculations and draws some general implications. The
many similarities between codes in terms of capabilities and modelling
(mainly due to the scope of the experimental database) make such broad
statements possible. However, detailed implications depend on details of
the individual codes.

7.1 Thermal-Hydraulics Prior To Core Degradation

To reduce user-controlled uncertainties as far as possible, plant
geometry data should be prepared with great care and user modelling
options chosen from best practice for design basis calculations. When
the code uses a simplified fluid model (e.g. simplified representation
of the momentum equation) it should be benchmarked against state of the
art thermal-hydraulics codes. Uncertainties need to be carefully
assessed when the transient goes significantly beyond the design basis
experimental database. Factors affecting the mass of water in the
vessel at the onset of core degradation and during core heatup (e.g.
liquid hold-up in the pressuriser) should be considered carefully and
uncertainties assessed.

7.2 Early Phase Melt Progression

The lack of certain low temperature liquefaction models for material
interactions means that calculations of accidents where the time
evolution of early phase core degradation is important must be treated
with caution. This could affect accident management calculations
(water added to a degrading core) and the timing of fission product
releases (early fuel dissolution). The spatial distribution of
materials at the end of early phase core degradation is also likely to
be poorly predicted. In particular, codes without models for low
temperature liquefaction and relocation of stainless steel - clad B^C
control rods will tend to overestimate the amount of control material
retained in a BWR core. This IB non-conservative for recriticality
considerations.

7.3 Late Phase Melt Progression

The sparse database in this area means that all calculations are
subject to large uncertainties which can be qualitative as well as
quantitative. Plant applications should include extensive sensitivity
and scoping calculations. All physically plausible scenarios should be
considered rather than base conclusions on the results of one
particular model. Calculations with substantially different models may
be helpful, particularly in establishing or confirming trends.
Where the implications for plant depend upon the outcome of competing
processes, claims that one process is dominant must be very carefully
justified. Such areas include the competition between the quenching of
debris in the lower head and RPV failure, the threat to the primary
circuit via natural circulation heating and RPV failure, lateral or
downward failure of crusts around melt pools and the quenching or
melting of debris beds in the core region.

7.4 Hydrogen Generation

Uncertainties in hydrogen generation during early phase core
degradation are likely to be fairly small, perhaps as little as + 30%.
Quantitative estimates of uncertainty, however, should be supported by
relevant calculations of experiments. It must not be assumed that the
same estimate applies to all accident sequences or plant.

For hydrogen generation during late phase core degradation, it is
recommended that hydrogen generation rates are scoped by varying the
free metallic surface area between reasonable limits. Models, however,
should be checked to ensure that other features (e.g. availability of
steam, temperature cut-offs) are plausible and scoping or sensitivity
calculations carried out as appropriate.



Code predictions of hydrogen generation during reflood are not
reliable Scoping calculations are advised In drawing implications
for plant from sensitivity or scoping calculations, consistency between
hydrogen generation during different phases must be maintained. For
instance, the use of conservative estimates of hydrogen generation for
each phase of an accident might imply greater than 100% oxidation of
Zircaloy, which IB clearly unphysical

7.5 Quality Assurance of Codes

LWR calculations that are to be used for decision making should be
carried out with well defined, clearly specified and identified code
versions. All code changes made during the course of the calculations
should be justified and documented.

Assessment and validation calculations used to support plant
calculations must either have been carried out with the version of the
code used for the plant calculations or the impact of any differences
must be assessed. References to an assessment calculation with an
unknown version of a code is of little or no value.

Users should make every effort to meet and discuss experiences with
other users and with code developers. This should be supported by
management. User groups should be joined when they exist.
Users of codes for LWR calculations should be properly trained both in
the phenomenology of severe accidents and the use of the code. They
should develop their judgement on modelling issues and interpretation
of results by involvement in calculations of experiments, including
International Standard Problems.

Sensitivity studies should be carried out to demonstrate that results
are stable to small perturbations in key parameters. In view of the
possibility of subtle numerical effects due to interacting models,
sensitivity to small variations in parameters that are not expected to
be important should be considered.

Input decks should be prepared with great care and should be
documented. The user should adhere to recommendations provided in code
documentation regarding selection of optional models and parameter
values or ranges unless there is good reason not to follow these
recommendations. Modelling approximations, material properties and
departures from recommendations should be justified and documented.

7.6 Scaling

Scale effects must be taken into account when setting up a plant model.
For instance judgement on the possible stages of full meltdown of a
full length core should guide axial nodalisation. The optimum
nodalisation may be very different from that for a short bundle only
undergoing early phase core degradation.

8.

Similarly, dimensional effects must be taken into account. For
instance, the natural circulation of steam may be expected to take
place in a full size reactor although not during a fuel bundle
experiment The radial nodalistaion of the core must allow for this
possibility In addition, the radial power profile of the core affects
the optimum radial nodalisation. This may be rather different from
that for a fuel bundle where the radial temperature profile is
dominated by heat losses through the shroud

Where the experimental database is poor, the representation of scaling
and dimensional effects should be investigated by the use of detailed
modelling codes where possible (e.g. Computational fluid dynamics codes
for 3-D steam flows).
Assessment of the results of plant calculations should always recognise
the possibility that large scale and multi-dimensional effects may be
poorly modelled. Comparison with TMI-2 data is a useful check for PWR
calculations when the accident sequence is fairly close to the TMI-2
transient.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has summarised the state of the art for in-vessel degraded core
experiments and modelling. This is based on a State of the Art Report to
CSNI that covers the period up to January 1991 plus significant updates.
The overall picture is of well understood processes and adequate models and
experiments for early phase degradation. Understanding and modelling gets
weaker as later stages are reached. This is mainly due to the lack of
relevant experiments. Applications to plant necessarily involve expert
judgement. It is important that code users and decision makers understand
the limitations of degraded core codes in making use of calculations.
Recommendations for future work include:

(a) International Standard Problems;
(b) Production of a code validation matrix;
(c) Maintaining an international, comprehensive material properties

database;

(d) Development of late phase degraded core and degraded core quench
models, with associated experiments.

Finally, work during 1991 has addressed in part some of the weaknesses and
gaps identified in the CSNI report. This has been noted in the present
text. However, the overall picture and conclusions are unchanged.
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Abstract

The paper deals with the modelling of high-temperature oxidation of
Zircaloy-4 and with the first Czechoslovak experimental results on the
UO /ZrlNb chemical interaction between 1000-1400°C under 2 3 ••• 5 MPa contact
pressure

Several phenomena treated in current diffusion models are discussed in
detailed way including the aspects of material properties For demonstration
purposes own FRAS-SFD computer code was used Conclusions are formulated in
form of recommendations for further deeper analyses

Morphology of the UO /ZrlNb reaction is similar to the UO /Zircaloy-4
but there are differences in the growth kinetics of the [a-Zr(O) +(U,Zr)la
layer The reaction kinetics obeys parabolic rate law in the early stage
with approximately the same extent of reaction compared to Zircaloy-4
Additional experiments are needed to clarify the location of the original
U02/ZrlNb interface,

1. INTRODUCTION

Modelling The Zr-based cladding alloys, used in Pressurized Water
Reactors, are thermodynamically unstable with respect to H„0

and UO at higher temperatures Therefore, the cladding exposed to LOCA, RIA
or SFD accident conditions, can chemically react with the oxygen of the
steam and/or of the UO The subsequent cladding embrittlement, hydrogen and
heat production (especially in SFD conditions) can lead to serious damage of
nuclear fuel and this could cause difficulties in accident management

The quantitative description of these phenomena is based on the theoretical
and experimental research of the oxidation processes occuring in cladding
at high temperatures The widely spread computational technique based on
empirical rate constants (taken from isothermal experiments), fails in
certain temperature transients and also in reliable prediction of the UO /Zr
chemical interaction at longer reaction times Application of diffusion
models seems to be more efficient in searching for the physically correct
solution of these problems

A number of analytical and numerical diffusion models exists for Zircaloy,
based on the solution of the Fick and Stefan equations (SIMTRAN, MULTRAN,
ZORO, PRECIP-II, FROM, OXWEX, FIDIP, LISI, HITO, PECLOX, FRAOXI ) (1-24)
Diffusion models for the ZrlNb alloy (used in WER type reactors) does not
exist yet, because the description of the behaviour of niobium (ß-Zr Stabi-
lisator) causes methodological problems, especially at the (oe-ß) layer
boundary Therefore, all following considerations about modelling will
concern only the Zircaloy—4 alloy (Zry-4)

The purpose of this part is to analyse the questionable techniques used in
current development of diffusion models in order to improve the predicabili-
ty of these models in wide spectrum of temperatures and boundary conditions

Experiments The aim of the Czechoslovak experimental research program on
the UO /ZrlNb chemical interaction is to describe differences

between the UO /ZrlNb and UO /Zry-4 reactions in order to provide basis for
subsequent modelling It is expected, that the niobium will influence the
growth mechanism of the uranium containing layers As very limited
experience is available in this field [25], results presented in this paper
should be seen rather from the qualitative point of view

BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT THE MODELLED PHENOMENA

The chemical interaction of Zry-4 cladding with steam and/or UO results in
formation of a layered microstructure, well described in literature [26-32]
As example for further illustrations, it is worth to mention the case, when
the Zry-4 cladding low in oxygen (in oxidizing environment) reacts with the
UO pellet provided a good solid contact is established between them and the



temperature is sufficiently high (>=1000°C) Then the layer sequence
observed at all temperatures is following (from inside)

Zr)] (U Zr)—> a-Zr(OK ' Zr a-Zr(O) ZrO„

ZrO and the oc-Zr(O) layers containing oxygen are generally very brittle
and in isothermal conditions grow with time approximately parabolically and
with an exponential (Arrhenius type) temperature dependence This indicates
that the transport of oxygen within the cladding is governed by diffusion
process

The UO /Zry-4 chemical interaction produces metallic U, that diffuses into
the cladding interior and forms there either a regular (U,Zr) layer or
irregular (U,Zr) globules (at higher temperatures and longer times) located
between two oxygen stabilized a-Zr(O) layers Also these layers grow
parabolically with time in the early stage, but the reaction ceases after
cladding is saturated with oxygen

3 BASIC PRINCIPLES IN THE CURRENT MODELLING

All published analytical and numerical (diffusion) models are based on the
solution of linearized diffusion (Pick's) equations for oxygen (and U)
through the cladding wall, divided into several reaction layers according to
the experimental observations The growth of the reaction layers is calcula-
ted from the principle of conservation the oxygen balance at the layer
boundaries (Stefan equation) The influence of U and Zr diffusion in the
UO /Zry-4 diffusion.couple is not unimportant but in the current models it
can be considered only under very simplified assumptions

Analytical methods are very important for principal insight into the problem
but their applicability is usually limited only to the isothermal cases with
simple boundary conditions For numerical solution of problems with moving
boundaries the finite-difference method (in 1-D approach) seems to be a very
efficient tool The advantage of this numerical solution is its flexibility,
because it enables to involve various phenomena occurring in the oxidation
process However, experience is necessary to find the efficient way for fast
and correct numerical solution of the oxidation phenomena

4 DISCUSSION TO THE QUESTIONABLE ASPECTS

In the development stage of a computer model one have to make decisions in
the field of methodology numerics and material properties Our experience
gained in development of the FRAS-SFD code (containing FRAOXI module)
[17 37] enabled us to separate some questionable aspects that we discussed
in the following chapters

4 1 Methodological aspects

The current models of the ZrO scale and that of the UO /Zry-4 chemical
reaction seems to exhibit certain weaknesses, especially in SFD conditions
Introduction of the proposed modifications into the existing models should
not cause enorm efforts

41.1 The scale

Sensitivity studies [33,34] show that the growing ZrO scale has the
dominant influence on both the short and the long therm oxidation kinetics-
Therefore, one would expect, that the ZrO„ scale will be modelled with a
special care But unfortunately, there is still widely in use the simple
model originally developed for the short term LOCA transients - figure la
This model treats the ZrO_ scale as a homogeneous layer with equilibrium
oxygen concentrations at its boundaries This approach can lead to
underestimation of the ZrO scale thickness at longer reaction times,
because the oxygen concentration gradient is assumed not to consider
microstructural changes in ZrO during oxidation

Experimental observations [35] revealed presence of a (growing white)
stoichiometnc oxide on the outer surface especially after longer exposures
The two layer model of the ZrO scale should then be modified as shown in
figure Ib Similar model was already proposed by Garcia [11] for the tempe-
rature range 6004-800°C but its solution requires knowledge of the free
parameter ô influencing the growth of the stoichiometric layer
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Figure la Simple model of the ZrCte scale considered as a homogenous
layer

Recently, a completely new numerical approach to this problem was proposed
in [20] New boundary position r =r +ur at the end of a time step t =t +ut
is obtained from (see figure Ib)

r-[Cs-

where C (r,t)
D (r)
r ,r

acT(r,,t) acl(r2,t)
dt

oxygen concentrations profile in ZrOa-x [kg/m l
diffusion coeff of oxygen at position r [m/s]
old and new position of the Zr02/Zr02-x boundary [m]
stoichiometric concentrations of oxygen in ZrO [kg/m ]

The concentrations profile (in ZrO ) near the boundary r can be simulated
by a parabola using first three nodes of the concentrations profile at both
the beginning and the end of the time step The non-standard feature of this
solution is that it requires implicit simultaneous solution of the Fick and
Stefan equations that leads to non-tridiagonal matrix

— — — — homogenous model at time t
__^_____ two layer model at time t.

Figure Ib

_ _ _ _ _ • tvo layer model at time t = t^+

Model of the ZrOz scale with stoichiometric layer on its
outer surface [20]

4 1.2 Oxygen concentrations at the boundaries of (U,Zr)

In diffusion models [15], where the diffusion of U and Zr is not considered,
the mass balance of U and Zr in the system is calculated from the oxygen
distribution In such cases the oxygen mass balance in the system should be
calculated with a special care

Experiments confirm that the (U,Zr) layer contains very little oxygen It is
possible to say with sufficient accuracy that the oxygen flux entering and
leaving the (U,Zr) layer is the same at every time Nevertheless, this
assumption is violated, when the boundary concentrations C and C (see
figure 2) are explicitly prescribed This approach is used in [15,16]

Solution of this discrepancy is seen from figure 2 The presumed equality of
the boundary oxygen fluxes enables one to find the boundary concentrations
directly in the calculation process assuming only a relation between C and
C The simplest relation seems to be C = C.-, because there is no reason for
large differences between them More detailed analysis would also consider
the growth of the (U,Zr) layer



Figure 2 Oxygen mass balance on the (U,Zr) layer is violated, when
the boundary concentrations C4 and C? are artificially pre-
scribed [15.16). Under condition _U=J7, the concentrations
C4 (=C?) are automatically find [37]

Test calculations were performed by FRAS-SFD with the condition C =C„. An
experiment at 1200 and 1500°C (up to 2000 s) in oxidizing atmosphere was
simulated. The calculated dependence of C. (=C7) °n time is in figure 3. The
results confirm that a very flat oxygen concentration profile exists in
[cc-Zr(O) +(U,Zr)] (see Olander [21]), especially after disappearance of the
ß (but at 1200°C the ß2r still exists after 2000 s).

4.1.3 Location of the original UO /Zircaloy-4 interface

Recently arose discussion, whether the [a-Zr(O) +(U,Zr)l layer entirely
grows into the UO pellet or not. Solution of this question principally
influences the extent of the U0_ dissolution in solid Zry-4 cladding. Up to
now it is believed that the whole [oc-Zr(O) +(U,Zr)l layer is formed in thea

•ijj UO pellet - figure 4a Our calculations does not support this assumption.
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Figure 3 Computed time dependence of boundary concen. in a-Zr(OU and
————— <x-Zr(0)B at the boundaries with (U,2r) during UU2/Zry-4

chem.interaction in oxidizing environment at 1200 and 1500°C.

Let us set the upper limit for the volume fraction of UO which can be
dissolved in the solid Zry-4 cladding (T<1760°C). This limit is determined
by the oxygen solubility in a-Zr(O) (approximately 30 at '/. at all temperatu-
res [26]) and by the geometry. If only the oxygen from the dissolved part of
UO is considered and no additional oxygen is supplied to the system from
environment, then theoretically about 13 vol % of the U02 pellet can be
dissolved in a typical Zry-4 cladding (Biblis-B) - see Appendix. Very
precise experiments, conducted by Hofmann [29], leads to a realistic value
of 9.2 vol '/. of dissolved UO . The difference between the theoretical and
the measured value is obviously caused by the oxygen that diffuses through
the [o-Zr(0)a+(U,Zr)) / UO boundary into
tes to the cladding saturation by oxygen.
the [o-Zr(O) +(U,Zr)) / U02 boundary into the cladding. Also this contribu-

When the 9.2 vol '/. are converted to thickness of the dissolved U02 surface
layer, one gets about 200 Jim thick annulus, evidently representing the
thickness of the (a-Zr(O) +(U,Zr)] layer (or its part) that has grown into

el
the pellet. However, the maximal measured thickness of the [«-Zr(0)a+(U,Zr)l
in [29] is about 400 (im which violates the widely spread assumption mentio-
ned above.
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*-Zr(0)B

(U/Zr)

oC-Zr(0)A+(UZr)

UOi+U

Figure 4a Current approach in modelling of the U02/Zry-4 reaction
The (a-Zr(0)A+(U,Zr)] layer is assumed to entirely grow into
the U02 pellet The oxygen mass balance is violated

INERT ATMOSPHERE. ISOTHERMAL CONDITIONS

Figure 4b Proposed model with preserved oxygen mass balance in the
system Only about one half of the [a-Zr(0)A+(U 2r)J layer
is allowed to grow into the U02 pellet

This consideration leads to conclusion, that only a part (= one half) of the
lcc-Zr(0)a+(U,Zr)J layer grows into the UC>2 pellet - figure 4b If this
aspect will be independently confirmed it should be introduced into the
current models

414 Explicit and implicit calculation of the layer boundary movement

From the numerical point of view there are several possibilities, how to
solve the Stefan equation to obtain the required boundary movements They
are represented by the explicit and the implicit solution In this paragraph
both methods are compared with respect to the practical use in diffusion
models

The explicit technique (commonly used) solves the Stefan and the Fick
(diffusion) equations in the reaction layers separately, i e the coeffici-
ents in the diffusion matrix (for determination of concentrations) are
derived separately for each layer
Advantage flexibility in development of the logic of the dynamically
changing layered structure (universal subroutines for solution of the
concentration profile and the boundary movement)
Disadvantage certain loss of accuracy due to the disturbance of oxygen
gradients (at layer boundaries) calculated independently by the diffusion
equation

The implicit technique is characterized by a single diffusion matrix for the
whole system that is solved at once for the unknown concentrations and the
boundary movements
Advantage mathematically correct coupling of the Pick and Stefan equations
Disadvantage - relatively closed methodology without having possibility to
easy update the programmed logic of layer management

- great differences span in the values of matrix coefficients (of order910 ) due to the introduction of boundary movements into the matrix,
- the diffusion matrix must be build up for each possible layer sequences

(changing during the reaction)
- the diffusion matrix is not tridiagonal

The application of the implicit technique was successfully tested on one-
sided oxidation in steam 136] Although it is very attractive from the



mathematical point of view, it seems not to be very suitable for computer
models having the structure under development

4 2 Numerical aspects

In the diffusion models where the Kick and Stefan equations are numerically
solved usually the finite-difference method is used This approach brings
special difficulties arising with application of this method to problems
with moving boundaries

4.2.1 Stefan equation with great concentration gradients

A great concentrations gradient of oxygen at a layer boundary increases the
influence of nonlineanties hidden in the Stefan equation Extremely unfavo-
urable situation occurs at the ZrO /a-Zr(O) boundary under the a —> ß
transformation temperature or in the first stages of the oxidation process
above this temperature, when the oc-Zr(O) layer is very thin - figure 5

The classical definition of the Stefan equation can lead to significant
error, when the dashed area is ignored (as discussed in [20]), because such
approach violates the oxygen mass balance at the boundary The error increa-
ses with increasing concentrations gradient of oxygen in the a-ZrCO) and
with decreasing concentration jump at the boundary

Fortunately, the concentration jump at the ZrCL/oc-Zr(0) boundary is relati-
vely great so that the error introduced into the boundary movement is
limited to about 4CH-50 '/. (in the worst case at the very beginning of the
oxidation process) Although the error rapidly decreases with time and
temperature (the gradients become smaller), this property of the finite-
difference approach should be taken into account in analyses of long
transients at lower temperatures

In order to quantify this error, test calculation were performed with the
FRAS-SFD computer code The experiment at 1600°C (oxidation of a Zircaloy-4
disk in steam) was chosen for comparison The oxygen uptake was calculated
by two methods
a) by spatial integration of the concentration profile at given time
b) by time integration of the- oxygen flux at the ZrO surface up to the

actual time

boundary movement during At

Figure 5 Neglecting of the dashed area causes erroneous increase of the
boundary movement (especially at the Zr02/oc-Zr(0) boundary
below the a-ß transformation temperature)

The spatial integration gave about 3^4 '/. higher oxygen uptake compared t&
the time integration - figure 6 This indicates that additional oxygen was
introduced into the system due to the inaccurately calculated boundary
movements

Originally, the linear interpolation in old concentration profile was
assumed to be responsible for this difference Nevertheless, introduction of
parabolic interpolation decreased the difference by = 9 '/. The absolut value
of oxygen uptake in both cases was changed by less than =« 0 3 % This shows
that the Stefan equation mainly contributed to the mentioned error between
the two ways of integration

4.2.2 Application of various types of numerical grids

Application of the finite-difference method to tasks with moving boundaries
brings the code developers another question What type of numerical grid to
choice ' The solid grid or the expandable one 7 This important choice
determines the strategy of programming and also the code flexibility to
future modifications
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Figure 6 Comparison of the calculated oxygen uptake with the Moalem's
experiment for different diffusion coefficients of oxygen (Dx)
in the ZrC>2. The oxygen uptake from the spatial integration of
concentration profile is about 3-r4 7. higher than that from the
time integration of oxygen flux at the outer ZrOz surface.

The solid grid is usually built only once and remains unchanged during the
computation. This can save the CPU time and is a suitable basis for the
implicit technique. The solution of Stefan equations introduced into one
matrix is solved together with concentrations.
On the other side, some troubles are to be pointed out:
- generally, the layer boundaries do not coincide with the meshes,
- the number of meshes in a layer cannot be simply controlled,
- the swelling of ZrO requires additional modifications of the grid.

The expandable grid supports the explicit technique in calculation of Stefan
equation. The existing reaction layers can be treated in a fully separate
way with control of the number and distribution of meshes within each layer.
Problems can arise during initialization of very thin layers, in which
minimally 4 meshes (including layer boundaries) must be available. In such
cases the division by very small values must be guaranteed without loss of
numerical accuracy. Following disadvantages of the expandable grids should
be kept in mind:
- excessive CPU time, because new grid must be created in each layer and
each time step,

- difficult realization of the common diffusion matrix for whole system,
- limitation in boundary movement (it should not cross the adjacent node).

From the programming point of view the expandable grid seems to be more
convenient.

4.3 Material properties of ZrÔ

The calculated oxidation kinetics is very sensitive to the diffusion
coefficient of oxygen and to the boundary concentrations in ZrO [33,34].

4.3.1 Diffusion coefficient of oxygen in cubic Zr00

The transition from the tetragonal to cubic ZrO_ considerably increases the
reaction kinetics. Mathematically, this acceleration can be achieved either
by increasing the concentration gradient in ZrO_ or by increasing the
diffusion coefficient. Recently, the latter possibility was analyzed in
Moalem's recalculation of the experiment at 1600°C [33]. It resulted in
prediction of about 4 times higher diffusion coefficient than expected from
the Reed 8. Prater formula in cubic region [30]. Our analysis of the same
experiment by the FRAS-SFD code lead to only => 1.5 times higher value at
1600°C - figure 6. Probably, the used methodology played a role in the
evaluation. The direct experimental measurement of the diffusion coefficient
of oxygen in the cubic region could help to estimate its true value even if
the experiment is very difficult (the sample is very brittle and cracks
easily during the martensitic transformations at 1500°C and 1100°C). The
only possible method is in-situ fabrication of cubic zirconia by oxidizing
Zr to Zr02 above 1600t: [38].

4.3.2 Boundary concentrations of oxygen in ZrO,,

In certain temperature transients the assumption about equilibrium at the
ZrO /a-Zr(O) phase boundary can produce considerably different calculated
results compared to experiment. Analysis of this effect at the a-ß boundary
is discussed in [5].



As example, a temperature transient in steam (Zircaloy-4, cladding thickness
=• 700 urn) with heating rate 12 K/min from 600°C to 1200°C, annealing time 1
mm and cooling with 15 K/min was simulated by FRAS-SFD and compared with
the experimental results from [391 The diffusivities and the boundary
concentrations were taken from [37] Figure 7a shows overprediction of the
reaction kinetics, if equilibrium boundary concentrations were assumed. A
relatively good fit to the experiment was achieved, when the rate of change
of the concentration at the lower boundary of ZrO during heating was

3limited to 0 004 (mg/cm )/s and the maximal change of the boundary concen-
trations at the oc-j3 boundary during cooling was set to be 0.013 (mg/cm )/s -
figure 7b.

The influence of certain delay in following the phase diagram during a
temperature transient is evident, additional analyses have to be performed
in order to better quantify this effect.

s. EXPERIMENTS ON THE U02/ZR1NB AND U02/ZRY-4 REACTION

The isothermal out-of pile experiments on the UO /ZrlNb and UO /Zry-4
chemical interaction were performed in argon between 1000-H400°C with aim to
compare the reaction kinetics of both alloys and to describe the main
differences in their behaviour. The niobium (ß-stabilisator) in the ZrlNb
alloy may influence the kinetics and morphology of the uranium-containing
reaction layers. There is only sparse information available about this
reaction [25].

5.1 Experiment design and conduct

Disk specimens from cladding material were placed on both sides of a U0_
pellet and stacked into a ZrlNb guide tube. The specimens were heated at 8
K/s rate up to the desired temperature. To achieve a good solid contact on
the reacting surfaces the disks were mechanically pressed onto the UO
pellet. This is the main difference to the Hofmann's experiments [29] that
were performed with closed cladding tubes (100 mm length), filled with UO
pellets and the contact pressure was applied by overpressure of inert gas.
In our experiment, the applied contact pressure was 4.5 MPa for temperatures
1000,1100 and 1200°C and 2.3 MPa at 1300 to 1400°C. The sample temperature
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Figure 7 Recalculation of the transient experiment [38] with:
a - equilibrium oxygen concentrations at the layer boundaries,
b - limited rate of change of the boundary concentratioons.



was measured by a non-calibrated PtPtRhlO thermocouple The exposure time
was defined from the onset of contact pressure up to the moment of removing
the sample from the temperature zone At the end of the test (5 mm - 24 h)
the contact pressure was removed and the specimen was cooled at =• 7 K/s
rate A sketch of the equipment (with arrangement of the test sample) is in
figure 8

Material of the test specimens ZrlNb disks - Russian producent Zircaloy-4
disks - Sandvik
Nuclear Fuel Institute Zbraslav

UO pellets (density 10 4 g/cm ) and ZrlNb guide tube -

5.2 Experiment results

The layer sequence was observed to be the same at both alloys at all
temperatures and reaction times The reaction zone thicknesses correspond to
parabolic reaction kinetics (thickness=K*Vtime) The rate constants for each
reaction zone are shown in figure 9 The measured kinetics provides
following conclusions
a - Thicknesses of the reaction zones II and III are nearly the same for

both alloys - figure 10,
b - but ratio of the first two zones (I/ID is different

The (U.Zr) layer dispose 36% (35V.) of the Zone II for Zry-4 and 59%
(55%) for ZrlNb alloy at temperature 1000"C (1400'C) - figure 11

With respect to the Hofmann's experimental results [29] growth rates of the
reaction zones were slightly lesser and the (U.Zr) thicknesses were greater
in the ZrlNb alloy These deviations can be caused by differences in the
methodology or by the measurement of temperature On the other hand, in our
experiment both alloys were exposed to identical conditions, so that the
relative comparison is possible

As the ZrlNb and Zry-4 disks were relatively thick the experiments could
not be performed up to the complete saturation of the disks with oxygen
so the following questions remain to be answered

a - Is the reaction of UO /ZrlNb faster than the UO /Zry-4 '
b - Is the concentration of uranium in the (U Zr) layer in ZrlNb lower 7
c - Where lies the original U02/ZrlNb interface ?

TEST SPECIMEN

Zry-4

LOAD BAR

RESISTANCE HEATER

CERAMIC SHIELDING

TEST SPECIMEN

SUPPORT BAR

Figure 8 Schematic i l lustrat ion of apparatus
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GROWTH RATE EQUATIONS (1000-1400°C)

|ZrlNb |
Kj = 8966-exp(-118333/RT)
KIJ; = 14912-exp(-114243/RT)
KIII= 3024>exp( -78757/RT)
K [nm/Vs], R = 8 314 J/mol-K

| Zircaloy-4|
= 7888-eXp(-lU433/RT)
= 11602-exp(-110784/RT)

KII]C= 6148-exp( -87679/RT)
II

Figure 9 UOa/ZrlNb and U02/Zry-4 reaction zone growth as a function of
reciprocal temperature

Nevertheless from the measured data it is possible to make following
preliminary considerations

Suppose, that the [ot-Er(O) +(U,Zr)l layer (Zone I) corresponds to the amount
of the dissolved DO pellet (as assumed for Zry-4) As the measured Zone I
in ZrlNb is thinner than that in Zry-4, the UO /ZrlNb reaction should be
slower and the concentration of uranium in the (U.Zr) layer should be lower
On the opposite side, the thickness of the Zone III is approximately the
same (or slightly lesser) than in Zry-4 and we know, that the mean
concentration of oxygen in oc-Zr(O) and ß-Zr in ZrlNb is higher than in
Zry-4

When we accept the assumption, that the nearly same thickness of the
Zone III indicates approximately the same quantity of oxygen in both alloys,
then the thickness of the [a-Zr(O) +(U,Hr)l layer is not in accordance with
the dissolved thickness of U0_ and the original UO /ZrlNb interface cannot
be located between the [a-Zr(O) +(U,Zr)l and (U.Zr)3.

On the basis of the above mentioned discussion it is evident, that the
original UO_/ZrlNb interface is probably not located between the layers
[a-2r(0) +(U,Zr)l and (U.Zr) at reaction times, when the ZrlNb disk was not
saturated with oxygen At present, we have not any information about the
development of reaction layers after consumption of the ß-Zr This could
also answer the question, which reaction is faster

Here we would like to repeat that the considerations based on the Hofmann's
results after consumption of the ß-Zr and on the calculations
of the maximal possible dissolution of UO pellet (limited by the saturation
of oc-Zr(O) with oxygen) indicates that the original interface between the
UO- pellet and ZrlNb (or Zry-4) is not located between the [oc-Zr(O) +(U,Zr)]£ a
and (U,Zr) This is also supported by the measured diameter of the DO
pellet after saturation of the cladding with oxygen, reported in [29]

Further experimental work will be focused on the measurement of oxidation
kinetics on specimens with thinner ZrlNb and Zry-4 disks (=< 0 71 mm) and on
electron microprobe examinations of the reaction layers
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Figure 10 Thicknesses of the reaction zones II and III are nearly
the same for both alloys (1400°C, 15 min).



Figure 11 Thicknesses ratio of the first two zones (I/II) is
different (1200°C, 150 min).

6. CONCLUSIOKS

This paper presents our opinions and experience on the computer modelling of
the high-temperature oxidation of Zry-4 cladding and the UO /Zry-4 chemical
interaction. It seems to be reasonable to reanalyse some previously defined
assumptions or shortcomings involved in the diffusion computer models:
- More precise modelling of the ZrO scale.
- Firmly defined boundary concentrations on the interfaces of the (U,2r)

layer in the adjacent oc-Zr(O) layers.
- Reevaluate the location of the original DO /Zry-4 interface.

- Modification of the Stefan equation to ensure more accurate mass balance
at the layer boundaries.

- Independent determination of the oxygen diffusion coefficient in the cubic
region of the ZrO .

- Quantification of the error arising with application of equilibrium
boundary concentrations in transient conditions.

It is necessary to finish the first part of our experiments on the UO„/ZrlNb
and UO_/Zry-4 chemical interaction. The achieved experimental results are
expect to help us answer some of the above mentioned questionable aspects.



APPENDIX

Dissolution limit of UO pellet in a solid as-received Zircaloy-4 cladding
(in inert atmosphere) was calculated for the following geometry (considered
unity length) Pellet - outer diameter 9 11 mm density 10 41 mg/ram

Cladding - outer diameter 10 75 mm, thickness 725 jim,
Maximum oxygen solubility - 30 at % of oxygen = 0 454 mg/mm

Maximum oxygen mass that can be absorbed by Zircaloy-4 cladding
mo= |-I10 752-(10 75-2-0 725)2]-l-0 454 = 10 4 mg oxygen

Theoretically, following mass of UO can be reduced (dissolved)

V = 10 4-2™ = 87 5 »g U02
02

The m can be expressed as theor volume fraction of the pellet FV [volX]

FV =
"pellet 10 41-Ï-9 II2-14

87 5
678 7 = 0 129 =• 12 9 vol %

As the oxygen is supplied also from the UO interior by diffusion through
the [oc-Zr(O) +(U,Zr)l / UO boundary, the FV is reduced to FV =* 9 2 vol '/.,ä £ TH
measured by Hofmann [29] The FV can be converted to a layer with thickness
S at the IK>2 surface (Du - outer UO diameter)

[Du2-(Du-2ô)2M Du2- (Dû-26)2
FV

Î.DU2-! Du'

S = — (1-yPFV) . (i-ypö~Ö92) = 0 214 mm = 214 urn

In real conditions (FV = 92 vol Y.) up to =• 214 (im thick surface layer can
be dissolved from the DO pellet
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Abstract

The physico-chemical material behavior of LWR fuel elements up to approx
2400 °C under flowing steam is described Of particular importance is the deter-
mination of critical temperatures above which liquid phases form as a result of
chemical interactions between the fuel element components and their influence
on damage propagation Both, integral experiments with 2 m long PWR and BWR
fuel rod bundle simulators containing 57 rods at the maximum (CORA Experimen-
tal Program) and comprehensive single-effects investigations, were performed

The results of the experiments show that low-temperature liquid phases form al-
ready at about 1000 °C as a result of chemical interactions of the Inconel grid
spacers with the Zircaloy cladding tube, of the absorber materials (Ag, In, Cd)
with Zircaloy, and of B/jC with stainless steel, respectively, however, extensive
propagation of these interactions over large distances occurs only above 1250°C
Beyond the melting point of Zircaloy (> 1760 °C), the metallic melt dissolves UO2
fuel under the formation of a (U, Zr, O) melt, which results m UO2 relocation
about 1000 K below its melting point The molten materials form coolant channel
blockages (crusts) on solidification Temperatures up to about 2850 °C are neces-
sary to melt down the remaining solid ceramic materials, these high tempera-
tures are not attained in the CORA experimental facility

On the basis of the experimental results and thermodynamic considerations,
three distinct temperature regimes can be defined where liquid phases are
formed in the reactor core which give rise to substantial material relocations and
different degrees of core damage Quenching of an overheated fuel element
with water from the bottom (simulating flooding of an uncovered reactor core)
imtally gives rfse to further heating of the bundle components as a result of in-
tensive oxidation of metallic constituents which is associated with the formation
of local melts and the additional generation of considerable amounts of hydro-
gen within a very short period of time

With regard to accident mitigation and accident management measures, it was
possible to prove the great importance of the three temperature regimes in
which the extent of core damage increases, as well as the particular features of
the fuel element quenching behavior by cold water The modification of certain
material combinations in the fuel elements would delay meltdown and shift it to
higher temperatures On account of low-temperature liquefaction and relocation
of the B4C absorber material (> 1250 °C) during subsequent flooding of the core
with non borated water, recnticalities may occur locally in the BWR

1 INTRODUCTION

Severe accidents may result from failure of systems designed to cope with acci
dents For example, a small leak in the cooling system, along with a temporary
failure of the emergency cooling system, may lead to core uncovering The con
tmuous heatup of the core by the decay heat of the fission products can cause
substantial damage During the early phase core degradation the fuel assemblies
are oxidized by steam and can be disfigured by mechanical fracturing and/or by
localized liquefaction due to material interactions or by melting During the late-
phase core degradation there is substantial melting of larger core regions and re-
location of molten metallic and ceramic core materials to the lower reactor pres-
sure vessel plenum The liquid phases contribute to core-melt progression and
possibly to the formation of uncoolable core configurations However, the acci-
dent at the TMI-2 reactor has shown that even melting of extensive regions of the
core does not necessarily result in an uncoolable configuration [1]

Much has been learned about the processes involved in the early-phase core melt
progression This information came from integral tests in the PBF, ACRR, NRU,
NSRR and PHEBUS test reactors, from the LOFT FP-2 test, from ex-reactor experi-
ments in the CORA fuel damage test facility, and from extensive separate-effects
experiments on significant phenomena such as material interactions [2,3,4,5,6]
Most of the available informaion on late-phase core melt progression came from
the post-accident examination of the TMI-2 core [1,7] The information available
on late-phase core melt progression is small compared to the early-phase core
melt progression and more research is needed to reduce key uncertainties, this
was the conclusion of a state-of-the-art report on m-vessel core degradation in
LWR severe accidents prepared by the OECD [6] The great emphasis on investiga-
tions of the early phase reflects the facts that research programmes have pro- -
ceeded chronologically through core degradation sequences

A better understanding of m-vessel degraded core phenomena is important a) for
the purposes of accident management, to understand the progression of the acci-
dent and the potential impact of any proposed strategies, and b) for risk assess-
ments to be able to characterize the condition of the core debris as it relates to
the various accident sequences that are being considered in a risk assessment In
general, melt progression provides an important input for all containment failure
issues For example, the quantity, temperature, physical and chemical composi-
tion, release rate, and pressure of the melt released from the reactor pressure ves-
sel and the amount of hydrogen generated and steam available all can take ef-
fect on the integrity of the containment and thus have an impact on the risk

One of the ongoing research programs into core-melt progression phenomena is
the CORA program which is described in detail in this paper

2. CORA EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

To study severe accident sequences, which imply severe fuel damage (SFD), fuel
rod bundles are heated electrically m the CORA experiments at an initial heatup
rate of about 1 K/s in the presence of steam The maximum temperatures attained
are around 2400 °C At the end of the test, the hot fuel rod bundle is either cooled
slowly by argon or by means of a quenching device which simulates cold emer



gency cooling water entering the reactor core from the bottom simulating flood-
ing conditions The conditions prevailing in the CORA tests simulate partial se-
quences of still controllable accidents or even severe accidents involving core
meltdown

The CORA experimental facility with the fuel rod test bundle m its center has
been represented schematically in Figure 1. The superheated steam from the
steam generator and superheater enters the test bundle at the bottom end. The
steam that is not consumed and the hydrogen produced in the zirconium-steam
and stainless steel-steam reactions flow from the upper bundle outlet through
two parallel condensers into a dilution chamber where the hydrogen is sufficient-
ly diluted with air to avoid the risk of an oxyhydrogen explosion. Beneath the test
bundle a cylinder filled with cold water is positioned which can be raised for
quenching the heated test bundle. Above the high temperature shield there is a
surge condenser which serves as an additional safety measure for CORA plant op-
eration in case of a system overpressure [8].

The test train consists mainly of the test bundle accommodating 2 m long fuel rod
simulators which are held in their positions by three grid spacers (two Zircaloy
spacers and one Inconel spacer) and are surrounded by a shroud. A maximum of
57 rods can be introduced into each bundle. In the 25-rod bundle 16 rods are
heated over 1 m length (Figure 1). Heating is earned out electrically using tung-
sten heating elements, which are installedin the center of the heated rods and
surrounded by annular UÛ2 pellets. The total heating power available is 96 kW
which can be distributed among three groups of heated rods. The unheated rods
are filled with solid UO2 pellets and hence correspond exactly to L W R rods [8].

The most important materials used for the fuel rod simulators are original PWR
cladding tubes made from Zircaloy-4 and UO2 pellets. Both types of fuel rod simu-
lators, heated and unheated, can be exposed to an internal pressure of up to 10
MPa so that the influence of ballooned and burst cladding tubes on the bundle
behavior at high temperatures can be studied. Moreover, the test bundles con-
tain absorber materials, an (Ag.ln.Cd) alloy for PWR tests, and B4C for the BWR
tests.
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Figure 1: Main components of the CORA severe fuel damage test facility which
serves to study the fuel element behavior up to 2400 "C. Bundle cross-
sections with configurations of the heated and unheated fuel rods and
absorber materials for BWRs and PWRs (small and large bundle cross-
sections).



The advantages of the CORA out of-pile experimental facility include, above all,
the accessibility of the test bundle after testing The high temperature shield can
be lowered and the bundle can be viewed in the "frozen" condition without re-
quiring any manipulation whatsoever In this way, the danger of the mechanical
impact on heavily embrittled components and their post test fragmentation can
be avoided

Manifold and comprehensive test instrumentation makes it possible to study the
progression of the bundle damage thoroughly as a function of temperature For
instance, the temperature in the test bundle is measured by means of high tem-
perature thermocouples and two-color pyrometers The composition of the gas,
especially the hydrogen content in the test atmosphere, is determined by quadru-
pole mass spectrometry Employment of so-called videoscopes (video cameras
with an optical system for observation through the pressure vessel and the insula-
tion material on the fuel rod bundle itself] allows the development of damage of
the bundle to be continuously recorded on video and on photographic films

For off-gas on-line analysis two quadrupole mass spectrometer systems are avail-
able The gas probe for the first system is installed at the upper end of the test
section Gas samples are continuously taken during the test and diluted with inert
gas m a special chamber m order to avoid condensation problems They are then
transported through a capillary tube to the analyzing system under a pressure
gradient maintained by use of a roughing pump at the inlet chamber of the mass
spectrometer (MS) The gas samples for the second MS system are also continu-
ously taken in the mixing chamber This is located downstream of the condenser
of the CORA off-gas system, therefore a dilution step in this analyzer system is not
required In order to get quantitative results especially for the hydrogen produc-
tion, which indicates the amounts of metal oxidation and steam consumption,
both mass spectrometer lines have to be carefully calibrated with respect to the
relative sensitivies for the gas species of interest Ar, HjO, Hj, CH4, CO and CÛ2,
This is done by use of special calibration gas mixtures For quasi-simultaneous and
continuous analysis of the different gas components the best settings for the spe-
cial mass peaks are selected and the peak intensity is read in sequence, periodical-
ly, for the different species Corrections to the calculated partial pressures of the
gas components in the CORA off-gas atmosphere are based on the known values
of system pressure and argon supply rate

3. TEST PROGRAM AND OBJECTIVES

The CORA program currently provides a total of 21 internationally coordinated
tests with UO2 bundles (Table 1) To be able to investigate the differences in dam-
age sequences in the cores of pressurized water reactors and boiling water reac-
tors, the test bundles have been designed appropriately This applies also to the
configuration of the rods with the different absorber materials (Ag,ln,Cd) and
B4C The arrangement of the fuel and absorber rods in the PWR can be seen in
Figure 1 for a small and for large fuel rod bundles The BWR core cell design of
the CORA bundle is illustrated in Figure 1 for the large bundle only

Table 1. CORA test matrix Up to now 14 PWR and BWR related tests have been
performed under different boundary conditions

Test
No

2

3

5

12

16

15

17

9
7

18

13

29*
31*
30*

28*

10

33*

27

25

26

24

32*

Max
Cladding
Tempera-

tures

- 2000-C
- 2400°C
- 2000°C
- 2000°C

- 2000°C
- 2000°C
- 2000°C
- 2000°C

< 2000°C

< 2000-C

- 2200-C

- 2000°C
=• 2000°C

=- 2000°C
« 2000°C

- 2400-C

- 2000°C

- 2400°C

» 2000°C

» 2000°C

- 2000-C

- 2000°C

Absorber
Material

-
-

Ag, In, Cd
Ag, In, Cd

B4C
Ag.ln.Cd

B4C
Ag, In, Cd
Ag. In ,Cd

B4C

Ag, In, Cd

Ag, In, Cd
B4C

Ag, In, Cd
B4C

Ag,ln,Cd

B4C

B4C

B4C

B4C

B4C

Ag, In, Cd

Other Test
Conditions

UO2 refer , inconel spacer
UO2 refer , high temperature

PWR-absorber

quenching
BWR-absorber

rods with internal pressure
quenching

10 bar system pressure
57-rod bundle, slow coolmq
59-rod bundle, slow coolmq
OECD/ISP, quench initiation

from high temperature
pre-oxidized

slow initial heat-up (-03 K/s)
slow initial heat-up (»0 2 K/s)

pre-oxidized
very high temperature,

lower part of bundle in H2<D
dry core conditions, no steam

flow
very high temperature

lower part of bundle m H2Û

10 bar system pressure
fast heatup, quenching
steam-rich conditions,

quenching
quenching from the top

Date of Test

Aug 6,1987
Dec 3, 1987

Febr 26, 1988

June 9, 1988
Nov 24, 1988
March 2, 1989
June 29, 1989
Nov 9, 1989

Febr 22, 1990
June 21, 1990

Nov 15,1990

April 11, 1991
July 25, 1991
Oct 30, 1991

planned for 1992

planned for 1992

planned for 1992

Initial heat-up rate = 1 0 K/s, Steam flow rate, PWR 6g/s, BWR 2g/s,quench
rate (from the bottom) « 1 cm/s
* further proposed experiments



The objectives of the CORA program are to investigate out of pile the integral
material behavior of PWR and BWR fuel rod bundles up to about 2400 °C
Of interest are the
a) oxidation behavior and the critical temperature at which the temperature es

calation starts as a result of the exothermal Zircaloy/steam interaction
b) fragmentation of embrittled fuel rods, particularly during cooldown and wa

ter quenching, characterization of the resulting debris,
c) onset of liquid phase formation due to chemical interactions of bundle com-

ponents such as fuel rods, absorber materials, spacer grids, and stainless steel
structural materials with each other,

d) influence of liquid phases and molten components on bundle damage pro-
gression,

e) extent of UÛ2 and ZrU2 dissolution by molten Zircaloy or a-Zr(O) ,
f) relocation and solidification behavior of liquid materials,
g) extent of bundle blockage formation,
h) coolability of the damaged fuel elements by simulating a rising water level,

quench behavior,
0 timing and magnitude of H2 generation,
j) development of material behavior models in combination with CORA and sup-

porting separate-effects tests,
k) quantification of safety margins presently existing in the safety systems of op-

erating reactors, and to explore possibilities of ending a high-temperature
transient before it can lead to an uncontrolled core meltdown,

I) performance of out of pile reference tests with the possibility to study many
parameters for comparison with the limited number of in-pile experiments in
the ACRR, LOFT, NRU, PBF, PHEBUS reactors and theTMI-2 accident [2]

The CORA experiments have been performed under various boundary conditions
The parameters which have been varied are maximum temperature, system pres-
sure, initial heatup rate, rod internal pressure, steam supply, termination of the
test (slow cooldown or water quenching), bundle size, chemical conditions of the
bundle components (as-received, pre-oxidized)

The completed and planned CORA experiments are listed in a chronological order
of performance according to the changing requirements in Table 1 The table
shows that by February 1992 a total of 14 experiments have been performed suc-
cessfully with different boundary conditions The CORA-2 and CORA-3 tests had
been planned as reference tests using no absorber material to observe the fuel
rod/cladding interactions as well as the interactions of the Inconel spacer grid
with the Zircaloy-4 cladding material Test CORA-3 was carried out as a high-
temperature experiment (max temperature about 2400 °C) Typical PWR absorb-
er materials (Ag,ln,Cd) were inserted in the CORA Sand CORA-12 test bundles to
evaluate the effects of absorber material on core damage Moreover, CORA-12
was the first PWR test irîwhich the hot bundle was quenched by cold water, simu-
lating core flooding conditions CORA 16 was the first test involving BWR materi
als, without quenching, to study the interactions that occur between the B4C ab-
sorber material and the stainless steel of the absorber rod cladding of the control

blade and then the interactions of the stainless steel from the blade with Zircaloy
from the channel box walls and the fuel rod cladding CORA 17 was the first BWR
test with quenching In the CORA 15 bundle all rods, except the two absorber
rods, were exposed to a high internal pressure in order to study the influence of
ballooning and bursting of the fuel element cladding tubes on the material be-
havior of the bundle In CORA-9 a higher system pressure (rod external pressure)
of 1 MPa was simulated to cause the cladding tubes to collapse onto the fuel The
CORA 7 and CORA-18 tests were the first PWR and BWR experiments, respective
ly, involving a larger number of fuel rods (57 and 48, respectively, compared to 25
and 18 for the smaller bundles) They served to study the axial and especially the
radial melt distribution and the formation of crusts (blockages) The large bundle
tests CORA-7 and 18 were terminated below 2000 °C to obtain more information
on the chemical composition of the intermediate interaction products and relo-
cated molten materials CORA-13 was a PWR test which was quenched from a
higher temperature than that m the test CORA-12 CORA-13 was selected as an In-
ternational Standard Problem (ISP-31) by the OECD/CSNI CORA-29 was the first
PWR test with pre-oxidized bundle components The max ZrU2 layer thickness on
the cladding outer surface was about 12 pm CORA-31 was the first BWR test with
a much lower initial heatup rate of about 0 3 K/s, compared to about 1 K/s for all
the other previous tests, to study the fuel rod bundle (core) behavior for a severe
accident initiated from a shutdown power plant CORA-30 was an analogous PWR
test with an even lower inital heatup rate of 0 2 K/s

4 TEST SEQUENCE AND POST-TEST EXAMINATION OF THE BUNDLE

The test sequence can be broken down into three phases During the initial 3000 s
the bundle is heated with argon, which has been preheated to approx 600 °C m-
the steam superheater Within the time interval of 3000 s to approx 5000 s elec-
tric power is supplied which increases linearly with time from 6 kW to a pre-
determined maximum value to achieve the intended heatup rate (usually 1 K/s)
Beginning at 3300 s superheated steam of approx 550 °C (2 g/s for the BWR type
of bundle and 6 g/s for the PWR type of bundle) is fed into the test bundle in addi-
tion to argon (8 g/s) With the acceleration of the exothermal Zircaloy oxidation
the temperature begins to escalate at about 1100°C and reaches heatup rates up
to 20 K/s The test is terminated by reduction of the electric power and simulta-
neous interruption of the steam supply Cooling of the test bundle proceeds ei-
ther slowly in flowing argon or quickly by quenching with cold water

After the test the degraded bundle is carefully inspected and photographed The
bundle is then cast into epoxy resin for preservation of geometry and, after disas-
sembly from the test facility, it is cut to prepare transverse and longitudinal bun-
dle sections The subsequent preparation of metallographic micrographs is the
prerequisite for a more detailed investigation of the manifold material interac-
tions between the components of a LWR fuel element Besides the light-optical
examination of the microstructures, analysis of the chemical compositions of the
reaction products formed and of the solidified melts is of particular importance
Using a scanning electron microscope, energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) and wave-
length dispersive X-ray (WDX) analyses are made [9] The results provide informa-
tion on the type of chemical interactions and their extent by a comparison with
results obtained in parallel studies on single effects Moreover, an assessment of
the structures formed using information available from phase diagrams furnishes
indications of maximum temperatures which have been reached locally, the for-
mation of molten phases and their resolidification temperatures



5 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is not proposed here to present and discuss the results of the individual CORA
tests, the intention is rather to present in a more comprehensive framework the
general fuel element bundle and material behavior [5,9,10,11,12,13,14]

5 1 General Bundle Behavior

All CORA experiments exhibit a similar post-test appearance in the upper part of
the test bundles Partial to complete oxidation and embnttlement and/or frag
mentation of cladding as well as of fuel takes place This is also true for the kind
of cladding deformation known as "flowering" which is mainly to be found in the
upper regions of the bundles (see 5 4 2 ) In addition, extensive liquefaction
and/or melting of the different bundle components takes place The liquid phases
relocate from the upper to the lower part of the bundle In contrast to the upper
regions, the appearance of the lower zones in the bundle is more dependent on
the presence of absorber material with respect to the amount and distribution of
accumulated fragments and relocated solidified melts (blockage zones)

5 2 Macroscopic Appearance of the Bundle after the Test

The macroscopic post-test appearance of the CORA-5 test bundle is presented m
Figure 2 as an example This is a PWR test bundle with one central (Ag,ln,Cd) ab-
sorber rod, two Zircaloy-4 grid spacers and one Inconel grid spacer The maximum
measured cladding temperature was about 2000 °C Wide-spread destruction of
the test bundle, along with severe oxidation of the Zircaloy cladding tubes, the
formation of metallic and ceramic melts, which solidify at different axial eleva-
tions and give rise to bundle blockages of different sizes, can be recognized The
micrographs of cross-sections prepared at different axial elevations of the bundle
make the extent of damage clearly visible The lower cross-section (208 mm)
shows clearly the original fuel rod and absorber configuration consisting of 16
heated and 8 unheated fuel rods as well as one absorber rod with a Zircaloy guide
tube At the same time, relocated metallic melts, some of them attacking the Zir-
caloy cladding material chemically, can be recognized The upper cross-section
(853 mm) shows a cut through the Zircaloy grid spacer plane The cladding mate-
rial has almost completely melted down, dissolving some of the solid UÛ2 fuel
Some of the solidified melt can be found again in the central bundle zone (408
mm) where strong oxidation of the cladding material can be observed The still
metallic portion between the ZrU2 layer andUO2 had melted and relocated, the
annular cavities formed are clearly visible (Figure 2) [14]

Reaching higher temperatures, as in test CORA-3 (about 2400 °C), resulted in very
severe damage of the fuel rod bundle with extended UÛ2 fuel and ZrU2 dissolu-
tion by molten oxygen-poor Zircaloy beyond about 1760 °C, the melting point of
Zircaloy-4 (Figure 3) The liquefied and molten materials (including UÛ2) relocat-
ed and formed a complete blockage of the bundle cross-section on solidification
in its lower part (Figure 3, longitudinal section 70 - 170 mm) Both, metallic and
ceramic molten materials were detected The microstructures of the solidified
melts indicated U02 fuel dissolution by molten Zircaloy to various extents Part of
the metallic melt relocated within the bundle, even down to its bottom (Figure 3,
cross-section elevation 20 mm) and had melted the cladding and dissolved some
of the UÛ2 fuel [9] The metallographic structures seen m the destructive post test
examination of the CORA tests correspond very closely to those obtained in TMI-2
core fragment and core bore examinations [5,7,15] and by m pile experiments [2]

The material behavior of a large BWR test bundle (CORA 18) during a high
temperature transient can be recognized in Figure 4 which shows some micro-
graphs of cross sections taken at different axial elevations of the bundle, the
average measured bundle cross-section temperatures are indicated too The bun
die consisted of 48 fuel rods and contained a B<]C absorber blade in its center, sep
arated by two Zircaloy channel box walls (Figure 1) The maximum temperature
reached during the test was about 1900 °C The micrographs exhibit a complete
destruction and relocation of the absorber blade and channel box walls in the up
per half of the bundle The absorber blade is liquefied at around 1250 °C due to
chemical interactions between B4C and stainless steel [12] The B/iC/steel melt at-
tacks chemically and dissolves the Zircaloy of the channel boxes and fuel rods The
liquefied and molten materials relocate to the lower (colder) bundle region and
form bundle blockages on solidification The upper BWR bundle half is free of any
B4C [16] The small bundle BWR tests showed the same material behavior as for
the large bundle test

5.3 Temperature Escalation

The mital heatup of the bundle is determined by the electric power input to and
the heat losses from the bundle The critical temperature above which uncontrol-
led temperature escalation takes place due to the exothermal zirconium/steam
chemical interaction crucially depends on the heat losses from the bundle, i e on
bundle insulation With the good bundle insulation in the CORA test facility, tem-
perature escalation starts between 1100 and 1200 °C giving rise to a maximum
heating rate of 20 K/s The maximum temperatures attained are usually about
2000 °C The oxide layers formed set limits on the temperature escalation due to
the rate-controlling oxygen diffusion processes through the ZrO2 scale, and the
complete consumption of the available steam (steam starvation) The tempera-
ture escalation starts in the hotter upper half of the bundle and oxidation fronts
subsequently migrate from there in both upward and downward directions [9]

5.4 Zircaloy Cladding Behavior

5 4 1 Oxidation of the Cladding

In general, the oxidation behavior shows a strong dependency on the axial tem-
perature profile, dividing the bundle into different zones Below 0 15 m the clad-
dings are slightly oxidized whereas in the middle and upper parts a nearly com-
plete oxidation is found In the middle the oxidation is often stopped by relocat-
ed melts which solidified at the cladding surface In the upper part the oxidation
is stopped by lack of unoxidized material due to melting and release of the inner
metallic Zircaloy layers At other positions in this region the oxidized cladding is
composed of an outer ZrU2 layer, which has been formed below the melting
point of a-Zircaloy and an inner oxidized part, which was formed after release of
the melt The thickness of the oxide scales shows a variation from one rod to an-
other at the same elevation as well as an azimuthal variation at each rod [17] The
ZrO2 layer thickness on the outer cladding tube surface is given for each remain-
ing cladding as a function of axial elevation in Figure 5 for the PWR tests CORA-2,
-5, and -12 Quenching of the hot test bundle CORA-12 caused the additional oxi-
dation seen at around 0 2 and 09m, respectively, in the axial profile of the oxide
layer thickness, compared to CORA-5 [17]
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Figure 5. Oxide layer thicknesses on the Zircaloy cladding outer surface Compari-
son of the average values between CORA-2, CORA-5, and CORA-12 Ver-
tical bars indicate the range of measured values [17]

542 Cladding Tube Destruction

The most obvious effect of cladding tube destruction observed in the CORA tests
is the so-called "flowering" (Figure 2) As a consequence of oxide growth stresses
and the presence of azimuthal temperature differences, axially oriented cracks
are formed along the hottest side of each tube This splitting opens the tube for
the internal access of steam Internal oxidation gradually accelerates, by which
the tube flattens under bending stress and continuing growth of the axial split
[5] This rough description of the flowering effect requires refinement, since most
probably there are different mechanisms, which have to be distinguished, and
which may dominate the process at different temperatures A preliminary esti-
mate of 1600 - 1800 °C is given as total range of the "flowering" deformation
modes At higher temperatures the double-sided oxidation of bare cladding resi-
dues is accompanied by embnttlement, fragmentation and conversion to ZrO2
These fragments contribute to rubble bed formation

543 Melting of the Cladding Material

After attainment of the melting point of the Zircaloy cladding material at about
1760 "C and/or of oxygen-stabilized a-Zr(O) at approx 2050 °C the Zircaloy melt
flows over large distances, starting from locations where the ZrU2 oxide layer on
the external cladding tube surface might be penetrated due to chemical and/or
mechanical effects However, the longer a simultaneous contact of Zircaloy with

ZrO2 on the cladding tube surface and the fuel exists, the more the UO2 dissolu-
tion predominates, because it proceeds faster than the dissolution of ZrOa [5]
The cladding integrity can be destroyed far below the melting point of Zircaloy by
eutectic interactions with Inconel grid spacer or absorber materials (stainless steel
or absorber alloy) resulting in liquid phases at temperatures as low as 1250 °C
The liquid phases (melts) mainly relocate in form of "rivulets", which wet the fuel
rods to a varying extent depending on their metallic or ceramic nature and collect
on solidification as part of a blockage A film-flow type of melt relocation down
the rods was not observed, free falling of droplets was an additional contribution
to melt relocation

5 5 UÛ2 Fuel Dissolution

Vigorous chemical interactions take place between the metallic melts from the
cladding material and the solid UÛ2 pellets In this way, the UÛ2 is chemically liq-
uefied at about 1000 K below its melting point (2850 °C) while forming a (Zr,U,O)
melt [5] UO2 liquefaction gives rise to an increased release of fission products
and initiates a mechanism of "low temperature" relocation of the UO2 fuel m the
reactor core The (Zr,U,O) melts formed solidify m cooler zones as metallic cooling
channel blockages (crusts) or are transformed due to interactions with steam,
into ceramic (Zr,U)O2 masses All CORA tests have made evident the considerable
dissolution of the UÛ2 pellets m the upper bundle zones [9,14] Whereas at the
maximum temperatures achievable purely ceramic melts cannot yet be formed,
the relocation of the melt with high uranium and oxygen contents can be ob-
served, in the process of solidification the melts decompose into ceramic phases
with metallic phases as secondary constituents (Figures 2, 3)

5.6 Fuel Fragmentation

Residual fuel pellets often remain as free-standing columns, being held together
by Zry melt penetrating into the dishing volumes (Fig 3) (the annular pellets of
the simulator rods are stabilized also by the tungsten heater rods) By thermal
shock, mainly during the cool-down phase of the test, crack systems grow within
the pellets Coarse fragments are observed in all tests, whereas fine fragmenta-
tion into fuel powder was identified only locally and did not occur in all tests The
basis for an interpretation is not sufficiently developed Powder fragments com-
parable m dimensions to the gram size of the pellet material, indicate that inter-
granular decohesion has taken place The effect is obviously the result of pellet
attack by metallic Zry melt, that has a low oxygen potential, which proceeds by in-
filtration mainly along the gram boundaries under the formation of hypo-
stoichiometric fuel During cooldown, the hypostoichiometric UÛ2 x decomposes
into stoichiometric UÛ2 oo ar>d additional metallic uranium Later on, oxidation of
the metallic uranium and the resulting volume expansion would destroy the pel-
let

5 7 Grid Spacers

5 7 1 Inconel Spacers

The Ni base alloy Inconel 718 reacts with the Zircaloy cladding material forming a
eutectic According to separate-effects tests, the first liquid phases occur from



1000 "C onward, and above 1250 °C they cause rapid liquefaction of the Inconel
spacer and part of the Zircaloy cladding [11,18] Only small quantities of Inconel
(or stainless steel) are necessary to dissolve large quantities of Zircaloy ZrU2 lay
ers present on the Zircaloy surface delay the eutectic interactions with Inconel
and shift melting down of the grid spacer and the Zircaloy cladding towards high-
er temperatures but are unable to prevent it However, in all cases Inconel lique-
faction due to the reaction with Zircaloy takes place below its melting point
(1450 °C) [11,18] It was possible to observe this liquefaction directly in the CORA
experiments, melting down was completed within a few seconds The zirconium
rich melt generated severely damaged the fuel rods around the spacer grid éleva
tion The melt produced in this interaction was found to have been distributed
over the whole lower half of the bundle and some of it was collected in the zone
of the lowest grid spacer

572 Zircaloy Spacers

The chemical behavior of the Zircaloy spacers differs clearly from that of the In-
conel spacers Depending on the local temperature history, deformation, crack
formation, fragmentation, melting and conversion of the Zircaloy to ZrU2 are ob-
served The upper grid spacers positioned in the hot bundle zone undergo mainly
partial melting and contribute - together with the molten Zircaloy cladding - to
the liquefaction of solid UÛ2 The lower, colder grid spacers preferentially act as
"material catcher" for solid and liquid bundle components and thus exert a major
influence on the development of cooling channel blockages (crusts)

5 8 Behavior of (Ag.ln.Cd) Absorber Material

The influence exerted by the temperature on absorber rod failure is of consider-
able interest For PWR absorber rods consisting of (Ag,ln,Cd) absorber material,
stainless steel cladding and Zircaloy guide tube, premature failure was clearly ob-
served [13,20]

The (Ag.ln.Cd) absorber material melts at approx 800 °C and initially remains
within the stainless steel cladding tube without chemical reaction with steel be-
cause the system is thermodynamically stable Due to an eccentric location of the
absorber rod within its Zircaloy guide tube or due to ballooning of the stainless
steel cladding by Cd vapour pressure, a contact is established between Zircaloy
and the steel components, and different eutectic melts are formed between 1200
and 1400 °C, i e below the melting point of the stainless steel cladding (1450 °C)
This is the moment when the (Ag.ln.Cd) absorber melt starts to relocate On one
hand, the gap between the cladding and the guide tube is being filled, on the
other hand, the material flows out into the cooling channels and downwards and
there it reacts with the cladding tubes of the fuel rods In the hottest (upper) re-
gions of the bundle the absorber structures are completely lost, in the cooler
(lower) regions thm-walled oxidized outer ZK>2 shells of the Zircaloy guide tube
are preserved, which are able to confine some absorber melt (Figure 2) The relo-
cated absorber melt is distributed over large zones, it contains Zircaloy and steel
components The melt is formed similarly to the Zircaloy claddmg/lnconel grid
spacer melts (eutectic reactions), and is observed in the same range of tempera-
ture This melt also contributes considerably to premature damage of the fuel
rods at "low" temperatures In the presence of (Ag.ln.Cd) absorber material with-
in the bundle two blockage zones develop as a result of solidified melts The mam
constituents of the metallic melt that relocates first and solidifies at low tempera-

tures are (Ag,ln,Zr,Fe,Cr,Ni) with the cadmium portion in the melt heavily re-
duced due to evaporation The other zone is ceramic consisting mainly of a solidi
fied (U.Zr.O) melt in the form of (Zr,U)U2 [20] Due to the differences in solidifica-
tion temperature, the two melts are stratified with the ceramic material overlying
the metallic material (Figure 2)

5.9 Behavior of B$C Absorber Material

Boron carbide (B,}C) is used as absorber material in BWRs In experiments with
B4C, absorber material damage propagation starts upon melting of the two-
layered stainless steel cladding at approx 1250 °C Melting of the steel is prompt-
ed by the eutectic interaction with the B$C absorber material The failure tem-
perature of 1250 °C, which is clearly below the melting temperature of steel (ap-
prox 1450 °C), results from the formation of eutectic melts originating from the
steel constituents (Fe.Cr.Ni) and boron on one hand, as well as carbon on the oth-
er hand Single-effects investigations have shown that first liquid phases develop
from approx 1000 °C upwards, rapid liquefaction occurs above 1250 °C [12].

Both, the boron carbide/steel melt formed and the melt constituents react eutec-
tically with the coolant channel wall made of Zircaloy, giving rise to Zircaloy liq-
uefaction around 1250°C The Zircaloy channel walls are found finally to be com-
pletely dissolved, except at the upper and lower bundle ends However, the later-
al melt distribution rarely proceeds beyond the first row of fuel rods The Zircaloy
cladding material of the fuel rods is liquefied, too, well below its melting point of
1760 °C The result of this lowering of this melting point is the beginning of UOj
dissolution at "low" temperatures As a result of the axial and radial melt reloca-
tion processes, coolant channel and absorber channel blockages develop in the
bottom part of the bundle

5.10 Influence of Quenching

Although the electric power supply was shut off, quenching of the hot bundles by
water resulted m a renewed temperature rise at the top of the bundle, in addi-
tional hydrogen generation and caused further fragmentation Even some fur-
ther meltdown of material in the upper bundle regions was observed on video re-
cordings while the quench water rose due to the additional exothermic Zr/steam
interactions and the resulting high temperatures

The water entering the bundle and the developing steam cause a thermal shock
on the embrittled materials, generating new surfaces The steam reacts with the
metallic components of the newly formed surfaces, and, as a result of the exoth-
ermal Zr/H2U reaction, local temperature escalations take place again The addi-
tional hydrogen formed at this point in time is quite considerable, i e up to about
80 % of the total hydrogen [19] In the LOFT experiment FP-2 the percentage of
hydrogen generated during the ref lood was also approx 80 % [3]

The comparison of the quantitative data on hydrogen production measured be-
tween the BWR-related tests CORA-16 (without quenching) and CORA-17 (with
quenching) in Figure 6 shows a remarkable hydrogen peak during the flooding
phase of CORA-17 A similar behavior in the hydrogen response is to be seen m
PWR related tests Hydrogen generation caused by oxidation of UO2 was not
found [19]
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Figure 6: Hydrogen generation measured during the BWR-type tests CORA-16
without quenching and CORA-17 with quenching Quenching (flood-
ing) of the hot bundle results in a remarkable hydrogen peak

5.11 Hydrogen Generation

The results from the CORA tests support the conclusion that hydrogen generation
during severe accidents will continue, assuming a sufficient steam supply, up to
complete consumption of the available Zircaloy and stainless steel One of the
mechanisms which are moderating hydrogen generation is the removal of hot
materials from the high temperature oxidation zone into a cooler zone Because
some material relocated from the high-temperature region to the steam-cooled
region, hydrogen generation continued during the tests, until either termination
of the test or complete consumption of the available unoxidized Zircaloy and
stainless steel Reflood of the hot bundle (quenching) resulted in an additional
strong hydrogen generation as described m section 5 10

5.12 Influence of Bundle Size

The larger fuel rod bundles (CORA-7 and CORA-18) with 57 and 48 fuel rods, re-
spectively, compared with 25 and 18 fuel rods, respectively, in the smaller bun-
dles, did not show any different material behavior [16] In general, similar phys-
ical and chemical phenomena were observed as in the smaller bundles Tempera-
ture escalation started at about 1200 °C and continued even after shut-off of the
electric power, as long as steam was available The (Ag,ln,Cd) absorber rods or
B4C absorber blades failed at around 1250 °C and initiated the damage progres-
sion within the bundles After the tests, the upper parts of the bundles were free
of any absorber material This material had relocated to the lower, i e cooler,
part of the bundle It can be concluded that CORA bundles of the normal size,
which are easier to handle and simpler to evaluate, are already large enough to
be essentially representative for the damage of a real fuel element

5.13 Influence of Heat-up Rate

The only CORA experiments performed so far with lower heat-up rates of 0 2 K/s
and 0.3 K/s, respectively, (CORA-30 and -31) compared to 1 K/s demonstrated
clearly that no temperature escalation took place The chemical interaction ener-
gy evolved caused only an increased heatup rate between 1200 and 1800 °C of
about 1 K/s The oxide layer which has formed on the cladding outer surface dur-
ing heatup delays the chemical interactions between Zircaloy and steam since the
diffusion of oxygen through the ZrO2 layer is the rate-determining step The Zir-
caloy will be almost completely oxidized, or at least converted into a-Zr(O), be-
fore reaching the melting point of oxygen-poor (as-received) Zircaloy at about
1760 °C. As a result, smaller UÛ2 fuel liquefaction by molten Zircaloy will take
place, this means reduced fission product release rates and it requires much high-
er temperatures (= 2850 °C) before UÛ2 melting and relocation occurs The pre-
liminary post-test examinations of the bundles CORA-30 and -31, however, show
that the bundle degradation only seems to have been slightly modified, com-
pared with the behavior in the other CORA tests with heatup rates of about 1 K/s

5.14 Influence of Pre-Oxidation

A pre-test of CORA-29 (PWR), in which the bundle was held at roughly 750 °C for
2 5 h, resulted in the formation of up to 12 urn thick ZrU2 scale on the cladding
surfaces The desired thickness of 25 pm was not reached, since the expected



breakaway transition did not occur [5] In the main test the pre-oxidized bundle
did not show any significant difference to comparable tests without pre-
oxidation The temperature excursion developed without any delay or any reduc-
tion in heat-up rate The hydrogen evolution started with roughly 100 s delay, but
the integral release was high and even exceeded the value obtained, for m
stance, in CORA-15 No unusual absorber rod meltdown was observed, although
it is known, that the euetectic melt formation by interaction beween Zircaloy and
stainless steel is delayed and moderated with increasing thickness of pre-existing
oxide layers Obviously the thin layers did not have a protective effect pro
nounced enough to be detected or effective up to the high temperatures The fu-
ture destructive post test analysis, might give further information

5.15 Influences of Fuel Rod Internal Pressure and Increased System Pressure

Rupture openings of ballooned and burst cladding tubes, which, m case of a low
system pressure accident scenario, are formed far below the present temperature
level of present interest and which allow early steam ingression, have similar con-
sequences as those described above The overall picture of fuel rod destruction,
however, was not found to have changed significantly in test CORA-15 in which
the fuel rods had been under internal pressure, except that the damage was con-
fined to the top half of the bundle

An increased system pressure of roughly 1 MPa was applied in the test CORA-9
compared to 0 22 MPa m all the others However, clad collapse did not occur over
the full length of the fuel rods and the clad "flowering" was neither prevented
nor detectably modified Most important for this test was the increased heat loss
from the bundle, which must be connected with the increased enthalpy in the
test section and the smaller velocity of the atmosphere at elevated pressure

5.16 Parameters of Future CORA Tests

With CORA-28 a BWR bundle will be exposed to steam in a pré-test m order to ob-
tain scales of about 80 pm thickness on the Zry-structures This is done to simulate
the oxidation after a prolonged fuel element service life In the mam test the ef-
fect of this pre-oxidation, especially on the absorber blade degradation, is to be
studied

With CORA-10 the behavior of a hot PWR core region in direct contact with a wa-
ter pool at constant elevation is to be studied The expected effects are melt
quenching in water, massive steam evolution, and crust formation above the wa-
ter level

A similar test (CORA-27) is planned for a BWR bundle, in which the water level
will be lowered continuously In this test re-melting within an already formed
crust and repeated melt relocation might take place

CORA-33*, another BWR test, will be performed without introducing steam into
the bundle, whereas some evaporation from the quench cylinder will take place
The test is to simulate "dry core conditions" of a reactor after coolant water ex
pulsion during fast depressunzation

5.17 Separate-Effects Tests

To be able to describe m detail the integral material behavior of the test bundle
subjected to a temperature transient the results of separate-effects studies must
also be discussed These results regarding the temperature dependence of the re-
actions and the chemical composition and microstructure of the reaction products
formed in that process are important to explain the observed final condition of
the bundles and the approach adopted in post-test examinations [10,11,12,13]

The kinetic results of the separate-effects tests performed are summarized in Fig-
ure 7 The reaction zone growth rates for important LWR core material couples
are plotted versus the reciprocal temperature The chemical interaction rates vary
over several orders of magnitude The fastest interactions occur between Zircaloy
and stain less steel, (Ag,In,Cd) alloy and Zircaloy, and Zircaloy and Inconel 718 For
each material couple a critical temperature exists above which rapid and com-
plete liquefaction of the specimens occurs In all cases these critical temperatures
are well below the melting points of the individual materials As one can recog-
nize, liquefaction of the materials, including DO; fuel, can occur well below
2000 °C. Oxide layers on the surface delay the chemical interactions, but cannot
prevent them [5.9,10,11,12,13]

6. MAJOR RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A temperature escalation due to the zirconium-steam reaction starts in the
upper, i e hotter bundle half at about 1100 °C and propagates from there
downwards and upwards The maximum heatup rates and maximum tem-
peratures measured are approx 20 K/s and 2000 °C, respectively

At the higher test temperatures of 2400 °C, compared to 2000 °C, larger
amounts of molten material are produced so that the blockage zone in the
lower bundle region is clearly larger The formation of a distinct crust con-
sisting of metallic material was observed, on which the metallic and ceramic
melts formed later accumulated

The hydrogen production depends on Zircaloy and steam availability, and
on heatup rate, extent of Zircaloy pre-oxidation, maximum bundle tempera-
ture, and cooldown conditions (slow cooldown or quenching) Hydrogen
generation continues at temperatures above Zircaloy liquefaction or melt-
ing

Core melt progression is a non-coherent stage-by-stage process that results
in melting and liquefaction of materials mainly due to eutectic interactions
at different temperatures often far below the melting points of the compo-
nents

The composition of the melts is different at different formation tempera-
tures and times

Control rod materials can separate by liquid relocation processes from fuel
rod materials at temperatures as low as 1250 °C (early melt relocation)
Therefore, reflood water must be sufficiently borated to avoid recnticality
and power generation during early phase core degradation, that means,
prior to the disintegration of the core into a rubble bed
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Figure 7: Comparison of the total reaction zone growth rates of different LWR
reaction couples There exists for each material couple a critical tem-
perature above which rapid and complete liquefaction of the specimens
takes place

Significant molten UÛ2 relocation can begin at the Zircaloy melting tem-
perature of about 1760 °C, that means about 1000 K below the melting
point of UÛ2 The low-temperature early fuel relocation is important for the
release of fission products and the redistribution of decay heat sources in a
damaged core

Reflood (water quenching) of a damaged core can fragment oxidation-
embrittled Zircaloy cladding, fracture solidified once-molten materials
(blockages), induce locally a renewed temperature rise and strong addition-
al hydrogen generation Accident management strategies must consider the
consequences of reflood phenomena

The results of the integral CORA tests and of separate-effects tests allow the
definition of three temperature regimes in which large quantities of liquid
phases form which cause fuel rod bundle (core) damage (Figure 8)
-» 1200 -1400 °C: localized core damage
-» 1800 - 2000 °C: extended core damage
-» 2600 - 2850 °C: total core destruction

The extent of damage depends on the initial heat-up rate and the maximum
temperature reached Accident management measures which delay the core
uncovery result in smaller initial heat-up rates of the core and, hence, in a
reduced formation of liquid phases up to about 2600 °C (Figure 8)

The present knowledge of early-phase core melt progression provides a bet-
ter understanding of the physical and chemical processes contributing to
the degradation of a reactor core with increasing temperature (for exam-
ple, the TMI-2 accident) and provides a reasonable basis for code develop-
ment and validation

For BWR core material behavior in severe reactor accidents, the use of other
materials (B4C/Zircaloy) instead of the present ones (B^jOstainless steel)
would result m a greater flexibility for accident management measures, be-
cause meltdown would be delayed m time and shifted to higher tempera-
tures

It can be summarized that the CORA experiments and single-effect investigations
have contributed substantially to the understanding of the material behavior in
reactor accidents The comparison of the out-of-pile CORA test results of material
behavior with the results of in-pile experiments [2] as well as the results of the ex-
aminations of TMI-2 specimens, some of which were analyzed m the KfK Hot Cells
[15], show very good agreement Moreover, the CORA experiments have pro-
vided new findings on damage initiation and propagation in LWR fuel rod bun-
dles These findings are of particular importance regarding possible accident
management measures

The experimental results showed a great number of interlinked chemical and
physical phenomena that control early-phase core-melt progression The under-
standing of the evolution of damage initiation and progression and their causal
mechanisms is often more advanced than the corresponding analytical descrip-
tions (computer models) of the complex material behavior According to a recent
study [6] the present codes used for severe accident analysis are still in the devel-
oping stage and need further effort to be able to describe a severe accident with
confidence For example, the modelling of the low-temperature liquefaction pro
cesses and quenching effects is not yet included in most computer codes
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Abstract

A large programme including a series of m pile PHEBUS-SFD tests and the development of the
ICARE2 code is being conducted in France to analyse Severe Fuel Damage phenomena occurring on PWR type
fuel rods under severe conditions Six tests were performed in a temperature range of up to 2800 K to study
different rod degradation phenomena until the relocation of the melts. One of the most significant degradation
processes is the UO2 interaction with metallic Zircaloy and the resulting failure of the cladding surface ZrOj
layer by the U O-Zr melt formed These phenomena were observed in different conditions of pressure and
oxidation in the PHEBUS SFD C3 + and B9 + tests leading to different types of fuel cladding interactions and
melt relocation The ICARE2 code, developed in conjunction with the experimental programme, is capable
of simulating the UO2 dissolution by solid Zry, the UO2 and ZrO2 dissolution by the U O Zr melt, the
saturation of the melt and its relocation after the cladding failure

This paper describes and compares different models related to fuel cladding interactions Comparison
with the PHEBUS C3+ and B9+ results are presented and discussed Conclusions are drawn regarding the
current need for data and model improvements

1 INTRODUCTION

A large programme is presently being conducted in France by the "Institut de Protection et de Sûreté
Nucléaire" of the CEA to study Severe Fuel Damage (SFD) accidents in PWRs The in pile PHEBUS SFD
tests were performed at Cadarache to study the fuel degradation on a 21 fresh fuel rod bundle in different
conditions of temperature (up to 2800 K) and oxidation This first series will be continued with the PHEBUS
FP programme which is to be performed using highly irradiated fuel rods to study Fission Product (FP) release
and transport in more severe damage conditions in temperatures of up to - 3200 K.

A parallel effort is also devoted to developing the SFD ICARE2 code designed to calculate reactor
core damage progression [1] Validation activities have been earned out using mainly the PHEBUS SFD
results Recently the ISP28 was performed with the PHEBUS B9+ test devoted to the study of the fuel
liquefaction by molten Zircaloy (Zry) located between the fuel pellets stack and the outer ZrO2 layer of the
cladding [2] Shortcomings and weaknesses in code modelling have been identified mainly concerning the
phenomena related to UO2 dissolution by the U O Zr melt

Fuel dissolution by Zry has been observed m steam starved conditions as an important degradation
factor in a number of other separate effect tests [3,4,5,6] and in different integral experiments such as CORA
and PBF This phenomena was probably responsible of a large part of the observed core liquefaction in the
TMI2 accident

Important consequences of PWR accidents are the following
The chemical interaction between fuel and molten Zry occurs more than 1000 K below the melting
point of the fuel (3 100 K)
The resulting U O Zr melt, can break the external ZrO2 layer The melt relocation leads to flow
blockages in the colder lower part of the core
Fuel liquefaction leads to a rapid increase of FP release

This paper deals with the modelling and prediction of fuel dissolution The dissolution kinetics
proposed by Hofmann [3 4] (interaction with solid and molten Zry) and Kim [5 6] (interaction with molten
Zrv) art taken into account in the ICARE2 V2 code These models are described and compared using simplified
conditions Code to data comparisons with the PHEBUS C3 + and B9 + results are presented and discussed
along with some sensitive calculations on key parameters governing the fuel cladding interaction

FUEL DISSOLUTION PHENOMENA AND MODELLING

2 I Phenomenology

The cladding fuel interaction starts around 1300 K when a good solid fuel cladding contact exists
Due to the oxygen uptake by the Zry cladding, a metallic U Zr alloy forms between two oxygen stabilized a
Zr(O) phases in the inner part of the cladding [3] This interaction occurs as rapidly as the steam Zircaloy
oxidation When the melting temperature of Zry is reached (from 2030 to 2250 K depending on the oxygen
content) a more significant chemical dissolution occurs simultaneously with UO2 and the ZK>2 external layer
When observed separately, the UC<2 dissolution is a more rapid and extensive process than the ZrO2 dissolution
The complete solubility of UO2 according with the a Zr(O) - UC*2 phase diagram is within the range of 16-25
UO2 mole % between 2300 K and 2650 K but more than 80 UO2 mole % can be dissolved in the melt at
2700 K before forming a mixture with solid (U, Zr) O2.x particles

In fact, fuel dissolution can be limited by different factors such as the solubility limit of oxygen or
uranium in the U O Zr melt or, in the case of a reactor, by the failure of the external ZrCVj layer which leads
to the relocation of the melt The initial cladding oxidation content is an important factor with competing
effects A higher oxidation level means less available non oxidized Zr and higher oxygen content in the melt
which are, as explain later, two important limiting factors On the other hand a thicker ZrO2 layer tends to
maintain the melt in place for a longer tune until the dissolution of the ZK>2 decreases its thickness under a
threshold failure value Finally, oxidation conditions in the surrounding atmosphere should decrease the pick
up of oxygen from the inner UOj and the corresponding dissolution process Only steam starved conditions
are considered in the next sections

22 ICARE2 modelling

Reduction of VO2 by solid Zry
Hofmann's experimental investigations [3], performed m the temperature range of 1173 to 1973 K show

that a good contact between UCb and B-Zr leads to the appearance of 3 layers in the cladding
[(a Zr(O) + U Zr), U Zr, a Zr(O)] This chemical interaction is oxygen diffusion-controlled and can be
modelled using parabolic kinetic correlations giving the evolution of the 3 layer thicknesses The Arrhenius
formulation of the kinetic constant indicates that the UO2 reduction by solid Zry becomes significant beyond
1300 K

In the code modelling, as the U Zr eutectic properties are not introduced, this alloy is assumed to be
a mixture of UO2 and Zr The two a Zr(O) layers are imposed to be Zrg gOg 2 to take into account the oxygen
from the reduction of UO2 inside the pellets Moreover, the interaction is stopped as soon as the initial 6-Zr
has disappeared In reality this event occurs only when the two a Zr(O) layers are saturated in oxygen The
application of parabolic formulations is relevant in only special conditions (semi infinite medium, constant
temperature) but this approach is always used in the code even when these conditions are not fulfilled. This
model is called the "Hofmann/S" model in the next part of the paper

Dissolution of UO2 by molten Zry
Several experimental investigations have been performed concerning UO2 dissolution by molten Zry

Hofmann s work [4] in the temperature range from 7773 to 2523 K for 2 to 60 mn, Kim Olander's work in the
temperature range from 2173 to 2473 K for 2 to 3 mn in a first set of tests using horizontal crucible surface [5]
and for 15 s to 10 mn in a second set of tests using vertical cruable surfaces [6] Despite the different apparatus



size, both works are alike because they involve tests with molten Zry put inside a UO2 crucible in similar
isothermal and non-oxidizing conditions.

The findings of Hofmann are that the dissolution process becomes mainly oxygen diffusion-controlled
after an initial incubation period of 56 s characterized by a rapid dissolution until the UO2 concentration in
the melt CjjO2 reaches a value noted C* (JQ2- The tests were performed with an initial oxygen-free Zry leading
to a C UO2 equal to 0.358. However, in actual situations, the initial Zry can be pre-loaded with oxygen which
should lead to a lower value for C (JO2 than in the oxygen-free case. So the following general expression for
C*UO2 k implemented in the code modelling : C*ijo2 = °-358 C" UO^C'HjCK- For a 8"*° temperature,
the UO2 concentrations C°ijO2 a"«1 <^VVO2 are computed from the ternary U-O-Zr phase diagram
introduced in the code. C^rjO2 corresponds to the saturation of the UO2 concentration in a melt initially
composed of oxygen-free molten Zry (crossing point of the solubility limit curve with the tie-line Zr-Uj/3O2/3),
and C*ijo2 1*35 tne same definition as the previous one but considering the tie-line Zri_wOw-Ui/3O2/3 on
which theactualU-O-Zrmeltis located (Fig. 1). The evolution of CjjO2 K finally computed, after the incubation
period, from the following equation

The Hermann's work shows that the incubation period terminates when the solid (U,Zr)O2-x compound
precipitates in the melt (beginning of the diffusion-controlled phase). The large value for the activation energy
B indicates that pure oxygen diffusion is not the only driving force of the dissolution. In fact, a mechanical
disintegration of the UO2 grains near the attacked surface enhances the fbfn'fa' interaction by increasing
the contact surface area between UO2 and the melt. This loss of cohesion is explained by the precipitation of
liquid U in UO2 grains boundaries. There is no indication of saturation being approached in these experiments,
in spite of the presence of solid UÛ2 grains [4]. In the code, a saturation limit is considered as it should be
expected from the ternary phase diagram

tie-Urn« for «eparated
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FIGURE 1 : SCHEME OF THE TERNARY PHASE DIAGRAM U-Zr-O AT A GIVEN
TEMPERATURE. C°UO2. CWUO2. CmZrO2, C°ZrO2 ARE DEDUCED FROM THE
INTERSECTION OF TIE LINES WITH THE SOLUBILITY LIMIT IN D, B, E AND F
RESPECTIVELY

The conclusions drawn by Kirn and Olander are similar to the previous ones concerning the post tests
metallurgical analysis while the explanations dealing with dissolution mechanisms and kinetic driving forces
are different. The dissolution phenomenon is found to be mainly U or O diffusion-controlled in case of the
attack of a horizontal UO2 surface [5] whereas for a vertical UOj surface (same conditions as in [4]), the
interaction becomes convection-controlled since the U, O and Zr concentrations are homogeneous in the melt
[6]. An initial incubation period, is exhibited in the convection-controlled experiments. As in [4], a large amount
of UO2 is dissolved during this period which terminates when a porous-like two phase region, composed of
(U,Zr)O2-x and liquid U-O-Zr, appears near the UO2 surface. Then the dissolution slows down until the U
concentration reaches the saturation value C$ in the mek. The proposed Arrhenius formulation in [6] for this
measured solubility limit with initial oxygen-free Zry is : G;=a.exp - (b/RT) (a=1200, b=150.5 Id/mole). Only
one experimental result is given involving initial Zry containing 6 wt % oxygen at 2373 K. As expected, the
saturation limit is lower than in the oxygen-free case at the same temperature. So, the following extrapolated
C*s, based on this restricted experimental information, is proposed in the code modelling : C*s = a exp - (b
+ 30633 * Co)/RT, where Co is the oxygen mass fraction in the initial Zri.v/Ovf. This solubility limit is
bounded by the solid domain of the U-O-Zr phase diagram. The general validity of this formulation should
be checked by additional experiments performed at several temperatures and involving Zry pre-loaded with
oxygen.

The formalisms proposed in [5] and [6] have been adopted to calculate the evolution of the U
concentration in the melt as follows

Cu -
dC„
___

for diffusion-controlled (horizontal UO2 surface or Raleigh number < 1000) and convection-controlled
dissolution processes respectively. K and K* are function of the geometry and of the melt properties, D is the
U diffusion coefficient, C^j is the solubility limit and t is the time.

Finally it is assumed that when the Zry reaches its liquidas temperature, the melt is kept in place forming
an uniform annul us around the fuel pellets. A close contact is always considered and internal relocation of the
melt is prevented inside the gap between the fuel and the cladding. In the next part of the paper the models-
of UO2 dissolution by 'Molten* Zry are called "Kim/D" (diffusion), "Kim/C* (convection) and "Hofmann/M"
models. When the Kim/C model is chosen, the calculated Raleigh number determines the period during which
this model is considered. For values lower than 1000 the Kim/D model is considered.

Dissolution ofZrC>2 *X molten Zry
The Hofmann's experimental work concerning ZrO2 dissolution by molten Zry has been considered.

Conclusions are similar to those concerning the UC"2 dissolution [4]. The process is also diffusion-controlled
after a short initial incubation period of 14 sec corresponding to a rapid dissolution of ZrO2 up to a concentration
of 0.233. So, the same form of parabolic equation is proposed after the incubation period. Moreover, the ZrO2
concentration at the end of the incubation period is estimated by C*ZrO2 ~ "-233 CmzrO2Ä '̂zrO2> in order
to extrapolate the experimental results obtained with initial oxygen-free Zry. For a given temperature, CmZrO2
is the ZrO2 solubility limit on the tie-line Zri_mUm-Zri/3O2/3 in which the actual U-O-Zr melt is located.
The case m = 0 corresponds to the experimental conditions.

The ZrO2 and UO2 dissolutions are calculated simultaneously during a time step. Each process is
treated independently, whereas the coupling is done by checking if the U-O-Zr melt reaches the solubility limit
whose consequence is to stop both chemical interactions. This solubility limit C^i can be chosen by the user
to be either the U-O-Zr phase diagram Liquidas Boundary (LB), or the solidus one, or the Kirn-dander's
limit C s. This choice governs the maximum amount of UO2 and ZrO2 that can be dissolved in the melt

Cladding failure criterion and relocation of molten materials
The cladding failure mechanisms of the outer solid ZK>2 layer retaining the unoxidized liquid portion

of the cladding are not well known. This crust may fail due to the combination of mechanical effects (loading
and embrittlement) and chemical effects (ZrO2 dissolution by molten Zry). The melt can then relocate stopping
the fuel dissolution at the breach elevation.



In the calculations it has been assumed that the mechanical effects alone can be modeUized by a failure
criterion based on a temperature and a ZrC>2 thickness condition (T > T* and e < e*). The failure parameters
T* and e* are user-specified values. Only liquid mixtures may flow downwards along the intact structures and
freeze on them as soon as their local temperature becomes lower than the solidus temperature of the mixture.

23. Comparisons of the ICARE2 models of UO2 dissolution by molten Zry

Comparative calculations have been performed using simplified geometries in order to compare the
different models of UCH dissolution by molten Zry, particularly different dissolution rates and solubility limits.
The simultaneous UCH and ZrC>2 dissolution has also been investigated.

The geometry consists of a molten Zr or Zrfl 700.3 layer, 0.6 mm thick, held in contact with UO2
on one side. The simultaneous ZrC>2 dissolution can be studied by adding a ZrO2 layer in contact with the
mixture in (be other side. The calculations have been done at an uniform and constant temperature of 2373 K.

UO2 dissolution by molten Zr or Zrg_ 700.3
The calculated dissolved mass of UO2 (wt %) in the melt using the Kim/D, Kim/C and Hofmann/M

models are shown in Fig. 2 and 3 for oxygen-free and oxygen-saturated Zry. The Hofmann/M model has been
used with the UO2 solubility limit supposed equal to the LB in the U-O-Zr diagram. This value is calculated
by interpolation through different pseudo binary phase diagrams. The Kim/D and C models were used with
their saturation limits C$ and C s.

For each model the Coal fuel dissolution is given by the associated saturation limit which depends
significantly on the oxygen content of the melt. In the Hofmann/M model the UO2 concentration at the end
of the incubation period decreases when oxygen content increases but the following fuel dissolution kinetics

is unchanged. In the Kim/D and C models the dissolution rates decrease when the oxygen content increases.
The overall effect on the UCb dissolution of the initial oxygen content of Zry is more important in the Kim/D
and C models used with their own solubility limits.

In all the cases the total amount of UO2 that can be dissolved is rapidly obtained in less than 230 s.
This saturation value is consistent with the solubility limit chosen (Fig. 4, 5). The solubility lirait is one of the
most critical parameter governing the fuel dissolution but few information on the actual value are available.
The experimental and extrapolated U concentration limits Cj and C s differ from the LBs of the pseudo binary
phase diagrams. Kim has shown that differences between the limits are due in his experiments to the oxygen
supplied from the fuel crucible walls (reduction of UO2 to UO2-x)- Taking into account this effect which
reduces the UO2 solubility in the melt, the solubility limits Cj and C*s are consistent with the LBs at 2373 K
[6]. The reduction of the UC>2 and ZrO2 of the surrounding walls is not considered in the code.

The sensitivity of the UO2 dissolution with the temperature is also shown in Fig. 2 using the
Hofmann/M model. The strong effect observed is a direct consequence of the solubility limit temperature
dependence.

The calculations with the Kim/C model using the Cj and C s limits, shown in Fig. 3, is characterized
as expected by a more rapid kinetic than those of the diffusion models during the first incubation period. In
actual fuel rod geometry this model is rarely used by the code due to a too low value of the Raleigh number
calculated in the melt.

Simultaneous UO2 and ZrO2 dissolution by molten Zr or ZTQJ Ogj
When UO2 and ZrO2 are dissolved simultaneously the representative point of the mixture in the

U-O-Zr diagram moves along a material balance curve AP which is nearer of the point F than in the case
without ZK>2 dissolution. This behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 6 using Hofmann/M model with LB at 2373 K.
The fuel dissolution is stopped when the material balance curve crosses the liquidus curve DPF.
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FIGURE 2 : VO2 CONCENTRATION IN
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DISSOLUTION BY MOLTEN ZR.
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FIGURE 3 : UÛ2 CONCENTRATION IN
THE MELT (WT%) DUE TO
DISSOLUTION BY MOLTEN ZR.
HOFMANN/LIQUIDUS AND KIM/C*S
CONVECTION MODELS AT 2373 K.
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The calculated dissolved mass of UÛ2 (wt %) using the two models are shown in Fig. 7 When the
ZrU2 dissolution is taken into account, significant reduction of UO2 dissolution is found ~ 60 % with Kim/D
and -30% with Hofmann model The dissolution rates calculated by Hofmann/M and by Kim/D using in
both cases LB are similar but greater than that predicted by Kim/D using C*s The influence of the ZrU2
dissolution depends on ihe rate of the UC>2 dissolution The slower is this rate the greater is the limiting effect
on the final UC>2 dissolution

3 CALCULATIONS OF THE PHEBUS CSD C3 + AND B9+ TESTS WITH ICARE2 V2

The PHEBUS facility mainly consists of a driver core supplying the test train with nuclear power
The 21 PWR type rods of the bundle of 13 m long and 08m active length are arranged in a 5 * 5 array with
corner rods removed [7] The bundle is surrounded by an insulating shroud with a Zry octagonal inner liner
to simulate the cladding of a third ring of fuel rods Two Inconel spacer grids are located at 014 and 0 66 m

The C3 + and B9 + tests were performed to study different fuel cladding interactions in steam starved
conditions after a first initial oxidation phase Calculations have been performed using the ICARE2 V2 Modi
code with the same bundle modelling 3 kinds of rods - Central Rod (CR) 1st Ring Rod (1R) 2nd Ring
Rod (2R), 10 anal meshes of constant size on the active length The reference elevation is the bottom of the
active length The cladding failure is supposed to occur when T* > 2 300 K and e* < 300 n m Adjustments
of the radial heat losses through the shroud were made in order to calculate as correctly as possible the initial
cladding oxidation and the thermal behaviour of the rods These parameters are very important because they
define the conditions of the interactions such as the quantity of metallic Zry and its oxygen content, the solubility
of UCh in the U O Zr mixture, the cladding failure and the kinetics of the interactions
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31 PHEBUS C3+ test

The maul objective of this test was to study the UO2 dissolution by chemical interaction with solid
Zry in a first stage and with liquid Zry in a second stage The first oxidation phase was performed during 3000 s
with pure steam (014 kg/m2/s) at06MPatoreachalow cladding oxidation level The second phase of 11000 s
long was performed in pure He (constant flowrate of 0 03 kg/m2/s) at 3.5 MPa to obtain a good UÛ2 Zry
contact inside the non pressurized rods The heat up of the bundle was driven by several power step increases
A maximum estimated temperature of about 2 570 K was reached at the hot level (0 6 m) at 11200 s just before
the final slow cooling of the bundle obtained by power reduction

The calculated and measured inner fuel rod temperatures at the 0 10, 0 40 and 0 60 m elevations
agree well until the thermocouple failures shown m Fig 8 by arrows Above 2 200 K the calculation agrees
with the fuel thermal behaviour estimated from the shroud measurements and the Post Irradiation
Examinations (PIE) The calculated oxidation profile is shown in Fig 9 A maximum of 18 % mean oxidation
is predicted at the hot point The PIE confirm a very low level of oxidation but no significant measurement
was performed in the zone where the cladding remains in place (above 07m and under 0 OS m) because the
oxygen diffusion in the underlying metallic Zry during the He phase modified the oxidation reached at the end
of the first phase

Figure 10 shows three calculations of the UO2 dissolution Case A, Kim/D model and C*s Case
B, Kim/D model and LB - Case C, Hofmann/M model and LB The first stage of the UC*2 interaction with
"solid" Zry has been calculated using the Hofmann/S model in all the cases This interaction has been found
as a weak effect with a UO2 dissolution limited to about 2 to 3 wt % in the central zone and up to 6 wt % at
0 04 m The end of this interaction, which corresponds to the complete transformation of ß Zr in a Zr(O),
is reached sooner in the central zone than in the lower part At that moment, the final temperature reached
is greater at low elevations than in the central zone due to axial temperature differences This explains the
greater dissolutions calculated at lower elevations. At the hot level (0 6 m) the interaction begins at about
1500 s and develops up to 2900 s when the temperature reached 1650 K but at 0 04 m the interaction begins
later at 6300 s and stops at 9800 s when the temperature is 1950 K.
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When the resulting two ct - Zr(O) layers melt, the UC>2 dissolution by molten Zry begins near 10000
s in the central zone and lasts less than 300 s because the outer ZrO2 layer is too thin (max 150 M. m) to keep
in place the molten Zry for a long time during the rapid temperature increase of this phase. The usual cladding
failure criterion which has been chosen (T = 2 300 K, e = 300 |a m) stops the interaction on the temperature
condition only. The resulting additional U(>2 dissolution by molten Zry is calculated in the hot zone between
2 wt % and 7 wt % according to the models used (Fig.10). Differences between the predictions are mainly due
to the UO2 solubility limits selected. Anyway the total UO2 dissolution calculated is overestimated in
comparison with the PIE. Visual examinations of the cross sections of the bundle and microprobe analysis
showed a mean UO2 dissolution limited to 5 wt% with only local dissolutions up to 10 wt% on a few rods
between 0.4 and 0.5 m.

The choice of inadequate failure parameters could explain this overestimation for the C3 + conditions.
During the He phase, the thin ZK>2 layer could have been partially dissolved in the underlying non saturated
and solid a - Zr(O) layer decreasing its ability to hold in place the Zry after its melting. A calculation using a
lower failure temperature T* of 2260 K gives correct results with a more limited additional dissolution by
molten Zry and a total fuel dissolution between 3 and 6 % wt depending of the elevation.

The behaviour of the different cladding layers at 0.6 m illustrates the different phenomena occurring
in the cladding (Fig. 11) : the first UC»2 dissolution by solid Zry up to 3000 s, the melting of the a - Zr(O) and
U-Zr layers at ~ 10000 s, the second dissolution period by molten Zry followed, 300 s later, by the cladding
failure and the melt relocation.

The calculated final state of the bundle is shown in Fig 12. This picture is in agreement with vertical
and horizontal cross sections of the bundle which show a complete decladding of the rods between 0.05 and
0.6 m and frozen mixtures located between - 0.075 and + 0.15 m. The upper plug in this zone (flow blockage
of ~ 80 %) is a ceramic mixture of (U, Zr) O2 and ct - Zr(O) and the lower one is a metallic mixture rich in
Zr, Ni and U. The lower spacer-grid located at 0.14 m were melted and already relocated when the U-O-Zr
melts flowed down later on. The upper plug is well predicted but slightly too low with a correct channel flow
blockage of 83 % The lower plug could not be calculated because the provisional spacer-grid model was not
used.
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3.2. PHEBUS B9+ test

The main objective of this lest was to study the UC>2 and ZrU2 dissolutions by molten Zry and the
mechanical behaviour of the pre-oxidized cladding with a variable ZrOj thickness layer withstanding the inner
molten Zry. The test was performed in two phases as in C3+ test. A first but longer oxidation phase with a
constant steam flowrate of 0.8 Icg/m2/s enabled to obtain a deep axial ZrO2 thickness profile on the cladding.
At the hot point, the melting temperature of a - Zr(O) was reached at the end of this phase (8364 s). The
second heat-up phase was performed in pure He (0.2 kg/m2/s) and led to a maximum rod temperature
estimated at about 2 750 K at 13 860 s. This phase was terminated by a slow cooling. More details are given
in [2] and [7].

Comparisons between the calculation and the measurements show a global good agreement (Fig.
13,14). The final escalation of the oxidation in the hot zone observed at the end of the oxide phase is well
calculated. A total oxidation is predicted in the upper part of the bundle (0.5 to 0.72 m). PIE show that the
contact between UO2 pellets and cladding was not sufficient (external pressure of 1.9 MPa) to observe
significant interaction with solid Zry. This phenomenon was not considered in the calculations.

Figure 15 shows the mean axial profile of the UO2 dissolution by molten Zry calculated using three
different models including the Zrt>2 dissolution : Case A, Kim/D model and C*s • Case B, Kim/D model and
LB - Case C, Hofmann/M model and LB - The two last models give a correct prediction of the UÔ2 dissolution.
These calculations are in better agreement with the measurements than the previous ones obtained with the
former VI version of the code which overestimated significantly the UO2 dissolution [8] (this version did not
take into account both the ZrC>2 dissolution and the liquidas limits of the pseudo binary phase diagrams). The
Kim/D model gives more dissolution when the solubility limit chosen is LB instead of C s.

In the failure zone (032 to 0.56 m) where the dissolution is limited by the cladding failure criterion
(T* = 2300 K) the differences between Case A and B are consistent, for temperatures lower than T*, with the
pseudo binary diagrams Zr-UO2 an('a • Zr(O) - UO2 (Fig. 4, 5) considering that these diagrams are still
representative of the local conditions.

No dissolution was predicted near 0.7 m (Fig. 15). At this level, a complete oxidation was calculated
in agreement with the local ZK>2 measurements but in contradiction with some significant UCb dissolution
observed locally on a few rods. It is thought that local dissolutions could have occurred at the end of the
oxidation phase during the 150 s period of the temperature escalation during which the remaining metallic
Zry was molten and able both to dissolve the fuel and to be oxidized by the external steam. A second explanation
could deal with the remaining metallic Zry at the end of the oxidation phase located in the colder upper part
of the rods that could melt during the He phase and relocate internally into the slight ballooned cladding of
some rods enabling locally efficient dissolution in steam starved conditions.

The calculated UC>2 and ZrO2 dissolution front starts at 10 500 s in the upper and hotter part of the
bundle (0.52 m) where oxidation is not complete and moves downwards following the Zry melting front up to
0.28 m at 13 500 s. At each elevation the interaction develops according to the local conditions affecting the
process : temperature, quantity of metallic Zry, oxygen content. The limitation of the interaction depends on
the local solubility limit in the melt but also on the cladding failure of the outer Zrt>2 layer. The first rapid
dissolution rates which are included in the Kim/D and Hofmann/M kinetics lead to predict an initial fuel
dissolution increase up to either the cladding failure or the UOj solubility limit ( 60% of the total fuel dissolution
in less than 60 s ). In the latter case the UC>2 dissolution rate becomes slower and quite only driven by the
evolution of the UO2 solubility with the temperature.

In the three cases the failure zone is always predicted around mid-bundle (0.4 m) : axial extent of
0.16 m on each ring for cases A and B - axial extent of 0.24,0.16 and 0.08 m for CR, 1R, 2R rods for case C.
Differences on the dissolution of the ZrO2 lead to fulfil or not the failure thickness condition and to find
different failure zones between case C and the first ones.

The calculated final states of the bundle (cases A and B) show a similar trend to that deduced from
PIE [2] (Fig. 16). A main ceramic plug including a - Zr(O) and (U-Zr) O2-x phases located between 0.16 and
0.28 m is shown by PIE. This plug was predicted at slightly too low an elevation with a flow channel blockage
of 31 % instead of 23 % in the test. It has been calculated as resulting from just the fuel dissolution. A second
and lower metallic plug rich in Zr, Ni and U was found around 0.05 m. The lack of spacer grids in the modelling
did not enable its prediction. The cladding disappearance zone observed for inner rods between 0.28 and 0.50
m and up to 0.56 m for external rods is also correctly predicted.
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33. Sensitivity calculations on B9+

Uncertainties in some key parameters concerning the UO2 dissolution have been checked with
ICARE2 using Kim/D model and by taking LB as the solubility limit

Cladding temperature
Thermocouples fail above the melting temperature of Zry To check the temperature effect on the

UC>2 dissolution the rod temperatures have been increased by 100 K m the He phase ( overestimation of the
estimated uncertainty ) In the 0 48 - 0 64 m zone the increase of the UO2 dissolution by 40 % leads to
overestimate the measurements (Fig 17) This sensitive effect occurs in spite of the low UÛ2 solubility
dependence with the temperature above 2650 K according to the pseudo binary phase diagram» (Fig. 4, 5)
This UO2 dissolution increase results of the mass increase of the U-O-Zr melt due to the ZrOj dissolution.
This unexpected result could be due to an incorrect interpolation of the local solubility limit because of a too
poor knowledge of the U-O-Zr diagram in this zone The other UO2 dissolution increase at 03 m is due to
the additional melting of the a - Zr(O) layer (only the thin ß Zr layer melted in the base case) which increases
the molten Zry quantity responsible of the dissolution The resulting cladding failure was not observed at this
elevation

Cladding failure criterion
It is doubtful that just one general failure criterion is valid in all the temperature and ZrO2 thickness

conditions as shown in comparing C3+ and B9+ results This criterion defines both the anal extent of the
failure zone and, at each level, the duration of the dissolution and its magnitude A calculation has been
performed with T* = 2 500 K instead of 2 300 K. The effect on the mean dissolution of the 69+ bundle is
limited to a slight increase of the local dissolution (Fig 17) No effect was found on the anal extent of this
zone due to a too deep anal temperature profile in the central zone of the bundle Increasing the thickness
limit e from 300 u m to 500 n m would have had more effect on this zone, extending it upwards as it was shown
in [8] but without local effects in the mid bundle dissolution prediction

ZrU2 dissolution
During this UC>2 dissolution, the simultaneous ZK>2 dissolution leads both to a reduction of the

ZrCH outer layer and to an increase of the O content in the melt The latter effect reduces the solubility of U
as shown by Kim [5,6] The more O available in the U-O Zr mixture, the closer is the saturation point to point
"F in Fig 1 and smaller is the U content

The effect of ZrC>2 dissolution has been checked with ICARE2 by comparing the B9 + results with
and without this model (Fig 18) In the central zone (03 to 0-56 m), the UO2 dissolution is decreased by 30 %
when ZK>2 dissolution is considered A reverse and unexpected trend is calculated at 0 6 m on the 2R rods in
spite of a slight decrease of the UO2 content in the melt This trend results also of an important U-O-Zr mass
increase in the UO2/ZrO2 gap as it was observed at the same level in the previous sensitivity calculation
performed with a 100 K temperature increase

Considering the overall calculations performed taking into account the simultaneous UO2 and ZiOj
dissolution it has been found that significant ZK>2 thickness reduction could be obtained, up to 60 % of the
initial one This reduction is mainly sensitive above 2 650 K where the large discontinuity in the UO2 solubility
limits (Fig. 4,5) could lead to more than 80 mole % of UC>2 content in the U-O-Zr melt In that case ICARE2
calculations show that there is a significant aa^ simultaneous increase of ZK>2 dissolution which reduces the
ZrO2 thickness layer under the failure limit value e Tbc UO2 dissolution is then stopped by the cladding
failure and the melt relocation before reaching the high solubility zone of the phase diagram
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4. CONCLUSION

Separate effect tests have led to a good understanding both of the individual mechanisms involved
and of the key parameters influencing the fuel liquefaction in steam starved conditions Based on the Hofmann
and Kim data banks, obtained in a limited range of possible conditions, more general analytical models have
been developed and introduced in the ICARE2 code taking into account the UC>2 dissolution by solid Zry,
the simultaneous UC>2 and ZK>2 dissolution by molten Zry, the saturation of the melt and the cladding failure



Comparative calculations between models and comparisons with the PHEBUS C3 + and B9 + results
enabled us to identify the influence of each phenomenon [he consequences of some options and uncertainties
in the modelling of the UO2 dissolution

Fuel dissolution by solid Zrv is a weak effect leading m favourable conditions such as in C3 + to a mean
UO2 dissolution of a few wt% The complete transformation of the ß Zr phase into a Zr(O) has two
important consequences the cladding embnttlement and the reduction of the UCH solubility for the next
interaction with molten Zry
Fuel dissolution by molten Zry is a more important phenomenon Kinetic models of Kim/D and Hofmann/M
based on diffusion processes are adequate enough to simulate the first and rapid part of the interaction
These two models give similar results when used with the same fuel solubility limit in the melt
The limiting factors of the fuel dissolution are just as important as the kinetics fuel solubility limit in the
melt, ZrO2 dissolution and mechanical failure of the cladding

The solubility limit is of crucial importance and depends strongly on the oxygen content in the melt
The choice of the hquidus boundary of the U O Zr phase diagram gives reasonable predictions of the B9+
results But loo little data exists on the U O Zr phase diagram at temperatures above 2300 K to interpolate
correctly the solubility in all the possible conditions between the known pseudo-binary diagrams This could
lead to unphysical dissolution results

Simultaneous Zrf>2 dissolution is a significant process which reduces both the UO2 solubility and
the mechanical resistance of the outer ZK>2 layer The latter effect can prevent high U(>2 dissolution that
could be potentially obtained above 2650 K.

The mechanical cladding failure model determines the axial extent of the failure zone, the local fuel
dissolution and the amount of relocated material This model is often limited as in the ICARE2 code to a
simple criterion based on user specified parameters such as a temperature plus a ZrO2 thickness limit As
shown in comparing the C3+ and B9+ results, a unique criterion does not exist There is a lack of data to
develop a mechanistic model or define a more general cladding failure condition

The modelling of the fuel cladding interaction with the ICARE2 code gives correct results of the
C3 + and B9 + tests but modelling assumptions and recommendations still remain to verify and confirm on an
extended data base involving different conditions

Further improvements of the fuel rod dissolution and failure modelling require additional separate
effect tests with rod representative geometries in a more extended range of conditions such as higher
temperatures, Zry pre loaded with oxygen and oxidizing conditions These tests should also include pre cracked
UO2 pellets representative of high burn up fuel
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Abstract

Samples taken from the melted core of the Three Mile Island Unit 2
(TMI 2) Reactor have been investigated as part of a co-ordinated acci-
dent evaluation programme Samples included fuel rod segments, clad-
ding, melted core rocks and debris from the reactor

Specimen microstructure was determined by electron optical examina
tion and analysis (SEM-EDX) of sample surfaces and their polished
cross sections, along with microprobe analysis Gamma spectroscopy
and some fission product release experiments were also carried out

The molten core specimens had no residual structure and were uniform
ceramics of VO^ZrOz in intimate mixture, oxidised ferrous phases
from steel components were also present

Gamma spectroscopy of the core rocks indicated volatile fission pro
ducts such as 137Cs, l°6Ru and '54Eu, were still present (no 129I or no
ble gases were detected) despite the high temperatures they had under
gone

Examination of the appropriate phase diagrams suggests temperatures
for the molten core ranging from 1900 °C minimum to 2600 °C for sub
stantial periods

Outer crust or agglomerate specimens were far more heterogeneous in
structure and indicated lower temperatures of about 1400 °C and shor
ter excursion times at the edge of melted area Fuel rod segments re
moved from the reactor pile's outer limits showed very little damage
and showed how the severe overheating was largely localised in the
centre of the pile



1. Introduction

Samples were obtained from the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor
(TMI-2) core, by E G & G Idaho They were examined as part of OECD
collaboration with the US Department of Energy's TMI-2 Accident
Evaluation Programme, along with other European research insti-
tutes' participating in the collaboration.

Samples were obtained by grab sampling and boring and consisted of
i. core rocks taken from the fully molten core region
ii. agglomerate samples taken from the outer crust of the melted

core zone
iii. debris and powder lying on top of the melted crust
iv. fuel rod segments taken from the outer locations of the reactor

pile

The latest samples obtained from the relocated core material in the
lower head vessel of the reactor were not included but are the subject of
a separate investigation (VTP programme). The locations of the sam-
ples received by the specimens are located in Figure 1

The aim of the sample investigation programme was:
i. to identify the components/phases present
ii. try to establish likely reactions

estimate temperatures reached111

2. Experimental Technique

The specimens were either mounted directly for examinations and ana-
lysis of their outer or fracture surfaces by using a shielded scanning
electron microscope (JEOL JSM 35C with energy dispersive analysis
(Tracor): SEM-EDX) or they were mounted and polished (and were nec-
essary etched) for examination on the shielded optical microscope (Re-
ichart Telatom). Supplementary quantitative measurements were also
carried out by microprobe analyses (Cameca MS 46). Limited fission
product analysis was carried out on certain specimens using a) y-
spectroscopy, and gas-release analysis. Qualitative y-spectrums were

Specimens Taken From TMI-2
End-State Core Configuration For Analysis

Upper grid
damage regions

(Upper ena t-uel xoa
Segment M2 No SI

usons simples
H8 72 - 79Control

leadscrew
Temperature
range
700-1550K

Upper debris
bed
Of-PZ.J Molten Lore

SAMPLES FROM BORING
OF MOL TEN CORE

012-P2-E
012-P6-E
G12-P9-B
012-P10-A

Upper Crust
(agglomerate)
Previous molten
material
Lover Crust
(agglomerate)

Solidified
molten cora
material In
CSA

Thermocouple Junction
locations near vessel
Inner surface

Lower plenum
debris

Possible
solidified
molten material

Fig. 1 TMI-2 Reactor core samples



made of the specimens using a Ge-Li detector with a multichannel ana-
lyser.

Certain specimens were heated 2273 K (2000 °C) for 30 min. in a tung-
sten crucible of a HF induction furnace. A detachable tantalum exten-
sion to the crucible was used to condense volatile products. This was
later analysed by gamma spectroscopy, or SEM-EDX. Gaseous pro-
ducts released were analysed for xenon content with a quadruple mass
spectrometer and for 85Kr by beta counting (Nal scincillation counter).

y-spectroscopy was performed on the heated specimen before replacing
in the oven to reheat to 2773 K (2500 °C). Subsequent y-spectroscopy
then indicated the % release of the various isotopes present.

X-ray diffraction was performed on a Siemens diffractometer using
CuRa , radiation for powder samples from fuel rod segment (C7), for 2
core rock samples (G 12) and for the debris (H8-7.9).

3. Results

Results from examination of the following samples will be given princi-
pally from:
i. Core rock: G12-P9-B ( + G12-P6-E, G12-P10-A)
ii. Agglomerates: 07-P4-E (lower crust) + D8-P3-A (upper crust)
iii. Fuel rod segments: (C7 3-35)
Their location is indicated in Fig. 1

3.1 Electron-optical examination

3.1.1 Core rock (G12-P9-B)

4 samples were examined that all showed a similar structure to G12-
P9-B which will be described below.

There were three main ceramic phases evident in cross-section (Fig. 2).
Two phases were finely dispersed while the third was distributed as

equi-axed grains. EDX analysis indicated that this 'eutectic-type'
structure consisted of a U-rich and Zr-rich phase, while the third phase
consisted of Fe, Ni, Cr and Al (see Table 1). Other G12 samples yielded
generally similar analyses for the phases with variation in porosity fer-
rous content and finesses of the structure (width of the phases). Wave-
length dispersive analysis indicated all 3 phases contained oxygen so
that the major two phases were deduced to be an intimate mixture of
UOa and ZrO2, while the ferrous phase was likely to be a mixed spinel
oxide.

There were occasional metallic precipitates. These were Ag droplets
from the absorber alloy. Slight porosity was evident containing cry-
stals rich in either Fe and Ni, or Cr were seen.

Quantitative analysis (on the microprobe) indicated that there was ap-
proximately 1-2 % at. Zr in the U02-rich phase and conversely 2-3 % at.
U in ZrC>2-rich phase. Both phases appear to contain secondary precipi-
tates of the other phase. This precipitation may have occurred during
the cooling of the melt.

The ferrous phases were more variable in their composition of Fe-Ni-
Cr-Al; and is probably derived from the structural components of 304
stainless steel and Inconel, but the aluminium which is not present in
either alloy probably originated from the A^Os-B/jC burnable poison
rods.

The UC-2 and ZrU2 phases have clearly resulted from melting and oxi-
dation of the fuel rods and cladding.

3.1.2 Aggregate

07-P4-E

This sample came from the lower crust of the melted core region. At
low magnification it is very heterogeneous with both large metallic
and ceramic zones as well as porosity present; there is little of the origi-
nal structure remaining (Fig. 3).



Zr-rich phase
(grey)

U-rich phase
(white)

mixed ferrous
phase
(black)

Fig 2 SEM Micrograph of Core Rock G12-P9-B (2000x)

Table!

TMI-2 Microprobe + EDAX Analyses

Phase

Ferrous Phase

U-Phase

Zr-Phase

Element

Fe
Cr
AI
Ni
Mn
0
U
Zr
O
U
Zr
0

Specimen
G12-P10-A

EDAX

(wt%)

_

-

75
11

(13)
38
42
(20)

G12-P5-E

EDAX

(wt%)

14
25
19
7

(32)

75
10

(14)
37
42

(20)

EDAX

(wt%)

286
27 5
60
92

(287)

762
100<2)

(138)
145
61 3

(236)

G12 P9-B

ul
Micro-
probe

266
262
76
78
0 5

(313)

866
1 6

(118)

127
636

(236)

(at%)

14 1
150
84
40
03

(582)
325

1 5
(660)

2 4
31 3

(663)

NB 1) Oxygen values are obtained by
deduction from 100% of the
Quantitatively determined values for
the other elements

2) Higher EDAX value compared to
Microprobe is attributable to
interference between Zr & U peaks
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Fig. 3 Lower agglomerate 07-P4-E showing heterogeneous
metal and ceramic structure (20 x)

At least two main metallic zones could be observed Interferometry re-
vealed one of these metallic zones to have inclusions of second and
third phases The ceramic zones also appeared to be composed of at
least two phases

SEM Examination revealed the main metallic phases to be pure silver
(upto 99 % (at ) Ag) along with a two-phase iron-nickel-tm zone a ma-
trix of approx 66 % (at ) Fe 33 % (at ) Ni and a precipitate of Ni-Sn
(with some Fe) typically 65 % (at) Ni - 25 % (at ) Sn 10 % (at ) Fe The

presence of tin, which is not in the structural alloys, is probably that
from the zircaloy-4 of the fuel cladding which has a Zr-2 % (at.) Sn com-
position The silver originates from Ag-15In-5Cd (wt %) control rods
present in the reactor. The iron, nickel, and chromium originate from
either 304 stainless steel (Fe-19Cr-9Ni (wt %)) control rod cladding
etc , or from Inconel 718 (Ni-19Cr-18Fe (wt %)) reactor spacer grids

The ceramic phases were seen to be either a predominantly UÜ2 phase,
or mixed UC>2/ZrO2 phases or UC>2/ferrous oxide/ZrU2 phases The U02



grains were often noted with a rounded profile; this implies a local dis-
solution of the UÜ2 grains by the grain boundary phases (Fig 4). These
phases were analysed as mixed ferrous (Ni, Cr, Fe) oxides and ZrOz or
ferrous (Ni, Cr, Fe) oxides and UÛ2. The composition of the ferrous ox-
ide phases were variable in composition e.g. Fe-Cr only phases or Ni-Fe
only (or even pure Ni) phases at other localities.

Mixed metallic/oxidic phases were also observed by interferometry
(e.g. Fig. 5): SEM-EDX analysed a metallic silver and 60 Fe-34Ni (at.
%) phase in contact with a FeO phase. The X-ray images also showed a
separation of Ni from Cr i.e. Fe-Ni-Cr into Fe-Ni and Cr-Fe oxide
phases. This separation of Ni from Cr was also observed in the certain
molten core ferrous crystals.

D8-P3-A

This sample was located in the thinner, upper crust and displayed a
similar heterogeneous structure to the upper crust sample with large
amounts of ceramic and metallic zones. Both two metallic and ceramic
zones were multiphase although particularly intricate in structure of-
ten displaying a two phase structure that had probably formed on cool-
ing (Fig. 6). The variation in the fineness of structures indicates a more
rapid cooling at certain, outer zones of the metal phase.

Although the same general compositions were observed for both metal-
lic and ceramic zones, i.e.
i. metallic phases of Ag with In and Zr,

mixed ferrous
phase
(dark)

fine 2 phase
structure
U-rich ppte
Fe,Ni,Cr-rich
matrix

rounded UÛ2
grains

Fig. 4 Lower agglomerate (07-P4-E) showing a ceramic
zone with attacked UOj grains (480x)
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Fig. 5 Lower agglomerate 07-P4-E CuO interferommetry
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Fig. 6 Upper agglomerate 08-P3-E showing heterogeneous metallic/
ceramic areas (with 2 phase metallic zones) (188x)
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ii. a 2-phase structure of Ke-Ni intimately mixed with Ni-Sn-Fe or
'/ .n-In phases, and

i i i . u x i d i c phases of l.'O-j grains (containing Zr) showing grain
boundary attack,

more var iab i l i ty in the composition was noted. Further, the Zr was
more widespread in the Fe-based phases and In was also detected in the
Ag phases; in general more element at low concentrations were ob-
served.

Both the variability in composition and the presence of more elements
imply a shorter time at temperature or a lower temperature for the up-
per crust compared to the lower crust. However it is difficult to extrapo-
late this comparison of two results to the whole crust.

3.1.3 Fuel Rod Segment: C7 3-35

The cladding was not deformed in appearance except where it had been
sheared off. At this point a layer of columnar oxide grains could be
seen. The fracture surface also had particles that were analysed as
uranium-rich or iron-containing. Traces of caesium fission products
were also noted. The section (Fig. 7) revealed a 30 pm thick outer oxide
(ZrO-2) layer, with a 30 urn thick oxygen-rich o-Zr(O) layer beneath,
which penetrated deeper intergranularly. The inner oxide was only 10
pm thick. This indicates that the fuel rod segment had not undergone
any substantial temperature excursions in its position in the corner of
the reactor pile (see Fig. 1).

3.2 Fission Product Analysis
3.2.1 y-spectroscopy

Table 2 shows the principal isotopes detected in the samples of core
rock (G12-P9-B), debris (H8 7.3) and fuel rod segment (C7 3-35). Typi-
cally, the fission products seen are 137,134Cs, !28Sb,l06Ru (106Rh),
H4Ce (I44pr) and i55,i54Eu. 60Co was observed in the debris (probably
a steel irradiation product from the ferrous, structural metals. No 1291
was observed and 85Kr was observed in the fuel only. Slight amounts of

24iAm were also noted in the fuel rod spectrum. The most common
product was !37Cs even in the fully melted core and this retention of
certain products was particularly surprising in view of the high tem-
peratures that they must have been exposed to.

3.2.2 Gas Release

The gas release experimental results for a fuel rod sample (C7 3-35) are
given in Fig. 8 while analysis of condensa te on the tantalum extension
(to the crucible) are given in Table 2; these showed 134,137Cs, 134Eu
and 106Ru as the main volatiles along with 6°Co. Differences between

Table II
y Spectroscopy Results

Fission Products

Radionuclide
Main Peak (keV)

SPECIMEN

G-12-P9-B

03-35
(FUEL)

H8 DEBRIS 7.2
PIECE III

IV
VIII
VII

CONOENSATE (x)
FROM HEATED
G12-P9-B
SAMPLE

»'«.
60

»Co
1160

•

«Kr
514

-

»Nb
1085

-

"XftU

511

•

•

'"Cd
88

-

"Hb
463

-

•MO
569,
861

•

i»o
661

•

14«pr

696

-

""Ce
134

-

>v»Eu
1600
1274

•

'«Eu

-

(x) also a <26$n and a 15^Eu peak detected in the
spectrum

Note: No 129I was detected in these samples.
Some 22Na, *OK peaks were noted in some
samples the origin of these isotopes is not
known
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Fig 7 Cross-section of cladding of fuel rod segment C7 3-35 (400x)
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'37Cs and 134Cs were measured but variation in the origin of the radi-
ation used for detection were thought to be responsible for this appar-
ent variation in chemical behaviour.

The core bore rock G12-P9-B released very little activity: traces of
85Kr in the first stage heating upto 2000 °C (2273 K). Analysis of the
tantalum extension show that slight amounts of the more volatile fis-
sion products (!34,l37Cs) were released; 6°Co was not released. The fact
that little significant release occurs at 2500 °C indicates that parts of
the core had probably reached at least 2500 °C during the accident.

Further quantitative y-spectroscopy of the fuel rod segment C7 3-35
showed a predominant amount of l37Qs was present. Although i3?Cs
was still the main isotope in G12-P9-B it was greatly reduced (to 2 %)
compared to the fuel spectrum. However other isotopes could be seen;
these included 137CS, i06Rh (106RU), H4Eu, I44pr. y-spectroscopy on
the soluble, UC>2-rich phase of G12-P9-E sample compared to the spec-
trum of the residue of ZrOg-rich phases also showed the fission pro-
ducts had mainly remained in the UÛ2 phase. Nevertheless some iso-
topes had partitioned into the ZrU2-rich phase (e.g. 60Co) (Fig. 9).

Comparison of this core sample with core samples from other institutes
show that considerable differences in fission product concentrations ex-
ist; indicating a variability in local fission product retentions.

3.3 X-ray Diffraction

A table of results is shown below for debris (H8), core rock (G12) and
fuel sample (C7). UO2 was the main compound detected, while some
ZrO2 was also present in one core rock sample. The lattice cell param-
eter for the UU2 was calculated and then the oxygen-to-metal (0/M) ra-

tio was estimated using an experimentally determined correlation be-
tween the oxygen-to-metal (0/M) ratio and the lattice cell parameter
(a). These are given below:

Specimen

Fuel rod segment C7 3-39

Debris H8 7.9

CoreRockG12-P9-B
Core Rock G12-P10-A

Unit Cell
Parameter of

UO2/A

5.4682

5.4687

5.4530

5.4519

O/M Ratio of UO2

2.04

2.03

2.14

2.14

TMI C7 3/35
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Fig. 8 % release values of fission products after heating to
a) 2000 °C, then to
b)2500°C
of an undamaged fuel sample of TMI-2 reactor core (C7 3-35)



TMI-2 Y Spectroscopy : 2
G12-P9-B Core rock

Refluxed 18h at 95°C in
10M HN03 . 001M NH4F
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Fig. 9 Semi-quantitative y-spectroscopy of the TMI-2 core rock (G12-P9-B) for
1) the soluble fraction (UÛ2 phase)

2) the residue (ZrOa phase)

nium dioxide phase of the core is still hyperstoichiometric. This indi-
cates that the conditions were oxidising during most phases, or during
the final phases. This implies H2 evolved from steam oxidation of the
Zry cladding did not remain in, or substantially react with, the molten
core.

4.

4.1

Discussion

Reactions

The principal reactions that appeared to have occurred are summar-
ised in Table HI. These are:

1. Melting and interaction of the zircaloy cladding with the UÛ2
fuel to produce an intimate eutectic-type structure of ZrO% or
UÛ2 (with some mixed ferrous oxide phases) in the fully melt-
ed core.

2. Melting of the stainless steel and Inconel structural materials-
and formation of a mixed ferrous oxides in the fully melted
core. Interactions have occurred with the molten cladding to
dissolve the Sn from the zircaloy. These appear as (Ni-Sn)/(Fe-
N) phases in the agglomerate crust. Separation of the Ni from
the Cr has also occurred.

The fuel rod confirms that this low burn-up fuel (0.5 % at.) has only a
slight deviation from stoichiometry. Debris (H8 7.9) also appears to
contain little altered U02 fuel.

The core rocks appear to contain hyperstoichiometric UO2.H. However
the effect of the Zr content of UC>2 phase as well as radiation damage
has to be accounted for. Radiation damage at low burn-up is expected to
be slight and Zr content alters the lattice parameter at the rate of
Aa = 0.0032A/at. % zirconium [1]. If the zirconium content is as low as
indicated by microprobe analysis (1.5 % at Zr) and no significant oxida-
tion has occurred in the grinding then it can be assumed that the ura-

3. Melting of the silver (Ag-15In-5Cd) control rods and cladding
with loss of the volatile In and Cd components (although some
In was still found in some crust areas). The silver was dis-
persed in both the melted core and the ferrous phases. The ma-
jor part of the Ag appeared to associate with the metallic fer-
rous phases.

4. The dissolution of the A^Os-IUC burnable poison rods and the
dissolution of the AlaOs in the ferrous oxide phases of the fully
melted core (not in the agglomerate). The fate of the boron has
not been determined.



Table III
Summary of structural changes of the TMI-2 core

materials during the accident
Component

Fuel

Cladding
Control Rod
Cladding.

End fittings.
Retainers

Control Rods

Burnable Poison Rods

Spacer Grids

Chemical Form
before Accident

UO2

Zircaloy4
304 stainless steel

Ag-15ln-5Cd

AI203 - B4C

Inconel7l8

Chemical Form
after Accident

1)U02
2) Zr02
3) UO2-ZrO2 eutectic
(O/M(U02) = 203-2 13)

Ferrous phases
i) Fe, Ni, Cr + Al Oxides
n)(Fe + Sn),(Fe + Ni)

Eutectic
1) Ag spheres in UO2-ZrO2
eutectic
2) Ag precipitates with a
Cr nucleus in ferrous
cladding
1) AI migrates to ferrous
phases
2) B-not traced likely
dissolved in water, or
reacted with Cs
1) (See above) grids
dispersed in ZrO2-UO2
melt as mixed Fe, Cr, Ni
Oxides

* Sometimes separation of Cr from Fe and Ni phase was observed, also separation of
Ni from Fe and Cr phase

Nominal composition of commercial alloys used

Fe

Zir«loy4 °23

30* stainless steel M6

Inconel718 18°

Ni

-

90

519

Cr

013

190

190

Al

-

-

06

Co

•

008

047

Ti

-

-

08

Zr

979

-

-

Sn

1 60

-

-

Mn

-

20

02

Mo

-

30

Nb

-

-

56

Si

-

1 0

02

O

01

-

-

c

0012

008

004

The structure of the core appears to have been very uniform as the com-
position of the phases is very similar for all core rocks (with only minor
variation in density), indicating a well-mixed molten core.

4 2 Temperature

421 Molten Core Temperature

The melting point of U02 is approximately 2800 °C (3073 K) depending
on stoichiometry and burn-up [2] The UO2-ZrO2 system has melting
point temperatures of approx 2500 °C (2773 K) for a wide range of com-
positions [2] However if the UO2-Q Zr(O) system is considered for the
UO2-Zry reaction under lower oxygen potentials then there are melt-
ing points ranging from 2400 °C (2673 K) for the UO2-nch composi-
tions to 1900 °C (2173 K) for the a-Zr(O) rich compositions [3] (Fig. 10).
The secondary precipitate in each of the phases are probably formed by
rejection of the solute on cooling as both systems show a decreasing
solubility of Zr in UÛ2 (or U in ZKVa-ZrtO)). The U(>2-ZrO2 phase dia-
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Fig. 10 UO2-a-Zr(O) pseudobmary phase diagram [3] (provisional)



gg gram indicates a residual solubility of 2 % (at.) Zr in UÛ2 and 4/5 %
(at.) U in ZK>2 while the UOo-a-Zr(O) shows similar impurity levels
[4]. Thus the secondary precipitates and near-equilibrium impurity
levels indicate a slow cooling and not a quenching (certainly in the
range of these reactions 2200 °C to 1100 °C).

The spacing of the UOo/ZrO? phases is approx. 5-10 urn; Bart [3] et.al.
used the value of 5 pm to calculate the time for diffusion (with a self-
diffusivity for U of 13.2 x 10-14 cm2-s-l) by means of the equation
At = r2/4D which yielded a value of at — 3-72 hours for an equilibrium
temperature of 1470 °C (1743 K) corresponding to the UÛ2 and ZrO2
impurity levels they found.

The uniform and fully oxidised microstructure implies the UO2-ZrC>2
melting points were reached of 2500 °C (2773 K) although during the
heat-up phase of the accident liquidification and severe degradation
may well have been initiated between a-Zr(O) and UÜ2 from 1900 °C
(2173 K) upwards, to produce mixed (U,Zr)02 and alloyed U,Zr metal-
lic layers [6] and then the latter being subsequently oxidised.

4.2.2 Agglomerate Temperature

The discrete silver-based metallic phases melt at approx. 800 °C (1073
K) (the melting point of the Ag-15In-5Cd absorber rod alloy), while the
ferrous matrix phases (Ni + Fe)/(Ni + Sn) imply temperatures between
1130 °C (1403 K), the NiaSn-Ni eutectic temperature and 1436 °C
(1709 K) the Ni-Fe eutectic temperature [7].

The oxide phases of mixed ferrous metals can also form molten mix-
tures with ZrO2 e.g. FeO-ZrO2 eutectic at 1330 °C (1603 K). Similar in-
teractions between UOa and FeO and other oxides (C^Os, NiO) could
also be expected; FeO has a melting point of 1360 °C (1633 K) [8], and
mixed spinel oxides would be expected to lower melting temperatures
and could flux the UO2 grains, as observed in the agglomerate samples,
from 1400 °C (1673 K) upwards. For the metallic phases there are al-
ready eutectic reactions between Ni & Zr and Fe & Zr at 1200-1400 °C

(1473 K - 1673 K). If silver is released from the stainless steel cladding
then fluxing reactions between Ag and Zr could even be initiated at
800-1000 °C (1073-1273 K).

The agglomerate temperatures therefore appear to have been much
lower and more variable than the core bores; temperatures around the
melting points of stainless steel/Inconel 1400 "C - 1500 °C (1673 K -
1773 K) seem to be typical. The cooling structures were also more evi-
dent in the upper crust than in the lower crust. This implies a slower
cooling for the upper zone, which would be expected if convection cur-
rents in the melt brought heat to the surface.

4.3 Oxygen Potential

The core appears to be uniformly oxidised, whereas the agglomerate
showed both oxide and metal phases adjacent to one another showing
more variability in the oxygen potential.

4.4 Gamma Spectroscopy

The principal isotopes detected in the C7 3-35 fuel required heating to
2500 °C (2773 K) to obtain releases of greater than 50 %, although even
the less volatile isotopes showed some release at this temperature. This
indicates the surprising amount of some fission products retained even
at 2500 °C. In the core bore heating (G12-P9-B) to 2000 °C (2273 K) and
2500 °C (2773 K) there was very little change in the spectrum upon
heating; this implies that these isotopes are chemically bound and that
the core bore saw a higher temperature during the accident otherwise
some release would expected. The dissolution and quantitative y-
spectroscopy confirmed that volatile isotopes such as '37Cs are re-
tained in measurable amounts in the molten core (~ 2%). No 129I or no-
ble gases were seen.



Conclus ions

I he i.iire of the damaged reactor wab an uniform, finely-
dispers,ed LCb/ZrO.; structure containing mixed ferrous (Fe,
N'i, Cr and Al) phases It had clearly been fully molten, and ap
pears to have experienced mainly oxidising conditions

Around the fully melted core there was a heterogeneous ag-
glomerate phase composed of large ceramic and metallic
phases The ceramic phases were mixed with predominantly
UÛ2, ZrO2, and (Zr,Fe,Ni,Cr)0 zones The metallic phases
were Ag, Ni-Sn/Ni-Fe(Sn) and Zr-Ni-Fe phases The close
proximity of metallic and oxidic phases imply a more variable
oxygen potential in this zone

Ag was seen to have dispersed throughout the agglomerate as
well as the high temperature core The Sn diffused away from
the zircalloy was mostly associated with Ni and Fe metallic
phases in the agglomerate open cooling The A^Os from the
burnable poison rods appears to have melted and associated
with mixed Fe, Ni, Cr spinel oxides in the fully melted core.
The fate of the boron is unknown

The temperatures for the fully molten cores were at least
-2500 °C (~ 2773 K)forseveral hours withagradual cooling. The
agglomerate temperatures were more variable, but were prob-
ably about 1400-1500 °C (1673-1773 K). The fuel rods from the
outer edges of the reactor appeared to show negligible damage
or temperature excursion This shows how localised the reac-
tor melt down was

The gamma spectroscopy shows that considerable volatiles are
retained on heating up a fuel sample to 2000 °C (2273 K), with
some retention as well at heating to 2500 °C (2773 K). This
supports the core rock analysis that there are still measurable
amounts of the" volatile fission products (e.g. l34,l3?Cs) re-
tained despite the very high temperatures (> 2500 °C
(2773 K)) it suffered
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Abstract

The present study is devoted to the analysis of the ICARE2 calculation relative to the PBF
SFD 1.4 test
The objectives of this test, performed in the Power Burst Facility in Idaho Falls, were the
acquisition of knowledge and comprehension of the phenomena involved in the
degradation of a reactor core following a Loss of Coolant Accident without scram.
The calculation is done with the ICARE2 V2 Modi code, developed at the IPSN of the
French CEA, in which the main phenomena involved in LWR severe fuel damage transients
are modelled.
The comparison of the results with experimental data shows a general good agreement
for main quantities, such as the thermal behaviour, the hydrogen production and the
material relocation. Nevertheless, the loss of instrumentation at high temperatures does
not allow to have confidence on the temperature evolution during a large part of the
transient. None of the models used to deal with the fission products release gives a
satisfactory prediction of the total amounts released, except for cesium behaviour.

1. INTRODUCTION
Following the TMI-2 accident in 1979, large programs of research were developed to
acquire a better understanding of phenomena occurring during the degradation of a LWR
core. These programs follow two directions :

- experimental simulations performed in small scale, but at least partially representative
facilities : for instance, in-pfle U.S PBF and French PHEBUS SFD (and FP in the future)
and out-of-pile German CORA experiments.
- elaboration of codes containing as realistic aspossible physical and chemical models
and geometrical representation flexibilities. The models must be validated first on
experiments, so these codes could be later used as tools for reactor safety analysis. Among
these codes, let us mention U.S SCDAP-RELAP5, French ICARE2, German KESS ...

The PBF SFD 1.4 [1] test has been chosen to achieve the ICARE2 V2 code validation
program. Several other studies have already been done, concerning the PBF ScopingTest
[2], all the PHEBUS SFD tests [2], some CORA [4] experiments, as well as the TMI-2
severe accident phase [5].
The goal of the ICARE2 code (here version V2-Modl) is, from thermalhydraulics
conditions resulting from a LOCA, to describe quantitatively the evolution of the core
until its full degradation, including hydrogen generation and fission products release. In
order to achieve this purpose, it includes the modelling of hydraulics, thermal behaviour
and heat exchanges, chemical interactions between rod materials and relocation of
slumping materials.

2. ICARE2 V2 DESCRIPTION
2.1. General frame
Parallel fluid channels are treated by a specific thermalhydraulics module, based on the
CATHARE code (with only gaseous phase available).
The structures (rods, shroud) are represented by cylinders. When they differ only by their
angular position in the bundle, a weight factor is associated to the representative element
of the family. A structure may consist of (joined or not) concentric cylinders, gaps being
introduced if necessary. There is no radial meshing for each cylinder, so the latter is
characterized by only one temperature. It is obviously possible to divide an element in
several rings, and so to define different concentric cylinders in the input data deck.
The representation requires to be completed by view factors data (for the treatment of
radiation exchanges) as well as space and time-dependent boundary conditions.

22. Physical models
To deal with thermalhydraulics, the usual mass, momentum and energy balance equations
are implemented to describe the flowing of a coolant gas. This gas is a mixture of steam
and a non-condensible gas. Wall-fluid heat exchanges based on thermo-convective transfer
are taken into account.
Axial and radial conduction are considered, as well as radiation between rods and shroud,
the gas being a participating medium.
Concerning material properties, phase transitions with associated latent heat (melting as
well as changes in solid crystallographic structures) are considered.
Due to the large impact of chemical reactions on LWR degradation evolution, several
kinetics are available.
Oxidation reactions concern zircaloy and stainless steel. The steam consumption and the_
oxide layer thickness have a parabolic time dependence (Urbanic, Prater or Cathcart
correlations for zircaloy, White or Leistikov correlations for steel are available). These
laws are modified in case of limited steam supply (starvation in extreme situation).
Fuel liquefaction by solid zircaloy, in contact with it, is performed according to the
Hofmann's model (diffusing phenomenon).
UO2 and ZrO2 dissolution by liquid zircaloy are treated simultaneously thanks to
Kim-Olander or Hofmann works (diffusing or convective approach), leading to the
formation of a (U-Zr-O) melt.
A radial movement is applied to molten materials in order to put them on structures where
candling movement is authorized : for instance, the absorber alloy is decanted on the
zircaloy guide tube and a molten grid is deposited on the neighbouring cladding.
The axial movement concerns the candling of molten material downwards in the bundle.
The frozen amount, in an axial mesh crossed by the flowing mixture, is computed owing
to the solution of simplified mass and energy balance equations.
Regarding to the mechanical behaviour, a creep model, based on the French Edgar
experimental program, enables the calculation of cladding ballooning and burst
(deterministic way). Three different states of a structure mesh are defined : compact,
cracked or dislocated. Generally, at the beginning of a transient, all the materials are
compact. Stresses applied on pressurized cylinders, such as the cladding, lead to their
Cracking in the burst zone. The cracking state involves a double-side oxidation by steam,
and fission products release from the fuel rod gap. Since there is no model available to
predict the dislocation of the external zirconia layer of the cladding, this event is simulated
when some input data criteria are fulfilled (threshold values concerning some physical
parameters, such as temperature, thickness, temperature slope...). The dislocated state of
a material makes its axial downwards movement possible; this state is automatically defined
by the code for any partially molten material.



3. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION
The SPD l .4 bundle is composed of 32 rods, assembled using 3 inconel grids, and distributed
in :

- 28 fuel rods made with UO2, a He gap (P=3.8MPa) and a Zr cladding divided in :
- 26 irradiated rods, 1. m long
- 2 fresh rods, 0.914 m long, and whose radius is slightly smaller than the irradiated
one

- 4 control rods made with AIC, a stainless steel cladding and a Zr guide tube, with
intermediate gaps (respectively He, P=0.1MPa and H2O, P=6.9MPa), of which height
is 0.957 m.

The bundle is surrounded by a shroud whose function is to limit radial heat losses. This
shroud is composed of several layers :

- a zircaloy inner liner
- a thermal insulator made with porous zirconia
- a zircaloy saddle
- two zircaloy layers separated by a thin helium film which plays a significant insulation
role

The main boundary conditions, stylized on fig.2, are summarized below.
The pressure is fixed at 6.9 MPa, and the external shroud temperature at 530 K.
The nuclear power is delivered by an external core, its time evolution consisting essentially
in the five following periods : from 0. to 1580 s and from 1580 to 2380 s, the power is
increasing according to 5 W/s and 25 W/s, then it remains equal to 27 kW during 230 s,
before being decreasing from 2610 to 3200 s, and set to 0. until the end of the transient.
The water level, initially present in the bundle, falls down at 1600 s from elevation 0.24 m
to 0. m. The 4 absorber rods, initially present along all the bundle height, disappear around
2000 s in the mid part, due to melting. These two events lead, during the experiment, to a
large deformation of the axial power profile, which has to be considered.
The inlet steam mass flow rate is, at the beginning of the transient, equal to 0.6 g/s, and
oscillates later around a value of 1. g/s. The argon injection starts with an initial value of
0.26 g/s, increases to 0.58 g/s at 2000 s and is finally set to 1.9 g/s at 3200 s.
According to indirect observations such as fission chamber data, the main experimental
events are listed now.

- Failure of the instrumented control rod at 1708 s.
- Failure of the 3 other control rods between 1925 s and 1975 s (at about 1700 K).
- Beginning of noble gas release after 1750 s ± 50 s.
- Failure of the shroud inner liner at 1945 s.
- Failure of the last surviving thermocouple at 1976 s (2000 K).
- Total consumption of inlet steam flow at about 2100 s (oxidation stops in the upper
part of the bundle).
- Most of the control rod relocation completed at 2200 s
- Fuel material relocation from the hottest bundle part between 2300 s and 2900 s

4. PBF FACILITY AND TEST MODELLING FOR THE ICARE2 CALCULATION
4.1. Geometrical aspects
The axial meshing consists of ten 0.04 m, eight 0.05 m and two 0.10 m length meshes. This
choice insures coincidence between measurement and calculation points.
In spite of length and irradiation differences, the 28 fuel rods are treated identically, due
to the weak weight of the fresh rods. They are grouped in 4 representative families (fig.l)
of respectively 4, 8, 8, 8 elements identified by their radial position, and composed of 2
different cylinders (fuel column and Zr cladding).

Outside shroud wall

Helium gap

Inside wall

Zry saddle

Zr02 insulation

Zry inner linec

fuel rod 2

control rod

fuel rod 4

fuel rod 5

fig.l = PBF SFD1-4 BUNLE nODELLING

The control rods are all grouped in one family (fig.l) of 4 elements and composed of 3
different cylinders (AIC, stainless steel cladding, Zr guide tube).
The shroud is divided in six concentric layers : the inner Zr liner, the porous zirconia region _
(divided in 4 radial meshes), the zircaloy saddle and the two Zr layers enclosing the helium
film.
Post-adjusted data used in the SCDAP-RELAP5 calculation [5J, have been incorporated
in the ICARE2 input data to simulate physical properties of both porous zirconia and
helium film shroud media, then preventing uncertainties on their thermal conductivity
(porosity, contaminating gas and helium natural circulation).
The two inconel spacer grids located at 0.511 m and 0.113 m are modelled, while the third
one located at the elevation 0.960 m, is out of the axial domain represented in the
calculation.

42. Models and physical hypothesis
The physical models used in the reference calculation are the following :

- radiation gas absorption : Lebourgeois model
- zircaloy oxidation by steam : Urbanic correlation
- stainless steel oxidation by steam : White correlation
- UO2 dissolution by liquid zircaloy :' Kim convective model
- ZrO2 dissolution by molten zircaloy : Hofmann correlation
- solubility limit for the U-Zr-O alloy : liquidus temperature

The elevation where the burst of the fuel cladding occurs is computed by the creep module,
the cracking extension being chosen equal to 0.15 m.
The experimental information about shroud inner liner cracking is not taken into account.
The assumption that the guide tube, attacked by the molten Ag-In-Cd, is instantaneously
dissolved leads to impose the guide tube dislocation for T= 1730 K (melting temperature
of the stainless steel cladding).



According to the usual loss of integrity considered in the other ICARE2 validation tests,
the ZrO2 layer of the fuel rod cladding and of the shroud is assumed to be dislocated if
two conditions are satisfied simultaneously : the temperature exceeds 2300 K and the ZrO2
layer thickness is less than 300 microns. If these criteria are not fulfilled, the zirconia layer
is assumed to be dislocated at 2600 K, whatever its thickness.
4.3. Scenario and boundary conditions
The main conditions are detailed in the chapter 3 (fig.2). No water phase being available
at present in the thermalhydraulics module and no neutronics being implemented in
ICARE2, the water level decrease is a boundary condition and the peaking factor evolution
[6J is imposed at different key-times (bundle partially water-filled, steam-filled and after
control rod degradation).

5. ANALYSIS OF THE CALCULATION RESULTS
Two main periods are considered : first, a temperature escalation phase (until rod failure)
and then a core degradation chase. A possible limit between these two phases may be the
instant of steel cladding melting (at 1/30 K).
5.1. Temperature escalation phase
During about 2000 s, the bundle heats up, while keeping its geometric integrity. 1
behaviour is correctly calculated at all elevations for cladding (fig.3), inner s

.The thermal
• shroud liner

and gas (fig.4), with a slight delay towards 1600 s, at the beginning of the escalation phase.
At the lower elevation, where, unfortunately, no experimental data is available, the large
heat-up emphasizes the materials relocation in this zone.
The clad ballooning becomes significant from 1600 s, mainly between 0.55 m and 0.65 m,
where the temperature is maximum. This leads, at 2000 s, to the cladding burst at elevation
0.57 m (the maximum strain reached is 10%) and consequently to a double side oxidation
from 0.50 m to 0.65 m, and a higher local power generation due to the exothermic oxidation
reaction. This burst time seems to be largely delayed (about 200 s) with respect to the
experimental initiation of noble gas release.
52. High temperature effect
The temperature increase, mainly linked to the nuclear power, is reinforced by the
oxidation power generation which becomes significant after 2000 s. The evolution of the
global bundle power balance (fig.5) shows that, from 2000 to 2500 s, the oxidation power
becomes almost equal to the half of the nuclear one, while the power lost radially through
the shroud reaches the same order of magnitude as the nuclear power. No comparison is
done with the experimental radial heat losses, because they have been largely
overestimated due to an incorrect experimental net bundle power balance [1]; however,
it is interesting to notice that the ICARE2 trend is similar to the SCDAP calculation one
[6_], from which porous zirconia and helium film properties have been extracted.
The hydrogen produced by oxidation reactions is about 70 g, 67 g linked to Zr and 3 g to
Fe (fig.6). TTie experimental best-estimate hydrogen mass production is 86 ± 12 g, that
means a minimum value of 74 g. Several reasons could be provided to explain this
underestimation; for instance, a most extended cladding double-face oxidation, the liner
failure, or the oxidation occurrence in the blocked meshes. Nevertheless, it seems that the
zircaloy present in the mid and higher parts of the bundle at the beginning of the transient,
disappears too early from these hot regions, preventing its in-place oxidation.
This test highlights a starvation phenomenon, clearly shown by the null outlet steam flow
rate (fig.7), predicted from 2050 to 2600 s. The calculated timing for its start is in complete
agreement with the experimental observations. The steam starvation leads to stop
progressively the oxidation in the upper part of the bundle, this phenomenon being

emphasized by the change in the temperature escalation slope at 0.74 m (fig.3), due to a
decrease of the local oxidation power generation.
The non-condensible mass fraction profile, supplied at several instants during the full
starvation period (fig.8), clearly shows the evolution of the starvation front in the bundle.
First, it propagates from the hot level towards the bottom of the bundle from 2050 s to
2250 s due to large oxidation in the lowest zones, and then, from 2250 s to 2600 s, it
progresses upwards due to the extension of the decladded zone.
5.3. Degradation of structures
The AIC material, molten from 1430 s, remains enclosed within the stainless steel cladding
until its melting at 2005 s, which involves the Zr guide tubes dissolution. The ICARE2
hypothesis for this attack, to be instantaneous, seems to be in very good agreement with
the experimental observations. The stainless steel cladding melts, first at the elevation 0.55
m and propagates to the neighbouring elevations until 2050 s, the Zr guide tubes dislocation
involving the flowing down of the control rod materials. This material slumping is
momentarily interrupted by the mid spacer grid (fig.9), until its melting, which occurs just
before 2100 s. Then, the control rod materials located between 0.20 m and 0.70 m fall
down and relocate on the lower spacer grid until 2200 s (fig.10). The relocation of the
absorber column located above 0.70 m is progressive and is completed at 2450 s. This
instant seems to be delayed with regard to the experimental analysis.
The temperature escalation being very fast, the threshold values considered for the loss
of integrity criteria are rapidly reached for the cladding at the burst elevations from 2040
s, and 20 seconds later at the same elevation for the shroud inner liner.
The melting of Zr begins at 2030 s at the elevation 0.55 m, and propagates to the
neighbouring elevations, allowing the UO2 dissolution by molten zircaloy as long as it
remains in-place (burst zones are not concerned by this dissolution).
The Zr-O melting temperature is reached almost immediately, with very thin zirconia
layers (50 to 200 microns), leading to accept from 2130 s, the dislocation criteria for the
non-burst components, and involving the U-Zr-O alloy to be carried away towards the
bottom from this instant until 2650 s.
Most of the fuel rod relocation takes place in the time interval 2050-2600 s. The fuel
dissolution by molten zircaloy starts at 2100 s in the region 0.30 m - 0.40 m, as a consequence
of material arrival from the hottest parts of the bundle, while it is delayed from about 200
s to 300 s at higher elevations.
5.4. Final degradation state
The final state of degradation, reached from 3000 s, is shown on fig. 11.
The final distribution of open flow area is satisfactory in the lower part of the bundle, but
too high in the upper part, due probably to an excessive cladding destruction (fig. 12).
Nevertheless, the comparison in the upper region cannot be easily done, because the
experiment has exhibited a debris bed appearance and a large shroud deformation, which
have not been modelled in the calculation.
The final state of degradation exhibits a satisfactory agreement with experimental
observations on the axial distribution profiles of AIC materials and UO2 (fig. 13).
The calculation shows that most of the control rods are relocated above the Tower spacer
grid at elevation 0.12m, a second region rich in AIC material being located at elevation
0.25 m. However, in the ICARE2 simulation, no AIC material has flown down below this
grid, because the latter one has not reached its melting temperature.
According to the code results, the fuel rod cladding are mainly relocated in the region
0.14-0.30 m, joining the two regions rich in AIC. Fuelhas been attacked between 0.25 and
0.40 m, and slightly around 0.85 m. These different behaviours may be explained by the
duration of very high temperature periods, according to elevations.
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The shroud inner liner has entirely flown down and mainly relocated above the lower
spacer grid, while the porous zirconia destruction is not modelled.
The comment, previously proposed to explain the underestimation of the total amount of
hydrogen released, is directly correlated to the calculated maximum temperature profile,
reached at each elevation, during the transient, and to the final distribution of open flow
area. Indeed, the calculated maximum peak temperature profile, which shows that the
melting temperature of UO2 was never reached, while the ZrO2 one was reached at
elevation 0.25 m, is too low in the mid-bundle region by comparison to the experimental
minimumpeak temperature profile, deduced from post-test metallurgical examinations
(fig.14). This underestimation is probably due to a non sufficient oxidation power
generation in this region, because of zircaloy missing. A local power balance evolution,
done in the region 0.40 m and 0.60 m, clearly shows the importance of the oxidation power
in this zone just before cladding dislocation (fig.15).
5.5. Fission products behaviour
The three available fission products release models have been studied in this reference
calculation. The missing, in the present code version, of fission products release impact
on the bundle thermal behaviour (no decay heat feed back and no fission products
transport), allows to compare directly the Corsor-M, Emis and Sascha (from FPRATE
[2]) models. The comparison with experimental data of the noble gas fractional rate
evolution shows a large overestimation of the three models (fig. 16). The final cumulated
release fraction is about 55%, except for the last model which suggests 69%, regarding to
experimental values of 23% ( ± 18%) for xenon and 42% (±11 %) for krypton. This trend
is similar for iodine, which final cumulated release fraction is about 54%, except for the
last model which gives 68%, regarding to an experimental value of 24% ( ± 19%) (fig. 17).
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The final cumulated release fraction for cesium is satisfactory, about 56% for all the models,
regarding to an experimental value of 51% (± 15%). The final cumulated release fraction
of tellurium is about 7% for the first model and 4% for the two others, regarding to 3.2%
( ± 37%) in the experiment. The final cumulated release fraction of cadmium is negligible
for Emis model and about 28% for the others, regarding to a 6% experimental one.

6. SENSITIVITY STUDIES
6.1. Power amplitude
The estimated uncertainty on the bundle power is very large, about ±15% prior to control
rod relocation and ± 20% afterwards.
In order to measure this impact on the ICARE2 results, a sensitivity calculation is
performed, increasing the total generated power by 5% during all the transient. The
influence on the thermal behaviour before degradation is large, allowing to suppress the
slight delay just before the temperature escalation for fuel rods, control rods and inner
shroud (fig. 18 and fig. 19). The cladding burst prediction is slightly better, although still
too late. The hydrogen production is now diminished to 68 g, because of a earlier cladding
dislocation occurrence. This confirms the remarks concerning the lack of oxidation power
in the mid bundle part, probably due to an inaccurate loss ofintegrity criteria.
This study may explain the slight discrepancy between experirnental and calculated thermal
behaviour before degradation, but the results are not improved after.
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62. Loss of integrity criteria
In order to enforce the cladding to stay longer in-place, the thickness criteria is changed
from 300 microns to 150 microns, while unchanging the temperature criteria. That leads
to increase the hydrogen production to 75 g, and to increase significantly, in the mid-bundle
region, the calculated maximum peak temperatures to about 2600 K. (fig.20), which
corresponds to the second loss of integrity criteria, to which thickness does not take part.
However, this maximum temperature remains not sufficient, and the final open flow area
is not affected, because this modification induces only a delay in cladding failure, and not
the subsistence of cladding remnants in the upper part of the bundle.
This study indicates that keeping the usual approach to deal with the cladding loss of
integrity seems to be not accurate, regarding to all the other validation tests; indeed, a no
pertinent low criteria (less than 150 microns) should be taken to improve the calculation.
6.3. Decanting rule for molten zircaloy
The reference calculation analysis has been confirmed by the two previous sensitivity
studies. That suggests, in agreement with the ICARE2 validation work done simultaneously
on CORA 5 experiment, that the loss of integrity criteria must be considered following an
other way. Indeed, the total circumferential destruction of the cladding external zirconia
layer seems to be not always achieved in the experiments. That is obvious for elevations
where burst has occurred, whereas in the other zones, post-test examinations exhibit an

asymmetric perforation and a non complete draining of the enclosed molten U-Zr-O alloy,
the remaining in-place fraction of this alloy being oxidized later.
In this sensitivity study, the ZrO2 layer of the fuel rod cladding is assumed to be cracked
if two conditions are satisfied simultaneously : the temperature exceeds 2300 K and the
ZrO2 layer is thinner than 300 microns. These threshold values are identical to those used
in the reference case, but the state change for the cladding results in cracking with expulsion
of 75% of the molten alloy, instead of dislocation with candling of all the zirconia and the
molten alloy.
The impact on the degradation phase is significant. The 25% of molten zircaloy remaining
in place continues to be oxidized, then increasing the local oxidation power generation
and consequently the maximum peak temperature profile, as in the previous study (fig.21).
But now, this positive effect is accompanied by other improvements of calculation results.

listribution profiles, not strongly affected,
remain satisfactory.
However, a last study, similar to this one, but limiting the pouring molten zircaloy quantity
to 60% instead of 75%, points out the sensitivity of this parameter. Indeed, the same
positive effects are obtained, but now the UO2 final distribution profile is not so good; a
larger amount of liquid zircaloy remains now in place, involving a too large fuel dissolution
in the upper part of the bundle and then a too large fuel relocation (fig.23).
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7. CONCLUSION
The PBF SFD 1.4 test is a very interesting experiment to approach the specific conditions
which may occur in a reactor core during a severe accident such as the T MI-2 case.
The ICARE2 V2-Modl reference calculation gives satisfactory results concerning the
cladding, shroud and gas temperature evolution (before thermocouple failure), the steam
starvation occurrence as well as the way in which the materials relocate (duration of
candling periods, composition and location of plugs). The total hydrogen mass produced
by oxidation reactions is slightly underestimated, although a large experimental uncertainty
margin is observed, and the maximum temperature calculated in the mid-bundle region
during the degradation phase is lower than the estimated experimental value. The fission
products behaviour highlights a satisfactory prediction for cesium release, but a large
overestimation of iodine and noble gases releases.
However, the large uncertainty on the nuclear power generation, as well as the loss of
thermocouples at temperatures ranging from 1800 K to 2000 K, do not allow to have
confidence in the temperature evolution during a large part of the transient. Moreover,
the missing of thermocouples in the lowest bundle region, where material relocation takes
place, makes difficult a precise analysis in this zone.
Several sensitivity studies have been performed in order to evaluate the influence of
experimental and ICARE2 modelling uncertainties. Increasing the nuclear power by 5%
gives a better agreement for the thermal behaviour. In addition, the usual ICARE2
approach, applied to simulate the loss of integrity of the cladding ZrO2 layer, does not
seem to be in full agreement with the experimental trend. Indeed, better results are
obtained when assuming a perforation of the ZrO2 layer rather than its full dislocation.
Thanks to this hypothesis, only a fraction of the enclosed U-Zr-O melt may flow down
whereas the staying part will be later oxidized through the ZrO2 cladding remnants.

Despite the uncertainty on the temperature during the final phase of the transient, the
large overtimation of some fission products release (especially iodine) points out the
necessity to carry out a complementary validation work to try to improve the existing
simplified models such as CORSOR-Mi
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Abstract

The paper will present the work performed at the Reactor Thermal-Hydraulic Service (STR) from
CEA GRENOBLE concerning severe accident modelling and will present the related experimental
support The VULCAIN code (which is a part of the ESCADRE code package) is aimed to describe, on
a simplified way, the accident scenario from the beginning of the core uncovery to the core slump in
the reactor pit This covers following mam items description of primary and secondary circuit
thermal-hydraulics, core melting, fission products release, vessel degradation A special version of the
TRIO MC code is developped for the description of the PREMTXING phenomena related to fuel/water
interaction This code describes the drop of a molten jet m a water pool, the jet fragmentation, the
vaporisation of the water and calculates the evolution of the local fraction of the different materials
Two experiments for the validation of this code are foreseen the BILLEAU experiment whose aim is
to investigate the behaviour of a heated balls (of known diameters) jet (up to 2000°C) when dropped
into water , the objective of the second planned experiment is to study the mterfacial instabilities
between the hot jet and the surrounding water, instabilities which result m the jet fragmentation The
mechanical consequences of a vapor explosion are studied together with the Department of Mechanics
(DMT) Melt spreading problems are investigated by means of analytical experiments performed with
simulant material CORINE experiments The analysis is also linked to the SMELTR experiments in
real material planned by ANL Core catcher conceptual activities are related to the activities of the
Department of Reactor Studies (DER) and to EDF and FRAMATOME In this framework are engaged
a code development (TRIREM) and core catcher cooling experiment (SULTAN) The objective of the
TRIREM code (which is developped together with DMT) is to provide a calculation tool describing the
thermo-mechanical behaviour of the core catcher This implies the modélisation of a multi-phase cor mm
pool, the ablation of sacrificial material, the thermo-mechanical loading of the core-catcher structure
and the structure cooling The possibilities of structure cooling under natural convection conditions are
investigated in the SULTAN facility The test sections are large scale plates (4 meters long) whose
positions may be varied from horizontal to vertical , the heat flux level may be as high as 100 W/cm2

The paper will present the planned time schedules related to these activities

1 INTRODUCTION

Many efforts have been engaged at CEA during the last 5 years, mainly since the
TCHERNOBYL accident, in the field of the analysis of severe accidents involving large core melting
Thermohydraulic aspects related to the involved phenomena are examined at the "Service de
Thermohydraulique des Réacteurs" from CEN Grenoble as a natural extension of its competences in the
fields of PWR reactor accident thermohydraulics (BETHSY and CATHARE) and LMFBR severe
accident investigations (Sodium Boiling, FCI, Melt Relocation, )

This work is mainly oriented to the development and validation of calculation methods which can
be used for Safety Analysis or for the design of specific pans of future reactors (core-catcher, )

2 VULCAIN A CODE FOR THE DESCRIPTION OF CORE MELT DOWN

2.1. Objectives

The VULCAIN is part of the ESCADRE system developed by IPSN to model fission products
transfers during severe accidents

The purpose of the VULCAIN code is to assess during core uncovering

- the thermal behaviour of the core,
- the fission products and control rod material release kinetics,
- The primary system thermal hydraulic conditions and notably the gas and wall temperatures and

gas flowrates, together with the mass and enthalpic flowrates of the various gases released from
the pipe break

2.2. Primary system and core nodalization (fig. 1)

In the VULCAIN code, the primary system is represented by two loops, one comprising a break
and the other intact, simulating the two undamaged loops Each of the two model loops is divided into
a series volumes, with the hot legs connected to an upper plenum volume and the cold legs to a
downcomer volume A succession of volumes is used to model the pressurizer relief line

The core is modelled in cylindrical geometry, comprising a radial mesh and a compartimented
axial mesh A 2-D discretization is used to account for the uneven core degradation resulting from
residual power distribution patterns and from the heat transfer, involving steam which becomes more
and more overheated as it rises inside the fuel assemblies

The lower plenum volume contains three structures where heat is transferred to the surrounding
fluid by convection In the axial mesh of the core barrel and the reactor vessel, heat exchange is
considered to be convective with the fluid in the flooded part and, in addition, radiative with the core in
the uncovered part The upper plenum volume is represented by four structures, where heat is
exchanged by radiation between the structures and by convection with the surrounding fluid

2.3. Physical Model

The main phenomena modelled in the VULCAIN code are as follows

- core and primary system mass and heat transfers, including

radiative exchanges within the core lattice,
radiative exchanges between clad and steam,
radiative exchanges between fuel, core barrel and reactor vessel,
radial and axial thermal conduction in the reactor vessel and the core barrel,
gas flowrate patterns in the uncovered part of the core,
steam condensation m the steam generators and recovery of the condensed
water into the lower plenum volume,
accumulator discharge



- steam oxidation of zircaloy clads (exothermic reaction with hydrogen generation),
- steam-water mixture swelling in the core,
- interaction between the uranium oxide and the zircaloy clad,
- clad strain and failure,
- thermal and mechanical behaviour of the Ag/In/Cd control rods,
- release of fission products and material from the control rods.

In the present version of VULCAIN, results obtained are no longer valid when a significant
portion of the core has lost its initial geometry.

Developments are undertaken in order to follow the description of the accident, during the core
degradation. Propagation of molten materials in the core and extension of the radiative heat transfer
model are the two main physical models developed to account for the core degradation.

-̂T-vn

3. CORIUM-WATER INTERACTION

As there is no doubt about the possibility of a corium-water interaction, we oriented our work
towards the evaluation of the amount of melt that can be involved in a violent FCI. Such studies
relevant to the premixing phase of the whole sequence of an FCI will also give us the initial conditions
at the start of the fine fragmentation phase - the one which is usually called interaction- conditions
which are known to be important for the evaluation of the mechanical work done during the expansion
phase.

The problem is then to describe the fragmentation of fuel jets into droplets during their fall into
the water and the dispersion of these droplets under the action of the two phase coolant.

To solve this problem, we decided to develop a 3D-four field Premixing Code called TRIO-MC
in order to follow the behaviour of the fuel jet (field 1) and its fragmentation into droplets (field 2)
under the action of the two phase coolant : water (field 3) and steam (field 4). Hydrogen can eventually
be introduced in field 4 if some metallic components are present in the corium.

The description of the fuel jet -unique feature among the existing premixing codes- is thought to
be important because we are not able to say that the usual hypothesis made to describe the corium (the
corium is introduced in the water under the form of droplets) is conservative for the evaluation of the
mass of corium that can participate to the FCI.

As a matter of fact, mixing is promoted because the corium is already prefragmented as it enters
the water, but dispersion is also promoted due to the overproduction of steam following the
overestimated interfacial area between fuel and coolant.

The different exchanges to be described are summarized as follow :

Fuel jet

Fuel droplets

Liquid coolant

Vapor coolant

ma$S

J

II

friction
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FIG. 1. The VULCAIN code.

Constitutive laws introduced in TRIO-MC for premixing studies

Of particular importance are the vapor production laws which are transient and with high
temperature materials and the friction laws which governs the dispersion. These laws will be tested
against the data obtained in the BILLEAU experiment which is described later.

The key point is the description of the jet fragmentation into droplets. Little is known about this
even if some experiments (EJET in Sandia, jet mixing in Argonne) have been performed. A physical
model should then be developped in order to introduce relevant fragmentation laws in the code.
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At the present time :

- the code is operating without a jet model,
- a tracking interface method has been implemented in order to be able to describe the jet

fragmentation.

Qualitative calculations gave correct results and we expect qualifying the code against the results
obtained in the FARO facility in Ispra

Experimental validation of Coarse-mixing phenomena : the BILLEAU experiments (ng. 4)

An experimental effort has been engaged for the validation of the TRIO MC code.
This code needs constitutive laws for the description of mass, momentum and energy exchanges

between the différents fields ( corium jet, corium droplets, liquid water, vapour and gases).
The BILLEAU experiment is aimed to bring informations on the phenomena governing the

dispersion of hot droplets into water Further experiments on jet instabilities in presence of boiling
water (coarse fragmentation) are also envisaged, but are not yet defined.

m
FIG. 4. BILLEAU 2000°C test ng.



BILLEAU involves hot spheres ( 5mm to 25mm in diameter) which are dropped into water
Three types of experiments will be performed l)dispersion of cold spheres, 2)dispersion of spheres at
IOOO°C, 3)dispersion of spheres at 2000°C The later high temperature experiments are necessary in
order to stay representative ot the real vaporization rate The first experiments are aimed for reference
cases and for instrumentation development and qualification

The main physical objective should be to measure the presence fraction of the different fields (
solid, liquid, vapor) as a function of time and place This is a very difficult goal since traditionnal void
fraction measurement devices do not operate under these conditions Our choice is to perform
experiments in a slice type geometry in order to try to visualize the phenomena and to deduce the
different presence fractions by image analysis techniques These experiments will be completed by
axisymetric experiments involving only global measurements ( jet dispersion, distribution of spheres on
the bottom of the test section, released vapor flow measurements)

Other mam charactentics of the BILLEAU experiments

- pressure varnng between 0 3 and 3 bars,
- size of the water pool 1m * 1m * 1m,
- water temperature between the ambiant temperature and saturation,
-the spheres will be made of different materials ( investigation of the effect of physical

properties)
- the number of spheres and jet diameter will be varied

flux exceeds the average flux of about 50 % Secondly, the temperature distribution in the wall is
determined by a conduction calculation The wall of the tank is melted about twenty minutes after the
beginning the accident, when it is not cooled by water With an extremely efficient cooling i e when
the external temperature is fixed at 100°C, the fusion of the wall occurs about thirty minutes after the
beginning of the accident

In a second step, the TRIO code is foreseen to study the behaviour of a core catcher The cormm
is composed of different species

The differences of these physical properties influence the distribution of the heat flux along the
internal wall of the core-catcher The residual power is located inside the oxidic components from the
core If a concrete layer is present m the structure as a sacnfical material, its decomposition when
coming into contact with cormm involves the apparition of molten ceramics and oxiding gaz The
oxidation of zirconium is a strongly exothermic reaction A multicomponents approach is necessary in
order to locate and quantify the phenomena which govern the thermohydraulic behaviour of liquid
cormm Moreover, the TRDŒM code is foreseen to study the mechanical behaviour of the core
catcher The moving of the interface between die sacrificial material and the cormm has to be followed
during the accident The development and the destruction of conum crusts also has to be studied
Radiative effect from the freee surface of conum to upper structures and water cooling on the sides and
below the structures will be taken into account It is the purpose of the SULTAN experimental project
to provide the heat transfer coefficient in two phase flow, m natural or forced convection regimes,
that characterizes the lateral cooling (cf section 5)

4 CORIUM MOLTEN POOLS

Conum pools play a great role in the progression of LWR severe accidents They are
encountered in different situations

1) in the molten core, contained m a "crucible" of solid cormm crust,
2) in the lower vessel head,
3) in the reactor pit or on a core catcher structure

One of the main uncertainties is related to the beat flux distribution which comes out of the pool
as a result of the internal natural convection

The thermohydraulic behaviour of a mass of molten conum in the vessel bottom head of a
pressurized water reactor is investigated in a first step The whole mass of cormm is assumed to be
present in the bottom instantaneously When the core is totally melted, the hemispheric part of the
vessel bottom is filled up The volume of the conum in about 18,3 m3 The vessel bottom remains dry
No interaction between conum and water is considered The conum is completely liquid It is assumed
to be homogeneous The residual power is equally distributed in the liquid cormm Its level is constant
(P = 1,75 MW/m3) The external wall of the tank may be water-cooled At the top of the bath the heat
loss by radiation toward upper structure is taken into account When the permanent regime sets up the
radiative losses represent 15 % of the residual power

The calculations are performed with TRIO, a general three-dimensionnal and incompressible
thermohydraulic code Firstly the velocity field in the liquid is calculated, as shown in fig 1 Then the
distribution of the heat flux on the internal wall of the tank is estimated Because of the natural
convection regime in the liquid conum, the heat flux is the highest at the top of the bath The maximum

Experimental validation of natural convection in corium pools : the BALI project

Many experiments relative to the behaviour of liquid pools submitted to volumetric heating have
been performed in the past But these experiments were performed at too little scales and the boundary
layer flow regime (laminar for these experiments) was not representative of reactor situation (turbulent)

Therefore it is proposed to perform a new series of tests in order to

- establish a data base for the outcommg heat flux distribution as a function of the pool geometry,

- perform precise measurements in the turbulent boundary layer flow in order to validate
reference codes (TRIO, )

To obtain representative conditions, an analysis of the non-dimensionnal controhng numbers
(PRANDTL and RAYLEIGH) shows that

- it is very important to represent the real size corresponding to reactor conditions,

- water should be a good simulant fluid

The proposed test arrangement (fig 5) involves real size (2 meters high) water pools representing
a slice of the possible pool geometries under reactor conditions (cylindrical, conical, hemispherical,
pools) The thickness of the slice should be of, about, 10 cm which is sufficient in comparison of the
expected boundary layer thicknesses (a few centimeters) The wall of the slice will be made of glass
allowing optical measurements in the boundary layers The pool will be direct current heated by two
gridded electrodes placed on the glass surfaces
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FIG 5 BALI test arrangement

The cooling of the pool will be provided by an external water flow through highly thermally
conductive (but electrically non conductive) AIN plates These plates will be instrumented for heat flux
measurements The plates will be arranged so as to simulate different geometries The possibility of gas
injection on the plates surface is also under investigation

The mam test parameters should be

- the pool geometry
- the volumetric power dissipation,
- the pool water level,

the type of pool cooling (through the upper, side or bottom surfaces),
the viscosity of the water (viscosity may be varied by glycerin addition),

- gas bubbling

5. ACTIVITIES CONCERNING THE ANALYSIS OF EX-VESSEL PHENOMENA

Ex-vessel phenomena are also investigated, such as melt-spreading, concrete-cormm-water
interaction, core-catcher cooling

Melt-spreading

Melt spreading is studied by means of an experimental approach using simulant material
(CORINE experiments) The aim is to validate a calculation tool in regard of these experimental results
and also towards real material experimental results (coming for instance from SMELTR experiments
performed at ANL)

The CORINE experiments are analytical tests using water or low temperature freezing simulants
(Wood's metal, Hitec , ) These materials (up to 300 kg) are injected onto a 7 meters long test surface
representing a part of a circular surface (22° angle)

The test surface may be metallic or made of low thermally conductive material
Gas may be injected at a controled rate through the test surface

Water may be present
The molten material will be injected at a controled flow rate

Three types of tests are foreseen

- hydrodynamic tests with water in order to check the calculations of free surface driven gravity
flows (the viscosity of water may be varied),
freezing tests at high injection flow rates,

- freezing tests at low injection flow rates

The instrumentation will permit to measure

- the leading front distance up to freezing,
- the flow thickness as a function of time and location,
- if possible, the crust thicknesses,
- the heat flux into the supporting surface as a function of time and location



These tests will start in 1992 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Concrete-molten corium-water interactions
The authors thank all contributors to this work J C Mitaelli C Gerbaux S Rouge S Pigny,

The problem ot molten u>rmm cooling when spread onto a concrete surface under presence ot T Oulmann, M Valette, J M Veteau and also Mrs Ortiz and Pantigny tor the typing
water is also addressed in relation with the analysis of the MACE experiments ( ANL)

A theoretical simplified model (PERCOLA) has been developped in order to appreciate the
cooling possibilities, this model supposes a liquid corium entrainment by the gas flow coming from the
conum-concrete interaction The entrained liquid corium is supposed to solidify in the water layer and
to gather as a debris bed The model is parametric in the sense that the volumetric flow of entrained
liquid corium is supposed to be proportionnai (proportionnaiity coefficient is a parameter) to the gas
volumetric flow Calculations indicate that the transformation of the liquid corium (about 25 cm initial
height) into a debris bed may be obtained for very low entrainment coefficients, so justifying the
interest of further analyses

Core-catcher cooling :

Even if there is no precise design of a core-catcher system for future reactors in FRANCE, some
R&D work has been engaged on basic generic aspects The cooling of the core-catcher is part of this
R&D

The general trends for core-catcher cooling systems are

- to allow passive cooling (natural convection),
- to concern large surfaces with large hydraulic diameters,
- the surfaces may be inclined or curved (hemispherical, )
- to operate under normal pressure

It has been decided to perform the SULTAN experiment in order to gather a data base of two-
phase flow behaviour under such specific conditions ( pressure drops, dry out conditions, heat exchange
coefficients)

This data base is aimed to be used for code validation (FLICA, CATHARE)

The experiment involves flat heating plates ( 4 meters long and 15cm wide) which may be set
vertically or in an inclined position

The test channel will be characterized by a variable hydraulic diameter (from a few centimeters
to, about, 20 centimeters)

The water may be fed at different temperature levels up to the saturation temperature
corresponding to the working pressure

This pressure may be varied between 1 bar and 8 bars

The heat flux may be as high as 100 W/cm2 (IMW/m2)

Forced convection and natural convection tests will be performed

These tests are expected to start in 1993
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Abstract

1.

After a beyond design basis accident, the prime objective of the operable engineered
safety systems is to maintain the containment integrity, i e to control the escape of
radioactive matenals to a rate lower than or equal to that fixed for the design basis
accident (LOCA)

If we except the direct containment heating scenario, i e. a scenario affected by a very
low probability and against which little if any can be done, hydrogen appears to be the
first threat that can endanger the containment integrity.

Different hydrogen release patterns have been identified in the frame of the PRA
conducted for Doel 3 (900 MW PWR Belgian reference unit) The analysis of these
patterns together with consideration for results gained from safety studies in other
countries (ex Germany) enable to size an hydrogen catalytic recombiner system able to
cope with the most credible severe accidents scenarios In a later phase, the
accumulation of steam and non condensable gases may require containment venting,
should the pressure exceed the LOCA peak pressure The venting system has to be sized
so that the release of radiologically significative isotopes (iodine, caesium, strontium,
actimdes), integrated over the venting duration does not exceed the corresponding
integrated releases due to the normal containment leak

The sizing of the venting system, i e, namely, the definition of the decontamination
factors, requires the definition of a source term taking into account

• the containment atmosphere activity by the time of the release, this activity
depending on the behaviour of the fission products during the time elapsed between
the accident occurrence and the venting initiation (aerosols deposition and
coalescence, organic compounds generation etc ),

• the total mass of active and inactive aerosols,

• the aerosols activity size spectrum

This paper describes the Belgian approach concerning the hereabove mentioned items
and based on the so far available scientific data and calculations

Introduction
The available results of the PRA analysis conducted in some western countries clearly
indicate that, with the exception of the very unlikely direct containment heating
scenario, the H2 generation appears to the first concern that could threat the reactor
containment integrity after a severe accident - Fig 1 and 2

Hydrogen releases

High H2 release rates and integrated releases require appropr ia te H2
concentration control systems, taking into account the containment atmosphere
characteristics (steam, pressure, temperature, fission products, chemicals)

Corium-concrete interaction

• Occurs if the reactor cavity is dry by the time of RPV failure

• Must be avoided because, once initiated, corium coolabihty becomes
questionable.

• Leads to generation of non condensable gases and to the perforation of the
containment base mat.

Containment pressurisation
• Must not be considered in the early phase of the accident.

• Related to the accident management strategies.

• The design of venting systems requires the knowledge of the physico-chemical
characteristics of the FP in the containment atmosphere.

(FP inventories in the containment atmosphere, chemical form, aerosols sizes
distribution)

FIG. 1. PRA study results: Areas of concern for reactor containment integrity.

Containment basemat perforation appears to be the second matter of concern, since such
a sequence could occur if, by the time of the reactor pressure vessel failure, the reactor
cavity is dry so that conum-concrete interactions are allowed to occur

Containment pressurisation and, therefrom, the need for venting the containment
atmosphere with high decontamination factors for the radiologically significative
isotopes is a concern related to the long term accident management procedures

From the hereabove considerations, it appears that the H2 generation and release
rates mechanisms are to be understood and handled with a first priority, so that the
appropriate engineered safety features can be set up to control the H2 concentration in
the reactor containment
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2. Hydrogen concentration control in the containment

2 1 Hydrogen Source Terms

Analyses performed in the frame of PRAs gué the H2 release rates for the most severe
accidents sequences As shown on figure 2 the H2 release patterns consist of 3 steps

• Step l H2 release via the reactor coolant system breach, until the RPV failure
The H2 quantities released correspond to an oxydation of about 60-70 % of
the core Zr inventory

The duration of this step is in the range 1 3 hours

Typical release rates are in the range 3-10 kg/mm

• Step 2 Ha release following the RPV failure

The H2 mass released and the release rates are very sensitive to the scenario
(fig 2)

- For the SLY case<a) after the RVP failure, the molten core is quenched by the
water in the reactor cavity This leads to an instantaneous
release of about 150 kg (value for a 900 MWe PWR)

- For the SEN case(b) after the RVP failure, the molten core falls on the bottom
of the dry reactor cavity This leads to a release of 300 kg
(value for a 900 MWe PWR)

• Step 3 H2 long term releases due to conum concrete interaction (SEN case) The
release rate is much lower (< 0,5 kg/mm)

This step is extended until the reactor containment basemat perforation is achieved

In the hereabove scenarios, the steam inventory in the containment is rather low (steam
concentration <, 25 V %) when the H2 is released, so that the ignition limit is rapidly
exceeded without mitigation or control system by the completion of step (1), the H2
concentration generally largely exceeds the 4,5 V % threshold value Similarly, by the
end of the first day, and assuming that no countermeasures are taken, the H2
concentration reaches values laying m the 12-15 V % range

(a) SLY case = small LOCA 0") + operation of the safety injection system By the
time of the RPV failure, the reactor cavity is flooded The molten
conum is "quenched" and no conum-concrete interaction occurs The
reactor containment ventilation system is in operation This
assumption is conservative, as it promotes the steam condensation

SEN case = small LOCA (D + failure of the safety injection system By the
time of the RPV failure, the reactor cavity is dry, so that conum-
concrete interaction can occur The reactor containment ventilation
system is not in operation

2.2. H2 control systems (Fig. 3.4)

The high H2 release rates together with adverse ambient condition», (p > 1 bar high
steam concentration) do not enable the use of post-LOCA thermal recombmers (f ig 2)

Therefore, other H2 control systems must be investigated

221 H 2 Igniters

Basically, deliberate ignition is intended to burn H2 as soon as its concentration locally
exceeds the ignition threshold (4-6 V % depending on the steam concentration) This
deliberate ignition will limit the containment temperature and pressure transient
loads However several drawbacks ha\e been identified for such a system namely

• ignition is not possible in steam merted atmospheres (H2O > 55 V %) In such a case,
H2 can first locally accumulate to high levels and have the time to mixt into the
whole containment atmosphere If, later on, the steam is partially condensed,
flammable mixtures can be formed with the nsk of a general deflagration at high
H2 concentrations,

• deliberate ignition can occur in rooms with unknown H2 concentration In case of
high H2 concentration (H2 "pockets"), this may lead to the TDD phenomenon
(transition from deflagration to detonation) It is essential that such a phenomenon
be avoided due to the extremely high loads induced to the containment structures
and equipments

222 Containment Inertisation

Containment post accident mertisation (CC>2 , N2 ) is not a new concept However, the
engineering aspects of mertisation have never been developed and are thus not
available yet

1. Thermal recombiners

2. H2 igniters (deliberate ignition)

3. Post inertisation

4. H2 catalytic recombiners

FIG 3 Hydrogen concentration control systems



Thermal recombiners

• Sized to recombine H2 at very low release rates (Design Basis LOCA).

• Do not operate if containment pressure significantly > 1 bara.

• Problem related with steam condensation in the recombiner loop of external
recombiners systems.

H2 igniters

• Deliberate ignition is not possible in steam inerted atmosphere
(H2O > 55 V %).

• If later on steam is condensed, generalised deflagration can occur in the whole
containment.

• Deliberate ignition can occur in rooms with unknown but high H2 concentration
-> TDD phenomenon.

Containment inertisation

• Inertisation by CO2 or N2 injections.

• Inertisation engineering aspects not yet available for a large PWR
containment. Some generic questions are :

- time required to achieve a efficient inertisation;

- energy balance to evaporate liquid CO2 (N2);

- distribution of CO2 in the containment.

The resolution of the unresolved issues could still require several years.

FIG. 4 Hydrogen concentration control systems

Some of the generic questions are

• what is the time required before such a solution becomes effective (time needed by
the operator to decide about the CC>2 injection, time needed for the injection
phase) '

• if CO2 is injected in liquid form, there will be not enough energy available to
evaporate it Injection of liquid CC>2 could also promote steam condensation, which
is an adverse effect in the present case;

• if CÛ2 is injected in gaseous form, large penetrations will be required to complete
the CC>2 injection within a reasonnable time interval (1-2 hours),

• a complete pipe works distribution system will be required to achieve rapidly a
proper homogénéisation (CO2 being heavier than air and steam)

The resolution of the pending questions could take up to several years

2.2.3. Catalytic recombiners (Fig. 5)
The catalytic recombiners enable to recombine H2 into steam even at very low H2
concentrations (- 2 V %) The recombination rate increases as the H2 concentration
increases These recombiners are entirely passive and are efficient even under adverse
physico-chemical environments (presence of 12 , organic compounds, CO, fumes from oil
and electrical cables fires, )

One particular feature of the catalytic recombiners lays in the fact that their
efficiency is not affected by high steam concentrations these are efficient even in
inerted atmospheres Catalytic recombiners operate at their nominal rates as long as"
the C>2 concentration remains higher or equal to the stoechiometrically required
concentration, i e as long as the ratio 2 [O2)/[H2 1 remains higher or equal to 1, [H2l
and IQzl being the H2 and O2 molar concentrations per volume unit in the containment

For a reasonnable catalytic recombiners surface inside the containment, the limited
recombination rate cannot match the high H2 release rate predicted in the early phase
of severe accidents

Therefore, for some scenarios, the H2 concentration will peak upto a maximal value
above the ignition limit

Later on, when the H2 release rate is reduced, the H2 concentration will drop due to the
recombiners operation

Therefore, the proper catalytic recombiners surface sizing must limit the H2 peak
concentration to a value such that, if an accidental ignition would occur at that time,
the resulting pressure transient would not induce loads that could threat the
containment integrity

Provided that the above remark be properly taken into account, the catalytic
recombiners appear, at the time being, the best solution to control the H2 concentration
after a servere accident, as no adverse effect from their use has been evidenced so far

It is obvious that the installation of catalytic recombiners delete the need for the
classical post-LOCA thermal recombiners



H2 catalytic recombiners

• Totally passive.

• Efficient at low H2 concentration : recombination starts at 2 V %

• Recombination rate increases as H2 concentration increases

• Efficient even in steam inerted atmosphere.

• Qualified for operation in adverse physico-chemical environments (presence
of 12, organic components, CO, fumes from oil and electrical cables fires, etc...)

• Operate at nominal recombination rate as long as :

2[O2]V%
[H2] V (stoechiometric value)

• At the time being, no adverse effect from the use of catalytic recombiners has
been evidenced yet.

• Appear thus to be the appropriate solution to control H2 concentration after a
severe accident.

FIG. 5. Hydrogen concentration control systems (cont ).

2.3. Bases for the Sizing of a Catalytic Recombiner System
(Fig. 6)

Small scale and large scale efficiency tests, carried out by SIEMENS - KWU, have
demonstrated (Ref 1) that, for a given geometry, i e. for a given value of the ratio

Surface of Catalyst (m2)
~———————:———:———;—TV the H? half-life is a constant value which isContainment free volume (nr)
independent from the containment atmosphere conditions (pressure, temperature, steam
and H2 concentrations)

So, in the absence of a further H2 release, the H2 concentration evolution is given by

C(t) = Coe-Xt (1)

Co, C(t) = H2 initial concentration and concentration at time t (V %)

t = time (mm )

Bases: 1) Efficiency tests have demonstrated that for a given geometry,
i e a given ratio :

c^_ Surface of catalyst (m2)
V Containment free volume (m3)

The H2 half-life (Ti/2) is a constant value indépendant from the
containment atmosphere conditions (p, T, H2O and H2 concentrations)

When both H2 releases and recombination simultaneously occur, the
resulting H2 concentrations is given by :

dt

[H2 ] = H2 concentration (V %)

t = time (min)

RH2 = H2 release rate (moles/min)

M = containment atmosphere total moles inventory at time t

M = nH2 + nN2 + nO2 + nCO2 +...

X = Ü2 removal rate (min "*)

x^ 0,693 =KS_
~ Ti/2 V

K = parameter specific to the recombiner module geometry
(m. :

2) The minimum required catalytic surface is such that no unacceptable
pressure transient could threat the containment resistance, should an
accidental ignition occur at the H2 maximum concentration.

FIG. 6. Catalytic recombiners surface sizing.



H2 removal rate due to the catalytic recombination (mm ' )

0691
Tl/7

(2 )

T]/2 = being the H2 half-life in the gaseous mixture measured by the efficiency
tests

From the efficiency tests carried out by KWU SIEMENS, it results that

X = K S. (3)
V

S = catalyst surface (m^)

V = containment free volume (m^)

K= H2 specific removal rate (m mm"1) K is specific to the geometry of the
catalytic recombiner module

When both H2 releases and recombination process simultaneously occur in the
containment, the resulting H2 m the containment is given by

dt

[H2l=

t =

RH2 =

M =

= RH2-X.M[H2] (4)

H2 concentration (molar fraction or volumic fraction)

time (mm )

H2 release rate (moles/mm )

reactor containment atmosphere total molar inventory (moles)

M = n<32 + nN2 + nH2 O+ NCO2 +

M depends on the accident scenario and is a function of time In addition to
mass variations due the thermal hydraulic aspects of the accident, it must
be taken into account that the recombination of 1 mole of H2 implies the
production of 1 mole of H2O and the consumption of 03 mole of O2

X = H2 recombination rate (mm'1 ) - see (3) -

Relationship (3) and (4) are valid as long as, in the containment atmosphere, the

2 M
following relationship holds true [H2]

>1

When the O2 concentration [O2] becomes lower than the stoechiometncally required
value, the H2 recombination proceeds with a rate lower than that given by (3) until
complete C>2 depletion

2.4. Application to PWRs

Relationship (3) and (4) have been used for the Belgian NPPs to size the required
catalytic recombmers surface in order to control the H2 concentration after the most
sever accident sequences

2.4.1 SLY sequence • DOEL 3 NPP preliminary results

Figure 7 shows that 250 m^ of catalytic recombmers enable to limit the H2 peak
concentration to 7,8 V %

The period of time during which the ignition limit is exceeded amounts to 2,7 hours

An accidental deflagration occurring at the H2 maximum concentration would lead to a
peak pressure of 5,9 bara'a', the maximum containment allowable pressure being 6,2
bara

(a) Conservative value on the basis of an adiabatic combustion and assuming a 100 %
burn efficiency

2.4.2. SEN Sequence - DOEL 3 NPP preliminary results

Fig 8 shows that 250 m2 of catalytic recombmers enable to limit the H2 concentration
[Hy to 5 V %

The period of time during which the ignition limit is exceeded amounts to 1,5 hours

2.5. Conclusions

On the basis of the present knowledge of the H2 release mechanisms and H2
concentration control systems, the catalytic recombmers appear to be an adequate
system to limit the H2 concentration for the most severe accident sequences The
optimum recombmers surface is that which reduces the H2 peak concentration to a level
that could not threat the containment integrity in the event of a generalized
deflagration

No adverse effect has been evidenced so far from the use of catalytic recombmers

3. Fission products behaviour in relationship with
containment venting

3.1. Introduction

Conum - concrete interaction and long term containment basemat perforation can be
avoided by quenching the molten core at the time of the RPV failure This procedure
will generate large quantities of steam resulting from the core decay heat removal If no
external means is available to the operator for steam condensation (containment
ventilation on cooling batteries, containment spray), the pressure build-up will lead to
the need for containment venting

In order to limit the releases of radiologically significative isotopes (Cs, Sr, I,
actimdes) to an acceptable level, the releases resulting from the venting should not
exceed those resulting from containment leakage
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DESIGN BASIS FOR BELGIAN NPPS

RELEASES OF RADIOLOGICALLY SIGNIFICATIVE ISOTOPES FROM
VENTING OPERATION SHOULD NOT EXCEED THOSE RESULTING FROM
NORMAL CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE

--> MINIMUM DF VALUES ARE GIVEN BY :

DF = Qv
M.f

DF = decontamination factor (minimum value)

Qv= venting rate (t/d)

M = gaseous massic inventory of containment atmosphere (t)

f = containment integrated leak (d'1)

Example

f = 0,1 %/day = 10-3 d'1

M = gaseous mass in containment (air + steam + H2 + CC>2 + Co ....) = 1801

Qv = venting rate = function of corium decay heat

t(hours)
24
48
192

Qv (t/d)
525
420
240

DF
2900
2300
1300

Practically, this statement leads to defining minimum values for the decontamination
factors of the venting system

We have indeed

f x, Ac, = Qv _?.!_ (5)
DFi

f = containment integrated leak rate (d '),

x,= fraction of isotope i core inventory present in the atmosphere by the time of
venting

Ac, = isotope i core inventory (GBq)

Qv = containment venting rate (t/d)

a, = isotope i massic activity in containment atmosphere (GBq/t)

DFi = venting system decontamination factor for isotope i

We have a, =
M

(6)

M= total gaseous mass (air + steam + H2 + COa + ) in the containment by the time of
the venting (t)

Relationships (5) and (6) give

M f
(7)

Relationship (7) gives thus the minimum DF, value meeting the hereabove mentioned
criterion

Example of application

f= 0,1 %/day = llfr3d-1

M= the gaseous massic inventory of the containment atmosphere amounts to about
1801 by the time of venting initiation

(Bases • containment free volume = 60 600 m3, air mass = 71 t, steam mass = 100 t,
CO2 + H2 + CO mass - 91)

Qv= the venting rate is related to the steam generation rate resulting from the decay
heat removal

FIG 9 Fission products behaviour in relationship with containment-venting.



From (7), we have

t hours after
accident

24

48

192

QvO/d)

525

420

240

DFi

2,900

2300

1,300

The required DFi are thus laying in the range 1000 - 3000

3.2. Fission Products Behaviour - Source Term

The engineering of a venting system meeting the above mentioned DF requires the
knowledge of the physico - chemical form of the fission products present in the
containment after an accident involving a core meltdown : isotopes present under
molecular or vapour forms, organic forms, aerosols sizes distribution etc,..

On the basis of the present "state of the art", the following source terms is taken into
account by the time of the venting initiation :

Isotope

Organic iodide

Elemental iodine

Caesium

Srontium

Tellurium

Ruthenium

La + Ce

Amount (% core inventory)

0,3

3

5,5

0,6

5,5

0,5

0,1

The aerosols massic concentration distribution is shown on fig. 11 (situation at 20 hours
after the accident - Ref. 2 -).

For such a distribution, we have :

Particule radium
(|im)

<0,5

0,5 - 0,8

>0,8

Percentage of the total
aerosols activity (%)

1

9

90

3.3. Technical features of the venting systems in relationship with
fission products characteristics

Decontamination factors in the range l 103 - 3 1(P for molecular iodine and aerosols
characterized by the above mass concentration distribution can be achieved by different
techniques such as :

• Venturi scrubbers immerged m alkaline solution, operating m conjunction with a
high efficiency metal fiber filters • 99 % of the fission product activity and decay
heat are then stored in the scrubbing solution,

• scrubbing of the containment vented gaseous stream in deep pools

The achievement of high DFs (> 103) for organic iodide appears to be difficult. The
venting system must be provided with a stage specific for that purpose and be loaded
with mineral sorbent (Soviet Termoxid, silver zeolite, . .) selective to organic
compounds.

THE SETUP OF VENTING TECHNIQUES RELY ON THE
SOURCE TERM AND ON THE FISSION PRODUCTS
PHYSICO-CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS

SOURCE TERM FOR BELGIAN NPPs

ISOTOPE

Organic iodide

Elemental iodine

Caesium, Tellurium

Strontium

Ruthenium

La, Ce

AMOUNT
(% OF CORE INVENTORY)

0,3

3

5,5

0,6

0,5

0,1

FIG. 10. Containment venting techniques.



These sorbcnts are shown to be efficient if the gaseous stream temperature exceeds
100°C However, great care must be paid in order to avoid steam condensation in these
sorbents, the sorbtion effective surface being drastically reduced m tha t case
Therefore, some kind of steam superheating must be achieved in that decontamination
stage
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FOR MOLECULAR IODINE AND AEROSOLS, HIGH DFs CAN BE ACHIEVED
WITH:

• VENTURI SCRUBBERS (ALKALINE SOLUTION) + HIGH EFFICIENCY
METAL FIBER FILTERS

• SCRUBBING INTO DEEP POOLS

REMOVAL OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS REQUIRES SPECIAL TECHNIQUES :

• MINERAL SORBENTS : silver zeoliter, Soviet TERMOXID (Ti O2 base
sorbent)

CONCERN : STEAM CONDENSATION MUST BE AVOIDED ON THOSE
SORBENTS.

•-> STEAM MUST BE SUPERHEATED BEFORE ADMISSION INTO
THE MINERAL SORBENT STAGE

FIG. 12. Venting technical solutions.

• ENGINEERED FEATURES TO BE IMPLEMENTED FOR VENTING SYSTEMS
REQUIRE KNOWLEDGE OF FISSION PRODUCTS PHYSICO-CHEMICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

• LONG TERM BEHAVIOUR OF FP IN REACTOR CONTAINMENTS
REQUIRES BETTER UNDERSTANDING

FIG. 13. Conclusions.

FIG. 11. Aerosols massic concentration distribution.



ë£ 3.4. Conclusions

• The engineered features to be set up to achieve the required DFs depend on the
physico-chemical characteristics of the fission products by the time venting is
in i t i a t ed ,

• the design bases presently taken into account for application in Belgian NPPs, rely
on the available "state of the art" data;

• Research work currently ongoing in those areas should confirm the validity of those
data, especially in the long term after the accident, when venting operation is
expected to be needed
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Abstract

This presentation summarises the HEVA experimental programme.

This programme which is now prolonged by the VERCORS programme, was used to staTe
certain characteristics of the fission product source term emitted by a fuel (release rote
coefficient, aerosol sizing, chemical species) irradiated at approximately 30 GWd/tU when
PWR core fusion occurs. The test parameters were those expected in the event of a
hypothetic serious accident.

The eight tests performed provided quantitative data on FP release from a fuel heated
between 1600°C and 2100°C under steam and hydrogen. Moreover, the emitted
aerosols were sized, the occurrence of absence of chemical reactions between FP's and
between FP's and structural material was confirmed and the influence of a reducing
environment upon the FP release was determined.

1. INTRODUCTION (Plate 1)

The HEVA programme is designed to characterise the source term of fission products (FP)
released by an PWR type fuel during a sequence representative of a serious accident. The
tests were carried out between 1983 and 1989 and, since then, the programme has been
extended by the current VERCORS programme.



This programme was operated by the Direction des Reacteurs Nucléaires du CEA and was
defined and funded by the Institut de Protection et Sûreté nudéaire and co-funded by EDF
(French Electricity Board)

I/ The Partners

* Definition :
* Funding :
* Implementation:

IPSN - CEA
CEA and EDF
CEA - DRN

to create a realistic data bank for computing the behaviour of FPs in the primary circuit
and the containment and, as a result, for assessing the potential release Essentially, this
could lead to the evaluation of safety margins in the light of the envelope data currently
available

Consequently, the measurements taken during the tests were aimed at characterising

- the release kinetics and the total release of FPs and structural material as a function of
fuel temperature,

the aerosol source as a function of temperature,

- the chemical behaviour of the FPs in the fluid and m interaction with the walls

2/ Objectives of the programme

* Improvement and validation of the models
(ESCADRE system)

* Realistic data base

3/ Objectives of the measurements

* Release kinetics of the FP
* Particulate source from the Fuel

_____* Chemical behaviour of the FP________

PLATE 1 Experimental NEVA programme

2. AIMS

The aims of the programme are as follows

- to improve and validate models used in the ESCADRE system codes describing the nsks
of FPs release to the environment during a serious accident sequence,

3. EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE

The experimental device (Plate 2) includes, in the fluid flow direction

a supply of water vapour and hydrogen constituting the fluid in which »he expenment is
conducted,

- a supply of helium for protecting the graphite susceptor of the HF furnace from water'
vapour attack,

- a superheater to heat the fluid to 800°C,

- the test fuel, which compnses a fuel rod section from an EDF (French Electricity Board)
power plant and includes three fuel pellets in their dadding. Two half-pellets of
depleted uranium oxide are placed either side of the test sample and held in place by
crimping the dadding (Plate 3) The sample is placed on a vertical support of dense
zirconia For the tests with the control rod material components (80% Ag, 15% In, 5%
Cd alloy ), the control rods were placed in a crucible positioned below the fuel rod
support (Plate 4).

- the induction furnace (Plate 5), including a test channel of dense zirconia (forming a
chamber that is partially sealed from the graphite susceptor protected by the slightly
pressurised helium), the graphite susceptor, a double layer heat insulator (dense zirconio
and alumina), a quartz tube, forming the furnace chamber, and the furnace coils,

- a junction zone with a zirconia tube infernal channel,

- the cascade impador placed in a resistance furnace with an adjustable temperature
range of 250°C to 800°C,

- a heated line,



Chambre d'ionisalion-i

Détecteurs
Ge (HP)

Combustible

Echantillon AIC «—— Circuit susceplour (He)

HEVA experimental installation
(HEVA test 08. For HEVA test 07, the cold trap was absent)

PLATE 2

- a condenser for collecting the water vapour,

- a drier (silica gel and molecular sieve),

- a cold trap for trapping noble gases.

The entire experimental assembly is placed in a shielded cell equipped with remote
manipulators, grippers and window at the LAMA, Grenoble Nudear Research Centre hot
laboratory

Isolation
thermique

Tuba quartz

Suscepteur graphite

Spires
d'induction

TIRC4

Ecran zircone

Cale UOj appauvri

Crayon combustible

Vers diode y

Cale UC>2 appauvri

TIRC1

TIRC2

Support zircone

Fuel rod arrangement in HF furnace (HEVA tests 03 to 05.
For HEVA test 06, the bottom retaining pellet did not have a hole).

PLATES

The furnace is used to obtain a flat temperature profile (< 50°C) of the sample during the
temperature plateau (Plate 6) and, as a result, comparable FP emissions for the three fuel
pellets of the sample.



Suscepleur graphite

Tube zircone

Support AIC

£R——- Surchaulfeur

AIC sample arrangement in furnace (HEVA tests f)7 and 08)

PLATE 4

P'atonçj cellule
1 Combusîôle
2 Gain« Zy A
3 Ecran thermique ZrO,
4 SuscepîeurgraphKe
5 Ecran thermique externe ZrO,
6. Ecran thermique externe AI, O,
7. Centreur support ZrO,
8. Tube quartz
9 Surchaulteurvapeur
10 Ecran thermique surchauffeur
11. Impacteur
12. Four Impacteur
13. Arrivée He
14. Son» He
15. Thermocouples
16. Introducten vapeur
17. Bnd» inléneure impacteur
18. Rotule

HEVA furnace. Hitfi temperature assembly (HEVA tests 0.3 to «6.
For tests 07 and 08, the fuel road arrangement is as shown in figure 3.2)

PLATES



Température (C)

2000

1500

1000

500

T paroi inlerne

T du caloporteur

T paroi externe
_____ _LJ

2eme palier (sous H2)

10 20 30 40 50
Cole de hauteur (cm)

Calculated temperature profiles (HEVA 06)

PLATE 6

4. PARAMETER VARIATIONS AND TEST CHART

The parameters that can be varied in the HEVA tests are as follows (Plate 7):

- impactor temperature (from 250°C to 800°C),

fluid composition and Row rate (water vapour and hydrogen),

- presence or absence of control rod components.

Only one of these parameters is varied from one test to another. The test fuel temperature is
controlled by the power of the high frequency furnace. Nevertheless, the variations noted in
the test chart (between 1 600°C and 2100°C) are due principally to problems in adjusting
the set values. On the other hand, in the VERCORS programme, the temperature is an
experimental parameter.

The test chart (Plate 8) shows how the programme was implemented. It is important to note
that the tests were conduded using an irradiated fuel in a PWR and that, from HEVA test
04 onwards, the fuel was re-irradiated at low power, for the sole purpose of obtaining o
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signal From the short lived y emitters HEVA test 07 was conducted with previously
activated AIC components and a UO2 depleted test fuel The programme stages were as
follows

HEVA 01 and 02 exploratory tests with o single loop (no impactor]

HEVA 03 to 05 study of fission product release in oxidising environment within a
temperature range of 1 800°C to 2000°C Study of aerosol behaviour as a function of
temperature in the 250°C to 800°C range HEVA test 05 is the reference test for this
programme

HEVA 06 same as HEVA 04 for the fuel temperature and HEVA 05 for the impactor
temperature, but in hydrogen atmosphere

HEVA 07 study of behaviour of control rod components (silver, indium, cadmium) in the
absence of fission products

HEVA 08 same as HEVA 05 with presence of AIC) (i e , HEVA 05 + HEVA 07)

5. INSTRUMENTATION

The HEVA loop was instrumented in order to obtain the following measurements (Plates 9
and 10)

temperatures temperature measurement by type K thermocouples in the zones with
temperatures less than 1 200°C and by high temperatures thermocouples for the fuel
The important measurements are those of the superheater (TIRC3), the fuel (TIRC1 and

1 - Impactor temperature

2 - Fluid composition (oxy. red / flow)

3 - Control rod components

+

Fuel temperature___________

PLATE 7 HEVA test parameters

T.« *•

km up IGWd/lU)

rcirrodiolion

Fluid Row |mg/i)

Hj

H20

Temperolt«» dop* ("C/l)

Fuel lemperulure (XI

Ploteou duration (s)

bnpoaor température (*O

Ag/ln/Cd

Te« dote

01

194

no

0

100

1

1630

900

non

no

06/83

02

194

no

0

30

1

1870

900

non

nu

11/83

03

r 7

no

05

37

1

1800

1800

800

no

02/86

04

367

yei

05

30

1

2000

420

600

no

12/84

05

367

ye»

05

25

1

1800

5760

250

no

07/87

06

367

ye»

02

0

2

2100

IBOO

250

no

03/88

07

0

05

25

1

1800

1800

250

y«

06/88

08

347

f"

05

25

1

1800

600

250

ye»

03/89

PLATE 8 HEVA test parameters

TIRC2), the top of the furnace (TIRC4), the (unction zone (TIR4 and TIR5) and the
impactor (TIR6 and TIR7)

fluid flow rates (inlet and after the condenser)

pressure and, in particular, the difference in pressure between the fuel rod circuit and
the susceptor circuit and the pressures upstream of the impactor and the cold trap (risk
of clogging)



1 - TEMPERATURES
fuel, junction, impactor + structures

2 - FLOW RATES
Inlet, outlet

3 - PRESSURES
Before the impactor and the cold trap

4 - GAMMA RAY EMITTERS
On line gamma spectrometry on fuel,
impactor

5 - AEROSOLS
Impactor

6 - pH, pi

PLATE 9 HEVA test instrumentation

activity levels for which there are two types of measurement

. dynamic during the test, measurements on the fuel (RIR1), the last stage of the
impactor, the bead beds and the filter (RIR4)

. static before and after the test, measurements on the fuel and the loop components

(fuel, [unction zone, impoctor, condensâtes, filters)

aerosol size measured by the cascade impactor, dismantled after the test and analysed
stage by stage by weighing and gamma-ray spedometry The impactor was slightly
modified during the course of the programme Initially it had 8 stages (HEVA 03), this

Diode
GeHp

Tronçon
de crayon
combustible

Surchaulfeur
He

He

Instrumentation of the HEVA experimental installation
(HE\ A tests (H to 06)

PLATE 10

number was reduced to 6 (HEVA 04) and two bead beds were added operating m a
diffusion regime (HEVA 05 to HEVA 08) (Plates 11 and 1 2)

With this arrangement and in the thermohydraulic conditions of HEVA tests 05 to 08,
small sized particles could be differentiated according to their mean aerodynamic
diameter (MAD) in the following way (Plate 13)

MAD > 0 8 urn collected in impactor,

0 1 urn < MAD < 0 8 jtm collected in filter,



H20

H2

Filtre poral

Lits granulaires

Impacteur

Aerosol collector. Simplified diagram of the extension to the collector
measurement domain with a granular bed (HEVA 05 to 08)

PLATE 11
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Detail of granular beds

PLATE 12

Elhcacile de Collection (%)
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Diamètre ((im)

Collection efficiency as a function of particle diameter for the two
pranular beds and last stage of the impactor (HEVA test 05).

PLATE 13
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0 02 um < MAD < 0 l ^m collected in 2nd bead bed

MAD <0 02 um collected in 1 st bead bed

measurement of [H+] and [I ] by special electrodes placed in the condenser

6. CLASSICAL MEASUREMENTS

These are defined as temperature, pressure and flow rate measurements

For the temperatures, the on line monitoring of fuel temperature and, where applicable, the
temperature of the crucible containing the silver, indium and cadmium pellets is given on
Plate 14, for HEVA test 08 The temperature plateau of this test was interrupted after 10
minutes because of clogging in the impactor and FP release was low

Flow rates downstream of the condenser were measured in order to assess zircaloy
oxidation kinetics by looking at the difference between the injected hydrogen and helium
flow rote and the flow rate of these gases measured after condensation of the water
vapour (Plate 15) In reality, small amounts of water vapour penetrated the susceptor circuit
and attacked this graphite susceptor The large volume of hydrogen generated by this
reaction interfered with the measurement and the initial objective could no longer be
attained This problem is currently being solved in the VERCORS programme

7. ON-LINE ACTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

On line activity measurements and after-test measurements using gamma spectometry are
the basic measurements of the HEVA tests

For HEVA test 08, plate 16 shows the overall variation in activity of the last components of
the impactor, as a function of time, with that of the fuel temperature It can be seen that
changes in impoctor activity took place almost exclusively dunng the temperature plateau

Plate 17 (bottom graph) shows the variation m the fraction of cadmium released during the
same test It appears that the cadmium was released well before the temperature plateau
was reached This illustrates a problem that occurred during these tests, namely the
depletion of the cadmium source before the release of the other elements and FPs This
situation is not representative of the behaviour of this element in the case of a reactor

Plate 17 (top graph) shows the variations in the fractions of indium, iodine and caesium
released The graph shows that the release kinetics of these three elements ore roughly the

Plate 18 (top graph) shows the same measurements mode on the impoctor and the bottom
graph compares the kinetics of emission and arrival in the impactor of indium It can be
deduced that

trapping occurred in the |unction zone between the furnace and the impactor (about half
of the total amount emitted reached the impactor),

element emission and arrival in the impactor were roughly synchronised (except for
cadmium)

From these measurements, the release kinetics of the FPs and structural elements were
calculated and compared with the envelope values currently used (Plate 19) Assumptions
could then be made regarding the behaviour of certain elements These assumptions were
then tested by post-test analyses on the elements of the loop and by possible interpretations
in the light of the thermohydraulic and thermodynamic data available

8. POST-EXPERIMENT STUDIES

8.1. Tes» fuel

Before the test, gamma spectometry measurements were conducted on the fuel in order to
draw up an initial inventory of the FPs The value obtained was analysed using a set of
modules that constitute the UNA Code used in the Laboratory The inventory thus obtained
was compared with the results obtained by the MARISE code which is used to calculate the
inventory of a fuel based on its irradiation history

The accuracy of the measurement is between 6 and 8%, and the agreement between the
measurement and the calculation is always excellent (measurement/calculation ratio
between 0 97 and 1 03)

For the emitting FPs, the gamma spectometry measurement is the reference value for the
other measurements taken later

After the test, the fuel was coated in situ with an epoxy resin and X-rayed (Plate 20) A
gamma scan was conducted to check the overall release of each pellet (Plate 21 ) and fine
gamma spectometry was used to measure the final FP inventory so that the percentage of
FPs emitted by the fuel during the test could then be calculated

For HEVA test 06 (in hydrogen atmosphere), gamma ray emission tomography was used
to determine tellurium and barium retention in the partially oxidised daddmg (Plate 22)

Finally, a macrograph of each fuel rod pellet showed the changes that had taken place
during the test (Plate 23)

Textcont on p 205
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PLATE 20. Fuel rod X ray picture after test (HEVA test 06).
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Axial yscanning of the fuel rod (HEVA test 03)
(1) : Before test (2) : After test

11?tomograph. Te distribution in the rod and cladding
(HEVA test 06)
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PLATE 23 Macrograph of fuel pellet (HEVA test 06 Bottom pellet)
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8.2. Composition of the loop

After the test, gamma spectometry was used to measure the loop components and a
histogram was prepared to show the distribution of fission products in the components,
particularly in the junction zone situated between the furnace and impactor and in the
impador itself (Plate 24). The histogram shows that a large amount of the FPs emitted was
trapped upstream of the impador, in the jundion zone (about 50%).

A more detailed analysis of this jundion zone showed, in particular, that the iodine and
caesium were not deposited in the same way in this zone (Plate 25). This coincides with the
fad that, if all the balance of the caesium was in the loop up to the outlet filter of the
impador, then the iodine progressed up to the level of the condenser in the form of a water
soluble gas.

8.3. Impactor

Gamma spedometry was used to analyse the impador components and a histogram was
prepared showing the distribution of the various FPs according to where they were
deposited (Plate 26).

Using the prior calibration of the impador and taking into account the adjustments mode in
relation to the real conditions of the experiment, the LPMA of the Fontenay-aux-Roses
Nuclear Research Centre processed the data to define the aerosol spectrum of the fission
products emitted by the fuel (Plate 27).

The some procedure was Followed for each FP measured and for the activation produds of
the control rod elements (Plates 28 and 29).

8.4. Physico-chemical analyses

The main objedive of the physico-chemical analyses was to obtain data on the behaviour
of the FPs in the environment in which they were released.

Thus, in the first instance, the examination covered those elements that could not be
identified through gamma spedometry and with the chemical bonds linking the FPs to each
other and to the other elements.

The basic method used in the HEVA programme was scanning electron microscopy
combined with an analysis of backscattered X-ray energy (SEM/EDX).
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This method, which is very suitable for analysing deposits, was used at the SECC, using
equipment installed in a hot cell at the LAMA, and at the AEA-Wmfrith laboratories,
through a |Oint collaboration agreement for the HEVA 03 and 04 tests, and more recently
(or the HEVA 07 and 08 tests

Other methods were used by the two laboratories to obtain additional information since,
where chemical bonds are concerned, there is no all-embracing method that can be used.
The following methods were among those used

X-ray pholoeledron analysis (XPS), which was used, for example, to determine the
chemical form of the molybdenum, the ma|onty of which, contrary to what was expected
from the thermodynamic calculations, was not bonded to the caesium,

- ionic chromatography (for element analyses in solutions after dissolving the deposits),

- infrared analysis,

- X-ray fluorescence (general and non-destructive element analysis of deposits on a
surface),

- X-ray diffraction for the purpose of studying the phases present

Whatever the method used, samples must be prepared before anlayses are conducted For
example, Plate 30 illustrates a preparation method applicable to powders deposited on the
impactor plates: these are collected on a pre-glued stub with an application force
monitored by means of a balance on which the impactor plate is placed. From HEVA test
06 onwards, all the solid samples were obtained in this way.

When ionic chromatography is used, a solution must be prepared beforehand. A diagram
illustrating the arrangement is shown on Plate 31.

These different preparation methods are installed m a special LAMA cell.

Some results of the SEM analyses, carried out by AEA-Winfrith (HEVA 03 and 04) or the
SECC (HEVA tests 05 to 08), are given in Plates 32 to 35.

9.1 Release rate coefficients

The release rate coefficients ore defined by the equation

Log (1/1 -FR)
F (mm" ' ) _ -

where :
t

t = duration of plateau (in mins.) at the temperature of the test,
FR = inventory fraction released during the test

The HEVA programme tests show that (Plate 36)-

1 ) in an atmosphere of water vapour and hydrogen (oxidising environment), the FP release
rate coefficient values were as follows in relation to the envelope values given in
CORSOR 1 •
Cs, I, Xe, KR : lower by a factor of 3

Sb . higher by a factor of 3

Mo: higher by a factor of 5 to 1 0

Ba roughly the same

Ru, Zr. higher by a factor of about 1 0

2) in a hydrogen atmosphere, compared with the previous values

Cs, I- lower by a factor of 3

Te, Mo: lower by a factor of about 10

Bo: higher by a factor of about 10

3) there is no indication of the influence of the control rod components. This conclusion is
not final insofar as some of these products were emitted before the FPs were emitted.

9. SOME RESULTS

By way of an example, some results corresponding to the predetermined objectives of this
programme are given below

9.2. Aerosol size (Plate 37)

At 800°C the FPs are in vapour form and at 250°C the mean aerodynamic diameter of
the aerosols is less than 0.2 mm The possible influence of the nature of the atmosphere or
the control rod components was not shown



Sampling on preglued stub

PLATE 30
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Composition
Elément
AI
Si
Mo
Cs
Cr
Fe
Ni
Zr
Ti

Wt%
18,1
3,1
9,9
3,4
5,8
15,8
5,4
4,6
30,5

Composition
Elément

Nâ
Al
Si
Mo
Cs
Cr
Fe
NI

Wt%
1
5,5
8,1
4,4
4,0
52,7
7,7
11,1
3,0

2
5,6
9,0
3,5
36,1
11,4
3,4
17,9
2,3

PLATE 32. HEVA 04 - View of a fragment of the last stage of the impactor. Particles rich
in caesium and molybdenum (after 15).
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Aspect général et analyse moyenne

Particule riche en césium

Cs
Rb
1
Te
Ag
In
Cd
Sn

0
n

at. %
C)
6
2

< î
10
66
5
8

n
48
2

<]
2
43
3
< 1

hors particula
particule

PLATE 33. Scanning electron microscopy examination of a sample on TEMPFIX glue
(HEVA 08).
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Ag 4
In
Cs
CI
Cd
Te
Sn
1
Rb

54
3
1
34
2
*

-

1
30
42
2
17
•

•

8

9.3. Chemical forms

n:ormction concerning the chemical forms detected is as follows

Cs mainly CsOH which transforms into silicates or carbonates,
I not deposited in the some places as the Cs,
Mo mostly MoOs,
Sn. SnO2,
U UC>2 25 (over-stoichiometric composition).

For the tellurium, it is assumed that there was an interaction with CsOH and the tin, even
though it is not shown.

PLATE 34. HEVA 08 - Sample taken from filter surface. Caesium rich cluster.

10. CONTINUATION OF PROGRAMME

The HEVA programme has been extended by the VERCORS programme in which two tests
have been conducted. The main objective of this programme is to study the release of non-
volatile FPs up to the fuel fusion stage. Based on what was learned during the HEVA
programme, the tests will be conducted at a higher temperature (2400°C) in on initial
stage and then, if possible, up to fuel fusion. To achieve this objective, a new loop must be
created, in a new environment and with new instrumentation. The list of improvements is
shown on Plate 38.

1 ) loop modifications:

- study of virtually non-volatile fission product release: development of a very high

temperature furnace,

- development of a new fluid injection system,

installation of a new circuit downstream of the furnace.

2) Improvements to instrumentation

- high temperature measurements: radiation pyrometry,

- study of zircaloy oxidation: gas-chromatography,

- study of noble gas release: gamma spectometry

- study of vapour phase deposition: development of a temperature gradient tube. This
study is backed up by the analytical tests conducted in the DEVAP programme.

improvement of iodine chemistry: specific filter.
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•
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PLATE 35. HEVA 08 - Sample taken from filter surface. Cadmium rich spherical particles.
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HEVA. SOME RESULTS 4 - Aerosol sizing

1 - Fractional release rate coefficients
F (mn E-1 ) compared to CORSOR

2 -

- 800 C = Vapour phase

- 250 C = DAMM < 0.3 micron

- Cs,l,X«,Kr
- Sb
- Mo
- Ba
- Ru.Zr

In H20

• ~ / 3 wtAK. :NI-'_'JC.NUL uh

: "- * 3 - Reducing atmosphere

: "- * 5 a 1 0 - Control rod components

: "« =
: ~ • 10

+• H2
5 - Chemistry

Reducing conditions
" x - c«

F ( nrw» E-1 ) compared to H20 + H2
- I

- C«,l : ~ / 3 - T«
- T«,Mo : -x. / 1 0
- Ba : ̂  * 1 0 " Mo

- Sn

fm A « •
- u

Mainly CaOH sllteatM,earfco.

1 and C« not deposited In the tame places

+ CsOH ^ Cs2Te,SnTe

M«03 ( ESCA )

Sn02 ( ESCA )

UO 2 + 0,253 - Control rod components

9
PLATE 37. HEVA - Some results (cont.).

PLATE 36. HEVA - Some results.



VERCORS Improvements

1 - High temperature furnace
Low volatile F.P. release (up to fuel melting)

2 - Instrumentation
- Pyrometry : HT measurement
- Gas chromatography : Zy oxidation )

( on line
- Gas spectrometry : NG release )
- T.G.T. : vapour phase deposits

=> DEVAP tests
- Sequential impactor : imp. aerosol sizing
- Iodine filter : Iodine chemistry

3 - PTA . chemistry
- Specific dissolutions
- Ion chromatography
- ESCA + IR

Chemical bondings

4 - Silver, Indium, Cadmium.
Injection studies (Flow, size)
=> EMAIC tests

PLATE 38. VERCORS improvements.

Work has started on these improvements and they should be operational by the beginning
of 1994 when the new VERCORS cell is commissioned (Plates 39 and 40)

3) Improvements in poit-experiment analysis systems

- development of selective dissolution methods,

- improvements in ion chromatography,

- greater use of methods to reveal chemical forms

4) Improvements to inaction system of A1C control rod components

- inaction of components in the fluid in the form of controlled flow vapour. This study is
supported by the EMAIC programme »este.

5) Programme support

- DEVAP: programme to study vapour phase deposits of volatile FPs. It takes place in a
special loop and the objectives are as follows:

- to provide FP deposition rates on surfaces representative of those of the main
constituents of a primary circuit,

- to provide information on FP distribution between vapour deposits and particles,

- to study the feasibility of and then interpret the deposition section planned for the
VERCORS tests.

- EMAIC. programme to study the emis'sion of components of an AIC rod after cladding
failure. The main aim of »he programme is to provide emission kinetics values for the
components in order to:

- inject them in the VERCORS programme with correct representativity,

- integrate them in the release computation modules when the core is destroyed.
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PLATE 40.

1 1 . CONCLUSIONS

This programme represents another step foword in the knowledge of the source of FPs
released by the fuel during a serious accident sequence and will allow increasing the
accuracy of the source term computing with the results of the measurements of :

- the kinetic of the volatile elements release (Cs, I, Xe, Kr) in an oxidising atmosphere :
lower by a factor of 2 to 3 in relation to the envelope values,

- the kinetic of the same elements in a reducing atmosphere : lower by a fact-or of 3 in
relation to the previous values,

- the aerosol source size near the fuel with a mean mass aerodynamic diameter lower
than ] fim.

The full extend of this advance will be felt when, in cooperation with scientific laboratories
throughout the world, this programme is carefully compared with others with similar
objectives that ore either being developped or have been completed.

This experimental results were obtained using the abilities and the means developped in the
Service d'Etude du Comportement de Combustible of the Nudear Research Center of
GRENOBLE for the tests operating and the fission product measurements.
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Abstract

The results of prc test fission product release analyses of the first two PHEBUS FP experiments,
FPTO and FPT1, indicate that the FREEDOM microstructure based code predicts significant
differences in both the tuning and percent of gaseous FP releases for the two tests To provide
an indication of its predictive capability, FREEDOM was also used to model the high-bumup fuel
tested in the Oak Ridge National Laboratory experiments VI 2 and VI 3 For these, the code
was found to overpredict releases during the early stages of the tests and to underpredict releases
during the later stages The release kinetics m both tests were reasonably predicted, however
In view of the above, it is nicely that the FREEDOM predictions of the final cumulative releases
for the first two PHEBUS FP tests are lower bound estimates However, the significant
difference in the predicted timing of initial releases for the two tests is felt to be indicative of
what will occur Therefore, this difference should be considered in the planning and conduct of
the two tests, particularly aspects related to on Une measurements

1 INTRODUCTION

The overall objective of the PHEBUS Fission Product (FP) program[l,2] is to conduct a series
of integrated, in-pde experiments to improve our understanding of the physical and chemical
behaviour of FP's, including their release from a degraded core as well as then* transport and
deposition m both the primary circuit and containment The results of these experiments will be
used to establish data bases for both the validation and improvement of computer codes for
Source Term evaluation and severe accident analyses

Currently, it is planned to conduct six tests to cover a representative range of phenomena
expected to occur during postulated severe accidents The first experiment, FPTO, which is being
conducted as both a scientific and a technological test, will be conducted with a bundle of 20
trace irradiated fuel rods, each having a burnup of 0 3 MWd/KgU The second experiment,
FPT1, wfll be conducted at the same thermal hydraulic conditions as for FPTO but with pre
irradiated fuel having a pre transient burnup of 27 3 MWd/KgU Both experiments will be
conducted m an oxidizing environment Thus these two tests will prove useful in studying the
effect of burnup on not only bundle degradation phenomena but also on the tuning and release
of FP's and of their interaction with structural materials

FPTO and FPT1 FP release calculations done to date have been done with versions of the
CORSOR code[3], which employs an Arrhemus form, temperature based correlation to calculate
fractional release rates for a large number of FP species and structural materials CORSOR

predicts the same timing and similar fractional release rates for the two tests since both are
assumed to be subject to the same temperature transient However differences are expected
since, unlike high burnup fuel, trace-irradiated fuel will have neither a significant amount of FP
accumulation on grain boundaries nor the associated bubble interlmkage that would accelerate
releases to the free void during the early phase of the test transient Further, it is likely that
release rates for both tests are overestimated since CORSOR has been found to generally
overpredict measured release rates[4]

To provide an alternative estimate of FP release for tests FPTO and FPT1, a series of analyses
has been done using FREEDOM, a more fundamental microstructure based code, which is under
development [5] As well, to provide an indication of its predictive capability, FREEDOM was
used to model FP release tests VI 2 and VI 3, conducted at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL)[4,6,7)

This paper provides a brief description of the FREEDOM code and presents the results of both
the PHEBUS and the ORNL FP release analyses

2 CODE DESCRIPTION

2.1 FREEDOM

FREEDOM uses microstructure based fission-gas and swelling models to predict the steady-state
and transient release behaviour of 13 stable and radioactive fission product nuchdes, all assumed
to be non-reacting and non-condensing Radioactive chain decay and neutron-induced
transmutation effects are modelled for the radioactive species

The code models a fuel pellet as a set of independent regions of arbitrary volume, each
consisting of voidless grains of UO2 fuel. A moving boundary, finite-difference method is used to
model diffusion in individual fuel grains and grain-boundary sweeping resulting from equiaxed and
columnar grain growth. Diffusion in the grains is assumed to be dominated by individual gas
atoms, and hence the formation and migration of intragranular bubbles are not explicitly modelled.

Gas atoms arriving at grain boundaries by the diffusion and sweeping processes are assumed to
form lenticular bubbles that grow until they touch and interlink, thereby venting the fission gases
to the free voidage via cracks and surfaces The dynamics of bubble growth, which is assumed
to be dominated by the stable noble gases Xe and Ki, is calculated using the Hayns and
Finms[8] extension of the bubble growth model of Speight and Beeree[9] The critical touching
radius is calculated to be 07 microns, based on an assumed bubble density of 6x10" bubbles per
square metre of grain boundary area, a value derived from swelling measurements

Perfect mixing is assumed between the stable noble gases and radioactive species in the grain
boundary bubbles and hence the release rate of the latter is assumed to be proportional to that
of the former

Grain growth, and therefore release by grain-boundary sweeping, is assumed to stop once grain
boundary bubbles have interlinked All of the FP inventory is assumed to be released when the
fuel melting temperature is reached

Caution should be exercised when comparing FREEDOM results with measured release data
The code assumes that once bubble interlmkage occurs, excess as well as newly arrived stable and
radioactive fission gases are instantly and coherently released out of the fuel via cracks and
surfaces that are presumed to intersect the tunnels of interconnected grain-boundary bubbles In
reality, a füllte time is required for the fission gases to migrate along the interconnected tunnel



network to fuel surfaces and cracks As well, tn the early stages of a transient, after the
cladding fails, some additional time will be required for the fission gases to flow/diffuse along the
fuel cladding gap to the point of rupture I"he consequences of not taking these tune delavs into
account is that FREEDOM \ull indicate an earlier and more abrupt onset of release compared to
measurement

FP release is assumed to take place in a non reactive inert environment No account is yet
taken of the observed enhanced release due to deviation from stoichiometry that results as fuel is
ondized[10] Work on the development of this capability is underway As well, the effects on
FP release of fuel liquefaction by the molten Zircaloy cladding and of fuel cracking during rapid
cooling[ll] are not modelled by the code but are planned for future development Hence, in
situations where these phenomena dominate, FREEDOM will likely underestimate gaseous FP
release

FREEDOM has been validated against a database of stable-gas release from commercial and
experimental fuel irradiated to maximum burnups of 29 MWd/KgU and linear powers of 120
KW/m[S] as well as against transient, short-bved fission-gas release data obtained from sweep-gas
expenments[12,13] In general, there is good agreement between predicted and measured data.
Comparison with FP release data from high-temperature experiments simulating postulated accident
conditions is so far limited to the ORNL results presented here

2 2 FP RELEASE IN FUEL RODS

To perform a FP release analysis for an entire fuel rod, FREEDOM has been integrated mto
two codes that simulate the thermo mechanical behaviour of single fuel elements ELESIM for
application to normal/steady state operating conditions[14] and ELOCAMk5 for high-temperature
transients] 12,13] A typical analysis consists of first running FREEDOM/ELESIM to simulate the
irradiation history of the fuel to calculate the pre-transient gas pressure as well as the
distribution of fission products in the grains, on the gram boundaries and in the fuel cladding gap
of an element This information is then used to provide the initial conditions for
FREEDOM/ELOCA, which is turn calculates the fuel element behaviour and associated FP
release during the transient

3 INPUT PREPARATION AND ANALYSES CONDUCTED

3 1 FPTO AND FFT1

Separate FREEDOM/ELESIM calculations were done for FPTO and FPT1 In each case, the
calculation was for a typical element subjected to average (rather than mid-element peak) linear
powers throughout the irradiation history Information on the power histories and other relevant
parameters of the fuel to be used for the two tests is listed in Table 1

Since to calculate the fuel-to-cladding heat transfer rate the version of ELESIM used in these
analyses assumes zero radial clearance (normal condition for CANDU fuel), it was necessary to
specify finite values for the calculations reported here For FPTO the fuel to cladding gap was
set to a fixed value of 83 micrometres whereas for FPT1 it was specified to decrease linearly as
a function of increasing burnup, from a maximum of 100 micrometres to a minimum of 30
micrometres

To perform the calculations for the FPTO and FPT1 transients, ELOCAMkS was used solely as
a source of time dependent fuel temperatures for FREEDOM Hence the thermal stress
model[12] in ELOCAMk5 was suppressed Further, to eliminate any possible effects of fuel-
cladding interaction on the calculated FP release, the cladding was artificially failed' 900s into the

Table 1 Relevant Input for FREEDOM/ELESIM Analyses
of FPTO and FPT1 Fuel

FPTO FPT1

Pre test Power
History

9 days pre-conditioning
in PHEBUS at 15 KW/m
average linear power to
03 MWd/KgU

ennchment(%) 4 5
Initial Grain Size(um) 85
Fuel Density (Kg/mJ) 10,500
Pellet Diameter (mm) 8 192
Pellet Length (mm) 1351
Fuel Stack Length (m) 10
Effective axial Gap (mm) 37 6
He Filling Gas Press (bar) 28
Diametral Clearance (mm) 01655
Cladding Thickness (mm) 057

Irradiated to 267 MWd/KgU in
BR3 reactor at 22 1 KW/m average
linear power, followed by a 675
year storage period before 15
days of pre-conditioning in
PHEBUS at 15 KW/m

50
140

10390
804
1234
10

376
17.7

0.200
058

transient This was done by setting the internal gas pressure to the external system pressure,
which is 15 bar for both tests The 900s failure time was chosen as being representative of that
expected since calculations done to date indicate that, depending on the failure criteria chosen,
clad rupture can occur between 700s and 1100s into the transient

Because of the significant axial variation of temperature along each of the FPTO and FPT1
bundles, separate FREEDOM/ELOCA analyses were done for each of 8 equal-length segments
comprising the inner 80% of a typical interior element of each bundle (the two end segments
were not modelled because of insignificant pre-transient FP inventories and releases during the
transient) Sheath temperatures for each segment were obtained from the bundle degradation
code ICARE2[15], which was used to analyse the FPTO reference scenario With these clad
temperatures as input, ELOCA.Mk5 was used to calculate the corresponding fuel temperatures
illustrated m Figure 1, these agree with ICARE2 predictions within about 30K. The same
temperature transient was used for both tests

To calculate the integrated release for the entire element, individual segment fractional release
predictions were added using the local element power fraction as a weighting factor Implicit in
this approach is the valid assumption that the pre-transient inventory of a given FP species is
directly proportional to the reactor axial power profile The Belgian BR3 reactor power profile
was used for the stable noble gases and the long-lived Ceasium produced in the FPT1 fuel,
while the Phebus power profile was used for the Ceasium produced in the FPTO fuel as well as
for the short lived species produced in both fuels Figure 2 shows the power profiles for both
reactors
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Figure 1: ELOCA-calculated fuel temperature variation along fuel rod

Phebus and BR3 Power/FP Profiles Along Element

Segs Seg? Seg9
S«s2 Seg4 Seg6 SegS

Element Segment Number
SegtO(Top)

Figure 2: Power profiles along typical fuel rods in PHEBUS and BR3 reactors

3.2 ORNL VI-2 AND VI-3

Both of the 15 cm long fuel segments used in the Vl-2 and VI-3 experiments were cut from the
same fuel rod, which was irradiated to a burnup of 42 MWd/KgU in the BR3 reactor at a
maximum linear power of 25 KW/m, averaged over the l m length[6,7]. Because dimensional
information of the fuel and cladding was not available, the corresponding FPT1 fuel data was
used. As well, since the detailed, burnup-dependent power history for the fuel was not given,
the FREEDOM/ELESIM analysis was done using a single power history point (ie, constant 25
KW/m from 0 to 42 MWd/KgU).

Each of the two test specimens was modelled as a single segment by FREEDOM/ELOCA.
Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the experimental temperature history for the two tests.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 FPTO AND FPT1

FREEDOM/ELESIM predictions of the pre-transient internal gas pressure and stable gas FP
distribution in the FPTO and FPT1 fuel rods are summarized in Table 2, As can be seen, only a
small percentage of the total stable gas produced in the trace-irradiated, FPTO fuel is predicted to
have diffused to the grain boundaries; most of it remains within the fuel grains. In contrast, a
large percentage of the high-burnup FPT1 fuel is predicted to have diffused and swept to the
grain boundaries. The fact that 6.8% is predicted to be released to the gap, indicates that some
bubble interlinkage, occurred in the higher temperature central portion of the fuel rod during the
BR3 irradiation.

Figure 5 compares the FREEDOM/ELOCA predictions of element-average cumulative releases of-
stable noble gases, Ceasium 137 and Iodine-131 for the two tests. Also included for comparison,
are the corresponding CORSOR-M predictions for Ceasium, which are virtually identical to those
predicted for stable gases and Iodine.

FREEDOM is seen to predict significant differences in both the timing and the magnitudes of
gaseous FP releases for the two tests. For FPTO, the onset of significant release is not predicted
until about 4000s into the transient, reaching a maximum of about 60% at 7000s, when
temperatures begin to decrease as the neutronic power to the bundle is reduced to zero.

For FPT1, FREEDOM predicts a rather abrupt onset of release at about 1600s for the stable
noble gases and for the long-lived Ceasium; both largely produced during the irradiation in the
BR3 reactor. This time can be interpreted as the onset of significant grain-boundary interlinkage.
Release for these two species occurs at a high rate until about 2000s after which the release rate
drops considerably. By about 3000s, the cumulative release of the stable noble gases and Cs-137
has reached about 25%, which is close to the pre-transient sum of the gap and grain-boundary
inventory.

The release pattern of Iodine-131 is predicted to be different because it is produced entirely
during the 15 days of pre-conditioning in the Phebus reactor and hence, as with FPTO, a very
small percentage wfll have diffused to the grain boundary before the transient However, the
onset of release is predicted to be well before that for FPTO. This is because the early
occurrence of grain-boundary bubble interlinkage for FPT1 allows all FP's arriving at the grain
boundary to be immediately released to the open voidage.

The maximum cumulative releases for FPT1 are predicted to exceed those for FPTO, reaching 80
to 85% by 7000s. This is largely a consequence of the earlier onset of release for FPT1. It is
emphasized that the predicted cumulative releases for the two tests are likely lower bound values
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since, currently FREEDOM takes no account of possible enhanced releases due to fuel oxidation,
fuel liquefaction and fuel cracking during the cooldown phase, all of which could occur to
different extents during the two tests.

It is of interest to note that the release behaviour of the PHEBUS trace-irradiated and high-
burnup fuel predicted by FREEDOM is similar to that observed in SFD 1-1 and SFD 1-4,
respectively, tests conducted at the Idaho National Laboratory at Idaho Falls[16].

CURSOR predicts the same timing and similar cumulative releases for both FPTO and FPT1.
Significant release is predicted to start 2000s into the transient, reaching maximum values of 85
to 95% at 7000s. The slight difference in predicted maximum releases is due to the difference in
the two power profiles between BR3 and PHEBUS.

4.2 ORNL TESTS VI-2 AND VI-3

Based on the use of a single power history point, FREEDOM/ELESIM predicted less than 1%
of the stable gases to be released to the gap, 30% to be accumulated on the grain boundaries
and the balance to remain inside the grains.

Figures 6 and 7 compare measured and predicted releases of Ceasium by FREEDOM/ELOCA
and CORSOR as reported by Kress et al[4). In general, CORSOR overpredicts release.
FREEDOM overpredicts release during the initial release phase and underpredicts it during the
final phase; however, the release kinetics are reasonably predicted. The overprediction of the
initial release by FREEDOM is due in part to the current absence of models to account for the
transport of FP's beyond the grain boundaries. As well, FREEDOM likely overpredicts the pre-
transient accumulation on the grain boundaries because it does not model the formation and
migration of intragranular bubbles. This could be important to consider for high-bumup fuel
such as that used in the VI-2 and VI-3 tests, which was irradiated to 42 MWd/KgU.
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Figure 6: Predicted and measured Ceasium release for ORNL test Vl-2
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Figure 7: Predicted and measured Ceasium release for ORNL test VI-3

The underprediction by FREEDOM during the late phase of both tests could be due to_
enhanced releases due to possible oxidation of the fuel There is evidence form the measured
hydrogen generation and post-test observations of the cladding that the Zircaloy was largely
oxidized in both transients. The FREEDOM curves showing the higher releases in both tests
correspond to a multiplication of the FP diffusion coefficient by a factor of two to simulate the
effect of possible enhanced release due to fuel oxidation. The higher diffusion coefficient was
used beyond 2800s for VI-2 and 6800s for VI-3. The ELOCA code calculated complete oxidation
of the cladding at these indicated times.

S CONCLUSIONS

Pre-test analyses of FPTO and FPT1 of the planned PHEBUS FP test series indicate that
FREEDOM predicts significant differences in timing and percent of gaseous FP releases for the
two tests, unlike CORSOR which predicts the same timing and similar releases. Similar
differences in release trends have also been observed in SFD 1-1 and SFD 1-4, which were
conducted with trace-irradiated and high-bumup fuel, respectively.

When applied to model the Ceasium released from the 42 MWd/KgU fuel used in ORNL tests
VI-2 and VI-3, FREEDOM has been found to overpredict the initial releases and to underpredkt
the final cumulative releases, for both tests. The release kinetics are reasonably predicted, unlike
CORSOR which predicts a continuously high release rates until 100% release is attained

In view of the above, it is likely that the FREEDOM predictions of the final cumulative releases
of gaseous FP's for FPTO and FPT1 are lower-bound estimates. However, the significant
difference in the predicted timing of initial releases for the two tests is felt to be indicative of
what will occur. Therefore this difference should be considered in the planning and conduct of
the two tests, particularly aspects related to on-line measurements.
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USE OF ELOCA.Mk5 TO CALCULATE
TRANSIENT FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE
FROM CANDU FUEL ELEMENTS
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Abstract

A change in fuel element power output, or a change in heat transfer conditions, will
result m an immediate change m the temperature distribution m a fuel element
The temperature distribution change will be accompanied by concomitant changes
in fuel stress distribution that lead, in turn, to a release of fission products to the
fuel-to-sheath gap It is important to know the inventory of fission products m
the fuel-to-sheath gap, because this inventory is a major component of the source
term for many postulated reactor accidents ELOCi HkS is a FORTRAN-77 computer
code that has been developed to estimate transient releases to the fuel-to-sheath
gap rn CANDU® reactors ELOCA HkS is an integration of the FREEDOM fission product
release model into the ELOCA fuel element thenno-mechamcal code The integration
of FREEDOM into ELOCA allows ELOCA MkS to model the feedback mechanisms between
the fission product release and the thermo-mecharucal response of the fuel element
This paper descnbes the physical model, gives details of the ELOCA MkS code, and
describes the validation of the model We demonstrate that the model gives good
agreement with experimental results for both steady state and transient conditions

1 0 INTRODUCTION

Changes in fuel element power, or changes m heat transfer conditions, will result m an immediate
change in the temperature distribution rn a fuel element Figure 1, for example, gives calculated
temperature distributions for a CANDU®" fuel element operating at a linear power of 54 6 kW m"1

under both normal operating and dryout conditions The temperature distribution change will
be accompanied by concomitant changes m fuel stress distribution that lead, in turn, to a release
of fission products to the fuel to sheath gap It is important to know the inventory of fission
products in the fuel-to-sheath gap, because this inventory is a major component of the source
term for many postulated reactor accidents

ELOCA MkS is a FORTRAN-77 computer code that has been developed to estimate fission prod
uct release during reactor transients Although ELOCA MkS was developed to predict transient
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FIGURE 1 — Calculated radial temperature distributions within a fuel element operating
at a linear power of 54 6kW m"1 under both normal operating and dryout
conditions The average burnup of the fuel element was 50 6 MWh kg~* U

releases to the fuel-to-sheath gap of CANDU® fuel, the code is sufficiently flexible that it can
be applied to other fuel types [1] ELOCA MkS is an integration of the FREEDOM fission product
release model [2] into the ELOCA fuel element thermo mechanical code [3] The integration of
FREEDOM into ELOCA allows ELOCA MkS to model the feedback mechanisms between the fission
product release and the thermo mechanical response of the fuel element This paper descnbes
the physical model, gives details of the ELOCA MkS code, and descnbes the validation of the
model for both steady state and transient conditions

2 0 ELOCA MkS

This section concentrates on the details of the interface between FREEDOM and ELOCA that allows
the transient fission product release to be estimated by ELOCA MkS Given the power history of
a reactor transient, the ELOCA code calculates the thermo-mechamcal response of a fuel element
during the transient The ELOCA calculation includes the following phenomena

• expansion, contraction, cracking, and melting of the fuel,

• variations m the internal gas pressure of the element,



• transient creep deformation of the sheath,

• changes in the fuel to sheath heat transfer caused by straining

• Zr/HsO chemical reaction, and

• beryllium assisted cracking of the sheath (initiated from Be brazed appendages)

In concert with the thermo mechanical calculation, the FREEDOM code calculates the concomitant
release of active and stable fission products during the transient The FREEDOM calculation
includes the following phenomena

• fission product formation by fission and decay of precursors, loss by decay and neutron
capture,

• UOj gram growth,

• fission product diffusion,

• grain boundary sweeping of fission products,

• fission product release by bubble growth and grain face separation, and

• fission product swelling

The feedback between the thermo-mechamcal and fission product release behaviours of the fuel
is achieved m ELOCA MkS by calling the FREEDOM routines from inside ELOCA The ELOCA part
of the code provides the time history of temperature, thermal gradient, fission rate, thermal
neutron flux, and hydrostatic stress state required by the FREEDOM routines The FREEDOM
routines provide the information on fuel swelling and gas release that is fed back into the ELOCA
thermo mechanical calculation

It ha» been observed experimentally that fission product release during reactor transients occurs
mainly in enhanced releases that accompany power (and/or temperature) changes [4, 5] Since
these enhanced releases are believed to be associated with the interknkage and venting of gas
bubbles, they cannot be correlated simply to a fuel parameter, such as temperature, alone
The observation of enhanced releases is modelled in FREEDOM by considering the behaviour of
fission gas bubbles under stress changes in the U02, as has been suggested elsewhere [6] If
the gram-face bubbles grow large enough to touch (at a radius r « 7 x 10~7 m), the bubbles
will either interlink or the grain faces will separate, depending on the sign of the applied stress
For negative stress, the bubbles will interlink and vent any subsequent fission products arriving
at the grain boundary through gram-edge tunnels to the free voidage If the stress is positive,
there will be a burst release of fission products when the bubbles grow large enough for the
gram faces to separate

In the FREEDOM model, the release of fission products during a reactor transient is caused pn
manly by changes in the fuel stress distribution The three components of fuel pellet stress used
in the FREEDOM calculation are

1 the fuel to sheath interfacial pressure,

2 the element internai gas pressure, and

3 the transient thermal stress

Each of the components of fuel pellet stress is affected by fission product release The fuel-
to-sheath interfacial pressure is directly affected because fission product release changes the
extent of fission gas bubble swelling, and hence changes the dimensions of the pellet The
internal gas pressure is directly affected by the release of fission products to the fuel to-sheath
gap The transient thermal stress is indirectly affected by changes in heat transfer properties
of both the fuel and the fuel/sheath interface Fission gas bubble swelling changes the thermal
conductivity of the fuel, and fission product release reduces the fuel to-sheath heat transfer rate
by increasing the fuel to-sheath gap and reducing the thermal conductivity of the gas mixture
Hence, the thermo-mechamcal response affects the fission product release that, m turn, affects
the thermo-mechamcal response

2 1 Fuel Pellet Stress Model

A CANDU® fuel element contains a number of fuel pellets The number and size of the fuel pellets
m the element depends upon the fuel bundle design For example, Pickermg-A fuel elements
contain 21 fuel pellets, each with a diameter of 14 25mm The length of 19 of the pellets is
22 99mm, while two of the pellets are 21 72mm long Bruce fuel elements have a larger number
(31) of slightly smaller fuel pellets A fuel pellet is modelled as a number (typically 100) of
concentric annul} The height of each annulus is adjusted to account for dishes, chamfers;-
and tapers that exist on each pellet (Figure 2) A set of unique thermo physical properties is
associated with each annulus

The fuel pellet is approximated by assuming that above a certain temperature the UOj deforms
plastically, whereas below that temperature it cracks radially and behaves as an elastic solid
According to this model [7, 8], the pellet is assumed to consist of four distinct zones

1 a plastic core,

2 a once-plastic zone that is cracked by thermal contraction,

3 a bndging annulus, and

4 a zone of wedge fragments that is cracked by thermal expansion

The size of each of the four zones (Figure 3) depends upon the power history of the pellet
pnor to the transient The size of each zone is assumed not to change during the transient,
since the timescale for UO3 creep is much longer than the timescale of most reactor transients
The radius of the once-plastic zone corresponds to the plasticity-temperature isotherm at the
maximum linear power applied to the pellet pnor to the transient The wedge fragments contact
each other to form a bridging annulus around the once-plastic zone The bridging annulus is
the only non-plastic annulus in which all fragments contact each other, at both greater and
smaller radii the fragments are separated by cracks The once-plastic zone exhibits cracks that
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decrease progressively in width away from the centre and vanish near the bridging annulus. The
non-plastic zone is cracked into wedge fragments, the cracks also decreasing in width towards
the bridging annulus.

The effects of fuel-to-sheath interfacial pressure, internal gas pressure, and transient thermal
stress are described as follows:

1. Fuel-to-Sheath Interfacial Pressure. The effect of interfacial pressure on fuel stress is aver-
aged along the fuel element, with the force assumed to be focussed through radially-cracked
fuel fragments onto the bridging annulus. That is, the stress on a particular annulus due

Bridging Annulus Once-Plastic Zone
(Cracked by Thermal Contraction)

Plastic Core

Wedge Fragments — Cracked by Thermal Expansion

FIGURE 3 — Schematic diagram of a cracked fuel pellet.

to the interfacial pressure (interfacial stress) is given by the interfacial pressure multiplied
by the ratio of (Pellet Radius)/(Radius of Annulus). The interfacial stress acts only in
the radial direction. The FREEDOM routines require the applied hydrostatic stress, which is
obtained by further dividing the interfacial stress by three. Hence, the hydrostatic stress
on the jth annulus due to the interfacial pressure (a'} is given by:

nth TJ > rt, (1)

where PI is the interfacial pressure, rp is the pellet radius, TJ is the radius of the j'th
annulus, and r^ is the radius of the bridging annulus. Annuli inside the bridging annulus
are assumed to have no component of stress due to the interfacial pressure, since the
interfacial pressure is supported by the bridging annulus.

2. Element Internal Gas Pressure. The gas pressure is assumed to act hydrostatically on the
pellet. Hence, the hydrostatic stress on the jth annulus due to the gas pressure
given by:

of = PC
where PC is the gas pressure.

•f)»

(2)



3 Transient Thermal Stress A thermal stress is developed in a physical body when the
thermal expansion of one part of the body is constrained by a lesser thermal expansion
in another part of the body The differences in thermal expansion can be caused by
temperature gradients within the body and/or inhomogeneitles leading to local differences
m thermal expansion coefficients In the case of a fuel pellet, the thermal stresses developed
by the temperature gradient within the fuel are large enough to crack the fuel
Under normal operating conditions, creep of U02 will relieve most of the thermal stresses in
the fuel During an accident transient, however, insufficient time will be available for creep
relaxation to occur Hence, under accident conditions, transient thermal stresses will
develop that can be relieved only by cracking of the fuel The magnitude of the transient
thermal stresses can thus be calculated knowing the departure of the fuel temperature
profile from its pre transient norm, and by factoring m the stress relief caused by cracking
The transient thermal stress is calculated by first approximating the fuel pellet as a long
uncracked cylinder with zero initial thermal stress [9] The average thermal stress of the
jth annulus ( o f ) of an uncracked pellet is given by

(3)' 3(1 - »}

where A T is the mean change m pellet temperature from the reference temperature distri-
bution, A T, is the temperature change of the jth annulus from its reference temperature,
and or, E, and v, are, respectively, the coefficient of thermal expansion, the Young's mod-
ulus, and the Poisson's ratio, of UO2 Local values of a and E are used in the stress
calculation
At a particular point m the transient, the fuel pellet has a given mean temperature (T)
The reference temperature distribution used in Equation 3 is the temperature distribution
under normal operating conditions that has the same mean temperature ( T) Interpolation
within the power/temperature history pnor to the transient is used to determine the
reference temperature distribution If T exceeds the maximum mean temperature that the
pellet has experienced pnor to the transient, then the reference temperature distribution
is taken to be the temperature distribution corresponding to the maximum linear power
pnor to the transient
The tunescale of a transient is usually small compared to the time constant for creep of
UO2 fuel Therefore, the stress that develops in a fuel pellet during a transient cannot
be relieved by creep As indicated previously, the only available mechanism for relief of
the transient thermal stress is cracking of the fuel There is typically one diametral crack
(two radial cracks) produced for every 4kW m"1 [10,11) The axial, radial, and transverse
stresses are each partially relieved by cracking If pmnl is the maximum linear power m
kW m"1, then the average stress given by Equation 3 is multiplied by 4/ max(4,pmal) to
account for the fuel cracking Furthermore, no thermal stress is developed in an annulus
if the temperature of the annulus is less than the maximum temperature that the annulus
has expenenced pnor to the transient (T}max}

The total hydrostatic stress is obtained by summing the components due to mterfacial pressure,
element internal gas pressure, and thermal stress Hence, the total applied hydrostatic stress on
the jth annulus (<r,) is given by

", = "I r "? + "], (4)

or,

1aE(t\T - A r,) (T, r,,„.J _
\T, - r,„..|

(Outside bndging annulus, i e r, > rj,),

(5)

PO+

(T,-T^„)
3(l-„)max(4lPm„) [ | T, -

(Inside bridging annulus, i e r} < rj,

+ 1

3 0 STEADY STATE VALIDATION

The latest version of the FREEDOM fission product release model was incorporated into an exist-
ing AECL steady state fuel behaviour code (ELESIM, [12]), m order to predict fission product
releases under normal operating conditions This code was applied to a CANDU® fuel behaviour
database The database includes 100 experimental and commercial fuel cases covering a wide
range of power histories with burnups to 375 MWh kg"1 U and powers to 125kW m"1 In per-
forming the calculation for steady state releases, the effects of transient thermal stresses were
not included, since the normal operating conditions code assumes that all gas in excess of that
required to saturate the gram boundary is released at power changes [12] The comparison be-
tween the predicted and measured releases is given in Figure 4 Figure 4 shows that the predicted
releases are in good agreement with the measured releases Cases where the predicted/measured
ratio is m error by more than a factor of five generally mvolve very small releases (that are sub-
ject to large relative experimental errors) or mvolve research reactor fuels that were subject to
large numbers of reactor trips The effect of reactor trips on the predictability of fission product
release is discussed elsewhere [13]

4 0 TRANSIENT VALIDATION

The validation of ELOCA Mk5 for transient conditions involves a comparison of predicted releases
against the results of selected sweepgas experiments

4 1 Sweepgas Dryout Experiments

A senes of m-reactor sweepgas experiments have been conducted to determine the effect of
dryout on CANDU® fuel elements These tests were conducted at Chalk River Laboratories, and
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FIGURE 4 — Comparison of predicted and measured releases under steady state conditions

were given the experimental designation FIO-133 In these tests, an instrumented stainless-
steel-clad element, with upper and lower gas hnes attached, was irradiated at a hnear power of
approximately 55kW m~l to a burnup of about SOMWhkg"1 U in the X-4 experimental loop
of the NRX reactor Details of the fuel and operating conditions are given in Table I A full
description of the experiment, and a discussion of the experimental results, can be obtained
elsewhere [4]

The test operated normally foi about two months, during which time the fuel assembly was
cooled with pressurized water A series of dryout transients were then initiated over a one
month period Prior to, and following, each dryout test, stable steam-water (fog) cooling was
established During the transients, the element was cycled into dryout for up to 40mm by
controlling the coolant water flow m the fog mixture Re wet was achieved by re-introducing
coolant water flow

Fuel Description

UOj density (Mg m~3)
Enrichment,"5U (wt%)
Pellet diameter (mm)
Pellet length (mm)
Pellet grooves

Number
Depth (mm)
Width (mm)

Stack length (mm)
End discs

Material
Thickness (mm)
Diameter (mm)____

Sheath Description

Material
Outside diameter (mm)
Wall thickness (mm)

1064
1 38

1806
1905

3
1 5
10

378 0

304L Stainless Steel
109

1806

304L Stainless Steel
1981
081

Instrumentation

Thermo couples
6 Sheath

3 Fuel periphery (1 5 nun from fuel surface)
1 Fuel central
2 Flow tube

2 Coolant
Irradiation Conditions

NRX Test Loop
Coolant Condition
Coolant Pressure (MPa)
Coolant Flow (kgs~')
Met Temperature (°C)
Normal Operation

Linear Heat Output (kW m"1)
/A</9(kWm- 1)
Heat Output (kW)
Surface Heat Flux (kW m"2)
Final Burnup (MWh kg"1 U)

X-4
Pressurized Water

85
024

2600

550
45

224
9600
800



During normal and dryout operation, the gaseous fission products released from the fuel were
swept from the element by a He 2% H2 stream via the upper gas hue to a sample chamber
outside the loop, where they were measured directly by gamma spectrometry Note that the
fuel pellets were grooved to permit easy gas flow The resultant data was then processed to
obtain activity concentrations, and hence release rates, from the fuel

The first transient was restricted to moderate fuel temperatures to assess the impact of changes
in temperature on release rates The transient lasted approximately 20 mm, with a maximum
sheath thermocouple temperature of 510°C and a maximum peripheral fuel temperature of
1120°C The central fuel temperature has been calculated to be « 2000°C Subsequent transients
were more severe, involving higher fuel temperatures and extended periods of dryout This paper
uses these more severe transients as the basis for the comparison of ELOCA Mk5 with experiment
In these more severe transients, the sheath, peripheral, and central fuel temperatures reached
maxima of 700°C, 1400°C, and 2300°C, respectively

The second transient occurred on 1981 November 18, and was of about 50min duration The
transient can be conveniently divided into three stages heatup, steady high temperature, and
cooldown The heatup period occurred while the loop coolant conditions were changed to
achieve fuel dryout and lasted approximately 15 mm The fuel was maintained at this steady
high temperature for approximately 20mm The cooldown period lasted about 15mm Of
the total transient duration, about 40nun was under dryout, with sheath temperatures above
350°C

The third transient occurred on 1981 December 15, and was of about 17 mm duration It
differed from the first transient in that the heatup period was reduced to 5mm and the re-
wet was accompanied by a reactor tnp The time under dryout conditions was approximately
25mm

For both the second and third dryout transients, the majority of the fission product releases
were observed to occur during the temperature changes

4 2 Code Validation

In order to perform the transient validation of ELOCA MkS, the code was run with input data
that corresponds to the details of the dryout experiments Comparisons of the experimental
and calculated fission product releases for the second and third transients are given m Tables II
and III, respectively The data in Tables II and III is presented graphically in Figure 5 Tables
II and III, and Figure 5, show that the agreement between the predicted and measured releases
for the dryout transients is good

Figures 6 and 7 give the calculated releases as a function of tune for the second and third
dryout transients, respectively Figures 6 and 7 show that ELOCA MkS is capable of predicting
the features of the transient releases, including the enhanced releases that occur during power
and/or temperature changes

For these dryout transients, ELOCA Hk5 tends to underpredict the releases on re-wet (see, for
example, Tables IV and V) This underprediction on re wet is attributed to differences in

sheathing materials ELOCA MkS was developed to simulate the properties of Zircaloy sheathed
CANDU® fuel elements, whereas the FID-133 experiments were conducted using a stainless steel
sheath Stainless steel has a larger coefficient of thermal expansion than Zircaloy Hence,
stainless steel will exert a larger mterfacial pressure, and hence a larger compressive stress, on
the fuel during re-wet This larger compressive stress will lead to a larger fission product release
for the stainless steel-clad element relative to the Zircaloy clad element

TABLE II — Transient Releases From Second Dryout Transient (81-11-18)

Isotope
133Xe
135Xe

I35mxe

13»Xe
85mKr

8"Kr

"Kr

Percentage Release

Experiment

n a

084

159

056

069

050

085

ELOCA MkS

1 70

042

042

0 17

048

040

029

TABLE III — Transient Releases From Third Dryout Transient (81-12-15)

Isotope
133Xe
136Xe

135l"Xe
1MXe
85mKr

""Kr
87Kr

Percentage Release

Experiment

140

165

3 11

149

1 63

121

1 85

ELOCA MkS

332

128

1 13

058

203

124

1 06
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FIGURE 5 — Comparison of predicted and measured isotopic releases under transient condi-
tions, using the data given in Tables II and III
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FIGURE 6 — Calculated transient releases and measured sheath temperatures during the second
dryout transient (81-11-18)
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TABLE V — 13sXe Release During Third Dryout Transient (81-12-15)

200 D -MOD 0 600 0 800 0 1000 0 1200 0
Time (si

1400 0 1600 0 1BOO 0 2000 0

FIGURE 7 — Calculated transient releases and measured sheath temperatures during the third
dryout transient (81-12-15)

Experiment

ELOCA MkS

Percentage Release

Heatup

0 14

0 19

Steady High

Temperature

0 11

072

Re- Wet

140

037

5 0 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A number of changes are planned to improve the performance of ELOC1 MkS Changes to both
the physical model and to the computational methods are planned

5 1 Model Developments

511 Stress Model

The transient release of fission products by ELOCA Hk5 is primarily controlled by the stress
distribution in the fuel pellet Stress is partially relieved by fuel cracking, because the time
constant for creep is long compared to the timescale of reactor transients It is acknowledged that
the stress/cracking model is somewhat preliminary, particularly with respect to the treatment of
interfacial pressure and transient thermal stress Future work will include the further validation
of this model against finite element codes and/or further development of the model

512 Microcracking

TABLE IV — 136Xe Release During Second Dryout Transient (81-11-18)

Experiment

ELOCA MkS

Percentage Release

Heatup

003

009

Steady High

Temperature

0 11

020

Re- Wet

070

012

As the fuel heats up, elastic strains due to differential-thermal expansion are developed at each
grain face The strain magnitude at a given grain face depends on the thermal gradient across
the grain face and, if there are differences in thermal expansivity between grains sharing the
grain face, the local temperature increase These strains will, in turn, lead to a time-dependent
increase in microcrack extension and hence to a time-dependent increase in porosity of the fuel
[14] Post-irradiation examination of the fuel from the FIO-133 sweepgas experiments shows
evidence of micro cracking [15]

Hour-glassing is readily observed m pellets that have been irradiated as reactor fuel Some hour-
glassing has also been observed in the isothermal furnace-heating of pellets (16j Microcracking
may be responsible for the hour-glassing observed during isothermal heating At the present
time, an effective Young's modulus is used to account for the effect of microcracking We intend
to determine the accuracy of using an effective Young's modulus to account for microcracking
If necessary, the effect of microcracking on fuel porosity will be explicitly calculated



513 Transport m UO2 Free Voidage

Currently, a release to the UO2 free voidage from the grain boundaries is assumed to correspond
to a release from the fuel element A future development of the model will include the transport
of fission products within the UO3 pellet voidage It is anticipated that this will be modelled
with a diffusive term [17], which will delay the release by a minimum of A: 100s for most fuel
geometries

514 Effect of Sheath Failure

As indicated previously, changes in the fuel pellet stress state contribute significantly to the
transient release of fission products This recognition has been an important factor in the
development of ELOCA. Hk5, where continuous feedback of data on the thermo-mechanical state
of the fuel is used to update the stress state of the fuel in FREEDOM

Since failure of the element sheath relieves the internal gas pressure (and can also significantly
affect the interfacial pressure), the timing of sheath failure and the subsequent depressuniation
rate will likely be significant factors affecting transient fission product release from the fuel
Hence, future work will be directed at modelling the depressunzation and post-defect operation
of fuel elements

5 2 Computational Developments

A number of computational improvements are planned for ELOCA HkS. In addition to any
changes necessitated by the model developments indicated in Section 5 1, changes will be made
to improve the computational efficiency of the code

Special attention will be paid to improving the efficiency of the FREEDOM/ELOCA interface Cur-
rently, every ELOCA tunestep calls the FREEDOM routines irrespective of whether the call will result
in fission product release This is an inefficient use of computer resources, since the FREEDOM
routines require a relatively large amount of CPU time We intend to reduce the number of calls
to FREEDOM by changing the code logic so that FREEDOM is called only when necessary

6 0 CONCLUSIONS

ELOCA Hk5 is a FORTRAN-77 computer code that has been developed to estimate fission product
release during reactor transients This paper has documented the validation of the code for both
steady state and transient conditions These validations have included the use of a database of
fuel performance information and comparisons with data from a series of in-reactor sweepgas
experiments previously conducted at Chalk River Laboratories Good agreement has been
shown between the ELOCA Mk5 predictions and the experimental results for both steady state
and transient conditions, including the enhanced releases that are observed during power and
temperature changes

Future work will include improvement! to the computational efficiency of the code, further de-
velopment of the fuel pellet stress model, and further validation of the code against experimental
results
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR FISSION PRODUCT
TRANSPORT IN THE ET-RR-1 REACTOR

M NASR
Atomic Energy Authority,
Cairo, Egypt

Abstract

A mathematical model describing the fission product transport in ET-RR.I

reactor components is developed. This model is valid loss of coolant accident

conditions. A computer code based an this model is made and tested. This

code allows the determination of the fission product concentration in different

points of reactor system following any release from fuel.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ET-ER-1 is a 2 MV research reactor of Russian type.
It is dest.inat.ed to radio-isotope production and research work
in neutron and reactor physics A breaf description or the
reactor is given in Appendix A

The behavior or radioactive fission product during
postulated accident conditions is assessed in this work, by
developing a realistic modeling of fission product transfer
fro« reactor fuel through different components of reactor
system to the atmosphere

In fact it is an usual practice when evaluating radiation
exposure of individuals to choose conservative values for all
source tern and behavioral parameters, on the ground that
these values represent worst possible cases The effect of
this approach alarms the public with an unrealistic
expectation of the hazards arising from nuclear reactor In
order to correct this situation «ore realistic scenarios and
most probable values of parameters Must be employed.



The evaluation or radiation exposure of personnel and
public can be realized in the following steps

— estimation of fission product inventory in reactor
fuel,

— definition of most probable scenario in case of a
postulated accident and assessment of mechanism of
fission product release

— development of a model of fission product transport
through reactor component from fuel to the
atmosphere,

— evaluation of radioactivity dispersion in the
atmosphere,

— evaluation of radioactive dose to personnel and to
public

In this work we limit ourself to the development of
fission product transport model A computer code is written
which will be coupled to another codes treating the above
mentioned problems

II FISSION PRODUCT TRANSPORT THROUGH REACTOR SYSTEM

The block diagram shown in Figure 1 describes the
mechanism of fission product pathway through reactor system
components It can be analyzed as follows

1 Radioactive materials are released in the reactor water
tank either as fission product generated in fuel element or
as irradiation and corrosion products

2 In reactor tank noble gases would not deposit anywhere and
will not react with water they immigrate to the above
reactor area where the major fraction would be extracted by
ventilation system and a certain fraction will leak into
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Fig 1 Transport scheme of radioactive nuclides



the reactor hall The residual fraction will circulate in
primary coolant circuit Other fission products will be
repart it loned by the same manner but the repartition
fraction will be different accoiding to chemical and
physical properties of the element

3 A fraction of fission products circulating in the primarv
coolant will be retained in filtre and those in gaseous
form can be separated in deaerator

4 In case of rupture in primary coolant loop, the system
structure allows water to be only diverted in the pump
room, where it is collected in the drainage system

5 Ventilation system collects gases from different points in
reactor system such- as deaerator, pump room, above reactor
and reactor hall This gases passes through the main
ventilation filtre before being directed to the atmosphere

û In case of accident situation it is possible to stop the
operation of ventilation system in order to prevent the
release to atmosphere

III HODEL OF FISSION PRODUCT TRANSPORT

In this section, the balance equations describing fission
product behavior in the different points of the reactor
systems are presented The mechanism of release of fission
product into reactor coolant is discussed in Appendix B Here
it will be considered that the rate of release of a certain
isotope into coolant as function of time is given by a
function SCO, which can take the form

SCt) = Q fCt>

where
Q is the isotope inventory in fuel (calculated by a burn

up code),

< is the release fraction to coolant it is function of the
accident conditions

f(t) represent the time dependence of release it can be
written in the form

fCt) =

T is time constant which is dependant on the isotope, the
accident conditions. and speed of release of the
isotope

fCt) is normalized such that
OD

f rct)dt = i

III 1 Balance in water reactor tank

The balance equation for the isotope content in water of
reactor tank can be written as

dXI
———— = SCI - k ) - C X + X , + X + X, > • XI CIII 1)
dt ° nr.1 D L

where
XI = XICt) is the time dependent isotope content in the water

tank.

X isotope decay constant,
Xm( isotope fraction retained by the main filtre of the

primary coolant circuit,
X isotope fraction separated in the deaerator,

Xt is the fraction of isotope which is separated from
the primary coolant circuit by leakage This
leakage may be through normal leakage points during
normal operating conditions or through a break in
water loop in case of a break accident condition



k repartition factor of source S between coolant and
above reactor air For noble ;ases> this factor is
high it can reach unity. it is much lower for
halogens and aerosol. It is considered that the
isotopes released in water reach the above air
immediately, the time of sweep in water is
neglected.

III.2, Balance in above reactor air

The source of isotope in the above reactor air is that
fraction sweeping through water. The isotope is extracted by
the ventilation system. It is considered that a certain
fraction of the vented air is diverted to the reactor hall due
to leakage in above reactor cover and penetrations in concrete
structure.

The balance equation can be written as:

= S - CX +(1 X2 CIII.2)

where:
X2 above reactor air isotope content,
X ventilator efficiency.
17 ratio of ventilated air going to rector hall due to

leakage.

III.3. Balance in reactor hall

In reactor hall we consider that the radioactive isotopes
can be present in the hall air in gaseous or aerosol form. it
can also be deposited on walls, ceiling and floor. A balance
equation must be written for each case:

For air content we write.

dX3
\ X2 - CX > X3 CIII.3>

dt

For deposition we write

dXl
dt

- XXI CIII 1)

where:
X factor defining the fractional deposition on the hall

surface,

\h factor of hall ventilation system, which can extract the
isotope from reactor hall,

X3 and Xd are the isotope content in hall air and surfaces
respec 11ve1y.

III.4. Primary Coolant Circuit main filtre

The balance equation for the isotope content CX55 in the
filtre retention beds can be written as

dX5
dt

X XI - X X5 CIII.55

X , and X are defined in III.I.

III.5. Balance in Deaerator

In deaerator the isotope can be present in the water
phase, where a certain fraction of which can return back to
the main coolant circuit. It can also be present in the
gaseous phase. The balance equations for each phase are:

dX6
dt

= X C1 /k - 1 ) XI - X X6 cm. 6)

dX7
dt

XI - CX (.III. T)



where

k repartition fraction to gaseus phase in deaerator
A separation factor by deaeratoi ventilation

III 6 Activity in main Ventilation filtre

All the extracted air via the ventilation system passes
through the main ventilation filtre before rejection to the
atmosphere. The balance equation for the bed of such filtre
can be written as:

<XrvX2 * XhvX3 XDVX7> ~ XX8 CIII. 8)

r?f f is filtre retention efficiency CTable 15

III 7 Atmospheric releases

The rate of release to the atmosphere is that part of
ventilated air which is not retained by the main filtre, it is
given by,

Cl - 77, f

III.8. Drainage and Pump room

In case of an accident in which a break in primary
coolant piping occurs contaminated water coolant will be
dispersed in the floor of pump room. This water will be
released partially by the drainage system in pump room to the
drainage tank. However certain fraction of the radioisotope
will be deposited in the pump room either in the form of
perisipetation or as aerosol deposited on the walls. Noble
gases will be also released in the atmosphere of the room Ve
shall consider only the balance of the dispersion in pump room

Table 1. Release constants of P r in fuel rod

Isotop

Br"
^eom

Kreo

CreT

KrBe

Sreo

Sr°°
Ru103

Ruloc

Rutoc
Te13»m

Te131

Te132
Te133m

y 131

I132

I*"

I»3*

I130

Xe13tm

Xe133m

Xe133

Xe130"1

Xe13B

Gs13T

Cs13*

X

8. IE-05
3. IE-03
2. IE-09
1 . 5E-O4
Ö.8E-05
1.6E-07
7.7E-10
2 . OE-07
4.3E-05
2.2E-08
6.4E-O6
4.6E-04
2.5E-06
2. IE-04
l.OE-06
8. IE-05
9.3E-06
2.2E-04
2.9E-05
Ö.8E-07
3.6E-06
1 .5E-O6
7 4E-04
2. IE-05
7.3E-10
7. IE-08

I. 14]

O. 8
1
1
1
1
0 05
0. 05
0 02
0.02
0 02
O. 1
0. 1
O. 1
0. 1
0. 8
0.8
0.8
O.8
O. 8
1
1
1
1
1
0 5
0 5

x (1 JV

1 . 2E-2
1
1
1
1

6. OE-2
6. OE-2
1 . OE-4
1 . OE-4
1 . OE-4
1 . OE-4
1 . OE-4
1 , OE-4
l.OE-4
1 . 2E-2
1 . 2E-2
1 2E-2
1 . 2E-2
1.2E-2
1
1
1
1
1

3. OE-2
3 OE-2

*,

1

0

0
O
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Wll]
3.6E-3
0
0
0
0

3 6E-3
3.6E-3
3.6E-S
3.6E-5
3.6E-5
3.6E-5
3 . 6E-5
3.6E-5
3.6E-5
2.5E-4
2.5E-4
2.3E-4
2.3E-4
2.5E-4

0
0
0
0
0

3 6E-5
3 6E-5

"ft

0.99
0
0
0
0

0. 99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0. 99
0.99
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0
0
0
0
0
0 99
0. 99

= decay constant Csec" )
= practional release fron fuel to
= sweep fraction

water



CMO) and the deposition on the floor, and the contamination
of nails and air CX11> The balance equations can be written
as

dXlO
dt

= X tCl - k ) XI - CX + Xdf) X10 CIII.10)

dXll
dt

= A. k • XI - X XI1
H

cm. n>

where:
k is the reparation factor taking into account wall and

floor deposition and air releases,

X constant of separation by drainage system.

IV. MATHEMATICAL SOLUTION

Equations III.l to III.2 can be written in the form:

XI * X XI = a OCt) CIV.1.1)

X2 * X2X2 = a2OCt)

X3 + X3X3

X4 + X^X4 = a^X3
»

X5 "*" A __'*J = û XI

X6 + X X<5 = a XIc o

X7 * X_X7 = a_Xl

X8 + X8X3 = C82X2 + ae3x:
9

X10 * XioX10 = atoXl

Xll * X tt\ll + c

where X represent a time derivative

xl

CIV.1.23

CIV.1.33

CIV.1.43

CIV.1.33

CIV.1.63

CIV.1.73

CIV.1.8)

CIV.1.9)

CIV.l 10)

CIV.l 113

The system of equations IV. 1 is a system of first order
differential equation which can be solved numerically. However
the function QCt3 is of exponential form as shown in II. A
general expression of each equation can be written in the
form:

X + XX =
-X t ta + t) CIV.2)

with initial condition XO at t = 0.

A general form for an analytical solution is:

b1 -X t , "i ,
= 5 ——— e v ICa - ———3 + b t
i 1 X-X. L ' X-X v J

where.

a = XO -

-X t
e l to + /Jt + Ct2]

CIV.33

CIV. 4.1)

CIV.4.2)

C = 5 ———— CIV. 4. 33
\=* 2

The initial value XO is given as input data to the code
by the user.

V EVALUATION OF PARAMETERS

The expressions for the values of X's and ci 's in the
system of equations IV. 1 can be obtained from equations III.l
to III 11. However the values of parameters in the equations
III.l to III.11 must be determined by the characteristics of
the reactor system and operating conditions as function of the



isotope considered These parameters can be evaluated as
follows

- T and £p
these parameters depend on the fuel temperature and
type of accident The dependence of solution on the
value of T is weak after a short period of start, of
release, but the value of < determine the release
fraction into coolant and a precise determination of
this quantity is necessary Typical values for the
case of molten uranium aluminum fuel are given in
Table 1,

- k is considered to be equal to the sweep fraction
* given in Table 1,

- \ can be calculated by the equation

V,

where V — coolant flow rate in filtre tm3/s]
V — coolant volume in primary circuit tm3]
x — retention efficiency of the filtre

CTable 15
— AD can be calculated by the equation

V
D

Xo = ~—— ' *oc
where V - coolant flow rate in deaerator tm^sjD

x - sweep fraction CTable 1)o
— the value of X depends on the accident scenario, it

can be calculated by the equation

/t is the flow rate through the piping rupture

- r; the value of this parameter depends on the leakage
from above reactor

-1
= deposition constant on the hall surface Csec >

— \ can be eriven by
TV ** J

V^ = air flow rate by above reactor ventilation

V = above reactor air volumea

- XCN deposition factor, which depends on the surface
to volume ratio of the reactor hall Typical value
are given in Table 1

— A.. is given by

V = air flow rate in hall ventilation system
tro3/s]

V. = air volume in the hall

- k it can be considered that in deaerator is
equal to the sweep fraction x (table 1) in water

where V — air flow rate by ventilation fromad
deaerator,

V , - air volume in deaeratorad

- k will be considered equal to xP o
Typical values for ET KK-1 and EVA reactor at the

Institute of Atomic Energy in SWIEKK, POLAND are given in



TJ? Table 2. It is to be noted that the deaerator system in EVAr-o
(.10 MVD is separated from the primary coolant loop

Table 2. Operation parameters for ET.KK-1 and EVA reactors

Parameter

v,
Vc

VD

*

V0.

Va

vh

\

Va.

V,d

p

Definition

flow rate in filtre

coolant volume in
primary loop m3

flow rate in deaera-
tor m3/h

air flow rate in

above reactor venti-
lation m3Xh
above reactor air
volume m3

air flow rate in

reactor hall m3Xh

air volume of reactor
hall m3

air flow rate by

ventilation deaerator
n,3Xh

air volume in deaera-
tor m3

Value
EVA

10

22

_

17OO

2.4

31000

* 11OOO

-

-

ET.RK-1

10

22

130

1000

0.623 m3

33000 m3Xh

* 11000 m3

135

2 1613

> 1 sec

VI. TEST CASE

In Table 3 are summarized the result of calculation for
the distribution of Kr-87 in different points of the reactor
plant after 1 second, 10 second and 12O seconds of release
initiation. The calculation are made for a unit initial
inventory.

Table 3. Dist.ribut.ion of concentration of Kr—87

Para«.

XI

X2

\3

Xi.

XS

X6

\7

XB

XI 0

XI 1

Designation

primary coolant cir-
cuit.
above reactor air
air in recator hall
deposition in reactor
hall
primary coolant fil-
tre
liquid phase in deae-
rator
gas phase in deaera-
tor
main ventilation
filtre
liquid diaprés ion in
pump root*
deposition pump room

1 second

O.283E-04.
0.119E-O3
0 . 233E-O7

O.682E-10

0.29OE-O6

0.289E-O6

0.114E-O3

0.399E-O7

O.289E-O8
0. 116E-07

1 O second

0.187E-O3
0.88OE-03
O.124.E-O3

O.630E-O7

O.218E-O4

0.219E-O3

0.64.2E-04

0.613E-O3

O.217E-O6
0.871E-06

120 second

0.287E-O3
0.301E-02
0.313E-O4

0.210E-O*

O.S89E-O3

O.S88E-O3

0.349E-O3

0.489E-O3

0.338E-03
0.236E-O4



APPENDIX A
ET-RK-1 Reactor

System description

ET-RR-1 is a 2 MV research reactor similar in design
concept to the original version of EVA reactor The fuel is of
Ek-10 type made of uranium oxide magnesium alloy Light water
is used as coolant, moderator and reflector

The primary coolant circuit comprises the following
components.

- 3 circulation pumps, of which 2 are used for
operation and 3 as stand by units,

- Deaerator,

- main filtre,

- 2 heat exchangers

The reactor ventilation system is devided to ordinary
ventilation system and special ventilation system

- Ordinary Ventilation System

This system is used for the replacement of rooms air
by fresh air from outside The inlet air comes through
filters and then passes over cooling coils in summer and
heating coils in winter, then the air is distributed by
ducts to the rooms

— Special Ventilation System

This system is used for the formation of air
rarefaction inside the contaminated areas so as to
prevent air leakage from this areas to the around clean
areas In other hand the contaminated air is remouved and
directed to a special ventilation centre in which it is
diluted in normal operating conditions by atmospheric
air, then delivered to a stack of 43 meter night.

The locations concerned by the special ventilation are:

— above and under reactor,

— pump room,

— storage tank,

— hot cell,

— main hall.

In the ventilation center the air suction in the special
ventilation system is carried out by Means of 4 groups of
ventilators located in this center. Each group consists of 2
ventilators, one working and one as a stand by unit. These
ventilators deliver the air to the stack.



1X3 APPENDIX B

R*lease of fission products fro« fuel depend« on the
vapor pressure and abundance of chemical compounds which are
formed under local conditions inside fuel. The rate or release
to coolant depends on the state of fuel and cladding. In the
case of melting of highly irradiated fuel, stable and
radioactive fission gases. Xenon and Krypton are almost
completely released This causes the «ölten fuel to foam, so
increasing the surface area marcedly and momentarily assisting
the release of other volatile fission products.

In case a loss of coolant accident during which the fuel
is melted, foam may be formed and flow down under the effect
of gravity, but it collapses immediately expelling the fission
gases and vapours. The drops of hot molten metal would slide
rapidly and be stopped either in the bottom of reactor tank or
they may slide into the piping of the primary coolant circuit
and be stopped in a stagnation point such as valves or pipe
bendings

It was shown experimentally that the release of fission
gases occurs predominantly during the foaming of metal.
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FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE IN LWR
SEVERE FUEL DAMAGE CONDITIONS
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Abstract

In order to determine the radiological source term in LWR severe accident conditions,
a detailed knowledge of the reactor core behaviour is necessary. Processes of fission
product (FP) release from defected, overheated or degraded fuel rods and FP trans-
port in the core region form the initial stages of the overall transport path. Due to the
existing large uncertainty in the quantification of the source term the development of
adequate physical and chemical models and their integration into advanced computer
codes is indispensable. The code system KESS developed at the IKE serves to
simulate and analyse the course of severe accidents with respect to in-vessel phe-
nomena, including FP behaviour. Progress achieved in the description of fuel rod
behaviour is essential for the improvement of FP models, providing more detailed and
consistent boundary conditions for the analysis of FP release. The FP models of
KESS are summarized in the FIPREM code. They take into account the successive
steps of FP transport and FP chemistry. The models have been realized mainly on a
modular basis and are coupled explicitly by means of the informatic structure RSYST.
Applications of FIPREM modules have been performed for bundle test conditions as
well as PWR accident sequences. For example, the comparison between the physical
models and the empirical approach (release rates) shows significant differences in the
quantity and timing of FP release for low-irradiated fuel and during severe fuel dama-
ge. This is due to the fact that the physical models take into account changes in fuel
rod behaviour instead of considering a temperature dependence of FP release only.
However, the uncertainty associated with the use of mechanistic FP models is largely
determined by that of the key parameters and incomplete links to fuel and fuel rod
behaviour models.

1. RELEVANCE OF IN VESSEL CORE BEHAVIOUR

Among the most important problems associated with LWR safety research are those
related to the prediction of the radioactive source term. The main concern in the event
of a severe reactor accident is the possible release of radioactive fission products and
structure materials (aerosols) emitted from the reactor core into the environment.
During the various stages of a severe reactor accident, according to the subsequent
loss of protective safety barriers, different parts of the nuclear power plant may
become affected by FP release. Problems of accident progression can be more
generally assigned to the in-vessel and ex-vessel phases.

With respect to accident mitigation, special attention has to be paid to the in-vessel
phases of a severe reactor accident. In case of a successful termination of an acci-
dent within an early period of time, the radioactive source term is dominated by
processes during heatup and meltdown of the reactor core. Also, the ex-vessel source
term for specific nuclear power plants has been shown to be sensitive with respect to
uncertainties in input data derived from in-vessel accidents analysis codes [1],

The core meltdown code system KESS1) developed at the IKE serves as an analytical
tool to analyse the course of PWR severe accidents with emphasis to the description
of in-vessel processes [2-3]. In the course of the post-TMI-2 period, changing tasks
for severe accident analyses led to the initiation of new research activities for model
development and extension of different code systems, in order to predict e.g. the
consequences of accident management (AM) measures.

The model development is supported by recent experimental investigations on fuel rod
behaviour during heatup and meltdown, currently performed in facilities such as
CORA, PHEBUS, ACRR. With respect to the behaviour of fuel rods and structural
elements in the reactor core region, different physical processes are dominating
during successive stages of a severe accident Corresponding areas of the model
improvement in KESS mainly relate to fuel rod rupture, cladding oxidation, fuel
dissolution and material relocation, debris bed behaviour, FP release and radiative
heat transfer in large cavities. For the thermohydraulic part an implementation of
selected KESS modules into the GRS system code ATHLET-CD is being performed
[4]. KESS itself comprises a 1D thermohydraulic model for the reactor core region
(coolant channel geometry). In addition, selected thermohydraulic problems, like the
description of free convective gas flows in the RPV as well as the behaviour of
severely damaged core regions are under investigation at the IKE [5]. This paper is
focused on the FP models of the KESS code.

2. STATUS OF FISSION PRODUCT MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The difficulty of the FP release problem is evident when one realizes that its modelling
involves tracking the evolution of a multitude of radioactive chemical species. During
the progression of the accident

- temperatures are increasing from subcooled up to the ceramic melting point
- pressures can vary in the range of 0.1 to 20 MPa
- core geometry can change from largely intact fuel rods to a highly degraded core

region
- reactor atmospheric conditions can vary from highly oxidizing to reducing.

These extremes of conditions have to be considered in the FP models. With respect to
the time span to be taken into account, the in-vessel period of a severe accident

" Work supported by the Fed. Min. of Research and Technology (BMFT) under contracts 1500 750
and 1500750 A (KESS-III)



typically involves the first tens of minutes to the few hours after loss of core cooling.
The development of physical and chemical models to analyse FP behaviour in the
reactor core region has to account for the successive steps in FP release and transport
such as

- release at fuel rod rupture,
- fuel grain and pellet diffusion,
- transport in the fuel pellet-cladding gap,
- mass transfer into the coolant channel,
- transport along the coolant channel,
- liquefaction-induced release,
- release from degraded fuel rods (debris bed),
- release of absorber rod vapours,
- FP chemistry (fuel, fuel-cladding gap, coolant channel).

In spite of the many uncertainties involved in the description of the above phenomena
it is assumed that a consideration of the key processes of FP release by means of
basic physical and chemical models is the appropriate way to proceed. Consequently,
the development of detailed FP models has been initiated to obtain information on the
amount and the timing of FP release from the reactor core region. These models are
summarized in the FIPREM 1)-a) code which forms part of KESS. The connections
between KESS and FIPREM are shown in Fig. 1.

2.1 FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE AND TRANSPORT MODELS

At first a model based on the release rate approach was realized (module FPRATE).
The empirical correlations have been derived from laboratory measurements of FP
release for selected elements in the temperature range between 800°C and 2400°C.
The release rates are given as a function of temperature only. The limitations of this
approach are obvious, when applied generally to core heatup and degradation condi-
tions. Although FPRATE shows additional features such as

- reduction of decay heat sources due to FP release,
- change in release rates when fuel dissolution occurs,
- heat source redistribution due to fuel material relocation,

it is comparable to the widely used CORSOR code [6].

FP transport within the fuel grains is described as a combination of volume diffusion to
the grain boundaries accompanied by intragranular migration of fission gas bubbles,
mainly Kr, Xe. Gas bubbles may retard FP diffusion (capture/release mechanism) and
provides reaction sites for intragranular FP chemistry. The transient, 1D diffusion
equation for spherical geometry is used to predict FP release from UO2 grains (module
FGRAIN). The equation is solved by means of a finite-difference method for each FP
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specie (either a specific nuclide, a chemical element or a group of elements) and for
one group of fission gas bubbles. Diffusion coefficients have been derived from the
empirical release rates or are taken from literature sources [7-9]. Interaction between
dissolved FP and fission gas bubbles is handled by means of a sink capture model [10-
11]. Decay chain calculations are also included in the model.

The MITRA code (supplied from JRC Karlsruhe [9]) has also been implemented into
FIPREM as a complementary model for fuel grain release (module FMITRA). MITRA



analytically solves the FP transport equation for a solid-state diffusion process with
intragranular sinks, considering production-decay chains under general irradiation
conditions.

FP transport in the fuel pellet porosity is described as a surface diffusion process for
both gas phase and condensed FP species. For this purpose a model has been
developed which numerically solves the transient, 2D diffusion equation in cylindrical
geometry (module FPFUEL, see [12]). The module considers FP sources form the
grain release, decay chain calculations, changes in fuel pellet morphology (dosed/open
porosity, solid/dissolved fuel region) as well as flexible boundary conditions at the fuel
pellet surface. Diffusion coefficients are taken from the literature [13-14].

The basic model for FP transport in the fuel pellet-cladding gap describes the laminar
flow of a gas mixture (fission gasses, FP vapours, filler gas) along the annular gap,
taking into account localized sources from the fuel pellet and release at the locations
of cladding defects. The 1D mass and momentum equations are solved numerically
(module FPRGAP, [15]). A permeability concept is used to define the flow resistance
in the gap. For reduced or closed gap sections the assumption of laminar flow condi-
tions is no longer valid. The module then switches to a diffusion controlled model [16).

Studies performed on the application limits of release rates suggested that oas-phase
mass transfer across a boundary layer, between the fuel rod surface and the bulk
steam/gas flow, may cause significant reductions in the amount of FP/structure materi-
als released into the coolant channel [17]. In order to test this hypothesis for selected
FP species, module FMASTR has been developed which calculates the respective
mass transfer coefficient and mass flow rate.

Due to the rather small contribution of the FP mass flow rate in the coolant channel to
that of the vapour or carrier gas, it is assumed that FP (gasses and vapours) are
simply carried along with the main flow. This approach in module FPCHAN neglects
feedback effects on the carrier gas in terms of changes of gas properties, heat transfer
coefficients etc. Consequently, FP transport in the flow channels is considered only by
means of a node balance, assuming undisturbed superposition with the bulk flow.
Summarizing along the fuel rod length finally leads to the FP release at the core/bundle
exit. However, contributions from decay heat sources are predicted and may be
considered in the energy equation of the KESS thermohydraulic model.

2.2 MODELLING OF FISSION PRODUCT CHEMISTRY

Two basically different FP chemistry models have been made available to the FIPREM
code:

- equilibrium chemistry model (module FPCHEM)
- reaction kinetics model (module FPREKI)

The first one is based on the SOLGASMIX code [18] which has been adopted to KESS
geometry and interface requirements. The equilibrium model minimizes the Gibbs free
energy of a chemical system, assuming homogenous thermodynamic conditions in the

control volumes. The provision of thermochemical data tables plays an essential role
for the prediction of FP speciation. Up to now, the module has been mainly applied for
FP chemistry calculations in the coolant channel region. No principal restrictions exist
for the application of FPCHEM to fuel chemistry (e.g. within pores and gas bubbles)
and chemistry within the fuel pellet-cladding gap. However, an estimation of the oxygen
potential as well as the completeness of the list of reactants has turned out to be more
uncertain in these cases.

The second one is based on the HCT code [19]. It also has been converted into a
FIPREM module and adopted to meet the KESS requirements. FPREKI numerically
calculates the transient evolution of chemical reactions for a given set of reaction
equations and supplied reaction rates. Restrictions of the module are the limited
number of reactions to be considered and the high calculation times. Also reaction
rates of reactor relevant FP species are poorly known, especially for high pressure,
high temperature conditions. Therefore, FPREKI serves as a tool to check for selected
FP species the assumptions made in the equilibrium model, i.e. the time dependent
development of FP concentrations and the final concentrations reached. The available
FIPREM modules are listed in Rg. 2.

3. CODE INTEGRATION OF FISSION PRODUCT MODELS

To the extent possible, KESS models have been realized as single modules which are
linked by the informatic structure RSYST. Module input/output and interface data
exchange between different modules are handled by means of the RSYST database.
Also, module sequences are set up in a flexible way and post-processing is performed
using available RSYST tools. Fig. 3 shows a typical structure of the KESS sequences
for code application. In forming part of the KESS system, FIPREM modules are
integrated in the already existing module sequences, thus providing the environmental
conditions (physical interfaces) for their application. FIPREM modules are coupled
explicitly.

The general requirements for model/module implementation into the KESS code
identically apply to FIPREM:
A code system for severe accident analysis has to combine in a well-balanced and
optimized way both the demand for a sufficiently detailed modelling and the restrictions
with respect to code handling and applicability. Due to the impossibility of considering
all detailed core structures and single effects, modelling of the core behaviour requires
adequate approximations. The former implies the introduction of 'representative'
structures, while the latter addresses the identification of key processes to be modelled
or the derivation and integration of simplified models based on studies performed with
more detailed models. Moreover, the specific code application often requires a careful
selection of the model features in order to meet the requirements.

In the KESS code the physical phenomena are described for 'representative1 structures
such as fuel rods, absorber rods, etc. They represent the average behaviour of all rods
in a core radial zone. A basic PWR core nodalization typically comprises several
hundreds of nodes (radially (r) x axially (z)), while bundle test calculations require fewer
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nodes, typically in the order of several tens. This geometry representation is identically
adopted by the FIPREM models. In the case of the release rate model (integral ap-
proach, module FPRATE), no further subdivision is required. Module specific and
interface data exchanged between FP and fuel rod models are given in r-z-geometry
arrays.

The FP diffusion models require a sub-nodalization of the fuel pellet into a number of
radial zones (fuel pellet diffusion, model FPFUEL). Each pellet zone consists of a
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- MODULE Initia-
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-DATA Interface
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r "S
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__________J
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*RSYST Database Names

Fia. 3: Structure of KESS application sequences

representative fuel grain (fuel grain diffusion, module FGRAIN) composed of spherical
shells. In this case module specific and interface data may differ largely with respect
to their geometry structure, e.g. temperatures supplied from fuel rod models given in
T(r,z) while FP grain releases are given in Ri(r,z,u,v) with u,v, being the subdomain
indices and i indicating the specific nuclide. Adequate data transformation (e.g. averag-
ing, profile calculation) may be required in order to provide module specific boundary
conditions. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Fig 4 Global and local description of FP release processes

This example already illustrates that for a whole core analysis it is (nearly) impossible
to perform a detailed release calculation for the heatup and degradation phase for a
large number of FP nuclides considering e g nuclide decay. Although model features
may allow such calculations, storage requirements, data handling and result interpreta-
tion would clearly limit the application With these limitations in mind a 'carefully
selected' application may either consider few FP elements, or a small time window, or
specific nodes only On the other hand, the limited number of nodes in bundle test
calculations may allow the consideration of nuclide release and decay in order to follow
e g the release history of spécifie tracer elements The many possibilities offered by
the models sometimes exceed by far the benefit obtained from the analysis

4 APPLICATION OF FIPREM MODELS

In order to check on the progress achieved in the description of FP release the mod-
ules of the KESS-FIPREM code have been applied to bundle test and reactor accident
conditions Up to now most of the effort was spend in the comparison amongst the
complementary FP diffusion models (modules FGRAIN and FMITRA) and between
these models and the integral release rate approach Special emphasis was put on fuel
characteristics typical for low- and high-irradiated conditions as well as fuel dissolution
and material relocation phenomena Such conditions/phenomena will be represented
in the PHEBUS-FP experiments The investigations were concentrated on the fission
gasses Xe.Kr and the volatile FP species I, Cs, Te FP diffusion models showed
somewhat comparable results in the quantity and the timing of FP release, provided
that similar initial FP concentrations, diffusion coefficients and structure parameters
were chosen Discrepancies between empirical and mechanistic models for low-irradia-
tion conditions and during fuel dissolution were generally larger. As an example the
release fractions of selected FP from the inner core region of a PWR are plotted in Fig
5, axially summarized (integral release) and for the high-temperature section of the rod
(local release) The timespan considered comprises fuel rod rupture up to the onset of
degradation (high pressure accident sequence [2])
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Studies on FP speciation have been performed with the two different FIPREM chemis-
try models, mainly for the coolant channel region. In using the equilibrium model
(module FPCHEM) the aim of the investigations was to identify the sensitivity of the FP
concentrations for selected species at the core/bundle exit, dependent on the inlet
conditions and whether oxidizing or reducing conditions occurred in the coolant channel
along the bundle. Application of the reaction kinetic model was aimed at supporting the
equilibrium calculations, e.g. to identify the time constants and final (=equilibrium)
concentrations for selected FP compounds. For both models an estimation of the
uncertainty in the results caused by discrepancies in thermochemical data tables and
reaction rate constants has been included. Typical results obtained from the equilibrium
chemistry model for PHEBUS FP conditions and the system l-Cs-Te-O-H are shown in
Fig. 6 for two different sets of thermochemical data [2). Changes in FP concentrations
in the coolant channel along the fuel rod length are caused by local FP release,
changing atomospheric conditions (O/H ratio) and gas temperature variations.
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Fig. 6: FIPREM module application: FP chemistry in the coolant channel

5. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, a modular system of mechanistic FP models has been developed and
realized in the FIPREM code. They describe basic physical processes, such as diffu-
sive and convective gas/vapour transport in typical fuel grain, fuel pellet, fuel rod and
coolant channel geometry. To the extent possible, the models account for the different
FP transport phenomena, which occur along the pathway and during successive stages
of the accident. In order to achieve this, use is made of the flexible link to KESS fuel
rod and thermohydraulic models, which deliver physical boundary conditions for FP
release and in turn receive feedback information. Although the provision of physical FP
models does not necessarily reduce the overall uncertainty in the prediction of the in-
vessel FP release, it nevertheless allows to

- perform studies with the separate modules to identify key parameters in the
respective models,

- compare results with those obtained from the integral release rate model,
- investigate the sensitivity of the FP models to the uncertainty in boundary condi-

tions,
- check on the uncertainty in the results caused by uncertain or estimated key para-

meters,
- identify needs for model improvement and verification.

The work in the area of KESS-FIPREM model development and analysis is continuing.
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Phebus-FP is a 1 5000 scale facility where a series of six experiments will be carried out that
aim to model the release, retention and chemical behaviour of fission products during a severe
accident in a light water thermal reactor The core, coolant circuit and containment are all
modelled and the heating power to the bundle is supplied by nuclear fission in the fuel rods
In this paper we consider calculations that have been performed by different organisations, and
with different computer codes, in preparation for the first test FPT-0 In particular we study
the phenomena in the bundle Here we are primarily concerned with thermalhydrauhcs, core
degradation and fission product release All of these are considered We note that predictions
for the temperature field in the bundle depend less on the code used than on the conductivity
assumed for the surrounding shroud Unlike a reactor the Phebus bundle will be hottest m the
mid-plane There will be three phases m the experiment First a heat-up with considerable heat-
generation from zircalloy oxidation and then, once the zircalloy is mostly consumed, a slower
heat-up till the melting point of fuel is reached The third phase is the cool-down Because
of the high degree of clad oxidation, little interaction between zircalloy and uranium dioxide is
expected Modelling of fission product release and transport is crude Release is expected to be
slow because the fuel in this first test is fresh but correlations used to model it can be expected
to over-predict because they are based on irradiated fuel We have so far made no calculations
of transport, nucleation and deposition Of fission products and aerosols in the core

1 INTRODUCTION

In-pile and out-of-pile experiments such as Loft, Step, PBF, Cora, Phebus-SFD and FLHT have all
contributed to an extensive experimental data-base on early-phase core degradation and, according to a
recent state-of-the-art report from the OECD Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI)
by Kmnersley et al [1], the phenomena are now "well understood" So it is clear that, if the six Phebus-
FP experiments that are to take place from 1993 onwards were merely another study of early-phase core
degradation, then the European Community and the Commisanat d'Energie Atomique would never have
agreed to fund them

Phebus-FP differs from all these experiments in that the aim is not to observe what the core degra-
dation is under certain conditions of temperature and coolant flow but to produce a pre-specified degree
of core degradation and observe the consequent release, transport and trapping of fission products and
other material This is not easy Although the CSNI concluded that the phenomena were well understood



there was a caveat "codes still need further development m order to bring them up to date with the
experiment.!/ iJatabaie" In other words we understand the phenomena but cannot predict them

Even if our codes could predict core-degradation perfectly we would sti l l have diff iculty in making
jciurate pre-test predictions of the behaviour of the Phebus-FP bundle All m-pile tests have b«-n
bedevilled by an annoying problem. Little heat is given to the fluid by convection so core temperatures
depend almost entirely on the neutronic coupling with the driver core and on radial heat losses through
the insulating shroud around the test-section. We do not know either of these very well In fact no good
pre-test predictions of temperatures in in-pile tests have ever been made The only reasonable code-
measurement comparisons have been post-test when these factors have been back-calculated from the
test results themselves. This is clearly unsatisfactory For example in the recent international standard
problem calculational exercise based on a Phebus-SFD experiment the participants were invited to choose
a shroud conductivity that best matched the experimental temperature measurements (see Adroguer et
al [2])

In Phebus-FP we are simultaneously trying to develop a shroud with more predictable thermal
properties and a test protocol that does not depend crucially on a particular code prediction to achieve
the desired degradation. Paradoxically this requires a lot of calculations in order to understand the
experiment better, to test out alternative suggestions for boundary conditions, to estimate what the
fission product and aerosol release will be so that the instrumentation downstream of the bundle can be
prepared and to evaluate the safety of the experiment. It has been an axiom that the more calculations
we perform the better we will understand the test. These calculations have been performed using many
different codes and many different users from many different organisations and have been documented
fully in Shepherd et al [3],[4],[5]

The comparison of results is an essential quality check on the calculations. Continual discussions
between the participants has led to a convergence in the results. Code developers have been told which
models require further development.

So far the calculations have concentrated on the first Phebus test, FPT-0. This is a test where we
intend to melt an appreciable amount of uranium dioxide and, because the test objectives require there
always to be at least some steam in the coolant flow, we expect considerable clad oxidation. There will
be higher temperatures and more degradation than any test performed in the Phebus-SFD test series
and, for this reason and, because of the heat loss problem, the experiment will be extremely difficult
to execute. Some of the earlier calculations have already been summarized in international meetings by
Jones et al [6] and MailHat et al [7] so this paper will concentrate on calculations performed since then

First we will describe the Phebus geometry, pointing out similarities and differences to reactors. We
then describe the boundary conditions for the first test and list the participants to the calculations and
the codes used. We go on to present the results, mostly of the so-called reference scenario, but also
of sensitivity calculations. Some conclusions have been drawn about the likely behaviour of the bundle
during the test and about the adequacy of the codes to model it

2 DESCRIPTION OF PHEBUS

2.1 Geometry

The Phebus bundle, shown in cross section as figure 1, will contain 20 fuel rods and one control rod, each
1 metre long, inside a driver core that supplies a neutron flux. The heating power in the bundle comes
from fission in the fuel rods. There are two zircalloy spacer grids at elevations of 29.25cm and 81.15cm
Running the whole length of the bundle are four zircalloy stiffeners. The shroud has an inner liner of
zircoma but most of the thermal insulation comes from a 9.5mm thick layer of porous zircoma. The
conductivity of this layer varies with temperature and for the purposes of these calculations was assumed
to follow the law shown below as table 1.
We have included this conductivity information because, although of no interest whatsoever for reactor
calculations, the value chosen here determines the neutronic power that is required to reach a given
temperature in the core. The values used here were used in the calculations described below but are
currently being revised as the shroud design evolves in the search for more stable thermal properties
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TABLE 1 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF POROUS ZIRCONIA

Temperature (K)
X (W/mK)

1000

0.75

2500
2

2900

3

FIGURE 2
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An important boundary condition is the axial power profile in the
Phebus test section. The profile shown on the left in figure 2 was used
for all the calculations presented in this report but subsequent neutronic
calculations have cast doubt on whether this is an accurate representation of
the experiment. In particular we now believe that the power in the bottom
and top of the bundle will not be zero Nevertheless the profile will remain
basically cosinus with a peak near the mid-plane and this power profile, as
we shall see later, strongly affects the phenomena in the bundle

2.2 Preliminary Boundary Conditions for Test FPT-0
The boundary conditions to the Phebus-PF bundle are bundle power and
inlet flow. The flow rate is supposed to be 1 5000 ofthat expected in reactor
sequences m order that we can scale fission product concentrations The
inlet flow used for these calculations was that shown in figure 3. It starts
at 4 grams per second and falls to 1 gram per second by the end of the
transient Hydrogen was also injected m the late phase of the experiment
in order to simulate long rods with short ones, we assume Phebus is the



toj> lialf of a core and the hydrogen comes from oxidation in the bottom half Another reason for the
ludro^en injection was to maintain coolant flow in the primary circuit when condensation of the steam

> urs in the steam generator I tubes The neutromc power is not a scaled quanliu iml i^ onh thi t
u l n v - h is necessary to achieve tlir desired temperatures and core degradation Hie po\vtr la« chosen is
^ho\\n as figure 4

FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4
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FPT-0 is a low pressure test and will be carried out at between 1 5 to 2 bars The pressure in the
experiment will depend on the containment back pressure but, for these calculations we assumed it
constant at 1 5 bars

2 3 Representativity
Phebus FPT-0 should represent rather well the early phases of an accident m a light water reactor The
materials with the core are prototypical of a reactor

Coolant flow rates in FPT-0 we will be around 0 2 gpspr (grams per second per rod) at the beginning
of the transient and 0 05 at the end This compares with expected values for a reactor of 0 02 to 0 5
gpspr The short Phebus rods, one metre instead of four, mean that for the same flow velocity the fission
product concentrations will be less than in a reactor but, even taking this into account, our flow rates
will be of the right order

The heat production by fission rather than decay heat is not thought to be important for the
representativity but the cosinus power profile is This is aggravated by the radial heat losses which mean
that the hottest part of the bundle will be in the middle rather than at the top and fission products
released from the hot region will cool down before they reach the upper plenum

The other noteworthy difference from a reactor case is the lack of liquid water in the bundle Normally
a pool of water at the bottom of the bundle would be expected to interact with relocated material and
affect the release of fission products and aerosols

At the end of the transient we turn off the power and leave the flow rate constant so that release
following cooldown can be studied Later tests may include a steam spike but the safety-imposed ban on
liquid water means that there are no plans to model quenching

3 CALCULATION OF THE REFERENCE CASE

In this section we examine the results of the reference scenario

3 1 Codes Used
The results of seven calculations are presented in this report These were performed by six different
organizations The code used in each calculation is summarized m the table below In some cases a
report has been written and in these cases a reference is given Each calculation is given a codeword
which is used as an identifier on the overlay plots This too is listed in the table

ORGANISATION

Centro de Investigaciones Energeticas
Medtoambientales v Tecnologicas (CIEMAT)
Spam

Catedra D Tecnologia Nuclear, Universidad
Pohtecnica De Madrid, Madrid, Spam

Joint Research Centre, Ispra, Italy

Joint Research Centre, Ispra, Italy

CEA Cadarache, France

Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit (GRS),
Garchmg, Germany
Institut Tür Kernenergetik und

Energiesysteme der Universität Stuttgart,
Germany

CODE-
WORD
CIEMAT

Madrid

JRC

grids
CEA

GRS

KESS-III

CODE

ICARE 2V 1

MELCOR

ICARE2V2P

ICARE2V2P

ICARE2V2modO

ATHLET-SA

KESS-III

REPORT OF
CALCULATION

Lopez Montero[8]

Serre[9]

There are three different ICARE versions used The oldest is ICARE2V1 and the most up to date is
ICARE2V2modO ICARE2v2p, used was a preliminary version of the modO version and, since it was not
an official version, was not fully quality controlled

The "grids" calculation, performed by JRC was the only ICARE calculation to include the spacer
grids and stiffeners

3 2 Temperatures in the Bundle
Figures 5,6,7 & 8 show profiles of the temperatures of the fuel, cladding and coolant at 1000 second time
intervals Figures 9,10 & 11 show plots against time at a fixed position, the centre of the bundle for the
cladding and the fuel and the outlet to the bundle in the case of the coolant

The "Madridî" calculation (figure 12) should not be compared directly with the other calculations
because it refers to the outer row of rods, all the others are for the inner, hotter rods
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FIGURE " These curves clearly show that the experiment is divided into three
OUTLET VAPOUR TEMPERATURE phases Up to about 2000 seconds there is a relatively high heat

up rate, caused partly by the exothermic chemical reaction between
zircalloy and steam This is the first phase, the oxidation phase At
some time between 2000 and 3000 seconds most of the clad is oxidized
so the reaction stops and the temperatures fall The second phase of
the transient then starts The increasing nuclear power then leads
to a slow heat up till the fuel melting temperature around 3100K is
reached Then the third phase, the cooldown, starts

The oxidation phase is difficult to calculate and the results de-
pend on the assumptions used by the codes ICARE2V2modO pre-
dicts that the rods burst at HOOK and so oxidation can proceed on
the inside of the cladding as well as the outside for some of its length
and this effectively doubles the oxidation rate Afterwards, during
the second phase of the transient, agreement between the different
codes for fuel temperatures is good and so it should be The high
value for the shroud conductivity at high temperatures means that
nearly all the nuclear power generated m the rods is lost radially to
the shroud (see figure 12) This means that the inner surface of the
shroud can be calculated by conduction because the heat flow and

outside temperature are known and the rods are around two hundred degrees hotter than that The
difference between the rods and inner surface of the shroud (Tc|,j — T.hroud) is shown as figure 13

2000 <»oo cooo
ti» >Komi>

FIGURE 12
POWER LOSS TO SHROUD

FIGURE 13



FIGURE 14 1^ djfrerence between rods and shroud is of more than aca-
HEAT-UP at 0.55 metres demie interest. If the rods are at 3100K, and the shroud

FPT-O inner surface is only two hundred degrees colder, then the
zirconia liner of the shroud is close to melting. Melting of
the shroud may cause further unwelcome uncertainty in its
heat conduction properties and release additional structural
materials.

We have already remarked that the peaked tempera-
ture profile in Fhebus is rather unrepresentative of a reactor.
Close examination of these profiles reveals that the zone of
high temperature is rather small. The cold outlet end of the
test section also presents a problem in that some gaseous
fission products may condense onto aerosols or structure be-
fore they reach the upper plenum. Sensitivity studies (eg
Serre [10]) show that, as expected, the conductivity of the
shroud, plays the most important role in determining the
shape of the axial temperature profile; the more conductive
is the shroud, the more peaked is the power profile. For a
given shroud the only way we can reduce the peakiness is to
increase the axial beat transfer by convection by increasing
the flow rate. In fact, for this first test, the flow rate in the
second phase of the transient was chosen in order that the
outlet vapour temperature should be as as hot as possible
without running the risk of burning out heater elements in
the upper plenum. Fortunately, as we have seen, it is also

rather representative of reactor flow rates and is also acceptable for the primary circuit and containment.
The heat up rate at the centre fuel location in the second phase of the transient of around 0.2K/S

(see figure 14) is rather slow. Hobbins et al [11] suggest a value of 0.4 to 0.7 K/s for medium pressure
transients in full scale plants and we would expect similar values at low pressures. This low value was
chosen on purpose in order to maximize the fission product release which we expect to be slow in our
case because the fuel is fresh. A slow heat-up rate should also make the experiment easier to control.

3.3 Core Degradation

FIGURE 15 FIGURE 16
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Hydrogen is produced by the cladding oxidation and, after 5000 seconds, is injected at the core inlet.
Figure 15 shows the mole fraction of hydrogen in the coolant at the outlet. The coolant never reaches
100% hydrogen so the oxidation reaction is never steam-starved. This was intentional because an objective
of the first test is that the coolant should be oxidizing always. The zircalloy oxidation is fast (see figure

16) and there is complete oxidation in the central part by 2000 seconds or thereabouts. Figures 17 i;
18 show the percentage of zirconium oxidized as a function of the axial height in the bundle confirming
the almost complete oxidation in this time. The "C/EACAT" calculation (shown in figures 17 and 18 but
not 16) shows less oxidation than the others for two reasons. Firstly it does not allow oxidation on the
inner surface of the cladding, even when burst and so the cladding can reach the melting temperature
of zirconium before it is completely oxidized. Secondly, in the early version of ICARE-2 used for this
calculation, oxidation stops once melting starts.
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The first material to melt is the control rod which melts at around 1000 seconds and relocates at around
1400 seconds when the stainless steel guide tube fails. In the codes used in this study there was no
interaction between the control rod and the other rods so we will not discuss it further.

Further information about the core degradation processes can be gained from figure 19 which shows
the mass of zirconium per unit length at a position just above the bundle mid-plane. Figure 20 shows
the same thing plotted against axial position at 3000 seconds. Zirconium in this figure includes oxidized
material so if there were no axial movement of material the graphs would all be horizontal lines. Only
the "grids" calculation shows significant relocation during the oxidation phase of the transient. The
other calculations indicate that the cladding will remain in place until the second phase of the transient.
Because the clad is nearly all oxidized by the time it gets up to melting temperatures there is practically
no eutectic formation in this oxidation phase of the transient.

FIGURE 19
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Nevertheless it is a close run thing We are not totally confident that there will be no relocation during the
oxidation phase It does not take much perturbation in the models or the boundary conditions to produce
some For instance a sensitivity calculation was run with ICARE2v2modO comparing the standard case
(labelled "long") with a case where the coolant flow rate was halved during the oxidation phase (labelled
"LO FLCT) In neither of these cases were the grids or stiffeners modelled The heat-up is faster in the
low flow-rate case so some melting can occur before the cladding is fully oxidized This melted cladding
can interact with fuel to form a eutectic In fact the poorer heat removal is enough to allow the protective
oxide layer to fail, be dissolved m the eutectic, and to candle down the outside of the cladding It falls
down to a cooler part of the bundle where it re-freezes The zirconium distribution at 2200 seconds in
figure 21 confirms this The other effect of the lower flow rate and the lower axial transport of heat is
that the temperatures at the bundle outlet are colder so the oxidation is less (see figure 22) We now
consider again the reference case After the oxidation phase of the test the bundle cools then starts
to heat up again as the power increases No degradation occurs for more than an hour The cladding
is fully oxidized so no more oxidation can occur and the temperatures are below the melting point of
zircoma Towards the end of the transient the criteria for clad melting (2950K) and fuel melting (3100K)
are reached more or less simultaneously so degradation and relocation occur The axial distribution of
zirconium (including oxides) and uranium dioxide at 7000 seconds, the end of the heat-up phase, are
shown below as figures 23 & 24
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A target for UOj melting is around 20% The figure above shows that between 5 and 10% of the fuel in
the mid-plane region has melted and re-frozen lower down the bundle The zone where melting occurs
is between 20 and 30 cm long The modelling of relocation of fuel at high temperatures is only poorly
modelled at present Furthermore this movement will feedback on the neiitronic power This is not
calculated by the degradation codes used here which were designed to model reactors where the heat is
produced by decay heat not fission

4 RELEASE OF FISSION PRODUCTS AND STRUCTURAL MATERIAL

The fission product inventory is low in FPT-0 because it is fresh fuel There will be a short irradiation
period in the Phebus reactor followed by a 36 hour wait After this time the inventory in milligrams is
calculated to be

TABLE 1 FISSION PRODUCT INVENTORY FOR FPT 0

element
inventory mg

Cs
Î05

I
592

Xe
696

Kr
674

Te

826

Rb
566

Br
3

Se
7 2

The codes' predictions for release is shown in figures 25,26 k 27 for caesium, iodine and tellurium,
expressed as a percentage of their inventory The mass of structural material (in kilograms) released as
aerosols is shown as figure 28
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Several remarks can be made about these results



Firstly the mass of structural material leaving the primary circuit is about 100 times greater than
I he mass of fission products The structural material rather than the fission products will therefore
dominate the aerosol behaviour The interaction of fission products and structural behaviour will be
important for the subsequent trapping of material

Secondly none of the codes used in this study calculate nucleation retention or agglomeration in
the core The aerosols are assumed to pass immediately from the fuel to the upper plenum Work on
modelling this behaviour will start soon using the ESTER code [12] which is unique in treating core
degradation, thermalhydraulics and aerosol and fission product behaviour in a fully coupled way

The fission product release calculated by all these codes is high The exception is the "Madrid"
calculation This used MELCOR, which, because its models are written for reactor geometries rather
than experimental bundles, underestimated greatly the temperatures in the outer ring of rods In the
central rods their release was high like the other codes

This high release is unrealistic All the codes used CORSOR type models to calculate their release
It is known that CORSOR-type models are only suitable for irradiated fuel, not for fresh fuel This is
because the fuel pellet microstructure is not yet developed The porosity is low and not interconnected
The porosity only starts to develop under irradiation when cracks form and interconnect in order to
provide an escape path for the fission products

In fresh fuel the fission products release from the grains by diffusional transport processes (atoms
and fission gas bubbles), accumulate on gram boundaries and are not further released to the pellet
outer surface during fuel rod heat-up Thus the fission products are only released from the fuel when
the "closed" microstructure is destroyed, for example by liquefaction or fuel fracture during quenching
Cronenburg et al found some experimental evidence for this [13] Calculations for FPT-0 have been
done with more sophisticated models that take into account this hold-up of fission products at the
grain boundaries Messamguiral and Fereira Pereira's calculations are reported m [14] and Carlucci [15]
presented his results in a separate paper at this meeting His results indicate that the release is somewhat
slower than predicted by CORSOR At 7000 seconds he predicts that at least 60% of the iodine, caesium
and noble gases will be released

There may be some release during the cooldown process caused by structural changes in the fuel
These have not yet been modelled

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

It has never been our philosophy to rely completely on the results of just one code for preparing the
FPT-0 test The results presented here are the latest in a series of calculations performed with many
codes When we first started comparing results there were large qualitative and quantitative differences
between them Continual improvements to models and discussions between modellers has now narrowed
considerably this divergence

That is not to say that we are able to predict the core degradation in Phebus FPT-0 All the
codes agree that small, and not unfeasible, changes to the assumed boundary conditions, could dramat-
ically affect the results We must assume that we do not know the shroud conductivity and devise an
experimental strategy accordingly

The temperature profile in the bundle is peaked in the mid-plane It becomes more peaked as the
flow rate is reduced or the shroud conducivity increased This raises some concerns In particular it
may be difficult to release fission products from the cold parts of the bundle away from the mid-plane
Furthermore some fission products may be trapped at the top of the bundle This will be studied more
carefully in the period leading up to the test

The experiment will be characterized by three periods, a short oxidation period, a long heat-up
phase, and a cooldown All the cladding in the central region will oxidize during the oxidation period

The coolant will be oxidizing always It will never be pure hydrogen
The calculations indicate that there will probably be no clad melting or eutectic formation during

the oxidation phase Sensitivity calculations indicate that it does not take much perturbation to the
models or boundary conditions to produce some These phenomena cannot therefore be ruled out

Other experiments such as CORA, Phebus-SFD and PDF have shown us the importance of spacer
grids in the degradation process One of the participants to this exercise included a model for the grids but

only the heat and hydrogen produced by the oxidation of the grids were modelled The influence of the
grids on relocation was not Code developers are working on the grid modelling and these improvements
ein be expected to improve the accuracy of the next round of calculations

We know that the usual correlations for fission product release are not valid for fresh fuel Further
investigations with more mechanistic codes are underway to see whether enough of the bundle is at a
high enough temperature for long enough to achieve a high fission product release
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